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Curtis and Maxine Strand opened their photograph studio out of their Rugby, N.D. house in 1948, known 
as the Strand Studio. They also were known as Strand’s Studio. They did commercial and legal 
photography as well as portrait work and offered oil coloring, air brushing, restorations and aerials. They 
also developed the ‘statuetee,’ a posed action photo mounted on cardboard. Their logo was ‘Today’s 
Photographs – Tomorrow’s Best Memories.’ Their two sons Mark and Todd assisted in the studio as they 
grew up at Rugby. Curtis and Maxine retired in 1988 and sold the business to Chuck and Jan Repnow. 
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Curtis Strand was born December 11, 1916 at Edmore, N.D., the son of Carl and Winnifred (Hotz) 
Strand, while Maxine Sieber was born at Wolford, N.D., the daughter of Banks J. and Helen (McNitt) 
Sieber. Curtis graduated from Concordia College, Moorhead, Minn. in 1938 with a degree in chemistry. 
He taught high school for three years at Audubon, Minnesota before serving in the United States Army 
Air Corp from June 1941 to December 1945. His military service included the Normandy invasion and 
the Battle of the Bulge. He achieved the rank of major and seved with the Sixth Tactical Air Command 
Squadron. During the war he married Maxine on June 18, 1943 at Wolford. Maxine graduated from 
Jamestown College and taught in North Dakota and Moorhead, Minn. high schools. Following the war 
Curtis was employed as a photographer at Kroeger Studio in St. Paul, Minn. In 1948 they moved to 
Rugby and opened Strand Studio. 
 
The Strands were active in the Rugby community where Curtis served on the Rugby City Council 
including serving as its president. In addition he was active in the Rugby Lions, Boy Scouts, Future 
Farmers of America, Professoinal Photographers Association of North Dakota, Rugby Chamber of 
Commerce and the Concordia College alumni association. Curtis and Maxine raised two sons, Mark and 
Todd Strand. Curtis Strand died February 7, 1992 at Rugby. Maxine continues to live at Rugby, N.D. 
 
 
SCOPE AND CONTENT 
 
The Strand Studio Photograph Collection is a wealth of visual resources related to the people and 
institutions of Rugby, N.D. and the north central part of North Dakota, through the photographic work of 
Curtis and Maxine Strand. Also impressive is that it spans forty years from 1948 when they established 
their studio until their retirement in 1988. The collection consists primarily of portraiture, together with 
commercial photography for area businesses, schools, organizations and churches, as well as events. 
 
The Chronological Series is by far the largest series. It reflects the system used by the Strands in 
organizing the negatives for images they took, namely by year and then alphabetical therein. This original 
order has been preserved, and the listing for each year (1948-1988) was taken directly from the 
handwritten identifying text on the original envelopes. At times the handwriting was difficult to read, thus 
errors in the spelling of the names are possible. The year was usually not written on the original envelope; 
rather it was on the original box label. Thus there is the possibility that some files are not in the proper 
year. 
 
The vast majority of the images are family and individual portraiture including weddings, family & 
individual portraits, graduation, confirmation, scouting, passports and many other landmark events on 
Main Street and elsewhere throughout the Rugby area for which a photograph was desired. Most packets 
contain more than one image and most were done in black and white. Also, most packets do not contain 
any photographic prints, rather only film negatives of various sizes. Most of the negatives are 4 x 5 in. 
and 5 x 7 in. in size. A number of the early years’ negatives have deteriorated to the point they had to be 
physically removed from the main series in order to not contaminate the other negatives. They were 
placed in a separate Deteriorated Negatives Series. The name entries have been retained in the main 
listing, with ‘Deteriorated’ given as the location. 
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The series also includes a “1950s’ files group. These negatives came originally as a separate series with 
the box label “Commercial 1950’s, Portraits, Wedding, Etc.” They have been retained together as found 
and listed after 1959. 
 
The first part of the Rugby School Activities Series is organized by date and encompasses the years 
1948-1986.  It covers a mixture of both High School and grade school activities, including yearbook 
pictures, sporting events, minstrel shows and operettas. At the end of the series is a subseries taken from a 
packet that was labeled Torrison.  It contains images likely ordered by Orrin Torrison, the high school 
band director.  This subseries includes not only a number of high school band pictures from 1952 to 1962, 
but also the First Lutheran Church Choir, and some Torrison related family pictures. 
 
The High School (Non-Rugby) Activities Series, 1950s-1960s Series was developed by Strand Studio. 
It is organized alphabetically by the name of the North Dakota community. Most are of sport teams but 
include events such as shows, concerts, proms and other activities beyond sports. 
 
The High School Seniors 1950s Series images came in a box labeled simply “1950 & Up; 1950s?” There 
were several alphabetical sequences, likely for more than a single year. The negative packets have been 
integrated into a single alphabetical sequence. There also may be negatives of teachers in this series. 
Some packets also include proof prints. Several have proofs. Some prints have ‘yr. book’ written on back, 
likely intended for use in the published school annual. None of the original envelopes include the specific 
year in the 1950s, however with the assistance of an alumnae the year of graduation has been added to a 
majority of the names. 
 
The Copy Negative Series contains copy negatives for older family photographs that customers brought 
to Strand Studio to have reproductions made. Likely most were done in the 1960s. Most are of family and 
individual portraits, although occasionally there are aerials of farms, farmsteads, and group confirmation 
photographs. The file was organized alphabetically by the name of the customer who requested the work, 
rather than the subject of the original image. Occasionally some identifying information was written on 
the original sleeve which was transferred to the finding aid listing. 
 
The Topical Series reflects two separate collections of negatives and some prints that have been 
combined into a single series. There is a great variety of subject matter covered by the images in this 
series. Many are related to specific North Dakota towns, particularly for Rugby, N.D. There are also a 
number of photographs taken for legal firms in the state, particularly as related to accidents. Other major 
categories include of the North Dakota State Championship Horse Show (1949-1961), work for the local 
newspaper, Pierce County Tribune (1952-1980) and area churches. 
 
The Topical From Binders Series contains a set of negatives added into the collection several months 
after the original donation was deposited. This set of negatives had been in the possession of Todd Strand, 
and sleeved into four binders. These negatives are topical in nature but do contain some portraiture. The 
images were transferred out of the binders, with all identifying information transferred are arranged 
alphabetically by subject.  Many of the images in this series were used by Todd Strand to build the 
Flicker site featuring Curtis Strand’s photographs. 
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The Film Rolls Series is made up of negatives that were in bound rolls at the time of donation. Most were 
originally bound together by plastic holders or metal canisters.  They appear to be large photo shoots that 
Strand Studio was contracted to produce such as elementary student portraiture for Ely Elementary, Little 
Flower Catholic School, Rugby, Balta, Willow City and Wolford Elementary schools. Also of note are a 
series of images for John Deere, featuring the employees, and the facility; and Rolette Shopping Center 
featuring Santa Claus sittings. 
 
The Aerials Series came as a separate collection in a plastic bag so labeled. Most of the original packets 
had some identifying information. They contain aerials of farmsteads, businesses and several towns. The 
images are arranged alphabetically by subject. 
 
The Bicentennial Series documents a number of events held in the Rugby area as part of the national 
1976 Bicentennial celebration across the United States. This series came as a separate collection in a 
plastic bag so labeled. The series currently has not been fully processed. It contains quite a number of 
separate packets of color negatives and some prints. Some of the original packets have some identifying 
information. 
 
The International Peace Garden Series is an extensive collection of color photographs taken of the 
Peace Gardens over many years. It appears Strand’s Studio did contract work for the administration of the 
garden. This series came as a separate collection in a plastic bag so labeled. The series currently has not 
been fully processed. It contains many separate packets of color negatives and some prints. Many of the 
original packets have some identifying information. 
 
The Nilles, Hansen, Selbo, Magill & Davies Ltd Series contains contract work Strand’s Studio did for 
the Fargo law firm. Apparently Donald Hansen was the contact firm at the law firm since his name was 
written on the plastic bag in which all of these negatives came to the archives. It currently has not been 
fully processed. It contains quite a number of separate packets of b&w and color negatives and some 
prints. Most of the original packets have some identifying information, including: Jean Tooke, 1974; Pete 
Kraft file; Rudolph Feichert intersection, SW Martin; Super Valu Parking Lot; Tractor at Rolla for 
Winton Noble;  1965 April, Feb. & also March 1969; 1980, July 30; 1983, Aug 28; and 1987 
 
The Undated and Unidentified Series includes a variety of negatives placed together because they are 
either undated, unidentified or both. Sub-series includes identified but undated portratis that are organized 
alphabetically, weddings, and negatives that are both undated and unidentified. This last subseries of 
negatives are organized by type of people, weddings and topical. 
 
The Deteriorated Negatives Series are negatives that were found within the Chronological Series, which 
have deteriorated or show evidence of the vinegar syndrome, common with cellulose diacetate film of the 
late 1940s and earlier. They thus were removed to prevent contaminating the other good negatives. Some 
have deteriorated to such an extent that it may not be possible to obtain an image. Almost all were taken 
from the 1948-1949 files, with several from the 1950s 
 
The Strand Studio Records Series includes a variety of studio office files including desk diaries, orders, 
invoices and receipts and some correspondence. The series currently has not been fully processed. 
 





Folder  Contents (number of items) 
 
1  Finding aid, and Biographical material 
 
  Chronological Series 
 
  1948-1949 – (949 Negatives) 
2   Aarthun, Rev. (6) 
3   Adams, Tony – Wedding (10) 
4   Albrecht, Walter, Mr. & Mrs. (4) 
5   Albright, Bill – Wedding, Towner, N.D. (18) 
Deteriorated  Allan, Pauline 
6   Anderson, Harold P., Mr. & Mrs. – Wedding (7) 
7   Anderson, Maria (6) 
8   Anderson, Sam, Mr. & Mrs., Willow City, N.D. (6) 
9   Anderson, W. B. – House of Libby & Libby (7) 
10   Argabright, Mr. & Mrs. (6) 
11   Arlien, Melvin – Family, Knox, N.D. (6) 
12   Armentrout, Roy – Family & boy (10) 
13   Arvid – Passport (2) 
Deteriorated  Asneth, Arlys 
14   Axness, Miss – Nurse (5) 
Deteriorated  Axtman, Leonard - & Sylvia Hager, Nov. 4, 1948, Balta, N.D. 
Deteriorated  Axtman, Ray 
15   Axtman, Rudy – Family (9) 
16   Backmeier, Nick – Wedding (10) 
17   Baillie, Dan (4) 
18   Bale, Alfred – Girl (25) 
Deteriorated  Barton confirmands (Rev.Storesland) 
19   Baustad Family – Filmore (6) 
20   Baustad, T. T. – Passport (2) 
21   Bell, Alan, Mr & Mrs. (Imogene Bennet, Rugby, June 15, 1949) (6) 
22   Benson, Kenneth (6) 
23   Beck, Donald – Wedding (4) 
24   Berdahl Family (‘Call Tom B.’) (5) 
25   Berg, Marvin, - Family, Pleasant Lake (4) 
26   Bertsch, Catherine – Martin Holzer –Wedding, 4 Oct. 1949 (12) 
27   Bertsch, Sebastian – Wedding (12) 
Deteriorated  Bickler, Dona Lou 
Deteriorated  Bickler, Emil 
28   Bickler, Charlotte – 8th Grade Graduation (10) 
29   Bickler, Lloyd (8) 
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30   Bishoff, Mrs. – Girl’s first communion, Berwick, N.D. (10) 
Deteriorated  Bjorke, Lydia 
Deteriorated  Blessum, Beverly 
31   Blessum, Lloyd – Family (11) 
32   Blessum, Mel, Mrs. – Family (3) 
33   Blessum, Mel – Girls (18) 
34   Blewett, George A., 1905 Iglehart Ave., St. Paul, Minn. Architect for hospital (8) 
35   Bosely, Walter – Portrait (4) 
Deteriorated  Bowersox, Beverly 
36   Brandt, Melvin & Joyce Fjellanger – Wedding (Tunbridge, 9-18-1949) (13) 
Deteriorated  Brandt, Rose Marie 
37   Broe, Ardis – Graduation (6) 
38   Brossart, Joe & Antonia Weigel – Wedding (June 7, 1949) (17) 
39   Brossart, Nick, Mr. & Mrs. (5) 
40   Buchl Family (7) & Rollie Buchl (5) 
41   Buchl, Margrite – DAV Miss Rugby Queen (15) 
42   Buchl, Winnifred – Carnival Queen (2) 
43   Burgard, Stanley (10) 
44   Bruke, Henry A. – Girl, Leeds, N.D. (6) 
45   Burkhartsmeier, Andy, Mr. & Mrs. (7) 
46   Burkhartsmeier, Pete – Wedding (11) 
47   Busch, Gloria (10) 
48   Carlson, John, Barton, N.D. (4) 
49   Chapieski, Joe & Mary Tarbell – Wedding, June 21, 1949, Rugby (6) 
50   Chilson, John R. & Lois Else – Wedding, Sept. 15, 1949, York (7) 
51   Christensen, Ruth Ann (6) 
52   Clinic Credit Manager – Portrait of man (4) 
Deteriorated  Conover, George, Mr. & Mrs. (Phyllis Fox, Oct. 10, 1948, Rolla) 
53   Dahl, Marlene (8) 
54   Dahl, Thor (2) 
Deteiorated  Dahl, Thor – Family 
55   Dokken, Lorraine (4) 
56   Duchscher, Paul – Family (10) 
57   Easton, Elwien – Family (6) 
Deteriorated  Ebach, Mary 
58   Eli, Christ, Mrs. – copy work of couple outside house (1) 
Deteriorated  Ellingson, Bud 
59   Else, Mayme (8) 
60   Elverud, Marcella (2 prints; negatives in Deterioration series) 
61   Engen, Otis – Rugby Wholesale Warehouse building (3) 
Deteriorated  Erickson, Irene 
62   Erickson, Morgan, Mrs., - with children (grandchildren?), Upham, N.D. (28) 
Deteriorated  Esmond, N.D. – Confirmation class 
Deteriorated  Evans, Maria 
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63   Ewing Family (4) 
Deteiorated  Fahn, John & Rose Gerger – Wedding, Oct. 8, 1948, Drake, N.D. 
64   Fay, Frank – Lillian Erickson – Wedding, June 25, 1949 (9) 
65   Feiring, Lyle – Mayvis Lunde – Wedding, Aug. 5, 1949, Esmond, N.D. (18) 
66   First Lutheran Church – Confirmands, 1949 (4) 
67   First Lutheran Church – Copy of drawings of new church (2) 
68   Fleck, Dick (8) 
69   Fleck, Glenn & Marliss Holm – Wedding, May 15, 1949, 1st Luth. (18) 
70   Fox, William, Dr. (6) 
71   Fox, Dr. – Copy of N.D. medical license, 1942 (1) 
Deteriorated  Fritel, Nick & Theresa Brossart – Wedding, 8 Nov 1948, Little Flower 
72   Frittle, Conrad (4 prints; negatives in Deterioration series) 
Deteriorated  Fystrom, E.J. 
73   Galvin, Lillian (6) 
74   Garmand, Joan (6) 
Deteriorated  Gault, J.G. 
75   Genre, Mrs., Barton, N.D. (4) 
76   Giesinger, Jack, Mrs. (12; 3 negatives in Deterioration series) 
Deteriorated  Giesinger, John 
Deteriorated  Gilleshammer, Allan, Mr. & Mrs., (June Romine) Jan. 30, 1949, Grafton, N.D. 
Deteriorated  Goetz, John, Mrs., Knox, N.D. 
77   Goodman, Barbara (4) 
78   Gould, George – Family (8) 
79   Gronvald, Billy, 1949 – Children (30) 
80   Gross, John – Girl (6) 
81   Grove, Phyllis (9) 
Deteriorated  Guss, Dwight, Mr. & Mrs. (Marian Sherwin) Oct. 24, 1948 
82   Hagel, Pius & Kathryn Duchscherer – Wedding, June 27, 1949, Karlsruhe (12) 
83   Hager, Eunice, Anamoose, N.D. – Play Day Athletics – Girl (4) 
84   Halverson, Mrs. – Copy of soldier (Carl Johnson’s mother-in-law) (1) 
85   Hamilton, Shirley (6) 
86   Hansbury, Gus – Family (7) 
87   Haugen, Helmer, Mr. & Mrs. (6) 
88   Havig, Mrs., Rolette, N.D. (6) 
89   Heffner, Raymond – Wedding (9) 
90   Heidlebaugh, Laverne (6) 
91   Hersey, Nurse (2; other negatives in Deterioration series) 
Deteriorated  Hicks, Leslie, Mrs. – Children – Passports 
Deteriorated  H. S. King & Queen  
92   Hilzendager, Balzer – Family (18) 
93   Hilzendager, Beverly (4) 
94   Hilzendager, Jack, Mr. & Mrs. (4) 
95   Hoffert, Pete  & Katherine Fettig – Wedding, Sept. 29, 1949, Orrin (3) 
Deteriorated  Hoffert, Pete – Bride, 1949 
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96   Holbrooke, Mrs. – Picnic (1) 
97   Hounis, Betty (2; other negatives in Deterioration series) 
98   Hornstein, Frank – Family (5; two proof prints) 
Deteriorated  Hornstein, Joe 
Deteriorated  Hubert, Al, Mr. & Mrs. 
99   Humble, Eunice (4) 
100   Humble, Leonard – Family (4) 
Deteiorated  Humble, Ronald, Mr. & Mrs. (Della Yoder, Oct. 31, 1948, Mylo) 
101   Jacobson, Ardis (5) 
Deteriorated  Jaeger, Amanda 
102   Jaeger, Pat, Mr. & Mrs. (6) 
103   Johnson, Albin & Deloris Thingvold – Wedding, Aug. 7, 1949, Barton (7) 
104   Johnson, Christ – Family, Barton, N.D. (6) 
105   Johnson, Curtis (6) 
106   Johnson, Robert E. & Ellen C. Harwood – Wedding, Oct. 2, 1949, Barton (7) 
Deteiorated  Judd, Susan 
107   Jundt, Eugene (6) 
108   Jundt, Howard (6) 
109   Jundt, Rose (6) 
110   Keller, Roy & Elizabeth Wolfe  – Wedding, Oct. 10, 1949, Knox (10) 
111   Kepler, Harold & Adeline Lundeby  – Wedding, 8-29-1948, Starkweather (14) 
112   Klein, Knox, N.D. – copy of portrait of man (2) 
Deteiorated  Klein, Leo – Wedding 
113   Krenzel, Bertha (6) 
114   Kunkel, Harvey, Edmore, N.D., ’49 – Young child (10) 
Deteriorated  Lane, Lee, Mr. & Mrs. (include print and a neg. not too deteriorated) 
115   Lavik’s Cleaners, Rugby, N.D. (13) 
116   Leeds Confirmands, 1949 (12) 
117   Lilleby, A.T., Mrs. – copy neg. of family from ca. 1910s, Dunseith, N.D. (1) 
118   Luther League Banquet, 1949 (4) 
119   Methodist Confirmands, 1949 (3) 
120   Methodist Youth Rally (1) 
121   Moen, Linda, 1949 – Young girl (12) 
122   Munger – copy of man in military uniform (1) 
123   Nelson, Judge, Towner, N.D. – Portrait (1) 
124   North Star Coop – Rate charts, Bottineau, N.D. (8) 
125   ‘Operation Snowbound North Central North Dakota, 1949’ (4 neg., 5 prints) 
126   Passport picturesof two older men (2) 
127   Pennington, Bruce – Baby (33) 
128   Pullen, Vernal – Copy of portrait of young woman (2) 
129   Rathgarn Motel, Rugby, N.D. – Exteriors (11) 
130   Rugby Bar, Rugby, N.D. – Interiors (5) 
131   Rugby Furniture - Employee passport picture (4) 
132   Schaan, John – Military discharge papers (2) 
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133   Schiff, Balzer – Copy of old family portrait (1) 
134   Skatland, Mrs., Willow City, N.D. – Copy of church in Norway (1) 
135   Telephone workers – Female employees? (2) 
136   Tofsrud, Ole T. - Copy, in N.D. State Legislature, 1923 (1) 
137   Weimer, Carl – Second baby, mother and baby in hospital bed (3) 
  1950 – (3,476 Negatives)  
138   Anfinson, Noval, Mrs. – Children Curtis & Carol Ann (37) 
139   Anfinson, Sharon – Patty Hagen (Oscar Oakland) – Two girls at table with  
               telephones (12) 
140   Anfinson, Sharon – (Oscar Oakland) – Young girl (15) 
141   Anfinson, Sherman, Mrs. – Young child (10) 
142   Axtman, Jacob – Young children (32) 
143   Axtman, John – Baby (20) 
144   Axtman, Leo, Balfour, N.D. – Two children (12) 
145   Axtman, Nick – Two young girls (12) 
146   Berg, Thomas, Rolette, N.D. – Baby (12) 
147   Bergard, Mike, Orrin, N.D. – Baby (24) 
148   Bertsch, Edward – Baby (12) 
149   Bertsch, Herbert, Upham, N.D. 
140   Bjornson, Allan – Child (Joyce Ellingson Edmore) (36) 
151   Blessum, Kermit – Children (29) 
152   Blessum, Richard – Young boy (24) 
153   Boen, Joe, Willow City, N.D. – Children (32) 
154   Bosh, Ray – Baby (12) 
155   Bosh, Ray – Children (15) 
156   Brager, Floyd – Daughter Janice – Young girl – sitting on different chairs (24) 
157   Brandt, Cal – Baby girl (13) 
158   Brekke, Clarence – Boy Steve  (12) 
159   Britsch, Art, Mrs., York, N.D. – Young girl – short curly hair (8) 
160   Brossart, Anton – Baby – Boy (18) 
161   Brossard, August – Elizabeth Voeller – Wedding, 26 Oct 1950 – (10) 
162   Brossart, Frank J., Berwick, N.D. – Baby (23) 
163   Brossart, John – Baby, Knox, N.D. – Girl (15)  
164   Brossart, John F. – Children, Knox, N.D. – Baby & Litle Girl (9) 
165   Brossart, Paul – Baby (14) 
166   Bye, Adolph – Baby girl (8) 
167   Carlson, Anton – Baby (24) 
168   Christianson, James Baby (27) 
169   Cilz, Fred – Baby, Willow City, N.D. (11) 
170   Citz, Fred – Boy Douglas (8) 
171   Cole, Les – Baby Billy (6) 
172   Cowan, John – Baby, Leeds, N.D. – Girl (12) 
173   Crook, Bill – Boy (24) 
174   Dahl, Arlis – Young woman - (1) 
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175   Dahl, Maynard Young boy – (14)  
176   Davidson, George – Boy – Baby (12) 
177   Dean, Mrs.Baby girl & little girl  - little girl separate – mother & girls (28) 
178   Deeter, Doris – Dog (6) 
179   Duchscher, Joe- Baby girl, baby girl & two boys (16) 
180   Ellingson, Bud – Boy(17) 
181   Ellingson, Kenneth – Baby- Girl (12) 
182   Erickson, Don – Dog, Vickie (8) 
183   Erickson, Jenner- Children (10) 
184   Erickson, Morgan – Baby (8) 
185   Espeseth, Denbigh, N.D. – Baby (12) 
186   Espeseth, Myron – Baby (2nd sitting) (25) 
187   4-H Achievement Day- Steer, people & trophies, people & banners (5) 
188   Flower Exhibit at Fair(1) 
189   Foellman, Ted – Children- Boy & Girl (12) 
190   Forsness, Leonard, Mrs., - Children – Boy & Baby girl-Barton, N.D.(12) 
191   Freezon, Joe – Baby (23) 
192   Fretig, Mike – Baby Girl, Orrin, N.D. (20) 
193   Gaitz, Jerry – Children on colt (11) 
194   Genre, Al, Mrs. – Baby (12) 
195   George, S. E., Mrs.- Little girl (19) 
196   Giles, Elmer – Boy (18) 
197   Gilmore, C. E., Upham, N.D. 
198   Gjesdal, Bill – Martin Gjesdal – Baby & copy of old photo (32 & 1 print) 
199   Gorman, Anton – Girl (24) 
200   Gronas, Gary – Young boy (5) 
201   Gronvold, Bill – Baby (36) 
202   Gronvold, Joe – Boy Byron (32) 
203   Hagen, Patty (Oscar Oakland) – Girl (17) 
204   Hall, Chuck – Baby (14) 
205   Halverson, Albert – Boys (15) 
206   Halverson, Mel – Girl (23) 
207   Harman, Joe – Baby, Towner, N.D. (12) 
208   Haugen, Elmer – Baby (34) 
209   Heilman – Baby (12) 
210   Heilman, Joe F. – Baby (12) 
211   Helmick, Lester – Boy )12) 
212   Hensinger, Cal – Baby (14) 
213   Hoel, Otto – Children (12) 
214   Hockstetler – Baby, Mylo, N.D. (12) 
215   Hoffart, Joseph – Baby (10) 
216   Holmes, Albert, Mrs. – Boy (16) 
217   Holmly, Gilmen – Wedding (19) 
218   Hornstein, Frank – Boy Danny (17) 
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219   Hornstein, Ray – Baby (10) 
220   Issacson, Edwin – Baby (12) 
221   Iverson, J. B. – Boy Allen (12) 
222   Jacobson, Bob – Baby (31) 
223   Jacobson, Gary – Boys (9) 
224   Jacobson, Mary Jane (Gary Jacobson) (12) 
225   Jacobson, Merle (a ? written after name) – Baby (12) 
226   Jacobson, Paul – Baby boy (8) 
227   Jacobson, Paul – Girl (36) 
228   Jacobson, Paul – Boy (1950) and Children, 1949 (36) 
229   Jacobson, Rev. – Baby (Roger), Rolette, N.D. (15) 
230   Jaeger, Joe – Baby (12) 
231   Jaeger, Louis (24) 
232   Jaeger, Louis, Mrs. – Girl (12) 
233   Jelsing, Arlan, Mrs. - Baby boy (12) 
234   Johner, John – Children, Wolford, N.D. (12) 
235   Johnson, Evertt – Children, Wolford, N.D. (12) 
236   Johnson, Glenn – Baby (12) 
237   Johnson, Henning, Mrs., Silva, N.D. – Baby (12) 
238   Jorgenson, George, Mrs., Upham, N.D. – Girl (23) 
239   Kjelstrom, Ted – Boy, Kerwin, N.D. (11) 
240   Klein, Lawrence, Balta, N.D. – Children (24) 
241   Klein, Lawrence, Mrs., Balta, N.D. – Girl (12) 
242   Kraft, Jack – Boy (11) 
243   Kubler, Herman, Souris, N.D. – girl (11) 
244   Kunkel, Harvey – Baby (44) 
245   Lacher, Bert ) Baby (10) 
246   Larson, D. L. – Baby girl (12) 
247   Larson, Herman, Towner, N.D. – Girl (13) 
248   Larson, Vernon – Hesper – Boy (12) 
249   Lavik, Howard – Children (26) 
250   Leeds Lutheran Church – Confirmands (9) 
251   Liebelt, Herbert, Mrs. – Girl (23) 
252   Lindseth, Archie – Boys, Silva, N.D. (25) 
253   Linson, William, Rolette, N.D. – Children (34) 
254   Lunde, Alvin – Baby, Esmond, N.D. (12) 
255   Lyngstad, Harald – Children (29) 
256   Lysne, Danny – Art’s Boy (22)Bert 
257   Mack, George, Balta, N.D. – Baby (8) 
258   Madrow, Marvin Children (12) 
259   Mattson, Rolette, N.D. – Baby (26) 
260   McKnight Baby (12) 
261   McLean, Vic – Boy, Jimmy (12) 
262   Mears, James - Baby girl (10) 
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263   Meuller, Eddie – Baby (10) 
264   Miller, Joe, Berwick, N.D. – Girl (12) 
265   Miller, Mrs. – woman, girl & bicycle (12) 
266   Moffatt, Jim – Baby (23) 
267   Moline, Howard – Boy, Rolette, N.D. (12) 
268   Moline, James, Towner, N.D. – Boy (12) 
269   Murray, Emerson – Baby girl (14) 
270   Neigum, John – Baby (24) 
271   Neigum, Martin – Baby (32) 
272   Nelson, Ernest – Baby Esther (24) 
273   Nelson, Glenn – Children (9) 
274   Nelson, John – Bnaby (7) 
275   Ness, Wally, Mr. & Mrs. (1) 
276   New Years Babies – Two women with babies in hospital (2) 
277   Nielson, Donald – Baby (15) 
278   Nielson, Milton – Boy (35) 
279   Nyberg, Nancy – Oscar Nyberg – Baby girl (12) 
280   Odden, John – (4) 
281   Ohlsen, Clarence- Baby Girl, Towner, N.D. (11) 
282   Olson, Galan, Rolette, N.D. – Baby, baby & little boy, little boy (24) 
283   Ongstad, Stanley – Boys (12) 
284   Ostrem, Harald – Girl (11) 
285   Ostrem, Howard – Girls (71) 
286   Ovredal, Jens (25) 
287   Paulson, Ed – Boys – Cowboy hats, western shirts & pistols (10) 
288   Peters, Caspar – Baby (24) 
289   Presthus, Mel – Boys, David & Paul (24) 
290   Reichert, Orville – Baby girl (26) 
291   Richter, Dan – Baby girl (18) 
292   Rieger, V. P. – Baby girl, two little boys (21) 
293   Rocheleau, Wes – Baby (12) 
294   Roer, Rudy, Willow City, N.D. – Baby (12) 
295   Rohrer, Lynn – Baby (20) 
296   Romig, Bill – Baby girl (70) 
297   Rose, Wallace, Mrs. – Baby girl (22) 
298   Schaan, Nick – Boys before hair cut (36) 
299   Schell, Joe – Children (34) 
300   Schiele, Lille & Ann Massine – Bridesmaids to John Tahn Wedding (5)  
                              (Mail to Orrin, N.D.)  
301   Schiff, Mike – Baby (14) 
302   Schneibel – Baby girl (12) 
303   Sietz, Roy – Baby (12) 
304   Smith, George – Baby (20) 
305   Snyder, Jack, Mrs. – Baby & little girl (18) 
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306   Softball team (2) 
307   Sollum, Richard – Rich & Carolyn – Little boy and girl ((20) 
308   Spillum – Little girl (12) 
309   Stall, Bob – Baby (8) 
310   Stall, Ted – Baby (12) 
311   Stearns, Chester – Girls (16) 
312   Stevens, Sid – Little girl (32) 
313   Streifel, Joe – Baby (12) 
314   Stutrud, Oliver – Baby (24) 
315   Stutrud, Melvin, Mrs. – Children (30) 
316   Swanson, Eddie – Baby – Hesper, N.D. (12) 
317   Teigen, Invald – Boy (10) 
318   Thingvold, Alfred – Children, Barton, N.D. (20) 
319   Thingvold, William – Children, Barton, N.D. (15) 
320   Thomas, George, Mrs. – Baby (8) 
321   Tillman, Mrs.  – Little girl (24)  
322   Towne, Peter, Mrs. – Little girl & baby (12) 
323 `  Troyer, R. B. – Boy (12) 
324   Tuchscherer, Gab- Children (37) 
325   Tuchscherer, Steve – Child (12) 
326   Tuff, John – Children (24) 
327   Tufte, Bernice, Mrs. – Baby girl (7) 
328   Tweten Children, Rolette, N.D. (34) 
329   Van Christensen – Baby (12) 
330   Vangsnes, George, Mrs. – Baby, Baby & mother (12) 
331   Vigeland, David – Little boy (11) 
332   Vigeland, Mr.  –  Boy, David (12) 
333   Voeller, Ed – Baby (11) 
334   Volk, Herman – Baby (12) 
335   Volk, Herman – Baby, Christmas (9) 
336   Vorachek – Baby, baby & little boy, little boy (14) 
337   Waite, Lawrence, Mrs. – Baby (12) 
338   Watson, Lawrence – Boy (12) 
339   Weber, Father – First Mass at Orrin, N.D. (23) 
340   Weimer, Carl – Boy, Jeff (12) 
341   Welk, Wallace, Mrs. – Baby (11) 
342   Westgard Baby (7) 
343   Wheinmuller, George – Boys (22) 
344   Williams, Bud – Baby (22) 
345   Williams, Ray, Mrs. – Little boy (31) 
346   Yoder, Richard – Baby, Wolford, N.D. (13) 
  1951 – (2,037 Negatives)  
347   Allen, Dr. & Mrs. – (2) 
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348   Allen, Floyd – family (1) 
349   American Legion – poppies (3) 
350   Amundson, Janet –- Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
351   Anderson, Carl – baby (10) 
352   Anderson, Roger – graduation – (1) 
353   Arlien, Ray – (1) 
354   Arneson, Art – family (1) 
355   Arnold, Dean – (2) 
356   Austin, G. U. – Family (1) 
357   Austin, ShirleY –– (1) 
358   Austin, Shirley – 1951 or 52 (3) 
359   Austin, Warren – baby Klevin, Cory (22) 
360   Austin, Warren – candid wedding (17) 
361   Axtman, Elizabeth (1) 
362   Axtman, Fred – baby (11) 
363   Axtman, John J. – family (2) 
364   Axtman, Leonard – baby girl (12) 
365   Axtman, Virginia – Graduation (1) 
366   Axtman, Wendolyn – baby girl (7) 
367   Bachmeier, Jacob – wedding, Orrin, N.D. (3) 
368   Bachmeier, Joe & Helen, family – Orrin, N.D. (6) 
369   Balta High School – Class of 51 individual portraits (8) 
370   Batema, Janet (1) 
371   Berdahl, Wanda (1) 
372   Berg, Martin B. – Dunseith, N.D. – Baby (4) 
373   Berge, Gordon (1) 
374   Bertsch, Clayton – wedding (9) 
475   Bertsch, Delores (1) 
476   Bickler, Michael – Balta, N.D. (1) 
477   Billehus, Ruby (1) 
478   Bischoff, Paul – family (1) 
379   Bjorke, Bruce (1) 
380   Bjorke, Lidya – in Drape (1) 
381   Bjorke, Noid – In serviceman uniform (2) 
382   Bjorke, Noid, Mrs. and baby (1) 
383   Bleed – Judd wedding (30) 
384   Blessum, Kermit – baby Brenda (10) 
385   Blessum, Kermit – girls (22) 
386   Block, Angeline – Berwick, N.D. (2) 
387   Boettcher, Marlene( 1) 
388   Bosley, Walt & geese (3) 
389   Bottineau, N.D. High School Class of 1951 composite (1) 
390   Bowersox, Berkley (1) 
391   Bowersox, Gloria (1) 
392   Bowersox, Joan (1) 
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393   Boyer, Pat Allen – wedding (26) 
394   Braaten, Colleen (1) 
395   Braaten, Donald (1) 
396   Braaten, Gordon (1) 
397   Braaten, Leroy (2) 
398   Braaten, Lyla (1) 
399   Braaten, Marcheta (1) 
400   Brenden, Ronald – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
401   Brik__mer?, Jack – in American Legion uniform (1) 
402   Britsch, L. W. – baby (8) 
403   Broe, John – Family (1) 
404   Brossart, Rose (1) 
405   Brynsetsen, Caro –Family, Willow City, N.D. (1) 
406   Buchmeier, Mary (3) 
407   Burgard, Dorothy (2) 
408   Busch, Mary – family (3) 
409   Bush, Edward – Baby, Towner, N.D. (12) 
410   Carlson, Vernon – baby (12) 
411   Carlyle, Stanley – Wedding (1) 
412   Cashin, Bill & Emorine Volk wedding (46) 
413   Chilson – Tommy Moller wedding (23) 
414   Company D. 164th Infantry departing Rugby, N.D. Jan. 22, 1951 (4) 
415   Dahl, Howard – In military uniform (2) 
416   Dahl, Marlene (1) 
417   Dahl, Marlene – drape (1) 
418   Dairy Cream – ‘Cones – Malts – Pints – Quarts’ shop (2) 
419   Danielson, Caroline – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
420   Davis, Mrs. Wendell and baby 914) 
421   Degenstein, James – family (1) 
422   DePriest, Burd – Mr. and Mrs. (1) 
423   Dokken, Earl - family (1) 
424   Dokken, Paul – baby & boy (15) 
425   Dokken, Sigrid – Towner, N.D. (Brother at funeral home in casket) (2) 
426   Dolyniuk, Andrew – passport (3) 
427   Duchscher, Herman and Florence Peters – wedding (23) 
428   Duchscher, Walter – baby 1951 (12) 
429   Dunderland, Anne – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
430   Ellingson, Ruben – wedding (11) 
431   Engen, Sandra (1) 
432   Erickson, Duane – (1) 
433   Evans, Jimmy – (1) 
434   Fay, Marjorie – (1) 
435   Fedje, Howard – Barton wedding (16) 
436   Fedje, Mylan – F.F.A.- (1) 
437   Fedje, Paul – baby girl Mary Jo, 1951 (23) 
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438   Ferguson, Red & Claire Nelson – wedding (3) 
439   First Lutheran, 1951 – confirmation (3) 
440   Fischer, Rev. – baby 1951 (20) 
441   Fleck, Lorraine – (2) 
442   Fletschak, Althea – (1) 
443   Freadhoff, Lorraine – (1) 
444   Fredlund, Lee – Bottineau, N.D. – (1) 
445   Future Farmers of America (6) 
446   Future Farmers of America – Secretarial Class & Quartette (4) 
447   Gable, Vern – Family (1) 
448   Gagner, Joan – (1) 
449   Gault, George, Mr. and Mrs. – (1) 
450   German Lutheran – interior (2) 
451   Gillies, Joyce – Bottineau, N.D.- (1) 
452   Gilmore, C. E.  – Baby girl 1951  (8) 
453   Gingrich, Robert – (1) 
454   Goodman girls and brother – Upham, N.D. (1) 
455   Gray, Marilyn – (1) 
456   Greig, Maureen – (1) 
457   Gronvold, Joel – Children, 1951 – Little boy & girl (18) 
458   Grove, Beverly – (2) 
459   Grove, Delmer – F.F.A. – (1) 
460   Grove, Dorothy – Dog, Williston, N.D. (12) 
461   Grove, Mrs. Lloyd – Williston, N.D. – Baby (12) 
462   Gumeringer, Joe – Family (1) 
463   Hagel, Ed – Wedding (2) 
464   Hagel, Imanuel – Baby (8) 
465   Hagen, Richard – Wedding (22) 
466   Halverson, Mary Lou – (1) 
467   Halverson, Mr. + Mrs. Norman – (1) 
468   Hanson, Delores – Bottineau, N.D. – (2) 
469   Hanson, Henry & Janice Skatland – Wedding, Willow City, N.D. (21) 
470   Harmel, Carl – Family (1) 
471   Harmel, Helen – (1) 
472   Harmel, Laverne – (1)  
473   Harmel, Walter – (1) 
474   Hartvickson, Merton – children (16) 
475   Hauck, Anna – Children Bergren? (10) 
476   Haugen, Chester – Children (19) 
477   Hawk, Boyd – Engine Heater (2) 
478   Hawk, Thor – Welder (5) 
479   Hayer, Raymond – Wedding (5) 
480   Heintz, Joe & Catherine Schoan – Wedding (2) 
481   Helmick, Lester – Baby 1951 
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482   Heringer, Roland – Children, children & mother (36) 
483   Hiar, Charles – Wedding, Towner, N.D (2). 
484   Hielman, Wendlin – Children (1) 
485   Hiller, Glenn – Wedding (1) 
486   Hoas, Mrs. – (1) 
487   Hochstetler, Carl – (1) 
488   Hoffner, Leo – Esmond, N.D. wedding (3) 
489   Holmen, Mo – military  (1-8x10) color – 3 3/5 Hair: Blonde Eyes: blue (1) 
490   Holz, Milton – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
491   Homuth, Veryle E. – (1) 
492   Hoople, N.D. basketball team 1951 (10) 
493   Hornstein, Ray – Family & boy alone. (6) 
494   Horsewell, Joyce – (1) 
495   Iverson, Russ & Marilyn Tandberg – wedding (18) 
496   Jacobson, Ardis – (1) 
497   Jacobson, Paul – children, 1951 (14) 
498   Jacques, Gail – (1) 
499   Jaeger, Jack – Family (1) 
500   Jaeger sisters (1) 
501   Jensen, Claire – (1) 
502   Johnson, Bob – Baby, 1951 (8) 
503   Johnson, Dennis – (1) 
504   Johnson, Frank –  (1) 
505   Johnson, Hazel – (1) 
506   Johnson, Dr. O. W. – (1) 
507   Johnson, Sevran? – Family (1) 
508   Jones, Robert – Bottineau, N.D. – (1) 
509   Jundt, Ed – Wedding (3) 
510   Kamrud, Harriet – Bottineau, N.D. – (1) 
511   Kamrud, Stanley – Bottineau, N.D. – (1) 
512   Klause, Jack – Family (1) 
513   Klein, Gene – Wedding (3) 
514   Kyle, Jack – (1) 
515   LaRock, Mary Helen – Bottineau, N.D. – (1) 
516   Larson, Delbert – Bottineau, N.D. – (1) 
517   Larson, Elmer – Wedding (2) 
518   Larson, Palmer – Boy & girl, York, N.D.- (2) 
519   Larson, Willard & Marcella – Wedding (20) 
520   Larson, Willard – Baby, Wolford, N.D. (Shirley Yoder) (8) 
521   Lee, Jane – (1) 
522   Leeds, 1951 – Confirmation (1) 
523   Lehman, Norman – Baby girl (6) 
524   Leonard, Harvey – First Communion, Rolette, N.D. (2) 
525   Lesmeister, Mary – (1) 
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526   Lesmeister, Rose Marie – (1) 
527   Lindahlen, Albert – Towner, N.D. – Baby (7) 
528   Linde, Percy – Wedding (23) 
529   Lindseth, Archie – Baby (12) 
530   Linn – Woman’s graduation photo (1) 
531   Linn, Roy – Wedding (4) 
532   Lo, Iver – Dunseith, N.D. (11) 
533   Lokken, Gordon – Wedding (1) 
534   Long, Geo. (George H.) – Bottineau , N.D. (1) 
535   Long, Lucille (1) 
536   Lowe, Helen (2) 
537   Lundy, Adolph – Mr. & Mrs. (2) 
538   Lundy, Oliver – baby, Upham, N.D. (11) 
539   Lutz, Alice Mae (1) 
540   Lysne, Art – Boys (12) 
541   Lysne, Mr. & Mrs. John, 1951 (3) 
542   Manson, Jack – Eagle Scout picture – paper drive project (4) 
543   Marchus, Larry (1) 
544   McLean, Mrs. Vic (1) 
545   Mears, Harland – Baby (8) 
546   Medalen, Mary (1) 
547   Methodist Choir (2) 
548   Michael, Howard – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
549   Miller, Warren – Baby (12) 
550   Miller, Father – Mother (1) 
551   Moe, Leonard – Wedding (1) 
552   Moorhead, Jim & Marjorie Selland – Wedding (23) 
553   Morrow, Bonnie (1) 
554   Morrow, Lyle (1) 
555   Morseth, Rudolph, children – Edmore, N.D. (24) 
556   Mortenson, Elaine – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
557   Mosing, Beverly – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
558   Meyer, Doug & Donna Oliver – Wedding (29) 
559   Muffenbier - Children (1) 
560   Mygland, Gladys – Grandchild (8) 
561   National Guard 1951 – Individual portraits (58) 
562   Neiss, Frank – Family and young man in Army uniform (3) 
563   Neiss, Henry (1) 
564   Nelson, Carlyle – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
565   Nelson, Fred – Daughter & mother by Christmas tree (2) 
566   Ness, Kermith – Wedding (3) 
567   Neubauer, Erwin – Family, Bottineau, N.D. 
568   Noll, Rev. – Baby, Brinsmade, N.D. (12) 
569   Norby, Dona (1) 
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570   Odden, Ted – Wedding (1) 
571   Olson – Boy and girl, Barton, N.D. (1) 
572   Olson, Mrs. George and Baby – Rolette, N.D. (1) 
573   Olson, James – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
574   Olson, Mr. and Mrs. Nils – Golden wedding (1) 
585   Ormberg, Eleanor – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
586   Orser, Lloyd & Marlys Scott – Wedding (22) 
587   Ostdahl, Laurence – Wedding (3) 
578   Ostenson, Charles – Baby girl, Wolford, N.D. (12) 
579   Ostrem, Bud – In Army uniform (1) 
580   Ostrem, Carson – Family (1) 
581   Ostrem, Delmer & Harmel – Wedding (17) 
582   Ostrem, M. H. – Rolette, N.D. (1) 
583   Paris, Stanley – Wedding (20) 
584   Patterson, Bill – Wedding (17) 
585   Paulson, Hattie (1) 
586   Paulson, Mable (1) 
587   Pederson, Norman – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
588   Peltier family – Dunseith, N.D. (2) 
589   Pennington, Bruce – Young boy (19) 
590   Peterson, Rev. Robert – Wedding (20) 
591   Pewe, Wayne – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
592   Pfau, James (1) 
592   Pierson, Orville – Baby (7) 
594   Pigeon family – Belcourt., N.D. (1) 
595   Quinn, Bernard – Baby (12) 
596   Quinn, Phyllis (2) 
597   Randel, Mr. and Mrs. (Ardis Broe) – Wedding (2) 
598   Rasmussen, Georgia (2) 
599   Razook, George (2) 
600   Reiger baby – Orrin, N.D. (6) 
601   Reiger, LeRoy – Wedding (3) 
602   Reing, Lloyd – Bottineau, N.D. (2) 
603   Reitan, Arlene – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
604   Richter, Don – Baby, Dec. 1951 (12) 
605   Rieke, Lawrence – Baby (9) 
Deteriorated  Rieter, Danny (1) 
606   Roberts, Carl – Turkey farm (12) 
607   Rocheleau – Young boy (12) 
608   Rolette, N.D. Basketball – 1951 (8) 
609   Romine, Homer – Wedding (23) 
610   Rosberg, Darlene – Bottineau, N.D.  (1) 
611   Rothchild, D. E. – Baby (8) 
612   Rue, Mr. & Mrs. Ole – Tunbridge, N.D.(3) 
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613   Sater, Mr. & Mrs. Oscar & family (2) 
614   Schaan, Nick – Girl, Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
615   Schaan, Pius – Children (12) 
616   Schall, Nick, Jr. – Baby (8) 
617   Schell, Sebastion – Baby (12) 
618   Schell, W. J. – Girl (24) 
619   Schlictchman, Elanor  (1) 
620   Schmaltz, D. B. – Silva, N.D. (17) 
621   Schmaltz, Don (1) 
622   Schmaltz, Margret (1) 
623   Schmidt, Orville – Baby (16) 
624   Schmidt, Rosana (1) 
625   Schneider – Family (2) 
626   Schnible, Augustine (Theresa Wisebeck) (3) 
627   Schober, Miss. (1) 
628   Schoenborn, Art – Baby (12) 
629   Seel, Gerald (1) 
630   Selenski, Jacob Head & shoulder and with guitar portraits (2) 
631   Selenski, Joe (2) 
632   Selland brother and mother (3) 
Deteriorated  Selland, Beverly (2) 
633   Selland, Dennis (1) 
634   Selland, Osmund, Mr. and Mrs. (2) 
635   Semler, Gerald – Baby, Willow City, N.D. (10) 
636   Senger boys (1) 
637   Sheet, Mrs. Gab - & baby (14) 
638   Sherwin, R. H. – baby, Bottineau, N.D. (12) 
639   Sherwin, Vern – baby (5) 
640   Shiffman, Mrs. at hospital, Towner, N.D. (2) 
641   Shillander, Beverly – Bottineau, N.D.Head & shoulder portrait (1) 
642   Shoes for the Tribune (2) 
643   Simonson, Lois (1) 
644   Sitter nuns (1) 
645   Sitter, Tony (1) 
646   Sivertson, Lloyd – wedding (1) 
647   Slatta, Helma (1) 
648   Smith, Oscar (1) 
649   Solheim family ( (1) 
650   Spillum, Galen (1) 
651   Spillum, Mr. and Mrs. Galen – Wedding (1) 
Deteriorated  Spillum, Wes (1)   
652   Stansland, Bjorne – Baby (11) 
653   Stenberg, Mrs. Bob and baby (3) 
654   Stennes, Josephine Jr. – Nurse (2) 
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655   Strand, R. B. – wedding (10) 
656   Stutrud, Earl – children (12) 
657   Surdahl, Delan – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
658   Sveum, Archie – wedding (19) 
659   Teigen, Clinton (1) 
660   Teigen, Gunhild (1) 
661   Thingvold, Edwin – family (1) 
662   Thingvold, Kermit – twins (16) 
663   Thompson, Alice (1) & proof  
664   Thompson, Mrs. – children, Towner, N.D. (8) 
665   Tofte, Marlene (1) 
666   Tofte, Orlin (1) 
667   Torgerson, Mrs. Thorwald (1) 
668   Torrison, Mareen (1) 
669   Trent, Barbara - Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
670   Tuchscherer, Gab – girls (13) 
671   Tuchscherer, Paul – family (1) 
672   Tuff, Harry – wedding (22) 
673   Tuff, John – baby (5) 
674   Vangsnes, George – children (12) 
675   Vangsnes, George – wedding (17) 
676   Vanswearingen, Dave – family (11) 
677   Vetsch, Emil – baby (8) 
678   Vetsch, Martin – wedding (3) 
679   Vigeland boys, Peggy & Jiggs (14) 
680   Voeller, Ignatz – family (1) 
681   Voeller, Leonard – graduation 1951 (1) 
682   Voeller, Simon (1) 
683   Volk, Herman – wedding (1) 
684   Volk, Herman – baby (7) 
685   Volk, Herman – 2 children (11) 
686   Volk, Ralph – Wedding (3) 
687   Vrem, Stanley (Eunice Gilje) – wedding (21) 
688   Waite, Joyce & Dorothy (1) 
689   Walsh, Wayne – wedding (22) 
690   Wangler, Pius – baby (10) 
691   Warkup, Ronald & Shirley Olson – wedding (20) 
692   Watson, Mrs. Ross & baby, Rolette, N.D. (1) 
693   Weber, Fidelus – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
694   Welk, Mrs. Joe – girl (2) 
695   White, Elvin (1) 
696   White, Glyndon – Knox, N.D. (1) 
697   Williams, Connie – Dec. 1951 (14) 
698   Williams, Rodney – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
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699   Witt, Jim – boy (10) 
700   Wittmayer, Carolyn – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
701   Wold, Gunda (1) 
702   Wolford Composite 1951 Seniors (1) 
703   Wolford & Mylo Confirmation (1) 
704   Woods, Carl (1) 
705   Yoder, Jerry – Family, Wolford, N.D. (1) 
706   Yoder, Otis – Children – Wolford, N.D.  (12) 
707   York 1951 – Confirmation (1) 
708   Zorn children (20) 
709   Zorn, Everett – wedding (10) 
  1952— (1,689 Negatives) 
710   Alvershire, Harlow (1) 
711   Alben Amble Family & Joan Amble (2) 
712   Amsbaugh, Ruth – Bottineau (1) 
713   Andall, Kenneth – baby boy, Bottineau, N.D. (12) 
714   Anderson, Arnold – wedding, Bottineau, N.D. (31) 
715   Anderson, Art – Family, girl & baby (19) 
716   Anderson, Harold T., Mr. & Mrs. (3) 
717   Anderson, John – Bottineau, N.D. - (1) 
718   Anderson, Virgil – wedding (3) 
719   Anderson Funeral Home, Ted = (1) 
720   Armstrong – Two men & fighter air plane Rolette, N.D. (2) 
721   Arstein, John – Family, Overly, N.D. (3) 
722   Arstein, Mrs. John – Passport Head & shoulder portrait (1) 
723   Axtman, Clifford (1) 
724   Axtman, Helen (1) 
725   Axtman, Jacob – boys in band uniform (2) 
726   Axtman, John S. – family & baby (5) 
727   Bachmeier, Jacob P., Mrs. and baby (1) 
728   Bailey, Jim – Wedding (1) 
729   Balta Confirmation (1) 
730   Bangs, Lillian – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
731   Barber, Joane (1) 
732   Baustad, Ray – wedding (3) 
733   Bell, Allan – children (8) 
734   Berg, Omar – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
735   Bertsch, B. J. – baby, Upham, N.D. (12) 
736   Beyer, Marylin – Bottineau (1) 
737   Biberdorf, Marvin – wedding, Willow City, N.D. (16) 
738   Biberdorf, William – family (2) 
739   Black, James – wedding (11) 
740   Black, Joe – girl (12) 
741   Black, John – family (2) 
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742   Black Panther 1952 (1) 
743   Blessum, Beverly – Nurse Grad. 52 (1) 
744   Blessum, Gloria (1) 
745   Blumenfield, Priest (5) 
746   Boettcher at funeral home – (Mrs. Albert Hoff, Willow City, N.D.) (2) 
747   Bosch, Joe & Tootie Quinn – wedding (4) 
748   Boston, Ray – children (2) 
749   Bowersox, Gloria – (1) 
750   Bowersox, Joan – (1) 
751   Braaten, Lyla – Wolford, N.D. Sr. 1952 - (1)  
752   Britsch, Art family (3) 
753   Britsch, Darlene – Harlow, N.D. – (2) 
754   Britsch, Jerry – (2) 
755   Brocken, Delores – Leeds, N.D. – (1) 
756   Broe, Palmer – baby (12) 
757   Brossart, August – baby (12) 
758   Brossart, Frank – children, Berwick, N.D. (1) 
759   Brossart, Nick – twins (4) 
760   Bryant, Mary – St. John, N.D. Sr. 1952 – (1) 
761   Bundy, Dennis – wedding (1) 
762   Burke, Howard & Alice Lutz – wedding (2) 
763   Burkhardsmeier, Anna – Towner, N.D. (3) 
764   Burkhardsmeier, Peter, Mrs. and baby (11) 
765   Carlson, Anton (10) 
766   Carlson, Randolph – Bottineau, N.D. – (1) 
767   Cartwright, Bob – St. John, N.D. Sr. 1952 – (1) 
768   Charboneau, Leo – St. John, N.D. Sr. 1952 – (1) 
769   Chilson, John – children (10) 
770   Chole, Harold – wedding (1) 
771   Christensen, Helen – Bottineau, N.D. – (1) 
772   Church, Donell – baby (6) 
773   Crook, Bill – baby girl (12) 
774   Cruden, Pam – Nurse grad 52 – (1) 
775   Cushing, Lyle – Bottineau, N.D. – (1) 
776   Dahl, Marlene – Nurse grad. 1952 – (2) 
777   Dahl, Marlin – Bottineau, N.D. – (2) 
778   Davidson, Joyce – St. John, N.D. Sr. 1952 – (1) 
779   Davis, Bob – St. John, N.D. Sr. 1952 – (1) 
780   Deplazes, Pat, Mr. & Mrs. (1) 
781   Dissett, LeRoy – children (12) 
782   Dosch, Al – Wedding (3) 
783   Dravland, Lyle – (1) 
784   Drayball, Clair family – Willow City, N.D. (1) 
785   Dunderland, Norma – Bottineau, N.D. – (2) 
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786   Dunderland, P. A. family – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
787   Duqette – Mother & baby – baby alone (12) 
788   Ebenezer Lutheran Confirmation – Rolette, N.D. (1) 
789   Ellsworth, Betty – Head & shoulder (1) 
790   Ellsworth, Loretta Head & shoulder – Attenta – (1) 
791   Elwood, Marion – (1) 
792   Erickson, Morgan – children (11) 
793   Espe, Peter  - family (2) 
794   Esterby, Carol – Willow City, N.D. – (2) 
795   Evanger, John kids – Overly, N.D. (8) 
796   Fahey, Myron – children (36) 
797   Fering, Lyle – boy (12) 
798   1st Lutheran Confirmation – 1952 (3) 
799   Fjellanger, Vernon – girl (8) 
800   Fosser, Bob – baby boy (11) 
801   Fosser, Dorothy- (1) 
802   Fox, Dr. – baby (12) 
803   Fraser, Ruth – Bottineau, N.D. – (1) 
804   Fritel, Conrad – wedding (2) 
805   Galvin, Alice – (2) 
806   Genre, Al – 3 children, Bottineau, N.D. (12) 
807   Genre, Don – (1) 
808   Getzlaff, Arthur – girl, Willow City, N.D. – (1) 
809   Giles, Elmer – twins (14) 
810   Gillis, Marie – Bottineau, N.D. – (1) 
811   Goetz, Leonard – wedding (4) 
812   Graber, Abe – wedding, Mylo, N.D. (1) 
813   Grise, Earl – kids (15) 
814   Gronvold, Thor – Barton, N.D. – (1) 
815   Groseth, Karen – Bottineau, N.D. – (1) 
816   Grove, Beverly – nursing grad. – (1) 
817   Guedesse, Steven – wedding, St. John, N.D. (4) 
818   Gunnerud, Al – family (2) 
819   Gustafson, Doreen – St. John, N.D. Sr. 1952 – (1) 
820   Guttormson, Pearl – (1) 
821   Hagel, Pius – boy (10) 
822   Hagen, Ramona – Bottineau, N.D. – (2) 
823   Hager, Alex – family (1)  
824   Hahn, Herbert – family (1) 
825   Halverson, Coretta – Mylo, N.D. – (1)  
826   Halverson, Lester – children (17) 
827   Halverson, Loren – baby (10) 
828   Halverson, Loren, Ruth Selland – wedding (2) 
829   Halverson, Raymond – wedding (1) 
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830   Hamilton, Gwen & Marchia – (2) 
831   Hammer, Evon – Baby (8) 
832   Hammond, Rueben – girls, Minot, N.D. (11) 
833   Hannis, Anna – (1) 
834   Hannis, Betty – (1) 
835   Hanon, Joe P. – baby (12) 
836   Hanson, Henry – baby, Scotland, N.D. (9) 
837   Hanson, Henry – girls, Willow City, N.D. (1) 
838   Harper, Bert –baby (10) 
839   Hauser, Milt & Wilma Gutrud – Candid wedding, Towner, N.D. (19) 
840   Hawk, Mr. & Mrs Jess (1) 
841   Hayhurst, Myron – Bottineau, N.D. – (1) 
842   Heilman, Joe – wedding (3) 
843   Heilman, Mrs. – (1) 
844   Heinrich, Marget – Little boy – Towner, N.D. (12) 
845   Heinrick, Joe – wedding – Towner, N.D. (5) & 1 proof 
846   Heinz, Anton – wedding (2) 
847   Herman, Cecil – family, Bantry, N.D. (1) 
848   Hermonson, Lloyd – girl, Towner, N.D. (12) 
849   Hill, Raiford B. – wedding, Willow City, N.D. (14) 
850   Hochstetler, Carl – wedding (1) 
851   Holm, John – family (1) 
852   Holum, Mary Ann – St. John, N.D. Sr. 1952 – (1) 
853   Honley, Gilman – baby (11) 
854   Hornstein, Frank – wedding (3) 
855   Hornstein, Frank, Mrs. & children (10) 
856   Hornstein, Mary Lynn – drape – (10 
857   Horsewill, Joyce – (1) 
858   Host, Archie, Mr. & Mrs.  – Leeds, N.D. – (2) 
859   Houle, Fabian – Bottineau, N.D. – (1) 
860   Hunter, Marion – Bottineau, N.D. – (1)  
861   Iverson, Russ – baby (18) 
862   Jacobsen, Merle – Children (13) 
863   Jacobson, Ken & Mary Page – wedding, Leeds, N.D. (16) 
864   Jacobson, Pearl – nurse grad. 1952 – (1) 
865   Jacobson, Ruben – children (Vangsnes) (13) 
866   Jaeger, Francis & brothers (3) 
867   Jaeger, Louie – children (16) 
868   Jennings, Dorothy – nurse grad. 1952 – (1) 
869   Johnson, Andy – (1) 
870   Johnson, Clifford – Bottineau Highway Patrol (1) 
871   Johnson, Everett – baby (12) 
872   Johnson, Hazel – (1) 
873   Jundt, Donald – (1) 
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874   Jurgenson, George – Baby – Upham, N.D. (12) 
875   Keller, Mike – wedding (3)  
876   Keller, Walter – wedding (4)  
877   Kittleson, Clifford – wedding (2) 
878   Kjelstrom, Ted – family (14)  
879   Klause, Irene – Tunbridge, N.D. (1) 
880   Klein, Gene – baby (8) 
881   Klein, Laurence – girls, Balta, N.D. Confirmation 1952 (1) 
882   Kline, Mike – family (1) 
883   Knoepfle, Lois – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
884   Knox Seniors – 1952 (7) 
885   Knutson, Maurice and Lyla Sand – wedding (21) 
886   Koble, Casper & Virginia Axtman – wedding (3) 
887   Koble, Mike (1) 
888   Koble, Walt & Alice Thompson – wedding (3) 
889   Koehmstedt, Patsy (1) 
890   Koenig, John – family (1) 
891   Kohn, Roy, Mrs. – passport – Mother & baby (1) 
892   Kongslie, Vernon – baby (10) 
893   Kuk triplets (12) 
894   Kunz, Anton – wedding (8) 
895   Larson, Hazen – children (3) 
896   Larson, Ilyne – Bottineau (1) 
897   Larson, Lars – family, Leeds, N.D. (1) 
898   Larson, Merle – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
899   Larson, Robert – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
900   Larson, - Ronald – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
901   Laugtug, Orville and Inez Elverud  - wedding (25) 
902   Ledoen, Mike – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
903   Lee, Elmer – children (12) 
904   Leeds & St. Petri Confirmation (7) 
905   Leier, N. C. – family and Bridget (2) 
906   Leonard, Albert – St. John senior (1) 
907   Leonard, Leo – baby, Rolette, N.D. (6) 
908   Lesmeister, Helen (2) 
909   Lesmeister, Kathryn (1) 
910   Lewis, Wellington – family ((1) 
911   Lindberg, Corrine – formal (1) 
912   Lindberg, Lois – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
913   Lindelien, Lyman – wedding (1) 
914   Lindseth, Archie – family (15) 
915   Lorentz family (2) 
916   Lovaas, Rev. and Mrs. – Dunseith, N.D. (2) 
917   Lunde, Howard – children (12) 
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918   Lunde, Mr. & Mrs. Oliver (1) 
919   Lunde, Oliver – children (1) 
920   Lunde, Oliver (or Alvin) – Esmond, N.D. – Baby (20) 
921   MacDiarmid, Don (1) 
922   Magnuson, Shirley – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
923   Maline, James – Baby girl (4) 
924   Marker Confirmation (1) 
925   Marquart, Stan – wedding (27) 
926   Marsden, Art – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
927   Martinson, Bob – children, Rolette, N.D. (7) 
928   Mattern, Marylin (1) 
929   Maust, Ray (2) 
930   McConnell, Miss. – Belcourt, N.D. (1) 
931   McKay, Mrs. – baby, Dunseith, N.D. (12) 
932   McLean wedding (18) 
933   McMaster, Isabelle – St. John, N.D. senior (1) 
934   McNea, Elaine – Bottineau, N.D. (2) 
935   Melberg, Bill & Marlene Dahl – wedding (21) 
936   Mickelson, Ray, Mrs. – St. John, N.D. Senior (1) 
937   Migler, Balzer – wedding (3) 
938   Mitzel, Frank – wedding (1) & 1 photo 
939   Moe, Pauline – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
940   Moen, Delores – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
941   Mohanna, John (1) 
942   Moline, Ruth – Rolette, N.D. (1) 
943   Mongeon, Eddie – girl, Rolla, N.D. (6) 
944   Morrow, Bonnie (1) 
945   Morsech, Don – wedding (2) 
946   Mortenson, Glenn – Bottineau, N.D.(1) 
947   Moshier, Herbert – children (3) 
948   Nehring, Dwayne – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
949   Neigum, Martin – family (1) 
950   Ness, Delores – baby (8) 
951   Nielsen, Nancy (12) 
952   Nilsen, Rev. – family, Leeds, N.D. (1) 
953   Nostdahl, Janice – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
954   Nyhus, Lester (1) 
955   Nyhus, Lester – baby (12) 
956   Olson, Joan – (Owen Olson) Esmond, N.D. – little girl (1) 
957   Olson, Marcella (1) 
958   Olson, Mary Lou – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
959   Olson, Muriel – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
960   Ostreim, Kenneth – children (10) 
961   Ostrem, Delmer – girl (12) 
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962   Ostrem, Harold, Jr. – son Duane (12) 
963   Pederson, Luella – St. John, N.D. (1) 
964   Pennington, Bruce (5) 
965   Peters, Joe, Mr. and Mrs. (1) 
966   Peterson, C. P. – Supt. of Knox, N.D. (1) 
967   Peterson, David (1) 
968   Peterson, Dianne (1) 
969   Phelps, Howard – St. John, N.D. (1) 
970   Rakovskis, Oscar – D. P. Vet. (1) 
971   Rasmussen, Georgie & Dean (4) 
972   Raymo, La Vonne – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
973   Reamer, Violet – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
974   Reniling, Mrs. (2) 
975   Rieger, Tony – wedding (3) 
976   Robinson, Mr. – Principal at Knox, N.D. (1) 
977   Roerick, Ed – soldier, Esmond, N.D. (1) 
978   Rognlien, Melvin – wedding (3) 
979   Rohn girl at confirmation – Balta, N.D. (1) 
980   Romine, Gene – police officer (1) 
981   Romine, Herman, Mr. & Mrs.  – Silva, N.D. (1) 
982   Romine, Homer – boy (12) 
983   Romine, Rod – Mrs. & Mrs. – Misc. (man by microphone) (2) 
984   Ryen, Henry – wedding (14) 
985   Sand, Joan (2) 
986   Sande, Jason – baby girl, Bottineau, N.D. (12) 
987   Schaan, Dorothy (2) 
988   Schaan, Jeanette –Balta, N.D. (2) 
989   Schaan, Leonard – Balta, N.D. (1) 
990   Schaan, Tom – baby (12) 
991   Schaan, Tom, Mrs. & baby – passport (1) 
992   Schatz, Leonard – wedding, Towner, N.D. (9) 
993   Scheet, Donna Mae (12) 
994   Scheidecker children (24) 
995   Schmidt, Pius – twins (1) 
996   Schmitz, James – baby (11) 
997   Schneible, Leonard – wedding (3) 
998   Schneider, Ambrose & Elizabeth Bachmeier - Wedding, Nov. 1951 Fulda (3) 
999   Schneider, Casper – wedding (7) 
1000   Schneider, Leo – children (12) 
1001   Schultz, Dick – Bottineau (1) 
1002   Schultz, Percy & father – Towner, N.D. (2) 
1003   Scott, Bud, Mrs. (1) 
1004   Selland, Osmund – family (3) 
1005   Shanback, Alice (1) 
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1006   Shanback, Mary Alice – nursing grad. (1) 
1007   Sheet, Claude – wedding (3) 
1008   Sherwin, Lucille (1) 
1009   Simonson, Lois – nursing grad. (1) 
1010   Simonson, Mel (1) 
1011   Sitter, Tony – boy for Mrs. Sam Munyer (12) 
1012   Siverson, Chubby (1) 
1013   Siverson, Chubby – family (1) 
1014   Skjerven, Anna – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
1015   Skains, Bill & Naomi Berdahl – wedding (1) 
1016   Slaybaugh, Myrna (1) 
1017   Smedstud, Rose, Mrs. & baby (1) 
1018   Solberg, Clayton – baby (7) 
1019   Solom, C. A. – St. John Sr. Adviser (3) 
1020   Spaulding, Kathleen – Towner, N.D. (3) 
1021   Srur, Charles – girl, 1st communion (1) 
1022   Stenberg, Bob – baby girl (12) 
1023   Stevenson, Jane – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
1024   Stewart, Miss – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
1025   Stewart, R. W., Mrs. – 5 generations, Mylo, N.D. (21) 
1026   Stone, William – family (1) 
1027   Sveen, Archie – baby (7) 
1028   Swanson, Roy, Mrs. (1) 
1029   Syvertson, Donald – wedding (5) 
1030   Thompson, Alvin – baby girl (8) 
1031   Thompson, Arne – boy (12) 
1032   Thompson, H. H. – Towner, N.D. (1) 
1033   Thompson, Howard – Brinsmade, N.D. (1) 
1034   Thompson, Janice – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
1035   Thompson, V. L. – Rolla, N.D. (1) 
1036   Torrison, Maren (1) 
1037   Truax, Basil – wedding (22) 
1038   Tuchscherer, Joe – wedding (3) 
1039   Tufte, Elmer – Harlow, N.D. (9) 
1040   Van Natta, Clem – children (1) 
1041   Vedquam, Joyce – Bottineau (2) 
1042   Vetsch, Donald – wedding (24) 
1043   Vetsch, Jim – wedding (3) 
1044   Viegland, Harold – in uniform (3) 
1045   Vikan, Norma – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
1046   Violett, Jack – wedding (2) 
1047   Voeller, Ned – wedding (3) 
1048   Voeller, Simon – wedding (3) 
1049   Volk, Casper – wedding (2) 
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1050   Volk, Frank – wedding (3) 
1051   Watson, Laurence – baby girl (20) 
1052   Westrom, Lawrence – Maddock, N.D. (1) 
1053   Whalen, Simon – wedding (2) 
1054   Willards, Mrs. – 2 grand daughters (10) 
1055   Willow City Confirmation Class – Rev. Stausland, 1952 (1) 
1056   Winters, Marjorie (1) 
1057   Winters, Marjorie – Wolford, N.D. Sr. 1952 (1) 
1058   Wolfe, Walter – wedding, Filmore, N.D. (3) 
1059   Wood, Harriet (1) 
1060   Woods, Pat (2) 
1061   Wymore, Robert & McPhersen – wedding, Leeds, N.D. (21) 
1062   Yoeder, Richard – children, Mylo, N.D. (12) 
1063   Young, Bob – Golden Wedding (6) 
1064   Ziegler, Conrad (1) 
1065   Zorn, Earl (1) 
1066   Zuercher, Art, Mr. & Mrs. (1) 
  1953 –  (1,077 Negatives) 
1067   Anderson, Elmo (1) 
1068   Anderson, O M. – Family (4) 
1069   Austin, Raleigh – Children (1) 
1070   Axtman, Mrs. – And grandchildren (1) 
1071   Bachmier, Joe P. – Wedding (3) 
1072   Bagaasen, Melvin (1) 
1073   Balyard, Joseph – Wedding (22) 
1074   Barton, N.D. – Male Chorus (5) 
1075   Bartsch, Al – Children (2) 
1076   Bauer, Freda (2) 
1077   Bauminger, Vilma, Bottineau, N.D. (5) 
1078   Bayer, Lyle, Mr. & Mrs. (2) 
1079   Beckman, Gene, Bottineau, N.D. (2) 
1080   Belcourt, J. W. (1) 
1081   Belgarde, Raymond (1) 
1082   Bennet, Gail (1) & 1 proof 
1083   Benson, Carl W. – Four generations (3) 
1084   Bercier, Bernard, St. John, N.D. (1) 
1085   Berdahl, Gilbert – Wedding (1) 
1086   Berdahl, Roger (1) 
1087   Berg, Joyce, Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
1088   Berg, Thomas – Children (1) 
1089   Bickel, Curtis (2) 
1090   Bickler, Charlotte (2) 
1091   Bischoff, Jack – Family (1) 
1092   Bjorke, Bruce (1) & 1 proof 
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1093   Blessum, Gloria (1) & 1 proof 
1094   Blessum, Lois (1) 
1095   Boguslowski, Donald, Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
1096   Bohnsche, Robert – Wedding (2) 
1097   Bonnell, Elmer (2) & 1 proof 
1098   Brandvold, Ronnie, Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
1099   Brown, Joyce (1) 
1100   Bruner, Frank – Wedding (4) 
1101   Bryant, Charles – Wedding (25) 
1102   Bryant, Don – Wedding (2) 
1103   Buchl, Winnie (1) 
1104   Bullock Family (1) 
1105   Burgard, Thomas – Wedding (2) 
1106   Burkhartsmeier, Joe – Mr. and Mrs., Denbigh, N.D. (1) 
1107   Byrns, Jim – Wedding (1) 
1108   Charbonneau, George – Bottineau, N. D. (1) 
1109   Christenson, Ray – Mr. & Mrs. (1) 
1110   Church, Darrell – Four Generations (1) 
1111   Clark, Reuben – Wedding (1) 
1112   Cooper, Mary Ann (1) 
1113   Corbin, Donald, Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
1114   Cornelius, Mr. & Mrs. (3) 
1115   Crawford, Charles – Wedding (1) 
1116   Dahl, Shirley (1) & 1 proof 
1117   Dahl, Virginia, Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
1118   Darling, Bob – Family (1) 
1119   Davidson, Helen (1) 
1120   De Groat, Alvin – Children (24) 
1121   Deplazes, F., Mrs. (1) 
1122   DePriest, Burton (1) 
1123   Desrosches, Larry A. (1) 
1124   Dettling, Kenny (1) 
1125   Dokken, Darrell (1) & 1 proof 
1126   Eidboe, Martin – Wedding (24) 
1127   Elverud, Duanne (1) 
1128   Elverud, Harry – Wedding (23) 
1129   Engeland, Pearl (1) 
1130   English, Mabel – Children (1) 
1131   Fahey, Myron (1) 
1132   Fahey, Myron – Family (1) 
1133   Fedje, Ole, - Children (3) 
1134   Fettig, Fred, Mr. & Mrs. and daughter (2) 
1135   Ferguson, R. E. – Baby (1) 
1136   Feurhelm, Herb – Wedding (28) 
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1137   Fifien, Wilbur – wedding (29) 
1138   First Lutheran Church – Confirmation (4) 
1139   Fisher, Jack, Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
1140   Fisk, Arlan, Rev. – Family (2) 
1141   Fox, Susan (Dr. Fox) (26) 
1142   Garman, Tony, Mr. & Mrs. (1) 
1143   Gerger, Adolph – Family (1) 
1144   Geure, Dan – Wedding (3) 
1145   Geure, Don – Wedding (2) 
1146   Gilbertson, George, Mr. & Mrs. (1) 
1147   Gillies, June, Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
1148   Gorder, Reggie, Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
1149   Gould, George – Brother & Sisters (1) 
1150   Graybill, Betty Lou, St. John, N.D. (1) 
1151   Grimm, Betty, Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
1152   Grimstad, Deland (1) 
1153   Hagel, Clem – Wedding, Selz, N.D. (23) 
1154   Hagel, Irene (1) 
1155   Haley, Frank, Mrs. (1) 
1156   Halverson, Clarence, Mr. & Mrs. (1) & 1 proof 
1157   Halverson, Donnie – Wedding (2) 
1158   Halverson, Malcolm – Alice Herble – Wedding (11) 
1159   Hamman, Clemens – Wedding (7) 
1160   Hanesson, Forrest, Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
1161   Hanson, Audrey, Bottineau confirmand (1) 
1162   Hanson, Carol, Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
1163   Hanson, Herb – Wedding (1) 
1164   Haugan, Nettie Stoll – Self & baby (1) 
1165   Hauser, Darrell (1) 
1166   Heidelbaugh, Duane – Wedding (1) 
1167   Heidelbaugh, Nurse Irwin (2) 
1168   Heilman, Florence (1) & 1 proof 
1169   Heilman, Roy – Wedding (2) 
1170   Heilman, Victor – Wedding (4) 
1171   Helvick, Clyde & Sisters (1) 
1172   Holmly, Les – Wedding (27) 
1173   Holmly, Shelby – Wedding (17) 
1174   Holtz, Elmer – Family, Willow City, N.D. (1) 
1175   Horner, Albert – Wedding (3) 
1176   Hornstein, Mary Lynn (10) 
1177   Hornstein, Roy (2) – Three generations & little boy alone 
1178   Indvik, Lorna, Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
1179   Iverson, Russ (1) 
1180    Jack, Earl – Angela Albrecht – Wedding (11) 
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1181   Jacobson, J. O., Mrs. (1) 
1182   Jaeger, Virgil, Berwick, N.D. (1) 
1183   James, LeRoy, St. John, N.D. (1) 
1184   Jasper, Ralph, Mr. & Mrs. (1) 
1185   Johnson, Andy – Wedding (3) 
1186   Johnson, Cleo (1) & proof 
1187   Johnston, Lois (1) 
1188   Jorgenson, Lyle – Children (1) 
1189   Jundt, Agatha (2) 
1190   Jundt, Eugene (1) 
1191   Jundt, Eugene – Wedding (4) 
1192   Jundt, Rose (1) & 1 proof 
1193   Juve, Henry, Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
1194   Keller, Eddie – Wedding (4) 
1195   Keller, Joe P. – Wedding (3) 
1196   Kessler, James, Balta, N.D. (1) 
1197   Keyes, Gene – Wedding (1) 
1198   Kirchofner, Sebastian – Wedding (2) 
1199   Kirkeby, Marvin (2) 
1200   Knoke, Farell – Wedding (3) 
1201   Koenig, Daniel – Delores Gross – Wedding (28) 
1202   Kraft, Donald – Wedding, Esmond, N.D. (20) 
1203   Krefting, Fred, Mr. & Mrs. (1) 
1204   Lagerquist, Cliff – Lydia Bjorke – Wedding (3) 
1205   Legried, Marie, Mrs., Maddock, N.D. (4) 
1206   Lanz, Richard, St. John, N.D. (1) 
1207   Larson, Ardeen – Wedding (22) 
1208   Larson, Arnold (1) 
1209   Larson, Floyd, Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
1210   Law, Ray, Mrs. (10) 
1211   Leonard, James – Family (1) 
1212   Leonard, Larry, St. John, N.D. (1) 
1213   Lesmeister, Helen (2) 
1214   Liebelt, Herbert, Willow City, N.D. (2) 
1215   Lindelien, Elmer, Mr. & Mrs. (1) 
1216   Lisko, Ted (1) 
1217   Lisko, Ted, Mrs. (1) 
1218   Loftesness, Arnold, Mr. & Mrs. (1) 
1219   Lund, Odell – Family (1) 
1220   Lystad – Passport (1) 
1221   Mattern, Wendelin (1) 
1222   McCallum, Vicki (4) 
1223   McLain, Cherry (1) 
1224   McLean, Jackie (1) & 1 proof 
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1225   Mears, Harlan – and Children (1) 
1226   Medalen, Chris – Boys (1) 
1227   Meyer, Dorothy (1) 
1228   Meyer, Frank – Pat Bowersox – Wedding (21) 
1229   Miller, Alfred, Mrs. – Four generation (1) 
1230   Miller, Joe – Children (1) 
1231   Miller, Lorna (1) & 1 proof 
1232   Miltenberger, Lorna (1) 
1233   Minot Model Basketball team (20) 
1234   Monger, Mike – Wedding (6) 
1235   Moorhouse, Dianne – Baby (11) 
1236   Morton, Don – Wedding (24) 
1237   Mossine, Rose Mary, Orrin, N.D. (3) 
1238   Naumen, Gerald (1) 
1239   Neiss, Edward – Girl (1) 
1240   Neiss, Leo (1) 
1241   Neiss, Leo – Wedding (3) 
1242   Nelson, Leland – Children (24) 
1243   Nelson, Mardele, Willow City, N.D. (1) 
1244   Ness, Herwith – Baby (16) 
1245   Nettleton, Ted (1) 
1246   Nielsen, Milton – Family (2) 
1247   Nordlie, Gust – 50 Wedding Anniversary (5) 
1248   Nordlie, Ole, Mr. & Mrs. (1) 
1249   Odden, Herman – Family (1) 
1250   O’Keefe, John – Children (1) 
1251   Olson, Jim (1) 
1252   Oppen, Lois (1) & 1 proof 
1253   Ostrem, Harold – Children (12) 
1254   Ostrem, Waldron (2) 
1255   Otteson, Norman – Wedding (24) 
1256   Parkman, Bud – family (1) 
1257   Paul, Herb (2) 
1258   Peltier, Joan (2) 
1259   Peterson, Arden (1) & 1 proof 
1260   Pewe, Roger, Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
1261   Pfeifer, Francis – Wedding (11) & 1 proof 
1262   Piatz, Leo – Dona Arneson – Wedding (4) 
1263   Presthus, James (12) 
1264   Purnort, Bill – Marjorie Tufte – Wedding, Leeds (24) 
1265   Rettey, Ernest – Dorothy Thompson, Rolette, N.D. (28) 
1266   Roberts, Carl (2) 
1267   Rocheleau, Robert (1) 
1268   Rockway, Walter – Wedding (2) 
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1269   Ronglien, John – Wedding (10) 
1270   Rothe, Milton – Wedding (1) 
1271   Rothgarn, Mildred, Willow City, N.D. (1) 
1272   Ruckle, Aldon, St. John, N.D. (1) 
1273   Sabbe, Nels, Mr. & Mrs. (2) 
1274   Saint Leo’s Basketball team (19) 
1275   Schell, Anton – Family (1) 
1276   Schmaltz, Anton, Mrs. - Balta, N.D. (1) 
1277   Schmidt, Aloysius – Wedding (3) 
1278   Schmidt, Marlene (2) 
1279   Schmitt, John B. (3) 
1280   Schneider, Barbara (1) 
1281   Schorsch, Ed – Wedding (1) 
1282   Selland, Ruth – Loren Halverson – Wedding (27) 
1283   Selzer, Steve – Wedding (6) 
1284   Sheet, Stan (1) & 1 proof 
1285   Shjerve, John – Family (1) 
1286   Simonson, Richard, Mrs. & Baby girl, Fillmore, N.D. (1) 
1287   Skrubrud, Allan – Bev Bowersox – Wedding (31) 
1288   Solem, Dean – Wedding (2) 
1289   Solem, Lois (2) & 1 proof  
1290   Srur, Charles – Girl – First Communion (2) 
1291   Stoll, John – Barbara Hornstein – Wedding (4) 
1292   Strege, Art – Wedding, Willow City, N.D. (23) – two removed – deteriorated  
1293   Strum, Clifford – Wedding (1) 
1294   Stuetz, Boniface, Msgr. (1) 
1295   Swanson, Eddie, Mrs. – and Baby (4) 
1296   Syvertson, Sherman – Children (1) & 1 photo – one removed – deteriorated  
1297   Tavestad, Arlois (1) & 1 proof  
1298   Teigen, Ingvald – Children (1) 
1299   Thom, Marvin – Wedding (1) 
1300   Thompson, Gordon – Wedding (1) 
1301   Thompson, John – Children (1) 
1302   Thompson, Melvin – Children (3) Three little girls, various ages – identical  
    dresses 
1303   Tiffany, Richard – Family (2) 
1304   Titus, Laura (1) 
1305   Tofte, Elmer, Mrs. (1) 
1306   Toreski, David, Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
1307   Trottier, Joan, St. John, N.D. (1) 
1308   Tuchscherer, Alex – Wedding (8) 
1309   Tuchscherer, Gab – Children (1) 
1310   Tyvand, Jim (1) 
1311   Vinje, Martin, Mrs. (2) 
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1312   Voeller, Frank – Weding (3) 
1313   Vollmer, Ray – Wedding (20) 
1314   Wall, Lloyd, Bottineau, N.D. (3) 
1315   Wangler, Delores, Balta, N.D. (1) 
1316   Weigel, Elsie (1) 
1317   Wentz, Gladys (1) & 1 proof  
1318   Wents, Valentine (1) 
1319   Wheinmuller, George (1) 
1320   Yoder, Edwin (1) 
1321   Yoder, Mose, Mr. & Mrs. (1) 
  1954 – (885 Negatives)  
1322   Amundson, Janet (1) 
1323   Anderson, Albert, Mrs., Towner, N.D. (1) 
1324   Anderson, H. R. – Wedding (5) 
1325   Anderson, John (1) 
1326   Argabright, Earl (1) 
1327   Augustine, Anna (2) 
1328   Axtman, Adam – Children (2) 
1329   Bachmeier, August – Wedding (4) 
1330   Bachmeier, John (1) 
1331   Bahl, Theresa (2) 
1332   Baillie, Dan (2) 
1333   Baillie, Duane (5) 
1334   Baken, Don – Janet Baglien – Wedding (20) 
1335   Bale, Carol (3) 
1336   Bareson, Lorne (1) 
1337   Becy, Marvin – Boys (1) 
1338   Benson, Bernard – Wedding (25) 
1339   Bickler, Joe – Wedding (3) 
1340   Bickler, Miss, Balta, N.D. (1) 
1341   Bierman, William – Family (2) 
1342   Black, Monica (1) 
1343   Blessum, Gloria (2) 
1344   Blessum, Janice R. (1) 
1345   Blessum, Lois – In formal (2) 
1346   Bonell, Elmer (1) 
1347   Borczyk, Joe – Joan Sand – Wedding (11) 
1348   Borstad, Elmer – Family (2) 
1349   Braaten, Evely (2) 
1350   Braaten, Gene (1) 
1351   Brager, Floyd – Girl (2) 
1352   Brossart, Joe J. – Children (2) 
1353   Bryn, Ole (1) 
1354   Busch, Wendel- Boy, Doug (1) 
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1355   Campbell, David, Rev. – Wedding (29) 
1356   Carlson, Howard – Wedding (1) 
1357   Church, Darrell – Children (2) 
1358   Cook, Dr. – Family (1) 
1359   Davidson, George – Boy (2) 
1360   Dennis, Raymond – Club foot boy (3) 
1361   Douglas, Ernie – Family (3) 
1362   Dravland, Ardean (1) 
1363   Duchscher, Bruno – Wedding (2) 
1364   Dunderland, E. A., Mr. & Mrs. (2) 
1365   Ebell, Diane (1) 
1366   Enger, Sandra (1) 
1367   Erdman, Paul – Wedding (24) 
1368   Erdman, Velma (1) 
1369   Erickson, Morgan – Family (1) 
1370   Evans, Norman (1) 
1371   Fagerlund, Ted (1) 
1372   Fay, John, Mr. & Mrs. (1) 
1373   Fay, Saddie (1) 
1374   Fedje, Andrew – Family (1) 
1375   Ferguson, Red – Children (4) 
1376   First Lutheran Church – Confirmation (1) 
1377   Fleck, Fred (3) 
1378   Gehring, Keith (1) 
1379   Green, Dell Marie (1) 
1380   Groves, Gary (1) 
1381   Haagenson, Marylin (1) 
1382   Hagel, Frank (1) 
1383   Hagel, Joe – Boy – First communion (2) 
1384   Hagen, Math – Family (2) 
1385   Hagen, Ed (2) 
1386   Halvorson, Morris – Wedding (6) 
1387   Halvorson, R. Mrs. – and girl (2) 
1388   Hamilton, Tom (2) 
1389   Harmel, Helen (1) 
1390   Hayer, Romeldies – Wedding (8) & 1 photo 
1391   Haugen, Marion (1) 
1392   Haykel, Ed, Mrs. (1) 
1393   Hazlett, Wilbur – Wedding (32) 
1394   Heimerick, Steve (2) 
1395   Heintz, Bernice (1) 
1396   Herringer, Roland (2) 
1397   Hjelle, Sivert – Girl and Mother (4) 
1398   Hoffart, Tony – Family (1) 
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1399   Hornstein, Ray – Children (5) 
1400   Humble, Laverne – Colleen Braaten – Wedding (29) - one removed -deteriorated. 
1401   Jacobson, Mary Jane (1) 
1402   Jacobson, Rev. – Family (1) 
1403   Jaeger, Vincent – Family (1) 
1404   Jelleberg, Everett – Saddie Fay – Wedding (1) 
1405   Jelsing, Quinten (1) 
1406   Johnson, Les – Children (3) 
1407   Johnson, Mrs. – County Superintendent, Rolla, N.D. (2) 
1408   Johnson, Roger – Wedding (1) 
1409   Johnson, Warner (1) & 1 proof 
1410   Jorgenson, George – Family, Upham, N.D. (1) 
1411   Jundt, Alice (1) 
1412   Jundt, Delores (1) 
1413   Kittleson, Bernice (2) 
1414   Klein, Ed – Wedding (12) 
1415   Knox, N.D. – Senior portraits (10) 
1416   Kuka, Louis – Family (1) 
1417   Lange, Arnold – Wedding, Rolla, N.D. (1)  
1418   Lavick, Erdle – Family and Janet (4)  
1419   Lavick, Tim (7) 
1420   Lee, Fern, Towner, N.D. (1) 
1421   Lesmeister, George – Children (3) 
1422   Lundeen & McKay – Wedding (27) 
1423   Lynnes, Nurse (1) 
1424   Lysne, Art – Family (1) 
1425   Lysne, Harris (1) 
1426   Machlacklin, Dorothy (1) 
1427   Mahler, Gertrude (1) 
1428   Marchand, Dorothy (2) 
1429   Marchus, Lyle – Wedding (1) 
1430   Martel, Mary Ann (1) 
1431   Mattern, Rose (2) 
1432   McGuire, Candis – Silhouette – child (12) 
1433   McGuire, Mike – Children (4) 
1434   McIntire, Joe (1) 
1435   McPherson, Jim – Marlys Jacobson – Wedding, Rolla, N.D.(34) 
1436   Miller, Art – Family (1) 
1437   Miller, Lorna (1) 
1438   Miller, Sam – Family (2) 
1439   Moe, Bernice (1) 
1440   Moe, Janette (1) 
1441   Monson, Jack (1) 
1442   Moran, Nurse (1) 
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1443   Mosser, Alice (1) 
1444   Mossine, Leonard (1) 
1445   Mossine, Leonard – Wedding (3) 
1446   Monger, Don – Children (1) 
1447   Mundahl, Darold – Wedding (36) 
1448   Munyer, Jean – Stan Morkken – Wedding (3) 
1449   Niess, Ed – Wedding (10) 
1450   Nelson, Larry (2) 
1451   Nelson, Olaf & Brother (2) 
1452   Nelson, Roger – Wedding (29) 
1453   Newell, Darlene (1) 
1454   Niles, E. E., Mrs., Willow City, N.D. (1) 
1455   Norwood, Bob (1) 
1456   Olson, Miss (1) 
1457   Olson, Norman – Wedding (1) 
1458   Parkman, Bud (1) 
1459   Patzer, Miss (2) 
1460   Peters, Jacob – Family (1) 
1461   Peters, Lucille (1) 
1462   Peterson, Arden (1) 
1463   Peterson, Charla Marie (1) 
1464   Peterson, Harlan – Cap & gown (1) 
1465   Peterson, Harley (1) 
1466   Peterson, Joyce (1) 
1467   Peterson, Roxann (1) 
1468   Pfau, Gordon – Four generations (1) 
1469   Pfiefer, Roy (2) 
1470   Pierson, Larry – Wedding (1) 
1471   Pownell, Ken – Wedding (26) 
1472   Rendahl, Lester – Children (4) 
1473   Romine, Nurse (1) 
1474   Rue, Marlene (1) 
1475   Rugby, N.D. High School – Senior portraits (50) 
1476   Sand, Magne, Mr. & Mrs. (1) 
1477   Schaan, Clemmens – Wedding (25) 
1478   Schell, Betty (1) 
1479   Schell, Valentine – Wedding (3) 
1480   Schmaltz, Augustine – Wedding (4) 
1481   Schmaltz, Bernice (2) 
1482   Schmaltz, Joe – Wedding (7) 
1483   Schmaltz,Tony – Family (1) 
1484   Schmaltz, Walter – Wedding (3) 
1485   Schmidt, Marlene – Cap and gown (1) 
1486   Schnabel, Marvin (3) 
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1487   Schoon, Dorothy (1) 
1488   Schoon, Robert (2) 
1489   Scott, Bud (1) 
1490   Scott, Bud, Mrs. – Four generations (1) 
1491   Selensky, Joe – Wedding (5) 
1492   Selensky, John – Wedding (2) 
1493   Selland, Norman – Wedding (27) 
1494   Senger, Father – First Mass (21) 
1495   Senger, Joe – Priest (1) 
1496   Severson, Guy – Family (1) 
1497   Sieverson, Bev (1) 
1498   Sillernan, Bill – Family (1) 
1499   Sitter, Frank, Jr. – Girls (1) 
1500   Slaubaugh, Cathrine (1) 
1501   Slette, Alton – Betty Walker – Wedding (23) 
1502   Stangeland, Jean, Fillmore, N.D. (2) 
1503   Stone, Ernest – Wedding (21) 
1504   Stousland, Rev. (1) 
1505   Strand, Jean (1) 
1506   Strand, Nurse (1) 
1507   Sveum, Wes – Wedding (1) 
1508   Swanson, Ken (1) 
1509   Thingvold, James – Wedding (3) 
1510   Thompson, Arnold (6) 
1511   Thorson, Netlie (1) 
1512   Tjon, Herman – Girl (1) 
1513   Tollefson, Rev. – Family (1) 
1514   Tonneson, Bernt – Family (3) 
1515   Tuchscherer, Gab – Children (1) 
1516   Vangsnes, Joel – Children (1) 
1517   Voeller, J. D. – Children (2) 
1518   Voeller, Mary Ann (2) 
1519   Vogsland, Dennis – Wedding (4) 
1520   Walker, Fred – Boy (2) 
1521   Wangler, Bernice (1) 
1522   Wangler, Fred – Wedding (3) 
1523   Welk, Ernest – Wedding (4) 
1524   Welker, Al – Bev Becker – Wedding, Willow City, N.D. (26) 
1525   Wentz, Valentine – Wedding (3) 
1526   Westgard, Christine – County Auditor (1) 
1527   Westgard, Milt – Wedding (2) 
  1955 – (1,260 Negatives) 
1528   Alcuin, Sister (1) 
1529   Anderson, E. A., Mr. and Mrs., Rolla, N.D. (2) 
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1530   Anderson, Richard & dog (2) 
1531   Armentrout, Rodney (1) 
1532   Armstrong, Kathryn (1) 
1533   Armstrong, Larry (1) 
1534   Armstrong, Ted (1) 
1535   Artien, Alvin – Wedding (15) – 4 removed – deteriorated  
1536   Aubol, Berry – Wedding (29) – 1 removed – deteriorated  
1537   Axtman, Cliff (1) 
1538   Axtman, Ray – Wedding (23) 
1539   Bachmeier, Math – Wedding (10) 
1540   Barnes, Lois (1) 
1541   Barrows, W. A., Rev. & Mrs.(1) 
1542   Batema, [no first name of man in image] (1) 
1543   Bergeron, Leo F., Bottineau, N.D. (4) 
1544   Bercier, Richard – Wedding – Father Zirbes, St. John’s (22) 
1545   Bennett, Gail (2) 
1546   Berg, Donald & guitar (3) 
1547   Bickler, Dan (1) 
1548   Bieberdorf, Ernest (2) 
1549   Boetcher, Dona Jean (1) 
1550   Bottineau Activities (3) – 43 removed – deteriorated  
1551   Braaten, Dianne (1) 
1552   Braaten, Glenn (2) 
1553   Brown, Nurse (1) 
1554   Burabe, Phillip – Family (1) 
1555   Burgaard, Jim – Wedding (10) 
1556   Burgard, Christ – Wedding (11) 
1557   Burton, Frank – Children (1) 
1558   Busch, Jerry (1) 
1559   Busch, Phil (2) 
1560   Busch, Wendell (1) 
1561   Bykonen, Betty (2) 
1562   Campbell, George, Mrs. – Children (1) 
1563   Carlo, Dan – Delores Klein – Wedding (29) 
1564   Clark, D. A.(1) 
1565   Cloos, Father – 25th Anniversary (13) 
1566   Curfman, H. P., Mr. and Mrs. (2) 
1567   Cushing, Don – Wedding (2) 
1568   Dahl, Delores (1) 
1569   Dahl, Maynard (1) 
1570   Degner, Maynard (2) 
1571   Diebert, Joe – Wedding (5) 
1572   Dugan, Austin – Family (2) 
1573   Ebach, Coral (1) 
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1574   Ellingsrud, Gene (1) 
1575   Ellsworth, Jane (1) 
1576   Ellsworth, Joe – Children (1) 
1577   Enger, L. A., Mr. & Mrs. (1) 
1578   Engstrom, Galen (1) 
1579   Erickson, Oscar (1) 
1580   Estrem, Erling (1) 
1581   Evenson, Kenneth – Girls (1) 
1582   Ewing – Golden Wedding (4) 
1583   Fettig, John – Wedding (13) 
1584   Fettig, Rose Marie (1) 
1585   Fiske, Rev. – Family (1) 
1586   Fleck, Dick – Wedding (8) 
1587   Forberg, Patsy, Perth, N.D. (1) 
1588   Fosen, Nels – Girl (2) 
1589   Fox, Susan (5) 
1590   Gagnier, Rene – Wedding (4) 
1591   Geare, Horace – Family (1) 
1592   Giengrich, Robert – Wedding (1) 
1593   Giles, Elmer – Family (1) 
1594   Gilge, Lawrence – Children (2) 
1595   Goetz, John, Mrs. (2) 
1596   Graber, Duane (2) 
1597   Gronvold, Joel – Children (2) 
1598   Gross, Richard & Delores (Ben A. Gross) (2) & 4 photographs 
1599   Grove, Gayla (1) 
1600   Gunderson, Bonnie (2) 
1601   Haagenson, Bennie – Family (1) 
1602   Haagenson, Boyd – Family (1) 
1603   Hagel, Fred – Wedding (12) 
1604   Hager, Tony – Girl’s First Communion (2) 
1605   Hall, Steve (1) 
1606   Hanson, Bill – Becky Sanderson – Wedding (27) 
1607   Hausenwikel, Arnold – Wedding (20) 
1608   Haverstraw, Willie (1) 
1609   Heidlebaugh, Eldon – Wedding (1) 
1610   Heintz, George – Boy (1) 
1611   Heintz, Ludwig – Family (1) 
1612   Henderson, William – Family (1) 
1613   Herda, Florian – Judy Van Camp – Wedding (27) 
1614   Heringer, Bill (1) 
1615   Heringer, Roland (1) 
1616   Hermanson, Lloyd – Girl (2) 
1617   Hochstetler, Eli, Rev. & Mrs. (1) 
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1618   Hoffart, Ed – Wedding (4) 
1619   Hoffart, Richard – Wedding (1) 
1620   Hoffart, Robert (1) 
1621   Horgan, Tom, Mrs. (1) 
1622   Hormel, Beverly (1) 
1623   Hormel, Gerald (1) 
1624   Hornstein, Cathrine (1) 
1625   Hornstein, Frank (6) 
1626   Hornstein, Pius – Wedding (37) 2 removed – deterorated  
1627   Hornstein, Ray Lee (1) 
1628   Huglen, Hillis – Wedding (29) 
1629   Ihlen, Chester – Wedding (3) 
1630   Jacobson, G. O., Mrs. (1) 
1631   Jelsing, Larry (3) 
1632   Johanson, Bill (1) 
1633   Johnson, Clo (2) 
1634   Johnson, Judy (7) 
1635   Johnson, Lowell – Wedding (29) – 1 removed - deteriorted 
1636   Johnson, Lucille (1) 
1637   Joos – Brothers & s8sters. (1) 
1638   Jundt, Don – Wedding – (3) 
1639   Jundt, Leo – Wedding – (5) 
1640   Jundt, Peters (4) 
1641   Klause, Betty (1) 
1642   Knutson, Warner (3) 
1643   Kraft, Andrew – Wedding (4) 
1644   Kraft, Boneventure – Anna Duchscher – wedding (25) – 1 removed - deteriorated  
1645   Kudra, Rev. & Mrs. – With instruments (4) 
1646   Kukel, Harvey – Family (7) 
1647   Kuntz, Angela (2) 
1648   Kuntz, Rebecca (1) 
1649   Larson, Ardeen (1) 
1650   Larson, Loretta (1) 
1651   Lehmann, Alfred – Wedding (4) 
1652   Leier, Albert – Wedding (4) 
1653   Lemeiux, Howard (1) 
1654   Lesmeister, Helen (2) 
1655   Lesmeister, Roy – Bachmeier girl – Wedding (12) 
1656   Lewis, Beverly (1) 
1657   Lewis, Luella & Son (1) 
1658   Lindberg, Loren (3) 
1659   Lindelin, Alice (1) 
1660   Lozier, Janice (1) 
1661   Lysne, Lloyd – Passport (1) 
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1662   Marchard, Dorothy (3) 
1663   Martin, Art – Family, Leeds, N.D. (1) 
1664   Martin, J., Miss, Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
1665   McIntosh, Elva Mae (1) 
1666   McIntyre, Mrs., Towner, N.D. (1) 
1667   Medalen, Harold, Mr. & Mrs. (1) 
1668   Mensing, Walter – Carlene Rosencrans, Towner, N.D. –Wedding (32) 
1669   Metcalf, James – Wedding (3) 
1670   Miller, William – Wedding at Orrin, N.D. (13) 
1671   Muffenbier, Mike – Boys (Seniors), Balta, N.D. (3) 
1672   Nelson, A. J., Mr. & Mrs., Silva, N.D. (1) 
1673   Nelson, Anna (2)  
1674   Nelson, Marlowe – Marian Elverud – Wedding (10) – 4 removed – deteriorated  
1675   Ness, Kermith – Baby (12) 
1676   Newgaard, Dennis (1) 
1677   Nickel or Nichol, Clarence – Family & boy alone (12) 
1678   Olson, Carolyn (1) 
1679   Ostrem, Harold, Jr.– Portrait – Farm equipment  (3) 
1680   Patterson, Bob – Wedding (7) 
1681   Paulson, Hattie and Boys (8) 
1682   Peterson, Lavone (1) 
1683   Peterson, Leonard (1) 
1684   Petrick, Larry (1) 
1685   Pfifer, Art – Wedding (2) 
1686   Pitsinger, Harold – Winnie Buchl – wedding (43) 
1687   Ploehm, Duane (1) 
1688   Presthus, Jim (2) 
1689   Ralston, Jean – Forestry Queen (1) 
1690   Rasmussen, Gordon – Wedding (2) 
1691   Reiter, Alice (1) 
1692   Rockway, Evelyn (3) 
1693   Rohde, Eunice (1) 
1694   Rose, Wayne – Wedding (9) 
1695   Rugby Basketball & Football (39) – 7 removed – deteriorated  
1696   Ryding, B. C., Mrs.(1) 
1697   Sabba, Phillip – Juone Jelsin – Wedding (23) 
1698   Sand, Monica (2) 
1699   Sanderson, C. L. – Family, Willow City, N.D. (14) 
1700   Schaan, Mary Ellen (1) 
1701   Schaan, Nick – Girl (1) 
1702   Schell, Eddie – Boys (3) 
1703   Schmaltz, Clem – Wedding (32) 
1704   Schmaltz, Leo – Wedding (5) 
1705   Schmaltz, Mike – Bachmeier girl – Wedding (10) 
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1706   Schmaltz, Richard (2) 
1707   Schmidt, Milton (1) 
1708   Schnabel, Marvin – Wedding (2) 
1709   Schneibel, Tony – Wedding (4) 
1710   Schneider, Jerome – Wedding (4) 
1711   Scow, Mr. (2) 
1712   Seisum, Dr. – Girls for citizenship (2) 
1713   Selensky, Jacob – Wedding (3) 
1714   Selland, Robert (1) 
1715   Senecal, Rev. & Mrs. (2) 
1716   Senger, John (1) 
1717   Severson, Paul – Jannett Jorgenson – Wedding, Upham, N.D. (28) 
1718   Shimetz  - Girl (2) 
1719   Shrock, David – Wedding (2) 
1720   Slette, Tilford – Girl (Christianna, Minnewauken, N.D. (2) 
1721   Slipper, H. – Family (1) 
1722   Solum, C. A. (1) 
1723   Solum, Dick (1) 
1724   Solum, Earl – Wedding (7) 
1725   Sorenson, M. A. (1) 
1726   Stiegler, Sarah (1) 
1727   Stiles, John – Bonnie Olson – Wedding (30) 
1728   Strand, Tom, Mr. & Mrs. (1) 
1729   Stutrud, Rhoda (6) 
1730   Sullivan, Bill – Delores Bickler – Wedding (37) – 6 removed – deteriorated  
1731   Swenson, William C. – Family (2) 
1732   Thompson, Gayland – Children (1) 
1733   Thorpe, Inga (1) 
1734   Tingestad, Paul – Beverly Peterson – Wedding (27) 
1735   Tofte, Bob – Wedding (2) 
1736   Tofte, Mrs. Elmer (1) & 1 proof 
1737   Tofte, Marlys (2) 
1738   Tofte, Oswald – Family (1) 
1739   Tofte, Oswald (1) 
1740   Towner Activities (16) – 20 removed – deteriorated  
1741   Tuchscherer, Casper – Family, Priest, Sister & Bride (4) 
1742   Tuchscherer, Vincent, Father – Ordination and First Mass (40) – (1 removed –  
    deteriorated) 
1743   Volk, Marlene (1) 
1744   Walker, Robert, Jr. – Wedding (26) 
1745   Walker, Wes, Mrs. – Five generations and girl alone (5) 
1746   Walter, Edwin (2) 
1747   Walter, Robert – Irene Heintz – Wedding (41) – 2 removed – deteriorated  
1748   Weigel, Edward F. – Wedding (4) 
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1749   Weigum, Norman – Wedding (2) 
1750   Welsh, Leslie (5) 
1751   Wenstad, Otto – Passport (2) 
1752   Winter, Eldora (1) 
1753   Yoder, Abe – Wedding (1) 
1754   Zacher, Peter – Children, Silva, N.D. (3) 
1755   Zurcher, John – Family (4) 
  1956 – (2,480 Negatives)  
1756   Aarthus, Rev. – Family (1) 
1757   Aho, Joel - Lona Jean Fugere – Wedding (32) 
1758   Alberg, David, Leeds, N.D. (1) 
1759   Allen, Mabel, Mrs. (1) 
1760   Anderson, Frieda (1) 
1761   Anderson, George – Boy, Leeds, N.D. (3) 
1762   Anderson, Jerry – Wedding (2) 
1763   Anfinson, Sharon, Mylo, N.D. (2) 
1764   Andrews, Gerald – Cath Mossine – Wedding (16) 
1765   Archer, Ronald – Hazel Anderson – Wedding (23) 
1766   Arnold, Dean (1) 
1767   Axtman, Janice (1) 
1768   Bachmeier, Lawrence – Blumenfield – Wedding (14) 
1769   Baldwin, Jacqueline (1) 
1770   Bale, Lane (1) 
1771   Barbat, Aime – Daughter (Nun) (1) 
1772   Batalen, Math (1) 
1773   Baucher, Francis – Wedding (3) 
1774   Baucher, Romeo – Wedding (4) 
1775   Bell, Homer – Wedding (1) 
1776   Benson, Jerry (1) 
1777   Berdal, Don (1) 
1778   Berdahl, Gilbert – Family (1) 
1779   Bergeron, G. E. – Family (1) 
1780   Bieberdorf, Ernest – Wedding (32) 
1781   Binder, Father & Father Senger (1) 
1782   Binder, Father – Passport (1) 
1783   Binder, Father &Father Scheider (2) 
1784   Bishoff, Don (1) 
1785   Black, Joe (2) 
1786   Blessum, Dianne (3) & 1 proof 
1787   Blessum, Joan (22) 
1788   Blessum, Roger (1) 
1789   Bohl, Margret (1) 
1790   Bohl, Andres, Mrs. – Naturalization (1) 
1791   Bosley, Bill (1) 
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1792   Bosley, Walt – Girl (3) 
1793   Braaten, Evelyn – Wolford, N.D.  (1) 
1794   Braaten, LeRoy – Wedding (27) 
1795   Braaten, Lois (1) 
1796   Braaten, Lola (1) 
1797   Brandt, Gideon – Boy (1) 
1798   Braunagel, Ed – Wedding (3) 
1799   Brown, Sally (1) 
1800   Brynetson, Leonard – Wedding (1) 
1801   Buchl, Tom (1) 
1802   Bucklin, Janice (1) 
1803   Burgard, Rosellie (1) 
1804   Busch, Dennis (1) 
1805   Busch, Janice (1) 
1806   Bush, George (1) 
1807   Cate, Noe – Family (1) 
1808   Christenson, Leo – Wedding, Watford City, N.D. (28) 
1809   Cloos, N. T., Rev. (1) 
1810   Costello, Charlotte (1) 
1811   Dahl, Sharon (1) 
1812   Davidson, Diane, Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
1813   Degenstien, Leo – Wedding (9) 
1814   DePriest, Dennis (1) 
1815   Diebert, Martin – Wedding (11) 
1816   Dokken, Gordon (2) 
1817   Douglas, Carolyn (1) 
1818   Drege, Allan (2) 
1819   Dundai, Elburn – Wedding (2) 
1820   Dutenhafer, Barbara, Mrs. (1) 
1821   Easton, Delvin (1) 
1822   Ekren, Leland (1) 
1823   Ellingsberg, Don – Beverly Selland – Wedding (34) 
1824   England, Milo (1) 
1825   Engstrom, Galen – wedding (1) 
1826   Erdman, George – Wedding (1) 
1827   Erdman, Walter (1) 
1828   Erickson, Darlene (1) 
1829   Erickson, Shirley (2) & 1 proof 
1830   Fahey, Myron (1) & 1 proof 
1831   Fankhanel, Lois (1) 
1832   Fedje, Ardell – Children (1) 
1833   Fedje, Howard, Mr. and Mrs. (1) 
1834   Fedje, Linda (1) 
1835   Fedje, Richard (1) 
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1836   Feist, Bennie – Wedding (3) 
1837   Fennel, Ella (1) & 1 proof 
1838   Fettig Family (4) 
1839   Finstad, Carol (1) 
1840   First Lutheran Church – Confirmation class (town not given) (1) 
1841   Fiske, Rev. (1) 
1842   Fitzgerald, Joe – Mary Ann Voeller – Wedding (41) 
1843   Fosness, Norman – Wedding (2) 
1844   Foss, Art – Boys (1) 
1845   Friederich, Roy (2) 
1846   Gaeten, Sister, Rolla, N.D. (1) 
1847   Geigla, John (1) 
1848   Genter, Rev. – Family (2) 
1849   Gerger, Theresa (2) 
1850   Giesinger, Robert (1) 
1851   Giesinger, Steve (1) 
1852   Giles, Roger (1) 
1853   Gilmore Family (2) 
1854   Gilmore, Clayton (1) 
1855   Gimbel, Wayne – Children, Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
1856   Gingerid, Vernon (1) 
1857   Goetz, John, Mr. and Mrs. (1) 
1858   Graber, Duwayne – Wedding (1) 
1859   Graber, Marlene (1) 
1860   Graham, Ione (1) 
1861   Graham, Pat (1) 
1862   Grande, Sid (1) 
1863   Grant, Robert – Lyla Braaten – Wedding (33) 
1864   Gross, Bridget (1) 
1865   Gross, Evangeline (2) 
1866   Grove, Archie – Wedding (11) 
1867   Grove, Janice (1) 
1868   Grove, Jolie (1) 
1869   Gruder, Liston (4) 
1870   Gunerud, Al, Mrs. (1) 
1871   Gustafson, Norman – Shirley Peterson – Wedding (28) 
1872   Haagenson Girls (2) 
1873   Haberman, Donald – Wedding (32) 
1874   Hager, John – Children (1) 
1875   Hahn, Bev (1) 
1876   Halbing, Ronnie – Girl (1) 
1877   Halverson, Roy (1) 
1878   Hanan, August – Wedding (4) 
1879   Harmel, Gerald – Wedding (10) 
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1880   Hefter, Elanor (1) 
1881   Heilman, Beatrice (1) & 1 proof  
1882   Heilman, Ed – Wedding  (4) 
1883   Heilman, Jerome (1) & 1 proof 
1884   Herman, Vern – Wedding (1) 
1885   Hermansen, Lloyd – Girl Patty (2) 
1886   Hilestad, Coral (1) 
1887   Hilzendager, Loretta – Girl (2) 
1888   Hilzendager, Lucille (1) 
1889   Himle, Joe – Wedding (4) 
1890   Hoel, Otto (1) 
1891   Hoff, Ed (2) 
1892   Hoffart, Beatrice (1) 
1893   Hoffart, Bertha (1) 
1894   Hoffart, Joe I. – Family, Knox, N.D. (1) 
1895   Holm, Milton (1) 
1896   Holmes, Wendel – Baby (2) 
1897   Hornbacher, Lloyd – Ellen Elefson – Wedding, Landa, N.D. (29) 
1898   Hornstein, Alice (1) & 1 proof  
1899   Hornstein, Donny – Cub Scout (2) 
1900   Hornstein, Dorothy (1) & 1 proof 
1901   Hornstein, Marylin – Reception (15) 
1902   Host, Atlee – Jane Chalmers – Wedding (30) 
1903   Host, Dennis (1) & 1 proof  
1904   Howard, Terry – Shirley Houle – Wedding, Nov. 21, 1956 (23) 
1905   Humble, Leon (1) 
1906   Indvik, Helen, Willow City, N.D. (2) 
1907   Jaeger, Lawrence – Family (8) 
1908   Jaeger, Louis – Girls (2) 
1909   Jaeger, Lydia (2) 
1910   Jaeger, Sally (1) 
1911   James, Lee R., Mrs. – And baby (2) 
1912   James, Lee, R., Mrs. – Passport (1) 
1913   Jelsing, Amy (1) 
1914   Jenson, Duane – Karen Nelson – Wedding, Bottineau, N.D. (36) 
1915   Johnson, Adelaide (1) & 1 proof 
1916   Johnson, Charles (2)  
1917   Johnson, Judy – Passport (2) 
1918   Johnson, Melly (1) & 1 proof 
1919   Johnson, Roy – LaVonne Sjulle – Wedding (37) 
1920   Johnson, Verna – Passport (1) 
1921   Johnson, Warner (3) 
1922   Johnston, Lois (2) 
1923   Jundt, Harley (2) 
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1924   Juntunen, Loren – Amundson- Wedding, Upham, N.D. (33) 
1925   Kanzak, Pete (1) 
1926   Kehn, Shirley (1) 
1927   Keller, Agnes (1) 
1928   Keller, Balcer (1) 
1929   Keller, Bob (1) 
1930   Keller, Reed (1) 
1931   Kjelstrom, Luther (1) & 1 proof 
1932   Klebe, Wallace – wedding (11) 
1933   Kleenan, Percy (1) 
1934   Klein, Ed – Tavestad – Wedding (13) 
1935   Kraft, Marlene (2) & 1 proof  
1936   Kraft, Richard (1) & 1 proof  
1937   Lagose, Mrs. & children, St. John, N.D. (1) 
1938   Lamourieux, Jay – Wedding (12) 
1939   Larson, Cliff, Mr. and Mrs. (1) 
1940   Larson, Lars, Mr. & Mrs., Knox, N.D. (1) 
1941   Larson, Morris – Margit Teigen Wedding (25) 
1942   Ledon, Milo, Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
1943   Lee, Gordon, Mr. and Mrs. (3) 
1944   Lee, Jack – Wedding (33) 
1945   Leining, Sheryl (2) 
1946   Leonard – Freeman Wedding, Bottineau, N.D. (32) 
1947   Lesmeister, Beatrice (2) 
1948   Lesmeister, Helen (2) 
1949   Lewis, Betty (1) 
1950   Lider, Carl, Mr. and Mrs. (1) 
1951   Lien, Pearl & children (2) & 1 proof 
1952   Lillestrand, Annette (3) 
1953   Lindseth, Archie – Boys (1) 
1954   Long, Glenn – Children (1) 
1955   Marcus, Larlie (1) 
1956   Maust, Dona (8) 
1957   Martin, George – Annie Dunderland – Wedding (25) 
1958   Mary, Sister, Rolla Hospital (1) 
1959   Mattern, Jerry (1) 
1960   Matter, Rose (1) & 1 proof 
1961   McClintock, Jay – Children (4) 
1962   Miller, Arliss (1) 
1963   Miller, Carl, Towner, N.D. (1) 
1964   Moe, Oscar, Mrs., Bottineau, N.D. (2) 
1965   Moffitt, Jim – Jane Wold Weddine (Jacob Wolf), Esmond, N.D.  (36) 
1966   Moline, Albert, Mr. & Mrs. (1) 
1967   Mondrak, Lorraine (1) & 1 proof 
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1968   Mongeon, Louis, Mr. & Mrs. (1) 
1969   Moore, R. T. (1) 
1970   Moore, Ralph E., Mr. & Mrs. (1) 
1971   Mossine, Catherine (2) 
1972   Mossine, Margret (1) 
1973   Mygland, Alfred – Children (1) 
1974   Neigren, LeRoy (4) 
1975   Nelson, Glenn – Baby (12) 
1976   Nelson, J. Fred – Family (8) 
1977   Nelson, Nadeen (8) 
1978   Nelson, NoDell – Boy (12) 
1979   Nielsen, Robert (6) 
1980   Norheim, Eleanor (4) 
1981   Nostdal, Louis, Mr. and Mrs. (1) 
1982   Nystuen, Walt – Boy (24) 
1983   Odden, Irwin – Children (10) 
1984   Offner, Marvin – Baby (12) 
1985   Olson, Lenore (6) 
1986   Olson, Miss – Teacher, Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
1987   Oppegard, Paul – Ardis Jorgenson – Wedding (28)  
1988   Oppen, Robert (4) 
1989   Ostrem, Delmer – Baby boy (8) 
1990   Ostrem, Harold, Jr. – Baby girl (6) 
1991   Ostrem, Harold, Jr. – Family (8) 
1992   Ostrem, Harold, Sr. (6) 
1993   Ostrem, Howard – Girls (24) 
1994   Otteson, John, Mr. & Mrs. (5) 
1995   Otteson, Norma – Baby (8) 
1996   Pahkanaa, Arlene (6) 
1997   Parmenter, Verna Kjelstrom (6) 
1998   Patterson, Bill – Girls (8) 
1999   Paul, Betty Jane (2) 
2000   Paulson, Dolores (8) 
2001   Peltier, Shirley (6) 
2002   Pennington, J. I. (1) & 1 proof  
2003   Pennington, Kim (31) 
2004   Peterick, David (6) 
2005   Peterson, Barbara (10) 
2006   Peterson, Betty, Knox, N D. (10) 
2007   Peterson, Duane – Children, Bottineau, N.D. (8) 
2008   Peterson, Ernest (4) 
2009   Peterson, Frank – Family (8) 
2010   Peterson, Lavonne (4) 
2011   Peterson, Raymond (8) 
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2012   Pfau, Gordon – Family (6) 
2013   Pierson, Larry – Baby girl (10) 
2014   Place, Clara Jo (6) 
2015   Podalski, Ernest (8) 
2016   Randle, Arlan – Girl (13) 
2017   Randle, Earl – Wedding (9) & 7 proofs 
2018   Reiger, Wendelin – Wedding (12) 
2019   Richert, Orville (6) 
2020   Rippinger, Andrew (4) & 1 proof  
2021   Rippinger, Marian, Mrs. (4) 
2022   Ristad, Amos (4) 
2023   Roberge, Hermas (4) 
2024   Robillard, Archie (2) 
2025   Rochelieu, Richard – Boy (12) 
2026   Rohrer, Clarice (4) 
2027   Romine, Gene (4) 
2028   Romine, Lyla – in Formal (9) 
2029   Ronglien, John – Girl (10) 
2030   Rossing, Martha (1) & 1 proof 
2031   Rothchild, Dwight – Boy (8) 
2032   Ryding, Tom, Mrs. (6) 
2033   Sabbe, Wilbur – Children (6) 
2034   Sande, Ray – Wedding (8) 
2035   Sands, Terry (16) & 1 proof  
2036   Sather, Marla (9) 
2037   Satler, Gabriel, Knox, N.D. (4) 
2038   Schaan, Dan – Twins – only one baby in pictures (11) 
2039   Schaan, John – Baby (12) 
2040   Schaan, Nick – Family (3) 
2041   Schaan, Robert – Beatrice Hoffart – Wedding (26) 
2042   Schaan, Tom & Theresa – Twins (6) 
2043   Schell, Roger (24) & 1 proof  
2044   Schlicht, Glenn – Evangeline Gross – Wedding (11) 
2045   Schmaltz, Alice (6) 
2046   Schmaltz, Helen (4) 
2047   Schmaltz, Ken (10) & 1 proof  
2048   Schneider, George, Father – Ordination & First Mass (44)  
2049   Schneider, Raphael – Wedding (12) 
2050   Scott, Terry – Baby, Rolette, N.D. (12) 
2051   Sebelius, Kenneth – Wedding (6) 
2052   Sebelius, Manwell – Children (14) 
2053   Selensky, Joe – Girl (10) 
2054   Sexhus, Karen (6) 
2055   Shafer, Fay (7) 
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2056   Shively, Larry – Wedding (10) 
2057   Sjulle, Oscar, Mr. & Mrs. – Passport (2) 
2058   Skuza, Ken, Lt. – June Giles – Wedding, Bottineau, N.D. (42) 
2059   Smith, Loren – Girls (24) 
2060   Sobel, Seymour – Arliss Lindberg – Wedding (40) 
2061   Soby, Glenn – Susan Austen – Wedding (24)  
2062   Solberg, Jeanne (1) & 1 proof  
2063   Solem, Marilyn (8)  
2064   Sorum, Janis (10) & 1 proof  
2065   Southwick, Howard (4) 
2066   Steier, Ed – Wedding (13) 
2067   Stenson, R. A. – Baby (8) 
2068   Stewart, Clarene (6) 
2069   Strum, James (4) 
2070   Stuberg, Ken (6) 
2071   Suttler, Andy – Wedding (7) 
2072   Suttler, Duane (4)  
2073   Sveum, Archie – Baby (11) 
2074   Syvertson, Don – Boys (8) 
2075   Teigen, Curtis (4) 
2076   Teske, Marvin (4) 
2077   Thingwald, James – Girl (12) 
2078   Thompson, Edward (6) 
2079   Thompson, Walter, Mr. & Mrs. (6) 
2080   Thorson, Peter – Betty Lou Jorgenson – Wedding, Leeds, N.D. (27) 
2081   Tiffany, Richard – Girl (12) 
2082   Torrison, Orrin (1) 
2083   Trieglaff, Don – Baby (12) 
2084   Tuchscherer, Gabriel – Girls (9) 
2085   Tuchscherer, Steve – Girl (12) 
2086   Underdahl, Burton (8) 
2087   Valandra, Louie – Wedding (30) 
2088   Van Sweringen, C. A. – Golden wedding (7) 
2089   Vande Walle, Virgil - Girl, Bottineau, N.D. (8) 
2090   Veigland, David & Jan (12) 
2091   Vetsch, Dan – Boy (16) 
2092   Vinje, Martin (8) 
2093   Voeller, Ignatz – Golden wedding (9) 
2094   Voeller, Lillian, Fillmore (6) 
2095   Volk, Clara (10) 
2096   Volk, Hattie (8) 
2097   Volk, Marcella (6) 
2098   Volk, Paul (13) 
2099   Volk, Peter – Wedding (13) 
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2100   Vrem, Verl – Children (8) 
2101   Watne, Kay (10) 
2102   Watsche, Carl – Wedding (6) 
2103   Weimer, Brian – Baby (15) 
2104   Welk, Lorraine (4) & 1 proof  
2105   Wentz, Bennie – Baby (9) 
2106   Wille, Earl – Wedding (4) 
2107   Wolf, Claude – Boy, David (14) 
2108   Wold, Francis (4) 
2109   Wurgler, Shirley (8) 
2110   Yoeder, Edwin –Harvey Hoder – Marla and Arla Sather – Double wedding (37) 
2111   Yoeder, Fred – Boy (12) 
2112   Zieders, Lois (11) 
2113   Ziegler, Con – Lawyer (4) 
2114   Ziegler, Conrad – Wedding (13) 
2115   Zimmerman, Gary (6) 
  1957 – (1,962 Negatives) 
2116   Anderson, Charles – Wedding – Myra McKay, Dunseith, N.D. (25) 
2117   Anderson, Muriel (3) 
2118   Armstrong, Frank – Boy (24) 
2119   Armstrong, Rex (1) 
2120   Atkinson, Melvin (1) 
2121   Austin, Warner – Girl (2) 
2122   Axtman, Leo – Girl – Flower Girl (4) 
2123   Axtman, Rudy – Girl (1) 
2124   Bachmeier, August H. – Wedding (13) 
2125   Bachmeier, Joe – Boy (2) 
2126   Bachmeier, John – Wedding (16) 
2127   Bachmeier, Kitty (2) 
2128   Bachmeier, Pete – Family (1) 
2129   Backer, David (1) 
2130   Bale, Chris – Family (1) 
2131   Barber, Elmer – Wedding – Diane Peterson – Cando, N. D. (24) 
2132   Barber, Joanne – Baby (1) 
2133   Benson, Carl – Mr. and Mrs (2).  
2134   Berdahl, Gilbert – Boy, Ross (1) 
2135   Berg, Harriet – Forestry Queen (1) 
2136   Bergeron, Lyla Mae (1) 
2137   Bethke, Irwin – Girl – Upham, N. D. (12) 
2138   Beyer, Trevor – Boy (1) 
2139   Bishoff, Virginia (1) 
2140   Bjorson, Thomosiene (2) 
2141   Black, Francis (2) 
2142   Black, Leo – Wedding (42) 
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2143   Blessum, Arlan – Wedding (1) 
2144   Blessum, Roger – Wedding – Janice Peterson (32) 
2145   Bo (unreadable) Keith – Confirmant – Bottineau, N. D. (1) 
2146    Bohn, Wendelin – Towner, N. D. – Baby (1) 
2147   Borstad, Gerald – Wedding – Stangland, Jean (48) 
2148   Bosh, Joe – Girl (11) 
2149   Botina, Clara (1)  
2150   Boucher, Alfred – Baby Girl (12) 
2151   Boucher, Leander – Boy (12) 
2152   Bowersox, Judy (1) 
2153   Braaten, Leroy – Boy (2) 
2154   Britsch, Darlene (1) 
2155   Brossart, Frank – Girl (1) 
2156   Brown, Orris – Wedding (6) 
2157   Buchert, Richard – Wedding – Coleharbor, N. D. (27) 
2158   Burgard, Rosalie – Drape (1) 
2159   Burke, Ed – Wedding (10) 
2160   Burkhartsmeier, Andy – Children (1) 
2161   Burrow, Betty (1) 
2162   Casavant – Little girl (2) 
2163   Cook, Dr. – Children (1) 
2164   Cooper, Ray – Wedding – Mrs. Rieke (1) 
2165   Cooper, Roger (1) 
2166   Cote, Ovide – Family (1)  
2167   Crites, Georgianna (1) 
2168   Crook, Bill – Boy (14) 
2169   Dahl, Maynard – Wedding (40) 
2170   Daley, Gerbinda – Citizenship picture (1) 
2171   Deibert, Sylvia (1) 
2172   Deplazes, James (1) 
2173   Deuderland, John – Family (1) 
2174   Dissette, Glue – Girl (1) 
2175   Drapeaux, R. D. – Boy (2)  
2176   Drapeaux, R. D. – Girl (5) 
2177   Drege, Allen – Wedding (37) and Farm (2) 
2178   Duchscher, Nick – Girl (2) 
2179   Dunham, Orlando – Wedding (36) and 1 Photo 
2180   Eidman, Mrs. Fred – Citizenship pictures (1) 
2181   Erickson, Carol – Baby (1) 
2182   Fay, John – Family (1) 
2183   Fettig, Clemens (1) 
2184   Feuglel, Oscar – Girl (2) 
2185   Feuling, John – Wedding – Bev Hilzendager (49) 
2186   Filler, James – Wedding (14) 
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2187   Fitzler, Joyce – Baby Girl (10) 
2188   Fix, Ben – Wedding – Rose Marie Fettig (48) 
2189   Fletschak, Laura (1) 
2190   Forde, Orris – Boy, Bruce (2) 
2191   Fredrickson, Don – Boy (5) 
2192   Friend, Wayne – Wedding – Marguirit Buehl (62) 
2193   Fugere, Mr. and Mrs. Aslar (2) 
2194   Galbrecht, James – Wedding (9) 
2195   Gardner, Jack – Girl (1) 
2196   Garman, Andrew – Wedding – Helen Lesmiester (13)  
2197   Gault, Warren (1)  
2198   Geisinger, Steve – Marine uniform (1) 
2199    Gilmore, Clayton (1) 
2200   Gingerich, Vernon – Wedding (1) 
2201   Goetz, Dennis  (2) 
2202   Goetz, Frank – Boy (4) 
2203   Goetz, Leonard – Girl (2) 
2204   Gorder, Reg – Wedding (45) 
2205   Gorder, Wayne – Bot. – Conf. (1) 
2206   Graber, Abraham – Girl (12) 
2207   Graber, Mrs. Duwayne (4) 
2208   Graber, Greg – Little Boy (2) 
2209   Grenier, Darrold – Boy (1) 
2210   Gronvold, Mrs. F. T. (8) 
2211   Gronvold, Wanda (2) 
2212   Hagen, Darlene (1) 
2213   Hagen, John – Family (1) 
2214   Hager, Imanuel (1) 
2215   Hall, Mrs. Armand & friend – Identification – Belcourt, N. D. (2) 
2216   Hall, Mrs. – Beauty Operator (1) 
2217   Halverson, Loren – Boy (10) 
2218   Haman, Joe. P. – Girl (1) 
2219   Hamby, Becky – Girl (1) 
2220   Haugen, Bernie (1) 
2221   Haugen, Monte (1) 
2222   Heilman (1) 
2223   Helmuth, Esther (1) 
2224   Herringer, Wendy (1) 
2225   Hersey, Roger – Wedding (36)   
2226   Hill, Don – Girls (5)    
2227   Hochstetler, Vernon – Baby Girl (1)  
2228   Hoff, Doris (1) 
2229   Hoffart, Ray – Wedding (7)  
2230   Holt, Doug (1) 
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2231   Hormel, Lois (2) 
2232   Hornstein, Catherine (1) 
2233   Hornstein, Danny – In football suit (2) 
2234   Hornstein, Mary Lynn (Marilyn) – Baby (Mrs. William Ward) (1) 
2235   Houle, Keith – Wedding (9) 
2236   Hovland, Elna Perth (1) 
2237   Isaacson, Janice (2) 
2238   Jacobson, Bobbie (14) 
2239   Jacobson, Rev.  (1) 
2240   Jaeger, Victoria  (1) 
2241   Jelsing, Amy (1) 
2242   Jelsing, Morrel (2) 
2243   Jelsing, Roger – Wedding (2) 
2244   Jensen, Janice (1)  
2245   Johnson, Carmen (1) 
2246   Johnson, Hazel (1) 
2247   Johnson, Joan Perth (1) 
2248   Johnson, Loretta Perth (1) 
2249   Johnson, Rueben (2) 
2250   Johnson, Thoralf – Family (1) 
2251   Johnson, Vernon – Boy (6) 
2252   Johnston, Jim – Wedding – Alice Anderson (57) 
2253   Jones, Robert. – Wedding – Bev Shillander (27) 
2254   Jundt, Mr. & Mrs. Anthony (Tony) & Family (2) 
2255   Jundt, Eugene – Boy, Gerald (12) 
2256   Jundt, Roy (1) 
2257   Kahemstedt, Lloyd (1) 
2258   Keller, Adam – baby (3) 
2259   Keller, Maybelle (2) 
2260   Keplin, Mrs. Roselie & child – passport – Rolla, N. D.  (1) 
2261   Kittleson, Gary – Wedding (35) 
2262   Kittelson, Mrs. Geo. (2) 
2263   Kittelson, Stanley – Wedding – Betty Halmy (25) 
2264   Kjetlien, Eileen  (3) 
2265   Klein, Roy (1) 
2266   Klein, Roy – Wedding – Bertha Hoffart (33) & 4 proofs  
2267   Knudson, Elenora – Perth, N. D.  (1)  
2268   Knutsen, Roy – Family (1) 
2269   Knutson, Esther (1) 
2270   Koble, Valentine – Family (2)  
2271   Koppel, Jim – Boy (1) 
2272   Kornkuen, Iver (2)  
2273   Kornkuen, Ruth (1) 
2274   Koski, Duane – Janet Ann Fagerlund – Wedding, Rolla, N.D.(45) 
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2275   Krefting, Ken – Boy (1) 
2276   Kroeplin, Dale – Wedding – Rudolph Gardenia (26)  
2277   Krohn, William – 4 generations (2) 
2278   Kuk – Triplets go to school 1st grade (3) 
2279   Kuntz. Lorraine (1) 
2280   Larson, Crystal (1) 
2281   Lashman, Stella (1) 
2282   Law, Gloria – Naturalization (2) 
2283   Lien, Carolyn (1)  
2284   Lima, Burnell & Don (2) 
2285   Lofthus, Irwin – Wedding – Doris Tuff (33) 
2286   Lynnes, Hazel – Boys (1) 
2287   Lynnes, Philip (1) 
2288   Lynnes, Yvonne (2)     
2289   Mac Donald, Mr. & Mrs. David – Rolla, N. D.(2) 
2290   Markert, S. B. – Family (1) 
2291   Marstein, Margret (1) 
2292   McGuire Family (11) 
2293   McInter, Joe – Baby (1) 
2294   McLeod, Mrs. – Citizenship pictures. – Dunseith, N. D. (5) 
2295   Melfald, Elaine  (1) 
2296   Miller, Arliss – Drape (1) 
2297   Mitchell, Don – Wedding – Clarene Sandersen (34) 
2298   Moeller, John – Passport (1) 
2299   Moline, Howard – Children (13) 
2300   Monger, Don – Boy (5)  
2301   Moors, David (1) 
2302   Moran, Theresa (2) 
2303   Morrow, Lyle – Girl (1) 
2304   Moskey, Dave (1) 
2305   Mossine, Delores (1) 
2306   Mugler (sic), Balzar – Boy (2) 
2307   Myhre, Carl – Girl (12) 
2308   Nelson, Bonita (1) 
2309   Nelson, C. N. (2) 
2310   Nelson, H. B. – Passports (2) 
2311   Nelson, John – baby – Rolette, N. D. (1) 
2312   Ness, Kerwith – Boy (4) 
2313   Neuenfeld, Winifred (1) 
2314   Nilsen, Reverend – Family (1) 
2315   Norey, Edward – Wedding – Margret Thomas (6) 
2316   Norheim, Halvor – Family (1) 
2317   Norheim, Halvor – Passports (1) 
2318   Olson, C. H. – Family (1) 
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2319   Olson, Wm. T. – Family (2) 
2320   Opland, Jerome – Confirmants – Bottineau, N. D. (1) 
2321   Ostrem, Bud – Boy (2) 
2322   Ostrem, Vivian (1) 
2323   Padsari, Edith (1) 
2324   Paulson, Claire – Boys (3) 
2325   Paulson, Elaine (1) 
2326   Peters, Peggy (1) 
2327   Peters, Sally (1) 
2328   Petersen, Reverend – Girl, Christy (12) 
2329   Peterson, Barbra (1) 
2330   Peterson, Don (1) 
2331   Pfau, Glenn – Wedding (2) 
2332   Pflugradt, Rod – Wedding (33) 
2333   Poeppel, Ruth Ann (1) 
2334   Presthus, Paul (1) 
2335   Quammen, Howard – Boy, Hall (11) 
2336   Ripplinger, Joe Jr. (1) 
2337   Rocheleau, Kenneth (1) 
2338   Sand, Joan (1) 
2339   Sandeen, Clarence (1) 
2340   Satler, Adam (1) 
2341   Schaal, Michael (1)  
2342   Schall, Joe – Girls (7) 
2343   Schmaltz, Carol (2) 
2344   Schmaltz, Connie – Joe Schmaltz (14) 
2345   Schmaltz, Clem – Baby (2) 
2346   Schmaltz, Mike – Family (1) 
2347   Schmaltz, Richard – Wedding (48) 
2348   Schmaltz, Victor (1) 
2349   Schmidt, Arthur – Wedding (12) 
2350   Schneider, Anna Marie (2) 
2351   Schneider, Elaine (1) 
2352   Schneider, Ned – Girl (4) 
2353   Schnedider, Rudolph – Wedding (12) 
2354   Schneider, Mrs. Salomon – Passport (1) 
2355   Schoon, John P. – Boy (8) 
2356   Schul, Eddie – Girl (5) 
2357   Schul, Leo (2) 
2358   Schuler, Mr. & Mrs. Loren – Wedding (2) 
2359   Schuster, Conrad – Wedding (12) 
2360   Selland, Norman – Girls (2) 
2361   Selland, Orville – Baby (2) 
2362   Sengh, Bob & Rich (1) 
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2363   Sherwin, Bud – Boy (12) 
2364   Sierks, Mr. & Mrs. Wilbur (4) 
2365   Simonson, Lois – Bridal (3) 
2366   Skaar, Lowell (2) 
2567   Skaar, Miss (1) 
2368   Skorphal, Rebecca (4) 
2369   Skredsvig, Alice (1) 
2370   Sloughbough, Dorothy(1) 
2371   Sloughbough, Gloria & Marion (2) 
2372   Sloughbough, Marion (1) 
2373   Sobols, Carrol – Edmore Confirmants (2) 
2374   Spaulding, Loren – Family (4) 
2375   Spillum, Judy (2) 
2376   Steeves, Mrs. Neva – Boy (1) 
2377   Stempson, David  (1) 
2378   Stousland, Bjorne (1) 
2379   Stousland, Mr. & Mrs. – Passport (1) 
2380   Stousland, Reverend & Mrs. (1) 
2381   Striefel, Lawrence – Wedding (6) 
2382   Stutrud, Earl (2) 
2383   Stutrud, Rhoda (3) 
2384   Sullivan, Mrs. Bill & Children – Passport (1) 
2385   Swen, Roger (Archies’) (8) 
2386   Swen, Roger – Standing (7) 
2387   Thom, Duane – Family (1) 
2388   Thomas, Kenneth – Wedding (28) 
2389   Thompson, Arnold (2) 
2390   Thompson, Howard – Boy (1) 
2391   Thorson, Richard, Mr. & Mrs. – Wedding (1) 
2392   Tiegler, Curt – Wedding (35) 
2393   Traynor, Duwane – Wedding (31) 
2394   Trotlie, Thurman (1) 
2395   Tuchscherer (1) 
2396   Tuchscherer, Joe – Children (4) 
2397   Underdahl, Burton – Wedding (62) 
2398   Vetsch, Emil – Children (1) 
2399   Vetsch, Leo – Wedding (13) 
2400   Vetsch, Paula (2) 
2401   Vigsness, Lloyd – Wedding - Louise Borgen Landa (31) 
2402   Voeller – woman  – Piggly Wiggly? (1) 
2403   Voeller, Don (1) 
2404   Voeller, Richard (1) 
2405   Volk, LeRoy (1) 
2406   Vossler, Melvin – Wedding (1) 
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2407   Vrem, Marcoe – Wedding (34) 
2408   Wahl, Joanne (1) 
2409   Warnich, Elenor – Ident. (1) 
2410   Weihmuller – Children (3)  
2411   Wentz, Mrs. Bernard – Girl (2) 
2412   Witt, James – Girl (2) 
2413   Wolf, Emilia – Family (1)  
2414   Wolf, Leo (1) 
2415   Wolf, Martin – Wedding (3) 
2416   Wolf, Mike (1) 
2417   Wolfe, Louina (1) 
2418   Wolfe, Mrs. Phil (1) 
2419   Weener, Carl (1) 
2420   Wurgler, Richard (1) 
  1958 – (3,292 Negatives) 
2441   Aanderud, Wallace (1) 
2442   Allgood, Gerald (Cleo Lunde) – Wedding (35) 
2423   Anderson, Bruce – Scout uniform (1) 
2424   Anderson, Chuck – Wedding (25) 
2425   Anderson, John – Boy, Kim (2) 
2526   Anderson, John – Children (8) 
2427   Anfinson, Vernon – Family (17) 
2428   Arlien, Roy – Wedding (1) 
2429   Armstrong, Floyd – Family (1) 
2430   Arnoris, Stanley (3) 
2431   Atkinson, Mel – Wedding (11) 
2432   Austin, Judy – Wedding (5) 
2433   Austin, Marjorie (2) 
2434   Austrien, Halvor, Mr. and Mrs. (2) & 1 proof 
2435   Axtman, Ben – Betty Klause Wedding (25) 
2436   Axtman, John – Balta Senior (1) 
2437   Axtman, Nick – Boys, 1st communion (14) 
2438   Bachmeier, Aug J. (3) 
2439   Bahl, Lewis – Wedding (3) 
2440   Baillie, Fred, Sr. (1)    
2441   Balta Composite and class picture (2) 
2442   Bangs, Ray W. – Bottineau, N. D. (1) 
2443   Banks, Merch (8) 
2444   Battles, J. K. – Wedding (9) 
Deteriorated  Baukol, Mr. – Removed  
2445   Bedn arz, Bob – Boy (1) 
2446   Bell, Homer, Mrs. – Son (Norry) (1) 
2447   Bell, Homer. Mrs. – Copy (2) 
2448   Berg, Lawrence – Boy (1) 
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2449   Berg, Thomas – Girls (2) 
2450   Bergeron, Leo – Copies (2) 
2451   Berube, Lionel (13) 
2452   Beyer, Mrs. (2) 
2453   Bickel, Duane (1) 
2454   Bickler, Mel – Wedding (22) 
2455   Bjorke, Arne (6) 
2456   Bjorke, Arne, Mr. and Mrs. (1) 
2457   Bjorke, Bruce (1) 
2458   Black, Ken (1) 
2459   Bleckebery, Orvin – Ident. (1) 
2460   Blessum, Betty, Wanda, Brenda – Girls (3) 
2461   Blessum, Herman – Family (1) 
2462   Blessum, Lloyd – Family (11)    
2463   Blessum, Sharon (2) 
2464   Bolinski, Cora (8) 
2465   Bollinger, Marvin – Girl (2) 
2466   Bostad, Roy – Girl (1) 
2467   Bosely, Bill – Wedding (36) 
2468   Bottineau composite (1) 
2469   Bouche, Tony – Baby (1) 
2470   Boucher, Francis – Baby (1) 
2471   Braaten, Evelyn (1) 
2472   Brekke, Steve & Bonnie (4) 
2473   Brossart, Ed (Margret Mosine) – Wedding (4) 
2474   Brossart, John F. (4) 
2475   Brossart, Ned – Wedding (8) 
2476   Brossart, Paul – Twins (2) 
2477   Buchl, Tom (6) 
2478   Bucklin, Janice – Bruce Russell Wedding (12) 
2479   Burckhard, Tony – Towner, N. D. (1) 
2480   Burwill, Adah (8) 
2481   Busch, Bernadine (1) 
2482   Busch, Verna – Passport (1) 
2483   Buse, Ken – Wedding (8) 
2484   Costello, Francis – Wedding (1) 
2485   Cummins, John (1) 
2486   Cusey, Herbert – Wedding (39)  
2487   Dagner, Stanley (1) 
2488   Degenstien – Boy, Leo (2) 
2489   Diebert, Martin – Girl (6) 
2490   Dissette, William, Mr. and Mrs. (1) 
2491   Doctors at Clinic – copy neg. (1) 
2492   Duchscher, John – Wedding (14) 
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2493   Duchscherer, John – Girl (3) 
2494   Dunn, Robert – Girl (1)  
2495   Easton, Del – Girl (4) 
2496   Ebel, Bonnie (1) 
2497   Eberle, Virginia (1) 
2498   Egeland, Art – Girl (1) 
2499   Egeland, Carol – Confirmation (2) 
2500   Egeland, Han – Children (3) 
2501   Eisenzimmer, Joe – Children (4) 
2502   Ekren, Leland – Betty Burrows – Wedding (32) 
2503   Ellingsrud, Ray (2) 
2504   Enga, Joyce (1) 
2505   Engelhart, Stanley (1)  
2506   Enger, Sandy, as bride, color (8) & 8 color photos 
2507   English, Tom – Eleanor Ornberg – Wedding – Bottineau, N. D. (35)  
2508   Erbstosser, Fred – Delores Tuchscherer – Wedding (26) 
2509   Erdman, Karen (3) 
2510   Erhardt, Connie – Boy (1) 
2511   Erickson, Coral, girl, Rolette, N. D. (2) 
2512   Erickson, Don (7) 
2513   Erickson, Olaf – Girl (1) 
2514   Erickson, Oscar, Mr. and Mrs. (5) 
2515   Espeseth, Myron – Baby girl (3) 
2516   Everson, Blanche (1) 
2517   Everson, Harold (1) 
2518   Fahey, Myron – Children (3) 
2519   Fallman, Eliz. (1) 
2520   Fallman, Mrs. & daughter – Towner, N. D. (2) 
2521   Fedje, Linda (1) 
2522   Fedje, Ole (2) 
2523   Fedje, Ruth (2) 
2524   Ferguson, Claire & Pinky (12) 
2525   Ferguson, Helen (2) 
2526   Feugere, Leo (3) 
2527   Feugere, Leo, Mr. and Mrs. (2) 
2528   Fitzgerald, Joe – Boy (2) 
2529   Fix, Alvin – Wedding (13) 
2530   Fjellinger, Vernon – Girl (1) 
2531   Fors, L. E. – Marlene Saude – Wedding (12) 
2532   Fossum, Sheryl (1) 
2533   Fox, Janice (2) 
2534   Freeman, John, Mr. & Mrs. (1) 
2535   Freund, Wayne – Girl (2) 
2536   Frohler, Rita (1) 
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2537   Fylling, Norvin – Ruth Moline – Wedding (32) 
2538   Gagnier, LeRoy (1) 
2539   Gagnier Girl (4) 
2540   Gardner, John C. – Rolla, N. D. (3) 
2541   Gasser, Gerald – Sandy Engen – Wedding (1) 
2542   Gingerich, Vernon – Baby (1) 
2543   Goetz, Eddie – Wedding (11) 
2544   Goetz, Iris (1) 
2545   Goetz, Tony – Girl (2) 
2546   Goldade, Leonard – Wedding (12) 
2547   Graber, Abe (1) 
2548   Graber, Amon, Mr. and Ms. – Family (2) 
2549   Graber, Joy and Frank (3) 
2550   Graham, Darrell – Diane Mackey – Wedding (30) 
2551   Gronvold, Billy & Mrs. & Al (24) 
2552   Grove, Archie – Girl (1) 
2553   Grove, Ernest – Ranger Airborn uniform (8) 
2554   Grove, Roger – Girl (2) 
2555   Gullickson Family (7) 
2556   Gunderson, Mary (1) 
2557   Gunderson, Roy – Baby girl (1) 
2558   Haberman, Delmar – Wedding (33) 
2559   Hall, Chuck (8) 
2560   Hall, Susan – Little girl (11) 
2561   Hall, William – Baby (5) 
2562   Halowe, Harlan – Wedding (12) 
2563   Halseth, Elmer, Mrs. – Berwick, N.D. (4) 
2564   Halverson, Ken – Wedding (1) 
2565   Halverson, Loren – Children (13) 
2566   Haman,. Joe. P. – Girl (1) 
2567   Hamilton, Mark (12) 
2568   Hamilton, Tom – Family (8) 
2569   Hamilton, Tom, Jr. – Baby girl (2) 
2570   Hauge, Gary – Vivian Sjule – Wedding (40) & 11 proofs  
2571   Haugesturn – Baby (4) 
2572   Havig, Lief – Family (1) 
2573   Haykel, Allen (1) 
2574   Heilman, John – Wedding (3) 
2575   Heilman, Regina (1) 
2576   Heintz, Marjorie (1) 
2577   Hermanson, Lloyd – Boy, Monte (1) 
2578   Hersey, Roger – Baby (3) 
2579   Hillestad, Linda (1) 
2580   Hilmen, Mr. and Mrs. – Berwick, N.D. (7) 
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2581   Hjelle, Verna – Elmer Heigelman – Wedding (38) 
2582   Hochstetler, Melvin (1) 
2583   Hoff, Dan – Family, Bottineau, N. D. (1) 
2584   Hoffart, Jeanette – Wedding, Balta, N.D. (11) 
2585   Hoffart, Pete – Boy, 1st Communion (1) 
2586   Hoffart, Theresa (12) 
2587   Holmby, Les – Boy, Tim (1) 
2588   Holmes, A. W. – Family (1) 
2589   Holmes, Wendel – Girl (3) 
2590   Homan, Alfred (2) 
2591   Homan, Frank, Mr. and Mrs. – Towner, N.D. (2) 
2592   Homan, Wendelien, Mr. & Mrs. – Towner, N. D. (1)  
2593   Horner, Theresa (2) 
2594   Hornstein, Pete (1) 
2595   Hornstein, Pete – Baby (11) 
2596   Hosel, Donald – Wedding, Rolla, N.D. (32) 
2597   Humble, Leon (1) 
2598   Hurdlebrink, Max – Children (3) 
2599   Indvik, Donald (1) 
2600   Iverson, Bernard – Wedding (10) 
2601   Iverson, Orrin – Girl (2) 
2602   Iverson, Oscar (Shorty) – Twins (1) 
2603   Jacobsen, Ken – Children – Stanley (3) 
2604   Jacobsen, Marjory (1) 
2605   Jacobson, Burton (1) 
2606   Jacobson, Paul – Children – 2 youngest (2) 
2607   Jacobson, Pearl (6)   
2608   Jaeger, Sylvia (1) 
2609   Jelsing, Roger – Girl (1) 
2610   Johnson, C. J., Dr. (2) 
2611   Johnson, Cleo – Gail Bennett – Horse (brown & white, black tail, white mane (1) 
2612   Johnson, Don (1) 
2613   Johnson, Donald – LaVerne Madalen – Wedding (26) 
2614   Johnson Donna (1) 
2615   Johnson, Judy – In formal [dress] (9) & 6 proofs  
2616   Johnson, Judy – Informal [dress] – color (8) & 8 photos  
2617   Jundt, Ray – Girl (3) 
2618   Juntner, Alfred – Wedding (10) 
2619   Juve, Carol – Landa (4) 
2620   Kappel, Jim (1) 
2621   Kaulie, Duane – Wedding (21) 
2622   Kaulie, Grandma – Pearl Lien’s mother (1) 
2623   Keller, Bernard – Rosalie Burgard – Wedding (48) 
2624   Kessler, Pius (1) 
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2625   Khunert, Ronald (1) 
2626   Klayson, Louise(3) 
2627   Klause, Betty (1) 
2628   Klein, Marlys (1) 
2629   Knox, N.D. – Confirmation (4) 
2630   Knudson, Clifford, Mr. and Mrs. (4) 
2631   Knutson, Wilbert – Wedding (41) 
2632   Koble, Christ – Wedding (9) 
2633   Koenig, Beatrice (2) 
2634   Korngiebel, E. J. (1) 
2635   Kraft, Frank – Girls (1) 
2636   Krefting, Marie (2) 
2637   Kremer, Phillip – Helen Duescher – Wedding (10) 
2638   Kriederner, Clarence (11) 
2639   Kunnang, Hygenus – Lorraine Kertz – Wedding (12) 
2640   Kyle, Art, Mr. and Mrs.(1) 
2641   Lane, Michael – Baseball (2) 
2642   Larson, Art – Adeline Kjelstrom – Wedding (34) 
2643   Larson, John – Sailor uniform (1)  
2644   Larson, Oscar, Mr. and Mrs. (2) 
2645   Lein, Lyle (1) 
2646   Lemar, Harold (1) 
2647   Lemieux, George – Children, Rolla, N.D.(2) 
2648   Lesmeister, Beatrice – and daughter (1) 
2649   Lien, Miss (1) 
2650   Lindberg, Joe, Mrs. and Mrs. (2) 
2651   Lindberg, Walter – Bottineau, N.D (8). 
2652   Lindseth, Ruth – Nurse (1) 
2653   Lindseth, Tom (1) 
2654   Losille, Mary Lynn (2) 
2655   Lucke Family (1) 
2656   Lutz, Mrs. – Relatives (12) 
2657   Lyson, Herb – Janice Jensen – Wedding (28) 
2658   Mack, Immanuel – Beatrice Koenig – Wedding (14)  
2659   Madalen, Lavone (1) 
2660   Mahlum, Myrna (5) 
2661   Marchus, Lloyd (5) 
2662   Martin, Doug (3) 
2663   Maute, Esther – Wolford, N.D. (6) 
2664   McClintock, John – Girl (15) 
2665   McDonnell, Jim – Eleanor Buchl – Wedding (37) 
2666   McGuire – Children (5) 
2667   McKay, Daniel (6) 
2668   McLeod, Edward – Dunseith, N.D. (4) 
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2669   Mears, Emery (1) 
2670   Mellum, Shirley (9) 
2671   Merkel, Don – Wedding (32) 
2672   Metzger, Paul (5) 
2673   Miller, Bill – Boy (1) 
2674   Miller, Karen (2) 
2675   Miller, Sandra (4) 
2676   Moller, Tommy – Boy (7) 
2677   Monson, Bill – Gloria Blessum – Wedding (32) 
2678   Monson, Bill & Gloria Wedding (color) (2) 
2679   Monson, Martin (4) 
2680   Montonye, Norma (5) 
2681   Moors, Don – Children (15) 
2682   Morse, Stan – Margory Jacobsen – Wedding (50) & 1 proof 
2683   Mosher Family – Willow City, N.D. (17) 
2684   Mossine, Fred – Girl (5) 
2685   Mossine, Gunda (1) 
2686   Muffenbier, Dennis – Myrna Mozier – Wedding (36) 
2687   Mundahl, Doral – Boy (7) 
2688   Myhre, Carl – Boy (2) 
2689   Nelson, Arnold – Amy Jelsing – Wedding (34) 
2690   Nelson, Nudell – Wedding (20) 
2691   Nestegard, Carol Ann (5) 
2692   Nickel, Clarence (22) 
2693   Nutter, Dr. – Children (17) 
2694   Nyhus, Don (4) 
2695   Nyhus, Lester (3) 
2696   Nyhus, Lester – Girl, Carla (1) 
2697   Nystun, Walt, Mrs. (1) 
2698   Odden, Carol (1) 
2699   Odden, Thelmer – Wedding (1) 
2700   Opstedahl, Carol (1) 
2701   Ornvig, Lester Family (7) 
2702   Ostenson, Darlene (6) 
2703   Ostrem, Harold, Jr. – Baby, Debbie (3) 
2704   Ostrem, Harold, Sr. (8) 
2705   Ostrem, Howard (5) 
2706   Ostrem, Linda (8) 
2707   Ostrem, Linda – Formal dress (13) & 1 proof  
2708   Ostrem, Mary (8) 
2709   Patterson, Ed, Mrs. – Family (1) 
2710   Paulson, Ed and Boys, Scout Uniforms (1) 
2711   Paulson, John – Scout uniform (5) 
2712   Paulson, Ralph (1) 
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2713   Pearson, Allen – Dunseith, N.D. (6) 
2714   Pennington, Kim & Bruce (27) 
2715   Pergniere, Jim (3) 
2716   Persson, Kenneth – Barbara Borgen Landa – Wedding (38) 
2717   Perth Confirmation (1) 
2718   Peterick, Jane (1) 
2719   Peters, Elaine (8) 
2720   Peters, Peggy (2) 
2721   Peterson, Alvin – Wedding (32) 
2722   Peterson, Chester – Boy, Charles (24) 
2723   Peterson, Ernest (6) 
2724   Peterson, Norwin – Boy, Mylo (1) 
2725   Pichard, William – Wedding (10) 
2726   Pigeon, Yedola – Children (2) 
2727   Plorin, Curt – JoAnn Reinke – Wedding – Gardena. N.D. (29) 
2728   Potlinger, Ted – Girl & boy (14) 
2729   Presthus, Mel – Family (1) 
2730   Purington, Si (1) 
2731   Randle, Duane (11) 
2732   Randle, Elwin – Girl (7) 
2733   Richter, John – Girl (8) 
2734   Ringdahl, Rev. – Family (5) 
2735   Robbins, John (4) 
2736   Rose, William – Baby (1) 
2737   Rosenbauer, Vera, Mrs. – Girl (7) 
2738   Roufs, Rev. and Family (11) 
2739   Roy Wedding (5) 
2740   Roy, Harry Joseph – Naturalization (1) 
2741   Rudolph, Marlene (1) 
2742   Rutledge, Brent – Lyla Bergeron – Wedding (39) 
2743   Sande, Alton – Wedding (3) 
2744   Sande, Irene (7) 
2745   Sande, Luella & sister Diana (16) 
2746   Sanden, Judy (5) 
2747   Sanderson, Alvin (9) 
2748   Sattler, Adam – Wedding (28) 
2749   Sattler, George – Baby (1) 
2750   Sattler, Harry – Wedding (12) 
2751   Schell, Leo – Wedding (13) 
2752   Scherr, Anton – Wedding (14) 
2753   Schiele, Nick, Mr. and Mrs. (6) 
2754   Schmaltz, Antoinette (1) 
2755   Schmaltz, Clem – Boy, Joe (11) 
2756   Schmaltz, Joe – Baby girl (1) 
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2757   Schmaltz, Raymond (3) 
2758   Schmidt, Nick – Boy, Jerry (7) 
2759   Schneider, Raphael (6) 
2760   Schneider, Salomon, Mr. and Mrs. (1) 
2761   Schoenborn, Erick – Wedding (6) 
2762   Schoon, Bernard – Children (8) 
2763   Schoon, Bernard – Girl (8) 
2764   Schoon, Jeanette (11) 
2765   Schulz, Wilfried – Ardis Jacobsen – Wedding (31) 
2766   Schunk, Harold (11) 
2767   Schwinden, Don – Carole Bosch – Wedding (14) 
2768   Scott, Mr. & Mrs. V. R. (4) 
2769   Sebelius, Wally – Wedding (31) 
2770   Selensky Brothers (7) 
2771   Selensky, Steve – Wedding (9) 
2772   Selland, Orville – Girl (10) 
2773   Senger, Bob – Wedding (37) 
2774   Senger, Jenny (3) 
2775   Senger, Robin (Bob) (8) 
2776   Sherwin, Helen – Children (1) 
2777   Shively, Larry – Boy (2) 
2778   Siem, Gilbert – Passport (1) 
2779   Sitter, Frank – Girl (1) 
2780   Skarpol, Elmer (4) 
2781   Sletto, Glenn (20) 
2782   Slougbough, Donald (1) 
2783   Slougbough, Edward (1) 
2784   Sloubough, Ernest (1) 
2785   Smedsrud, Ann (6) 
2786   Smith, Rod – Kongslie – Wedding, Upham, N.D. (34) 
2787   Soby, Glenn – Girl (7) 
2788   Solberg, Dean (4) 
2789   Solberg, Ida, Mrs. (7) 
2790   Solberg, Jean (8) 
2791   Solem, Dean (1) 
2792   Sorum, Janice – Lawrence Strom – Wedding (12) 
2793   Spillum, Judy (5) 
2794   Sprunk, Fred – Norma Twete – Wedding (41) 
2795   Stangeland, Cassy (2) 
2796   Steward, Clarence (4) 
2797   Stinson, E. J. (6) 
2798   Stinson, R. A. – Baby (13) 
2799   Stone, Phyliss (6) 
2800   Strand, Elmer – Girl – Confirmation (1) 
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2801   Strauss, William – Yvonne Schneider – Wedding (34) 
2802   Syvertson, Betty (2) 
2803   Taasted, Harold – Girl (1) 
2804   Thingvold, W. A. – Children (1) 
2805   Thompson, Ardell – Wedding (12) 
2806   Thompson, Donald – Joyce Engal – Wedding (28) 
2807   Thompson, Gail (6) 
2808   Thompson, Howard (1) 
2809   Thompson, Howard – Baby girl (1) 
2810   Thorstenson, Marvell (1) 
2811   Thorstenson, Terry (6) 
2812   Tiegen, Clinton – Wedding (32) 
2813   Topness, Oscar & Uncle  
2814   Torgerson, Rev. (4) & 1 proof 
2815   Torr, Helen (2)  
2816   Trayer, James V., Mrs. – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
2817   Tweeten, William – Doris Ouit – Wedding (34) 
2818   Vangerud, Karen, Bottineau, N.D. (6) 
2819   Vetsch, Don – Girl (2) 
2820   Vetsch, Fred – Wedding (38) 
2821   Vetsch, Wendell – Family (4) 
2822   Vigeland, Harold – Famiy – Christmas (18) 
2823   Vinger, Dick – Childen (8) 
2824   Voeller, Don, Pleasant Lake, N.D. (7) 
2825   Voeller, Edward – Wedding (32) 
2826   Voeller, Helen (1) 
2827   Voeller, Roy – Towner, N.D. (8) 
2828   Volk, Floutta (8) 
2829   Volk, Frank – Twins (7) 
2830   Volk, Harlan (1) 
2831   Volk, Ralph (2) 
2832   Volk, Ralph – Boy (4) 
2833   Walker, Jay (1) 
2834   Wall, Adolf – Family (25) 
2835   Walsh, Wesley & Shirley Holmly – Wedding, 10-20-1951, Ox Creek (16) 
2836   Wangberg, Larry – Wedding (27) 
2837   Wangler, Annette (4) 
2838   Wangler, Leonard – Boy (6) 
2839   Wangler, Rita (1) 
2840   Weigel, Balzar – Wedding (14) 
2841   Weize – Practical Nurse (1) 
25842   Wenberg, Neil – Carol Hoglenson – Wedding (31) 
25843   Wentz, Daniel (1) 
2844   Wentz, Linda (6) 
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2845   Wentz, Marcella (1) 
2846   Wentz, Mary Ann (2) 
2847   Werner – Children – St. John, N.D. (10) 
2848   Willert, Robert (12) & 1 proof  
2849   Wolf, Dan (5) 
2850   Wolford, N.D. composite of 1958 high school graduating class (1) 
2851   Yidstie, Rev. – Children (2) 
2852   Ziegler, Martin (6) 
  1959 – (2,944 Negatives)  
2853   Aamodt, Robert – Wedding (10) 
2854   Anderson, Chuck – Boy (5) 
2855   Anderson, Darlene (2) 
2856   Anderson, Jerry, Mrs & Boy (2) 
2857   Anderson, Richard – Wedding (43) 
2858   Anfinson, Carol (2) 
2859   Armstrong, Frank (7) 
2860   Axtman, Cliff – Boy (7) 
2861   Axtman, Jacob – Copy negative (1) 
2862   Axtman, Wayne – Wedding (32) 
2863   Axvig Family (6) 
2864   Bach, Henry (6) 
2865   Bachmeier, August J. – Baby girl (6) 
2866   Backer, Elmer, Mrs. - & Daughter (7) 
2867   Bale, Bennie (2) 
2868   Bale, Bennie – Girls (8) 
2869   Balta, N.D. – Seniors (14) 
2870   Bantry, N.D. – Confirmands (5)  
2871   Bares, Robert – Marlene Schaan – Wedding (38) 
2872   Batema, Mr.(1) 
2873   Beckdahl, Vernon – Baby (1) 
2874   Bednary, Bob – Girl (5) 
2875   Benson, Dick – Boy (2) 
2876   Berdahl, Don – Wedding (24) 
2877   Berg, Stan (1) 
2878   Berwick, N.D.  – Confirmands (4) 
2879   Bethany Confirmands (5) 
2880   Bethke, Irvin (3) & 1 removed – deteriorated  
2881   Bickler, Daniel – Wedding (6) 
2882   Bickler, Leonard – Wedding, June 1959 (12) 
2883   Bickler, Richard (5) 
2884   Bieberdorf, William, Mr. & Mrs. (1) 
2885   Bischoff, Edward (1) 
2886   Bischoff, George – Wedding (27) 
2887   Bischoff, Jack – Family (5) 
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2888   Bischoff, Mildred (7) 
2889   Black, Leonard – Wedding (38) 
2890   Blessum, Connie (15) 
2891   Blessum, Lester – Twins (13) 
2892   Blessum, Roger – Boy (8) 
2893   Bocken, Janice – Passport (1) 
2894   Bohl, Andrew – Family (14) 
2895   Bonn, Fred (6) 
2896   Borstad, Elmer, Mr. & Mrs. (6) 
2897   Boucher, Delbert – Family (6) 
2898   Boucher, Leander – Girl (1) 
2899   Boucher, Mrs. – Girl as flower girl (2) 
2900   Boucher, Romeo – Baby (1) 
2901   Bowersox, Judy – Nurse (4) 
2902   Braaten, Evelyn – Nurse (6) 
2903   Brandjord, Janice, Bottineau, N.D. (9) 
2904   Brandt, Sheldon – Wedding (30) 
2905   Brekke, Bonnie (1) 
2906   Britsch, Sandra (5) 
2907   Britsch, Susan (7) 
2908   Brossart, Anton – Boy, Mark (1) 
2909   Brossart, Frank – Baby (2) 
2910   Brossart, Genevieve (8) 
2911   Brynetson, Roy (7) 
2912   Buchl, Andy – Boy (7) 
2913   Bue, J. G. – Boy (1) 
2914   Burckhard, Tony (5) 
2915   Buckhardt, Balzar (1) 
2916   Busch, Wendel & Andy (4) 
2917   Carlson, Howard, Mrs. – Citizenship (1) 
2918   Carlson, Oscar – Boy, Mark (9) 
2919   Casavant, Lucien – Boy (3) 
2920   Center Motel Postcard – Color transparency (1) 
2921   Charlebois, Cleo – Wedding (21) 
2922   Christianson, J. M., Mr. & Mrs. (7) 
2923   Cote, Ernie – Child, boy (9) 
2924   Croak, Bill – Boy, Tom (8) 
2925   Crocker, Alice (5) 
2926   Dahl, Oscar – Copy for (1) 
2927   Daly, Mrs. – Passport (1) 
2928   Daly, Walter – Girl –Citizenship (1) 
2929   Degenstein, Ken (11) 
2930   Dejolder, Don (7) 
2931   Dokken, Gloria (8) 
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2932   Dosch, Shirley, Towner, N.D. (8) 
2933   Duchscher, Walter – Boy (1) 
2934   Dundai, Gust, Mr. & Mrs. (1) 
2935   Ebel, Hank, Towner, N.D. (2) 
2936   Eberle, Colleen (1) 
2937   Eide, Ronald (1) 
2938   Eley, Gordon – Judy Brocoup – Wedding (11) 
2939   Ellingrud, Bonnie – In formal (14) 
2940   Ellingson, Art G. (6) 
2941   Ellsworth, Andrew – Family (9) 
2942   Emmous, Dr. – Passport (2) 
2943   Erickson, Darlene – Burton Daley – Wedding (12) 
2944   Erickson, Don – Girl (7) 
2945   Erickson, Leonard – Family (8) 
2946   Evanger, John – Children (6) 
2947   Evenson, Ken – Girls (10) 
2948   Eylands, John, Dr. (6) 
2949   Fagerlund, Mrs. (12) 
2950   Fagerlund, Ted & Rosalie (12) 
2951   Faller Wedding (12) 
2952   Farnum, Bruce & Sylvia Ebel Wedding (7) 
2953   Feugere, Leo (2) & 2 photographs  
2954   Finstad, Carol (8) 
2955   Ford, Clifford – Amy Johnston Wedding (27) 
2956   Forde, Orris – Girl (22) 
2957   Fox, Dr. (10) 
2958   Fox, Susan (2) 
2959   Friederich, Ray (11) 
2960   Gagnier, Jawelt, Bottineau, N.D. (6) 
2961   Gange, Anthony – Wedding (31) 
2962   Geure, Don – Children (8) 
2963   Giles, Roger – Wedding (6) 
2964   Gingerich, Aaron (17) 
2965   Gingerich, Robert (7) 
2966   Goebel, Katherine, Mrs. – Mrs. Schell’s mother (8) 
2967   Goetz, Dennis – Wedding (11) 
2968   Gorder, Ken – Wedding (54) 
2969   Gould, Jay – Eagle Scout (1) 
2970   Graber, Arla (7) 
2971   Graber, Iris (1) 
2972   Graber, T. R. – Children (6) 
2973   Gronvold, Joel – Children (12) 
2974   Gross, Ben (1) 
2975   Grove, Archie – Boy (6) 
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2976   Groves, Ken – Girl (16) 
2977   Gunerud, Mrs. – Passport (2) 
2978   Gummeringer, Ray – Wedding (4) 
2979   Haagenson, Judy (6) 
2980   Hager, Frank – Brothers and Sisters, Towner, N.D. (1) 
2981   Hager, Gene – Helen Axtman – Wedding (23) 
2982   Halvorson, Dalys (7) 
2983   Halverson, Ken – Boy (1) 
2984   Halverson, Morris (7) 
2985   Hamilton, Marcia (7) 
2986   Hansbury, Gus – Girls (18) 
2987   Hanson, Derald – Harriet Grann – Wedding, Rolla, N.D. (20) 
2988   Hanson, Ray – Children (10) 
2989   Harmel, Donald – Judy Bowersox – Wedding (27) 
2990   Harper, Bryan (8) 
2991   Hartman, Mary Ann (7) 
2992   Heidelbaugh, Judy (10)    
2993   Helgeson, F. O. – Family & Children (8) 
2994   Hendrickson, Donna (1) 
2995   Herman, Tony – Wedding (2) 
2996   Hill, Gabriel – Passport (2) 
2997   Hilzendager Girls (14) 
2998   Hilzendager, Matt – Girl (8) 
2999   Hilzendager, Tonetta – Bob Johnson – Wedding (39) 
3000   Hjelle, Sivert – Copy of old picture (1) 
3001   Hjellum, Shirley – Children (6) 
3002   Hockley, Henry – Clarene Stewart – Wedding (28) 
3003   Hockstetter, Vernon (5) 
3004   Hoffart, Harold – Wedding (9) 
3005   Hoffart, Pete – Boy (5) 
3006   Hoffman, Lawrence – Wedding (5) 
3007   Holvig, Angelo – Arlene Pakawna – Wedding (34) 
3008   Homan, Joe P. (5) 
3009   Homan, John R. (8)  
3010   Homan, Verna (1) 
3011   Hornstein, Colette (8) 
3012   Hornstein, Don (12) 
3013   Hornstein, Pius – Baby (14) 
3014   Jacobson, Erling – Wedding (36) 
3015   Jacobson, Howard R. (3) 
3016   Jacobson, Paul – Copy (2) 
3017   Jaeger, Clara (7) 
3018   Jelsing, Art, Mrs. (1) 
3019   Jelsing Quinton – Children (11) 
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3020   Jelsing, Sandra (1) 
3021   Johnson, Dallas (7) 
3022   Johnson, James – Eagle Scout (1) 
3023   Johnson, Kay (11) 
3024   Johnson, Norval (10) 
3025   Johnson, Oscar – Family, Perth, N.D. (7) 
3026   Johnson, Richard – Carol Slette – Wedding (25) 
3027   Jundt, Edward – Boy – for naturalization (2) 
3028   Jundt, Ray – Boy (8) 
3029   Juntunen, Chas (Charles ?)  
3030   Kauslie, Duane – Children (16) 
3031   Kauslie, Leonard, Mr. & Mrs. (7) 
3032   Keller, Frank – Baby (2) 
3033   Kirchofner, Ray – Wedding (8) 
3034   Kjelbertson, Barbara (5) 
3035   Klause, Jack – Girl (5) 
3036   Klein, Jileen (7) 
3037   Klein, Judy (7) 
3038   Klein, Ted – Wedding, Towner, N.D. (12) 
3039   Kleinsmith, Dean – Diane Davidson – Wedding (37) 
3040   Knox, N.D. – Seniors (7) & 1 proof 
3041   Koenig, Rose (4) 
3042   Kraft, Richard – In uniform (8) 
3043   Kraft, Richard – Wedding (10) 
3044   Kroeplin, Dale – Boy (6) 
3045   Kuhn, Adam (1) 
3046   Kuntz Girls – Double Wedding – Marvin Heil, Wangler (20) & 1 print 
3047   Kuntz, Cecelia (7) 
3048   Kuntz, Julius – Family (6) 
3049   Lacher, John ( 1) 
3050   Larson, Art – Girl (8) 
3051   Leeds & York, N.D.  – Confirmands (9) 
3052   Legear, Vivien (3) 
3053   Lewis, W. – Naturalization (1) 
3054   Lillestrand, Ken – Wedding (33) 
3055   Liudahl Family (9) 
3056   Lunde, Duane – Girl, Cindy (6) 
3057   Lysne, David (2) 
3058   Lysne, Dennis (7) 
3059   Martin, Ray – Girl (7) 
3060   McClintock, Mrs. (6) 
3061   McClintock, Mrs. – Passport (4) 
3062   McClintock, Irene, Mrs. (1) 
3063   McClintock, Jay (1) 
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3064   McGee, Jim (6) 
3065   McGuire, Maureen – Majorette uniform (10) 
3066   McIntyre, Joe – Baby boy (1) 
3067   McKay, Jay – Janice Hahn – Wedding (22) 
3068   McNitt, Janet Steward (18) 
3069   McQuirk, Maureen (10) 
3070   Melberg, Bill – Girl (3) 
3071   Merbach, Arlan – Girl (5) 
3072   Merchants Bank – Color (2) & 2 color photos  
3073   Metzel, Rita (2) 
3074   Meyer, Frank (4) 
3075   Mickelson, Phillip – Naturalization (1) 
3076   Miegler, Balzar – Boy (7) 
3077   Miltenberger, Theodore (6) 
3078   Moen, Selmer (6) 
3079   Moffit, Jim (1) 
3080   Monson, Ray – Wedding (8) 
3081   Moser, Ernest – Passports (2) 
3082   Mosher, Jane – Maruice Frone – Wedding (33) 
3083   Mossine, Joe, Mr. & Mrs. (6) 
3084   Munch, Bob – Marlys Tofte – Wedding (37) 
3085   Mygland, Bennie – Romine – Wedding (30) 
3086   Myrun, Stanley – Hornstein – Wedding (27) 
3087   Neigum, George – Rita Gross – Wedding (38) 
3088   Neigum Family (4) 
3089   Neise, Frank – Wedding, Fulda, N.D. (9) 
3090   Nelson, Larry – Wedding (33) 
3091   Nelson, Marlow – Boy (6) 
3092   Ness, Arlene (5) 
3093   Nestegaard, Carol – Dr. Cook – Wedding (26) 
3094   Nissen, Fred – Wedding (2) 
3095   Norwich, Milo (1) 
3096   Notre Dame Academy, Willow City, N.D. – Seniors & composite (25) & 3 letters 
3097   Odden, Ted – Girls (1) 
3098   Oksendahl, Merwin – Girl Melody (4) 
3099   Olson, Ed (1) 
3100   Ostrem, Delmar (1) 
3101   Otterson, Norman – Children (1) 
3102   Ouitt, Phil – Family (1) 
3103   Overly Confirmands (6) 
3104   Paczkowski, Loren – Child (2) 
3105   Pattersen, Bill – Girls (2) 
3106   Payne, Phoebe – Gayle Treskie Wedding (24) 
3107   Peters, Sally (1) 
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3108   Peterson, Alvin – Boy (1) 
3109   Peterson, Chester – Boys (1) 
3110   Pfau, Glenn (2) 
3111   Pfeifle, Elmer – Elnora Knudson – Wedding (40) 
3112   Pieterick, Dave – Wedding (16) 
3113   Pieterick, Larry – Wedding (30) 
3114   Quarum, Howard (1) 
3115   Quinn, Tom, Mr. & Mrs. (1) 
3116   Randle, Arlan (1) 
3117   Randle, Duane (1) 
3118   Randle, Elvin (1)  
3119   Randle, Walter, Mr. & Mrs. (1) 
3120   Rasmuson, Elmer – Family (1) 
3121   Reinowski, Francis – Wedding (3) 
3122   Reiter, Albert – Wedding (6) 
3123   Ritterman (1) 
3124   Rochelieu, Wes (1) 
3125   Rokke, Rev. (1) 
3126   Rolette and Overly Confirmands (11) 
3127   Roseberg, Cherly – Bottineau, N.D. (1) 
3128   Rudolph, Robert (1) 
3129   Sande, Joel – Gloria Paulson – Wedding (25) 
3130   Sande, Luella (1) 
3131   Sattler, Dennis (1) 
3132   Sattler, Marlys (2) 
3133   Sattler, Simon – Wedding (3) 
3134   Scheel, Eugene – Wedding (3) 
3135   Scheer, Mary (1) 
3136   Scheet, Amelia (2) 
3137   Scheet, Sophie (2) 
3138   Schell, Corine (1) 
3139   Schell, Matt – Wedding (30) 
3140   Schmaltz, Clem – Girl (1)  
3141   Schmaltz, June – Boy (1) 
3142   Schmaltz, Joe, Mr. & Mrs. (1) 
3143   Schmaltz, Richard – Boy (1) 
3144   Schneider, Joe W.  (1) 
3145   Schneider, Raphael – Twins (1) 
3146   Schneider, Dtella – Ralph Schiele – Wedding (33) 
3147   Schrieber, Andrea (1) 
3148   Scott, Bud (2) 
3149   Selensky, John – Boy (4) 
3150   Selland, Orville (4) 
3151   Selland, Osmund – 40th wedding anniversary (9) 
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3152   Senger, Bob, Mrs. (4) 
3153   Senger, Joe – Wedding (31) 
3154   Shaffer, Edward – Barbara Schneibel – Wedding (9) 
3155   Sharrat, S – Wedding (5) 
3156   Sheehan, William – Girl (1) 
3157   Shipman, Mrs. (5) 
3158   Shively, Larry – Child (2) 
3159   Sieverson, Don – Eagle Scout (1) 
3160   Sobolik, Chas (Charles), Mr. & Mrs., Rolla, N.D. (2) 
3161   Soley, Glenn (1) 
3162   Stahlecker, Harlan – Peggy Fallersbee – Wedding (25) 
3163   Stue, Ernest (1) 
3164   Stutrud, Rhoda (5) 
3165   Swanson, Helen (1) 
3166   Syvertson, Don – Children (1) 
3167   Taylor, Marshall – Wedding (2) 
3168   Telmer, Odden – Baby (2) 
3169   Thiel, Brenda (1) 
3170   Thingvold, Carol (1) 
3171   Thompson, Ardell – Girl (1) 
3172   Thompson, Pattie – Overbo – Wedding – Milo, N.D. (31) 
3173   Thompson, Ray – Girl, Wolford, N.D. (1) 
3174   Tiegen, Clinton –Girl (1) 
3175   Torgerson, Ronald – Johnson – Wedding (33) 
3176   Trumble, Bob – Angela Kuntz – Wedding (39) 
3177   Tuff, Dennis – Baby (3) 
3178   Tufte Wedding (5) 
3179   Tweeten, Lois (1) 
3180   Underdahl, Burton – Boy (1) 
3181   Upham, N.D. – Confirmands (Martha Rossing) (1) 
3182   Van Sweringen, Linda (1) 
3183   Vetsch, Martin – Baby (2) 
3184   Villnes, Ole – Boy (3) 
3185   Voeller, Frank – Family (1) 
3186   Voeller, Gladys (1) 
3187   Voeller, Marchus – Betty Vetsch – Wedding (28) 
3188   Voeller, Mary Ellen (1) 
3189   Volk, Tom – Wedding (8) 
3190   Wagar, Paul – Wedding (30) 
3191   Walsh, Marty – Verna Busch – Wedding (40) 
3192   Wangler, Pat (2) & 1 proof 
3193   Weimer, Brian (1) 
3194   Wentz, Walter – Wedding (3) 
3195   Wetlaufer, Gordon, Bottineau, N.D. (6) 
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3196   Williams, Bud – Children (2) 
3197   Williams, Millard – Girl (1) 
3198   Willow City – Seniors & composite (24) 
3199   Wittmayer, Janice (1) 
3200   Witttmayer, Judy (1) 
3201   Wolf, Claude (2) 
3202   Wolf, Joe – Wedding (4) 
3203   Wolford, N.D. – Senior portraits (20) 
3204   Wolford, N.D. Ox Creek Lutheran Church & Mylo, N.D. Confirmands (3) 
3205   Zettel, Lorraine – Nurse (1) 
3206   Ziegler, John – Wedding (12) 
3207   Ziegler, Martin – Wedding (11)  
 
  1950s – (‘Commercial 1950’s, Portraits, Wedding, Etc.’) (2,314 Negatives)  
3208   Argabright – Schmidt Wedding (16) 
3209   Beck, Bernard – Wedding (12) 
3210   Biberdorf, Amos, Mr. & Mrs., Willow City, N.D. (6) 
3211   Biberdorf, Walter – Wedding (6) 
3212   Bickler, Delores (Mrs. Joe Bickler) (10) 
3213   Bickler, Louis – Family (6) 
3214   Bishoff, Peter – Boys, Berwick, N.D. (18) 
3215   Blessum, Beverly (6) 
3216   Bosch, Adam, Mrs. – Passport picture – Towner, N.D. (3)  
3217   Brandt, Cal, Mr. & Mrs. (6)  
3218   Buckmeier, Egnatz, Mr. &Mrs. – Wedding (9) 
3219   Carlson, James – Wedding (23) 
3220   Chilson, Bud, Mr. & Mrs. Bud (8) 
3221   Christensen, Lyle – Wedding (8) 
3222   Crooks, Bill, Mrs. – Boy (16) 
3223   D. P. – for Citizenship (12) 
3224   D.P. – Nurse (6) 
3225   Dahl, Hans – Family (6)  
3226   Diessert, Eugene – Wedding, Rolette, N.D. (11) 
3227   Dolan, O. T., Mr. & Mrs. (12) 
3228   Dosch, Ed – Wedding, Rugby, N.D. (8) 
3229   Dunham, Orlando (6) 
3230   Duthoy, Raymond (9) 
3231   Ebach, Mary – and parents (11) 
3232   Eisenzimmer, Joe – Wedding, Knox, N.D. (10) 
3233   Ellingson, Ole – Children, York, N.D. (6) 
3234   Elliot, Doris & Alton (13) 
3235   Ellsworth, Mrs. – Two girls (16) 
3236   Elverud – Children & mother (13) 
3237   Elverud, Marcella (12) 
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3238   Enger, Miss (6) 
3239   Erickson, Gerald – Confirmation (12) 
3240   Erickson, J. and sisters (6) 
3241   Fay, Francis & Maynard Schuller – Wedding, June 5, 1949, 1st Luth. (17) 
3242   Fay, Frank – Family (5) 
3243   First Lutheran Church Confirmands, 1950 (4) 
3244   Fosser, Bob – Wedding (8) 
3245   Gerde Family (5) 
3246   Gerlock, Louis (4) 
3247   German Lutheran Confirmands, Willow City, N.D. (4) 
3248   German Lutheran Confirmands, 1950 (5)  
3249   Gilge, Eunice (8) 
3250   Goetz, M. L., Mrs. (12) 
3251   Graber, Emery – Family (14) 
3252   Grebe, I. B. – Golden Wedding (6) 
3253   Grosser, Charles (4) 
3254   Grove, Andy – Family (7) 
3255   Grove, Lawrence (6) 
3256   Gunderson, Henry, Robert Hormel, Jerry Busch, and Matt Goerd (16) 
3257   Gunnerud, Duane (8) 
3258   Hagel, Emanuel & Josephine Hilzendager–Wedding, 10/19/49, Little Flower (15) 
3259   Hager, Richard (8) 
3260   Hager, Rose (6) 
3261   Halling, Ronald & Beverly Silleman – Wedding, 10-13-1949, Leeds Luth. (19) 
3262   Halverson, Fred – Family (7) 
3263   Halverson, Harry, Mrs. – Girls (4) 
3264   Hamon, Joe – Wedding, Towner, N.D.  (12) 
3265   Hamon, Peter, Mr. & Mrs., Towner, N.D. (6) 
3266   Hanson, Phylis (10) 
3267   Harbison, Dennis (6) 
3268   Harbison, Jack (6) 
3269   Hawk, Dean – Family (4) 
3270   Haynes, Mary Lou (6) 
3271   Heilman, Caroline (4) 
3272   Heintz, Joseph – Wedding (7) 
3273   Heitten, Miss (6) 
3274   Holmen, Marvin – Family (12) 
3275   Holte Investiture – Lutheran Church, Upham, N.D. (13) 
3276   Horecut, Bernice, Rolette, N.D. (6) 
3277   Hormel – Martin – Wedding (19) 
3278   Hornstein, Mary Lin (18) 
3279   Iverson, Buster, Knox, N.D. (8) 
3280   Jacobson, Miss – Organist, Leeds, N.D. (3) 
3281   Jager, Mike – Boy (6) 
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3282   Jelsing, John – Wedding (8) 
3283   Jeske, Lowell, Mrs. – Passport, Filmore, N.D. (4) 
3284   Johnsen, Mel (8) 
3285   Jundt, John, Jr. (8) 
3286   Keller, August – Wedding (7) 
3287   Keller, Joe, Towner, N.D. (4) 
3288   Keller, Reed & Kenneth, 1951 (26) 
3289   Kilen, Cliff, Mr. & Mrs., Rolette, N.D. (5) 
3290   King, Gordon – Wedding (9) 
3291   Kjettin Girls, Tunbridge, N. D. (5) 
3292   Kjorlien, Ed (6) 
3293   Klein, Eddie (6) 
3294   Knug, Julius – Family (5) 
3295   Knutson, MarLien (8) 
3296   Kohn, Roy – Family - & Roy Jr.  (19) 
3297   Kraft, Lena (6) 
3298   Kraft, Margret (6) 
3299   Larson, Lawrence – Wedding (5) 
3300   Larson, Lawrence (6) 
3301   Larson, Lila (1) – 7 removed – deteriorated   
3302   Larvik, Melvin (16) – 2 removed – deteriorated 
Deteriorated  Lee, Mrs. – Removed  
3303   Leeds Choir, 1950 (2) 
3304   Leer, Clarence & Agnes Bjorke  – Wedding, 9-11-1948, First Lutheran (19) 
3305   Lehmann, Edward (6) 
3306   Lehman, Norman & Irene Ness – Wedding, 1-15-1949, Barton, N. D. (12) 
3307   Lesmeister, Rose (8) 
3308   Lesmeister, Sebastian – Family (7) 
3309   Lewis, Wellington (4) 
3310   Lindberg, Charles – Wedding (19) 
3311   Lindberg, Charles (6) 
3312   Lindelin, Nurse (12) 
3313   Lindseth, Thelma & Alvin Lunde – Wedding, 6-26-1949, Silva, N. D. (19) 
3314   Love, Bill – Family (17) 
3315   Lunde, Carl – Family (4) 
3316   Lysne, Orvin, Mr. & Mrs. (5) 
3317   Macker Confirmands class – Rev. Stousland, 1950 (5) 
3318   Martin, Don, Mr. & Mrs. (Lyla Harmel, 10-16-1948) (6) 
3319   Martin, Doug (5) 
Deteriorated   Mattern, Joe – Family – Removed  
3320   McCalister, Miss (3) 
3321   McDermot, John (10) 
3322   McGuire Children (22) 
3323   McIntyre, Stanley, Mr. & Mrs., Rolette, N.D. (5) 
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Deteriorated   McLean, Jeannie – Removed  
3324   McLeod, Howard – County Agent (6) 
Deteriorated  Mears, Harlan – Removed  
3325   Mears, Harlan & Vivian Tuff – Wedding, 12-12-1948, First Lutheran (6) 
3326   Mears, Ramond (7) 
3327   Mears, Simon – Police Officer (4)  
3328   Medalen, Chris – Children (6)  
Deteriorated  Mueller, Ed, Mr. & Mrs. (Therese Weipert, 4-23-1949) – Removed  
Deteriorated  Miller, Jr. – Gerogia Halvorson – Removed  
3329   Miller, Warren, Mr. & Mrs. (8) 
Deteriorated   Mittlested, Emma – Removed  
3330   Monger, Don & Patricia Fay – Wedding, 12-1-1948, First Lutheran (14)  
3331   Mongeon, Twila – Removed deteriorated negatives (2 photos)  
3332   Morrow, Darell, Mr. & Mrs.  (5)  
Deteriorated   Mossine, Florence, Orrin, N.D. – Removed  
3333   Munger, Jean (8) 
3334   Murray, Emerson – Lawyer (4) 
3335   Nauman, Mrs. (4) 
3336   Nelson, Dell (8) 
3337   Nennig, Don & Marian Albrecht – Wedding, 6-21-1949, Little Flower (14) 
3338   Ness, John – Children (5) 
3339   Noltmeier, Henry & Dolores Knutson – Wedding, 7-2-1949, Leeds Lutheran 
Deteriorated   Norby, Merlyn & Rose Miller – Wedding, 4-18-1949, Rugby – Removed  
3340   Nostdal, Phylis & Son – Passports (4)   
3341   Nyhus, Donald – Four deteriorated – Removed (4) 
3342   Nyhus, Leonard, Mr. & Mrs. (16) 
3343   Nyhus, Lester, Mrs. – Rose Marie Brandt bridal outfit (8) 
3344   Nyhus, Lester – Four deteriorated – Removed (4) 
3345   Nyhus, Lester – Wedding (22) 
3346   Offner, Dan – Wedding  (10) 
3347   Oliver, Nurse Seven removed – Seven deteriorated – Removed (1)  
3348   Olson, Bertel – Shirley Nelson – Wedding, Leeds, ND 1950  (16) 
3349   Olson, Mrs. – Fred Nelson’s mother (8) 
3350   Oppen, Claude – Family (50) 
3351   Oppen, Connie – Drum Majorette (4) 
3352   Oppen, Connie (8) 
3353   Opstedal, Lloyd, Rolette, N.D. (12) 
3354   Ormberg, Herbert – Wedding (9) & 1 proof  
3355   Ostrem, Harold & Marlys Blessum – Wedding, 11-23-1948, First Lutheran (12)  
3356   Ostrom, Bob – Wagler – Wedding, Towner, N.D. (14) 
3357   Ouit, Charlotte (6) 
3358   Page, Frank – Ruby Johnson – Wedding, Leeds, N.D. (19)  
3359   Paul, William – Wedding (12) 
3360   Payne, Cliff – Family (5) 
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3361   Peals, Jim, Mr. & Mrs. (4) 
3362   Peters, Jo – Girls, Filmore, N.D. (20)  
Deteriorated  Peters, Joe & Irene Massine – Wedding, 10-18-1948, Little Flower - Removed 
3363   Peterson, Beverly (6) 
3364   Peterson, Ernest (4) 
3365   Peterson, Mrs. – Ernest & Chester’s mother (8) 
3366   Peterson, Glenn – Wedding (6) 
3367   Peterson, Robert – Family, Knox, N.D. (20) 
Deteriorated  Pierson, Arnold – Removed  
3368   Pierson, Jacqueline, Knox, N.D. (2) Removed 5 – Deteriorated  
Deteriorated   Pierson, Lloyd – Boys – Removed  
3369   Pitsinger, Mavis (5) Removed 1 – Deteriorated  
Deteriorated   Preuss, Herman, Mrs. – Organist, Lutheran Church, Esmond, N.D. – Removed  
3370   Razook, Pat (8) 
3371   Ronne, Robert & Lorraine Razook – Wedding, 9-10-1949, Bethany (17) 
3372   Reiger, Christine, Orrin, N.D.  (4) 
3373   Reiger, Phil – Wedding (5) 
3374   Richards, R. E., Towner, N.D. (6) 
3375   Riechert, Orville – Girl, 1950 (6) 
Deteriorated  Rietter Family – Removed  
Deteriorated  Ringstad, Thor – Removed  
3376   Rohrer, Cecil – Family & girl (20) 
3377   Rolette, Mr. & Mrs. (4) 
Deteriorated   Romine, Pat – Removed  
3378   Romine, Shirley (10) 
Deteriorated  Rothgarn, Charles – Removed  
Deteriorated   Sand, JoAn – Removed  
3379   Sand, Joan (8)  
Deteriorated   Sand, Mel – Removed  
Deteriorated   Sand – Nurse – Removed  
3380   Sanderson, Don & Lila Larson – Wedding (26) 
3381   Sattler, Gabriel – Family (5) 
3382   Sattler, Paul & Marian Hoffert – Wedding, 12-28-1948, Fulda (10) 
3383   Saude, John, Mrs. (4) 
3384   Saude, Ted (2)  
3385   Schann, Agnes (10)  
3386   Scheel, Edward – Wedding (10)  
3387   Schenkenberg, Melvin, Mr. & Mrs. (Dolores Bell, m. 12-27-1948, Bottineau) (6)  
3388   Schmaltz, Joe, Orrin, N.D. (4) 
3389   Schmaltz, Marcella (8) 
Deteriorated   Schmidt, Phillip & bride – Removed  
Deteriorated   Schneider, Judy – Removed  
3390   Schoon, Alfred (9) 
3391   Schoon, Catherine, Balta, N.D. (6) 
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Deteriorated   Schoon, Daniel – Removed  
3392   Schoon, Gordon (6) 
Deteriorated   Schoon, John & Theresa Horstein – Wedding, 10-4-1948, Balta – Removed  
3393   Schoon, Matt, Mrs. – and children (6) 
3394   Schoon, Raymond – Wedding (8) 
3395   Schoon, Theresa – Copy (6) 
3396   Scott, Patsy (8)  
3397   Sebelius, Lorelei – Ronald Sullivan – Wedding (19) 
3398   Selenski, Fred (10) 
3399   Selenski, Fred & Accordion (5) 
3400   Selland, Bernie, Mr. & Mrs.(6) 
3401   Selland, Dennis (6) 
3402   Selland, Marjorie (12) 
3403   Selland, Omar & Lorraine Dokken – Wedding, 1-22-1949, First Lutheran (17) 
3404   Selland, Robert (6) 
3405   Sellness, Myrtle (8) 
3406   Sellness, Reerand. – Family (4) 
Deteriorated   Senger – Removed  
3407   Shaback, Mary Alise (8) 
3408   Shaffer, Pius – Wedding (16) 
3409   Sheets, Maggie (4) 
3410   Sherwin, Vernon & Helen Stutrud – Wedding, 8-6-1949, Tunbridge.N. D. (8) 
3411   Shillander, Donald (8) 
3412   Shillander, Dorothy (8) 
3413   Shively, Dorothy (10) 
3414   Shively, Larry (8) 
3415   Shively, Marvel  (5)   
3416   Simonson, Lois (6) 
3417   Sinden, John & Isabelle Peters – Wedding, 10-10-1949, Little Flower (10) 
3418   Sitter, Marion (6) Removed 4 – Deteriorated  
3419   Sitter, Tony – Wedding (14) 
3420   Smith Family – Thorne, N. D. (8) 
3421   Smith, Buck (2) 
3422   Smith, Lorren – Wedding – Esther Tostad (2)  
3423   Smith, Ronald – Wedding (8) 
3424   Sollum, Dean (8) 
3425   St. Petri Confirmands, Rev. Erickson, Fillmore, N.D. (4) 
3426   Stenberg, Bob – Wedding (10) 
3427   Stewart, Margret (4) Removed 8 – Deteriorated  
3428   Stoll, Lief – Passport (2) 
3429   Stoll, Zeta (1) Removed 5 – Deterioratd  
Deteriorated   Streihill, Harold – Passport – Removed  
3430   Stousland, Olaf (2) 
3431   Stousland, Bjarne - Mildred Semler – Wedding, 7/10/49, Willow City, N. D. (23) 
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3432   Strand, Gunder, Mrs. (8) 
3433   Streifel, Henry – Wedding (6) 
3434   Surr, Mrs. – Boy –First Communion (8) 
3435   Swanson, John – Family, Bantry, N.D. (5) Removed 3 – Deterorated  
3436   Swanson, John H., Mr. & Mrs. – Bantry, N.D. (2) 
3437   Swerigen, Ellen – Nurse for Navy (4) 
3438   Swerigen, Helen (6) 
3439   Tandberg, Marilyn (12) 
3440   Tavestad, Jaqueline – 1950 Carnival Queen (4) 
3441   Teigen, Invald – Baby (8) 
3442   Teigen, Margit (1) Removed 7 – Deteriorated  
3443   Thingvold – Citizenship pictures (6) 
Deteriorated   Thompson, Alice – Removed  
3444   Thorpe, Inga (6) 
3445   Tofte, Elmer – Children (8) 
3446   Tofte, Oswald (4)  
3447   Tofte, Raymond (6) 
3448   Torgerson, Gary (4) & 1 Proof 
Deteriorated   Torneby Sisters – Removed   
3449   Torrison Children (6)  
3450   Tuff, Ernest – Family (6)  
3451   Van Camp, Graham, Towner, N.D. (6)  
Deteriorated   Van Lies, Dr. – Removed  
3452   Vangsness, Amy (2) Removed 9 – Deteriorated  
3453   Vangsness, Joel – Family (8) 
3454   Van Sweringen Family (2) 
3455   Van Sweringen, Mr. & Mrs. (4) 
3456   Vetsch, Emil(9) 
3457   Vig, Clyde – Wedding (9) 
3458   Vigeland, Harold (4) 
3459   Vittrus, Maria (6) 
3460   Vittrus, Marion (10) 
3461   Voeller, Anton – Wedding (8) 
3462   Voeller, George & Agness Hoffert – Wedding, 12-28-1949, Fulda, N. D. (9) 
3463   Vrem Children, Rolette, N.D. (7) 
3464   Waite, Dorothy (6) 
3465   Walland, Harold, Mrs. (6) 
3466   Walsh, Ronald, Mr. & Mrs., Mylo, N.D. (5) Removed 3 – Deteriorated  
3467   Warner, Stella – and children (8) 
3468   Watson, Lyle – and son (10) 
3469   Weisebeck, Bill – Wedding (10) 
3470   Weisebeck, Theresa (6) 
3471   Welk, Nick (6) 
3472   Westgard, Milton (6) 
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3473   Westgard, Victor – Boys (5) 
3474   Willow City Confirmands – Reverand Stousland (6) 
3475   Wisness Family, Maddock, N.D. – Opal Peterson’s family (3) 
3476   Witt, James, Mr. & Mrs. (6) 
3477   Wolf, Mary Ann (1) Removed 3 – Deteriorated  
3478   Wolf, Victor – Wedding (5) 
3479   Wolford, N.D. – Confirmands (5) Removed 1 – Deteriorated  
Deteriorated   Woodman, Mary – Removed  
3480   Yoder, Ray, Wolford, N.D. (6) 
3481   Yoder, Richard, Mr. & Mrs., Wolford, N.D. (5) 
3482   Zacher, Eugene – Wedding (8) 
3483   Zimmerman, Darrell – Wedding, Rolette, N.D. (15) 
3484   Zorn, Howard (8) 
3485   Zorn, Leo, Mr. & Mrs., Bottineau, N.D. (5)  
 Additional Names 
3486   Argabright, Don (6) 
3487   Bachmeier, Lawrence – Wedding at Blumefield (9) 
  1960 –  
3488   Aamodt, Verland – Children (1) 
3489   Aasby, L. H. (2) 
3490   Ahlberg, David – Family (1) 
3491   Anderson, Bruce (6) 5 color & 1 B/W 
3492   Anderson, Mr. & Mrs. Chester (1) 
3493   Anderson, Don – Wedding (2)  
3494   Anderson, Mrs. Elsie (1) 
3495   Anderson, Pattie – Flower Girl (3) 
3496   Arneson, Tony – Wedding  (24) 
3497   Arthur, Myrna (3) 
3498   Axtman, Ben (1) 
3499   Axtman, Ben – Girl (2) 
3500   Axtman, Betty (1) 
3501   Axtman, Edward – Wedding (12) 
3502   Axtman, John – Boy (2) 
3503   Axtman, John – Lorraine Schneider – Wedding (32) 
3504   Axtman, Mr. & Mrs. Ned – Family (2) 
3505   Bachmeier, August J.  (1) 
3506   Backer, David – Girl (1) 
3507   Balta Seniors (9) 
3508   Bartsch, Al – Girl (1) 
3509   Beckadahl, Vernon (1) & 1 photograph 
3510   Bennet, Effie (3) 
3511   Benson, Bernice (1) 
3512   Benson, Kenneth (1) 
3513   Benson, Ken – Jean Strand – Wedding  
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3514   Berdahl, Gil – Flower Girl (2) 
3515   Berglund, Jane (1) 
3516   Bieth, Jim – Shirley Nelson – Wedding (37) 
3517   Bischoff, Richard (1) 
3518   Black, Fabian – Family (1) 
3519   Blessum, Mr. & Mrs. Mel (2) 
3520   Blomster, Dennis – Marlene Ouit – Wedding (25)  
3521   Boechler, Leander – Boy – Towner, N. D. (1) 
3522   Boucher, Elmer – Wedding (10)  
3523   Boucher, Floyd – Children (2) 
3524   Boucher, Francis – Children (1) 
3525   Boucher, Larry – Wedding (6) 
3526   Boucher, Peggy Thorne (1) 
3527   Brehnrs, Dudley – Wedding (6)  
3528   Brennan, Dorothy (2) 
3529   Brickner, J. – Riegler, Agnes (24)  
3530   Britsch, Dianne (2) 
3531   Brossart, Ned (1) 
3532   Brossart, Mr. & Mrs. Nick (1) 
3533   Brossart – Golden Wedding (7) 
3534   Brown, Mrs. N. E. (1) 
3535   Buchl, Andy – Boy (1) 
3536   Burckhartmeier, Pete (1) 
3537   Burgard, Frank – Golden Wedding (10) 
3538   Burgard, Frank Jr. – Family (4) 
3539   Burgard, Stan – Baby (1) 
3540   Burke, Henry (1) 
3541   Burke, Mrs. Henry (1) 
3542   Carlson, Gary – Wedding – Judy McLean (33) 
3543   Clark, Dorothy (2) 
3544   Cloos, Msgr. – Investiture & Reception (32)  
3545   Cloos, Msgr. – Portrait (10) 
3546   Cloos, Msgr. – Color (8) & 1 proof 
3547   Crane, Shirley (1) 
3548   Crist, Bob – Wedding (33)  
3549   Crook, Bill – Girl (2) 
3550   Dahl, Clara (1) 
3551   Daly, Gerlinda (1) 
3552   DeForge, Bonnie (1) 
3553   Degenstein, Leo – Boy, Gary (1) 
3554   Delemaire, Eli – Wedding (8) 
3555   Diesem, Jim – Wedding (6) 
3556   Dissette, Gene (1) 
3557   Drege, Allen – Child (2)  
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3558   Duchscherer, Bernie – Wedding (2) 
3559   Duchseherer, John (1) 
3560   Duchscherer, William – Wedding (5)  
3561   Ebel, Wally (1) 
3562   Eberle, Marjorie (1) 
3563   Egland, Bernetta (1) 
3564   Eide, Diane (2) 
3565   Ellsworth, Mr. & Mrs. Lawernce (1) 
3566   Elverud, Iver – Family (1)  
3567   Engebrit, Orwin – Wedding (1) 
3568   Erhardt, Connie – Boys (2) 
3569   Erickson, Frank (1) 
3570   Farside, Edroy –Wedding (30)  
3571   Fedje, Ardell – Girl (1) 
3572   Fedje, Shila (1) 
3573   First Lutheran – Confirmants (1)  
3574   Fitzgerald, Joe – Boy (1) 
3575   Fleck, Mrs (1)  
3576   Forsberg, Eugene – Child (1) 
3577   Fossum, John (1) 
3578   Fossum, Ronald – Wedding (31)  
3579   Fox, Al E. – Wedding – Landa Sierks (30) 
3580   Fragodt, Harold (2)  
3581   Fredrickson, Allan – Wedding – Barbara Nelson (39) 
3582   Freund, Jack Wedding (44)  
3583   Getzlaff, Gale (1) 
3584   Gilge, Bob – Wedding – Marlene Sveum (34) 
3585   Gingerich, Aaron – Girl (1)  
3586   Gingerich, Ernest (1) 
3587   Gingerich, Robert – Girl (1) 
3588   Gingerich, Vernon – Girl (1)  
3589   Goetz, Diane (1) 
3590   Goldberg, Ted (1) 
3591   Gouos, Roger – Children (4) 
3592   Green, LaDonna (1) 
3593   Grenier, Orville – Wedding (10)  
3594   Gronas, Ken – Children (4) 
3595   Grove, Archie (1) 
3596   Grusing, Harold – Wedding (13)  
3597   Hager, Rita (2) 
3598   Halls, Bill – Boy (2)  
3599   Halverson, Loren (1) 
3600   Hamel, Duane – Wedding – Gloreen Smith (26) 
3601   Hamilton, Shirley (1) 
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3602   Haman, Leona (1) 
3603   Hannes, Omar – Wedding (8)  
3604   Hansen, Joan (1) 
3605   Harmon, John R. (1) 
3606   Harris, Mrs. Jeanette (1) 
3607   Harris, Quinten (4) 
3608   Heintz, Edward – Wedding (11)  
3609   Herringer, Roland (3) 
3610   Hillestad, William (1) 
3611   Hjelle, Sharon (1) 
3612   Hochstetler, Treva (1) 
3613   Hochsletler, Vernon – Baby (1)  
3614   Hoffart, Jeanette (1) 
3615   Hoffart, Pete – Boy (1) 
3616   Hoffart, Ray – baby (1) 
3617   Homly, Lester – Children (2)  
3618   Hooy, Joane (1) 
3619   Hornstien, Pete – Family (1)  
3620   Hosel, Dr. – Boy (4)  
3621   Housberry, Gus (1) 
3622   Huffman – Kids (1) 
3623   Huggins, Tom – Baby (1)  
3624   Iverson, Shorty – Twins (1) 
3625   Jacobson, Ken – Girl (1) 
3626   Jacobson, Mary (1)  
3627   Jelsing, Wayne – Wedding (38)  
3628   Jelsing, Wayne (1) 
3629   Jenson, Don – Wedding – Betty Boyd (30) 
3630   Johnson, Arliss (1) 
3631   Johnson, Dallas – Wedding (14)  
3632   Johnson, Mrs. Emily (1) 
3633   Johnson, Peggy (1) 
3634   Johnston, Dick (1) 
3635   Jundt, Marjorie (2) 
3636   Jundt, Roy – Wedding (10)  
3637   Jundt, Roy – Boy, Curtis (2) 
3638   Jurgens, Leo – Wedding – Mary Thingvold (31)  
3639   Kallas, Peter – Wedding – Joan Gills (33) 
3640   Keller, Ed – Wedding (11) 
3641   Keller, Vic – Kids (2) 
3642   Kjelstron, Ted – Children (1)  
3643   Kleinsmith, Dean – Boy (1) 
3644   Klien, Gene (1) 
3645   Knudson, Ken – Family (1)  
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3646   Koble, Albertine (1) 
3647   Koble, John (1) 
3648   Koble, Walter – Girl (1) 
3649   Konzack, Pete – Children (3) 
3650   Koppel, Jim – Girl (1) 
3651   Krenzel, Walt – Wedding – Ilene Klein (36)  
3652   Kunnarz, David – Wedding – Florete Boucher (36)  
3653   Kuntz, Mary (1) 
3654   Lacher Family – Mrs. Serger – Brothers & Sisters (1) 
3655   Larson, Ardeen – Girl (5) 
3656   Larson, Harold (1) 
3657   Leitzke, Duane – Wedding – Berrnell Lina (6)  
3658   Lewis, Mrs. Wellington (1) 
3659   Lillestrand, Hartwick – Family (1)  
3660   Lindeman, Geo. – Wedding (1) 
3661   Loeselle, Wayne – Wedding – Mary Ann Selland (34)  
3662   Loulin, Rev. R. H. (2) 
3663   Lovich, Myhrna (1) 
3664   Lucy, Eugene – Wedding – Bohl (9) 
3665   Lysne, David (1) 
3666   Lyson, Perry – Wedding – Harriet Berg (32) 
3667   MacDonald, Doreen (1) 
3668   Malo, Paul – Boy (1) 
3669   Martin, Doug (2) 
3670   Martin, Mary (8) 
3671   Mattern, Joey (2) 
3672   McAtee, Monte – Girl (1) 
3673   McClintock, John (2) 
3674   McIntyre – Girl (4) 
3675   McGuire, Maureen (1) & 1 print 
3676   Medolen, Ernest – Wedding – Helen Ferguson (32) 
3677   Minges, Merrill – Wedding – Carol Finstad (33) 
3678   Miltenberger, Walt – Family (2) 
3679   Miltenberger, Woody – Wedding (2)  
3680   Mitzel, Rita (1) 
3681   Moe, Lula (1) 
3682   Moren, Rev. Orval (2)  
3683   Muffenbier, Dennis (3) 
3684   Mygland, Alfred – Children (2)  
3685   Neilsen, Nancy (4) 
3686   Nelson, Arnold – Boy (2)  
3687   Nelson, Curt – Wedding Shirley Hamilton (40)  
3688   Nelson, Warren – Wedding – Betty Busch (29) 
3689   Ness, Kermith (1) 
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3690          Nohr, Gerald – Wedding – Janice Axtman (39) 
3691   Oaklund, Roy – Children (1) 
3692   Olson, Dogfin – Family (1) 
3693   Olson, Howard – Wedding – Marlene Tofte (29) 
3694   Olson, Roger – Baby (1) 
3695   Omvig, Tom (1) 
3696   Opstedahl, Mrs. L (1) 
3697   Orvich, Duane – Wedding – Bonnie Ellingrud (53) & 7 prints 
3698   Ostrem, Mary Jane (12) 
3699   Patterson, Bill (1) 
3700   Paulson, Claire – Boys (1)  
3701   Peterson, Adolph “Pete” – Wedding – Vera Smith (35) & letter 
3702   Peterson, Allan (4) 
3703   Peterson, Arden – Wedding – Anella Schut (31) 
3704   Peterson, Jensing (1) 
3705   Peterson, Joyce (1) 
3706   Pfiefer, Roy – Wedding (11) 
3707   Plorin, Curt – Boy (1) 
3708   Presthus, Paul (1) 
3709   Quamme, Richard – Boy (1) 
3710   Reichert – Girls (2) 
3711   Rieger, Lester – Wedding (11)  
3712   Robbins, Darrell – Wedding (7) 
3713   Roherer, Mrs. Sam (1)  
3714   Rohrer – Family (1) 
3715   Rose, Mrs. Wendel – Children (1)  
3716   Rosencrans Sisters (3) 
3717   Rugby Police Officers (4) 
3718   Saint Paul’s – Confirmants (3) 
3719   Salverson, Stanley (1) 
3720   Sanderson, Alvin (1) 
3721   Sandness, Dick – Family (2) 
3722   Sands, Glenn – Family (14) 
3723   Schall, Joe (1) 
3724   Scheet, Nick – Family (5)  
3725   Schell, Eddie – Boy (1) 
3726   Schell, Kenneth (1) 
3727   Schell, Patsy (1) 
3728   Schell, Rose (1) 
3729   Schmaltz, D. A. – Family (1)  
3730   Schmaltz, Joe – Boy (1) 
3731   Schmidt, Darrell – Wedding – Janice Volk (31) 
3732   Schmidt, Nick – Baby (1) 
3733   Schmidt, Sylvia (1) 
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3734   Schoon, Bernard – Baby (2) 
3735   Schoon, Bernard – Girl, 8th Grade (1) 
3736   Schoon, John P. – Boy (2) 
3737   Schoon, Mr. & Mrs. Tom B. (3) 
3738   Schumacher, Jerome – Baby (1) 
3739   Schwandt, Wayne – Wedding (6)  
3740   Selensky, Frank – Wedding (10) 
3741   Selensky, Joe – Boy (1) 
3742   Senechal, Phlip – Family (1)  
3743   Senger, Mr. Mrs. Bob (1) 
3744   Sether, Roy – Children (4) 
3745   Shirley, Morse (1) 
3746   Siel, Ed (1) 
3747   Sjile, Oscar – Family (3)  
3748   Skaar, Leslie – Children (2)   
3749   Slabough, Paul (6) 
3750   Smith, Norman – Family (1) 
3751   Soby, Glen (1) 
3752   Solberg, Carl (1) 
3753   Spurglow, Leland – Wedding – Ihla (29) 
3754   Stangland, Lynn (1) 
3755   Stave, Terry – Children (3)  
3756   Stone, Merle (1) 
3757   Stevens, Geo. (30) 
3758   Stevenson, Harold – Children (5)  
3759   Strand, Gerald – Wedding (12)  
3760   Strand, Mr. & Mrs. Olaf (2) 
3761   Strand, Roberta wedding to John Hoper (33)  
3762   Strauland, David (2) 
3763   Streifel, Rose (1) 
3764   Swanson, Andy – Wedding – Gail Getzlaff (36)  
3765   Swanson, Gary (1) 
3766   Sveum, Archie – Boys (1)  
3767   Syvertson, Dale – Wedding – Rita Picard (32)  
3768   Thiel, Tami (2) 
3769   Thompson, Arnold (6) 
3770   Thompson, Mr. & Mrs. Edward (1) 
3771   Tiegler, Curt – Boy (1) 
3772   Torgerson, Larry (38) 
3773   Tuchscher, Joe – Girl (1)  
3774   Tuff, Evelyn (1) 
3775   Tweeten, Laverne – Wedding – Betty Syvertson (32) 
3776   Underdahl, Steve (1) 
3777   Van Suelringler, Davelyn (1)  
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3778   Vangerud, Richard – Children (4)  
3779   Vangsness, Joel – Boy, Bruce (1) 
3780   Vetter, Francis – Wedding Doreen Mac Donald (30)  
3781   Vigeland, Geo – Family (6) 
3782   Vigeland, Dr. Geo (1) 
3783   Vigeland, Harold (1) & 1 print 
3784   Vigeland, Jean – Bridal Copy (2) 
3785   Vigeland, Ted (1) 
3786   Vilness, Ole (2) 
3787   Voeller, Bernic – Boys, Baseball suits (1)  
3788   Voeller, Don – Wedding – Sally Peters (29) 
3789   Volk, Anna (2)  
3790   Volk, Elaine & Bernice (3) 
3791   Volk, Joe – Wedding – Lucille Fountaine (6)  
3792   Volk, Nick (1) 
3793   Volk, Richard – Wedding (38)  
3794   Walter, Glroia (1) 
3795   Wangler, Annette – Publicity Pictures (9)  
3796   Wangler, Rita (1) 
3797   Wavra, Ralph (1) 
3798   Wentz, Bennie – Boy (1)   
3799   Wentz, Marlene (1) 
3800   Wentz, Walter – Baby (1)  
3801   Williams, Mr. & Mrs. W. R. (1)  
3810   Willow City Seniors (21) & 7proofs, letter, 8 deteriorated proof copies  
3802   Wolf, Daniel – Wedding (12) 
3803   Wolf, Francis – Wedding – Verena Hamden (14) 
3804   Wolf, Mr. & Mrs. Jacob (1) 
3805   Wolfe, James – Wedding – Grace Krimm (32) 
3806   Wolford – Basketball – 1960 (5) 
3807   Wolford Seniors 1960 (14) & 11 proofs  
3808   Wurgler, Victor (1) 
3809   Yidstie, Rev. (1) 
 
  1961—  
3811   Abdula, A. (2) 
3812   Abdula, Mrs. A. – Naturalization (2)  
3813   Aberle, Dennis – Wedding (3) 
3814   Albright, Robert (8) 
3815   Allen, C. C. – Family (1)  
3816   Allen, Everett – Family (1) 
3817   Alwardt, Reverend (6) 
3818   Almquist, Ronnie – Wedding – Clayoun Kitzman (36)  
3819   Anderson, Mrs. Elise – Citizenship (1) 
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3820   Anderson, Pat (1) 
3821   Anderson, Richard – Boy (4) 
3822   Anderson, Rudy – Towner, N.D. (whiskers) (6) 
3823   Armstrong, Mrs. Eva (8) 
3824   Armstrong, Frank – Boy (8) 
3825   Armstrong, Frank – Children (2) 
3826   Arnentrodt, Rodney – Girl (1) 
3827   Arstien, Mrs. Alvin (6) 
3828   Arthur, Myrna (1) 
3829   Aures, Reverend Vernon – Boy (1)  
3830   Axtman, Ben (8) 
3831   Axtman, Bernadette (1)  
3832   Axtman, Cliff (1) 
3833   Axtman, Cliff – Girl, Renae (8) 
3834   Axtman, Mike – Baby (1) 
3835   Axtman, Tony – Identity (2) 
3836   Bachmeier, August J. (1)  
3837   Backmeier, Janice (1) 
3838   Bachmeier, Math (9) 
3839   Backsdale, Robert – Wedding (31)  
3840   Bahl, Louis – Wedding – Virginia Schneider (35) 
3841   Baillie, Jim (7) 
3842   Bakken, Mary Ann (6) 
3843   Bale, Yvonne (1) 
3844   Balta Seniors – 1961 (10)  
3845   Beaver, Lorraine (1) 
3846   Beishoff, Jimmy – Wedding – Carol Bosch (38) 
3847   Bekken, Gail (2) 
3848   Belisle, Mr. & Mrs. Joe (16) 
3849   Benn, Byron – Girl (7)  
3850   Berdahl, Gilbert – Baby (6)  
3851   Berg, Thos – Girls (2) 
3852   Berube, Lawrence – Family (6)  
3853   Bertsch, Ralph – Boy (4)  
3854   Bethke, Glenn – Wedding – Sandra Harsnel (51) & 5 prints 
3855   Bickler, Dan – Boy, Kent (1) 
3856   Bickler, John – Wedding – Alice Jundt (11) 
3857   Bickler, Mrs. Mel (1) 
3858   Bishoff, Becky (2) 
3859   Bladow, Dean – Wedding – Madelin Leir Esmond (27) 
3860   Blessum, Arlin – Boys (16) 
3861   Blessum, Mr. & Mrs. Lloyd (10) & 3 proofs 
3862   Blessum, Roger – Girl (4) 
3863   Blessum, Wanda (2) 
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3864   Borgen, Arlene (1) 
3865   Boucher, Vernon (7) 
3866   Braaten, Evelyn (1) 
3867   Braaten, Gene – Wedding – Jane Mears (35) 
3868   Braaten, LeRoy – Girl (1) 
3869   Brandjord, Glenn – Wedding (37)  
3870   Britsch, Mr. & Mrs. Debert (6) 
3871   Brossart, Frank (4) 
3872   Burckhard, Tony (1) 
3873   Burgard, Stan – Boy, Christopher – 1-year-old (1) 
3874   Burkhard, Balzar – Boy (1) 
3875   Burrows, Floyd – Baby (6) 
3876   Carlson, Ivan (1) 
3877   Casavant, Stanley – Wedding (32)  
3878   Charlebois, Cleo – Baby, Mark (1) 
3879   Christenson, Jerome – Wedding – Bottineau, N. D. (30)   
3880   Cook, Dr. S. J. (1) 
3881   Cook, Dr. – Family (1)  
3882   Cook, Wade (1) 
3883   Cooper, Roger – Wedding (2)  
3884   Corbin, Larry – Wedding (33) 
3885   Croak, Bill – Girl, Cathy (3) 
3886   Dawson, Loretta (1) 
3887   Degenstien, Phil – Boy (4)  
3888   Denich, Darrel (6) 
3889   DePriest, Loua (1) 
3890   DeSchneau, Mary (1) 
3891   Doerer, Mrs. Irene (3) 
3892   Dosch, Lorraine (1)  
3893   Drapeaux, Dick (5) 
3894   Easton, Del – Kids (2) 
3895   Ebach, Carol (1) 
3896   Ebach, Donald (1) 
3897   Ebel, Don – Berwick (1) 
3898   Else, Mrs. Florence (1) 
3899   Eisenzimmier, Larry (1) 
3900   Enga, Clayton – Wedding – Lorraine Issacson (32) 
3901   Esterson, Stanley – Wedding (37)  
3902   Fedje, Ole – Family (1) 
3903   Fenerwald, Leonard – Wedding – Martha Schneider – Orrin, N. D. (31)  
3904   Ferguson, Edward (1) 
3905   Fevold, Melvin – Family (1)  
3906   First Lutheran Confirmants (1) 
3907   Fisher, Bob – Wedding – Charlene Gebe (40) 
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3908   Fletchock, Geo. – Family (1) 
3909   Fluvog, Mr. & Mrs. Adolph (1) 
3910   Forbes, Robert – Wedding – Evelyn Braaten (33)  
3911   Fossum, John – Wedding – Linda Fedje (36) 
3912   Fossum, Mrs. Phil & Girl (1) 
3913   Fox, Grace (1) 
3914   Fox, Harvey – Golden Wedding (10)  
3915   Freeberg, Marvin – Boy (2) 
3916   Freund, Wayne – Family (5) 
3917   Frey, Mr. & Mrs. Jacob (1) 
3918   Friedrich, Roy – Children (4)  
3919   Giebel, Mrs. Gene (1) 
3920   Giesinger, Mr. & Mrs. Jack (1) 
3921   Gillis, R. W. – Towner, N. D. (2) 
3922   Gilmore, John – Wedding (5)  
3923   Gingerich, Ernest – Wedding (33) 
3924   Gingerich, Robert (1) 
3925   Gingerich, Reuben – Wedding (3)  
3926   Glure, Don (1) 
3927   Goetz, Frank – Boy (1)  
3928   Goetz, Tony – Girl (3) 
3929   Goodman, Suien (1) 
3930   Gorder, Ken – Baby (4) 
3931   Gordon, Robert – Wedding – Joan Tweeten (32) 
3932   Gosser, Gerald – Baby (4) 
3933   Graber, Abe (2) 
3934   Graber, Frank – Wedding (32)  
3935   Gross, Ben (1) 
3936   Gross, John – Granddaughter (1)  
3937   Gross, Richard – Wedding (9) 
3938   Hager, Rita (1) 
3939   Hannis, Henry – Family (1)  
3940   Hanon, Joe P. (1) 
3941   Haugen, Orris – Wedding – Marie Krefting (31)  
3942   Heidelbough, Eldon – Girl (1) 
3943   Heidelbough, Mrs. Ken (1) & 1 print 
3944   Heilman, John W. – Boy (1)  
3945   Heinle, Arnold – Children (2)  
3946   Heise, Michael (1) 
3947   Heisler, Richard – Children (5)  
3948   Hermanson, Lloyd – Girl, Wendy (1) 
3949   Hersey, Roger – Children (5) 
3950   Hilzendager, Duane – Wedding (10)  
3951   Hilzendager, Mrs. Eddie (1) 
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3952   Hilzendager, Johnny (2) 
3953   Hjelle, Sharon (1) 
3954   Hockley, Clarence (1)  
3955   Hoffart, Al – Wedding – Beatrice Lesmeister (7)  
3956   Hoffart, Don – Wedding – Koble (12) 
3957   Hoffart, Jerillenz (1) 
3958   Hoffart, Marjorie (1) 
3959   Hoffart, Winnefred (1) 
3960   Holling, Ronnie – Family (1) 
3961   Holm, Mr. & Mrs. John (1) 
3962   Holmgrin, Bob – Wife & Children (6)  
3963   Holmquist, Mel (1) 
3964   Homan, Alfred – Wedding (36)  
3965   Homan, Virgil – Wedding – Berwick (37) 
3966   Horely – (Written on envelope: “Please crop as indicated on the proof. This  
        print is fine except the couple are postioned a little too far to the right   
                                                        of  the picture. I could have used this print except for that. The color is   
                                                        fine and very acceptable to my customer.”)  Order: 5 – 8 x 10 prints   
                                                        just like this. (1) & 1 proof, note 
3967   Horley – (Written on envelope:  “Here you did a real good job on what I assume  
                to be a toughie. Please print just as is except I would like the boquet to   
                the bottom of the pictue thus giving a little  more clearance from   
   the taller woman to the top of the picture. Order 1 – 8 x 10 print”)          
  (1) & 1 proof, note 
3968   Horely, John – Wedding – Karen Halleng (38) & 7 prints 
3969   Hosel, Dr. Don – Children (6) 
3970   Humble, Con – Family (1) 
3971   Iverson, Larry (1) 
3972   Jacobson, Ardean – Rolette, N. D. (1)  
3973   Jacobson, Cheryl (1) 
3974   Jacobson, G. O.  (1) 
3975   Jacobson, Paul – Children (1) 
3976   Jelleberg, Everett – Children (1)  
3977   Joeger, Virgil – Wedding (34) 
3978   Johnson, Andy – Family (1) 
3979   Johnson, Ansell – Wedding – Janice Ostrem (34) 
3980   Johnson, Jack (1) 
3981   Johnson, Jim – Boy (1)  
3982   Johnson, LeRoy – Girl (1) 
3983   Johnson, Mr. & Mrs. Les (1) 
3984   Johnson, Luba – Rolla, N. D. (2)   
3985   Johnson, Norman – Wedding (1) 
3986   Johnson, Dr. O. W. (1) 
3987   Johnson, Mrs. O. W. – Judy & grandchild (3)  
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3988   Johnson, Paul – (Chet Johnson) (1) 
3989   Johnson, Richard – Wedding – Elaine Anderson (49)  
3990   Jundt, Joe – Wedding – Janice Bound (42) 
3991   Jundt, Ray (3) 
3992   Kaufman, Harold – Children (1)   
3993   Kaufman, Richard (1) 
3994   Keeling, Leo – Wedding (14)  
3995   Keidel, Al (1) 
3996   Keller Jr., Balzar  – Boy (1)  
3997   Keller, Frank (1) 
3998   Kjelstrom, Mrs. Ted (1)  
3999   Koracin, Frank – Wedding – Ruth Lindseth (21) 
4000   Korgslie, Agnes – Twins – Towner, N. D. (1) 
4001   Kraft, Carlan (1) 
4002   Kreuger, Betty – Upham (1) 
4003   Krim, Tony – Girl (1) 
4004   Kuntz, Bruno (1) & 1 print 
4005   Kuntz, Martin – Wedding (4)  
4006   Kwabo, Jerry – Jean Jacobson – Bottineau, N. D. (46)   
4007   Larson, Cheryl (1) 
4008   Larson, Duane – Wedding (26)  
4009   Larson, Lars – Family (1) 
4010   Larson, Susan (1) 
4011   LeBlanc, Paul – Wedding – Sharon Kreoplin (38)  
4012   Lee, Jack – Girls (1)  
4013   Lien, Carolyn (3) 
4014   Linsaum, William – Family (1)  
4015   Lowiks (7) 
4016   Lowik, Janet (2)  
4017   Lund, Virginia (1) 
4018   Love, Colleen (1) 
4019   Lynse, Harris – Wedding – Joyce Peterson (28)  
4020   Malo, Paul (1) 
4021   Malo, Selmer – Family (1) 
4022   Martin, Roy (1) 
4023   Martin, Mrs. Roy & Kids (6) 
4024   Martwick, Harold – Baby (1) 
4025   McQuire, Candy (1) 
4026   Mears, Emory (1) 
4027   Mears, Jane (1) 
4028   Migler, Balzar – Girl (1) 
4029   Minnewaukan Srs. 1961 (15)  
4030   Mundahl, Darrel – boy (5) 
4031   Myhre, Carl – Children  (3) 
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4032   Neameyer, Gordon – Wedding (2) 
4033   Neigum, Mark (1) 
4034   Nelson, Arnold – Boy (1) 
4035   Nelson, Arnold Duane - - Becky Skarphol (39) 12 proofs, letter 
4036   Ness, Kermith (1) 
4037   Nichols, Don – Wedding (29) 
4038   Nystum, Walt – Children (2)  
4039   Oaklund, Howard – Wdding – Bisbel, N. D. (39)  
4040   Odden, Mrs. Telmer & Children (1)   
4041   Olm, Mr. – Willow City, N. D. (1) 
4042   Opstedahl, Darrel – Wedding (1) 
4043   Orth, Orlan – Kids Eunice & Larry (2) 
4044   Orvedahl, Janice (2) 
4045   Orvick, Gary – Wedding (42)  
4046   Ostrem, Bud – Boy, Bruce (2) 
4047   Ostrem, Delmar – Girl (1)  
4048   Ostrem, Janice (1) 
4049   Otteson, Norman – Boy (2)  
4050   Palmer, Leonard – Wedding – Theresa Bohl (3)  
4051   Parks, Arliss (2) 
4052   Parksman, Connie (1) 
4053   Paulson, Hattie & Ed – Gay Nineties (2)  
4054   Paulson, Marilyn (1) 
4055   Paulson, Robert (2) 
4056   Paulson, Ross (1) 
4057   Peltier, Joseph – Wedding (1)  
4058   Pennington, Bruce & Kim (9) 
4059   Peterson, Alvin – Boy & Girl (3)  
4060   Peterson, Arden (1) 
4061   Peterson, Betty Lou (1)  
4062   Peterson, Raymond – Boy – Wolford, N. D. (1)  
4063   Pflau, Glenn (2) 
4064   Pierson, Larry – Boy (1)  
4065   Rassmusen, Harold – Wedding – Laura Flechhock (35)  
4066   Reiger, Fred – Wedding (4) 
4067   Reiter, Albert – Boy (1) 
4068   Rendahl, Laurel (1) 
4069   Rendahl, May (1) 
4070   Rieter, Dan – Wedding (6)  
4071   Richards, Mr. & Mrs. R. E. (2)  
4072   Rockway, Mr. & Mrs. Chas – W. City (2)  
4073   Rockway, Walter – Kids (1) 
4074   Rommine, Mrs. (1) 
4075   Rondard, Fr. – Roll, N. D. (1)   
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4076   Ronning, Annette (1) 
4077   Ronning, Karen (1) 
4078   Ronning, Steve (1) 
4079   Rose, Mrs. Bessie (1) 
4080   Rugby Police Officers (2) 
4081   Sabbe, Janette (1) 
4082   Sailer, Milo – Wedding (4)  
4083   Salem, Lynn – Wedding (11) 
4084   Saluwey, John – Family (1) 
4085   Sand, Mrs. Clara (1) 
4086   Sanderson, Allan – Wedding – Diane Tuchcherer (42) 
4087   Sather, Arne – Wedding – Diarud girl – Rolla (29) 
4088   Saterlie, Mrs. Agnes (1)  
4089   Sattler, Adam – Wedding (2)  
4090   Sawaya, Uri – Boys (1) 
4091   Scheet, K. G. – Sisters, Nuns (3) 
4092   Schell, Roger – Wedding – Gloria Volk (43) 
4093   Scherr, Victor (1) 
4094   Schmaltz, Glenn – Girl, Carolyn (1) 
4095   Schmaltz, Jim – Boy (1)  
4096   Schmaltz, Joe – Girl (1) 
4097   Schmidt, Douglas – Wedding (27) 
4098   Schneibel – Family for Mrs. Art Olson (1) 
4099   Schoon, Don (1) 
4100   Schriber, Mrs. (1)  
4101   Schwoon, John – Family (1)  
4102   Scott, Jerry (1) 
4103   Seisums, Ruta (1) 
4104   Selensky, Fred – Wedding (10)  
4105   Selensky, John – Boy (1) 
4106   Senger, Mr. & Mrs. W. W. (2)  
4107   Sheriely, Larry – Girl (2) 
4108   Skarphol, Becky (1) 
4109   Slabough, Paul (1) & 1 print 
4110   Smith, Ronald (1) 
4111   Sommers, Richard – Girl (1) 
4112   Sorum, Jerry – Wedding – Harriet Slipper (34) 
4113   Spillum, Judy (1) 
4114   Spillum, Mr. & Mrs. Wes (1) 
4115   Stall, John – Family (1) 
4116   Stave, Ernest – Children (1)  
4117   Strand, Ronnie – Confirmant (1) 
4118   Strumvoll, Eugene – Wedding – Marlys Klein (36)  
4119   Stutrud, Obert (1) 
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4120   Syvertson, Don – Family (1)  
4121   Thompson, Ardell – Boy (1) 
4122   Thorpe, Henry (1) 
4123   Tiegen, Clint – Boy (1)  
4124   Titus, Mr. & Mrs. Floyd (1)  
4125   Tofte, Beverly – Children (2) 
4126   Torgerson, Larry – Baby (2) 
4127   Tuchscherer, Jeanne (2) 
4128   Vangsness, Geo. – Children (3) 
4129   Vetsch, Don – Girl (1) 
4130   Vindedahl, Mr. & Mrs. Ben (2)  
4131   Voeller, Ron (1) 
4132   Volk, Ralph (1) 
4133   Volk, Robert – Wedding – Myhrna Geisinger (10) 
4134   Von Swuinger, Gary (1)  
4135   Volk, Virgil – Wedding – Ruth Sanderson (33)  
4136   Wahl, Judy – Upham (1) 
4137   Wagor, Bill – Children (1) 
4138   Waite, Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence (1)  
4139   Walker, Warren – Wedding – Shirley Johnson (30)  
4140   Wangler, Pat (1) 
4141   Wargler, Arnette (8)  
4142   Weigel, Emil – Family (1)  
4143   Weimer, Ann (1) 
4144   Wolf, Elmer – Baby (1) 
4145   Wolfe, Mr. & Mrs. – Bottineau, N. D. (1)  
4146   Wolford Jubilee Gang – Pietrich (1) 
4147   Wolford Seniors (22) & copy of 4 proofs 
4148   Yoeder, Adell (2) 
4149   Yoeder, Edwin – Boy (1)  
4150   Yoeder, Paul – Wedding (6) 
  1962— 
4151   Bachmeier, Joyce (6) 
4152   Bachmeier, Leo (30) 
4153   Balta Seniors (18) & copy of proofs 
4154   Beaver, Lamoine – Baby (10) 
4155   Berg, Don – Wedding (8) 
4156   Berg, Gary – Wedding – Charlene Haugerud (37) 
4157   Bethany Confirmants (1)  
4158   Bethke Gary – Wedding (8) 
4159   Blessum, Connie (10) 
4160   Blessum, D. (10) 
4161   Bolinski, Bob – Wedding (37) 
4162   Boscjee. Floyd – Baby (8) 
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4163   Bosely, Marlene (11) 
4164   Boucher, Elmer (6)  
4165   Boucher, Romeo (6) 
4166   Buchl, Mr. & Mrs. Joe (13) & copy of proofs 
4167   Buchl, Stan – Children (12) 
4168   Clay, Nelson – Boy (4) 
4169   Cooper, Mrs. Roger (6) 
4170   Cushman, Beecher – Wedding – Lorraine Dosch (40) & letter 
4171   Dahl, Meinetta (1) 
4172   Deuchscherer, Walter (6)  
4173   Dokken, Ernest – Children (15) 
4174   Drapeaux, R. D. – Baby Boy (6) 
4175   Dubovay, Ralph – Wedding (6) 
4176   Easton, Del (8) 
4177   Ellsworth, Larry – Wedding (29)  
4178   Engebrit, Donna (6) 
4179   Engstrom, Janice (6) 
4180   Erickson, Arndt (6) 
4181   Erickson, Don – Children (8) 
4182   Fagerlund, Oliver – Family (7) 
4183   First Lutheran Confirmants (1) 
4184   Forde, Duane (4) 
4185   Foster, Mrs. Chas (8) 
4186   Friestad, Mr. & Mrs. Lars (6)  
4187   Fritel, Beatrice (6) 
4188   Fritel, Joseph & Hoffart Wedding (9)  
4189   Fudge, Mrs. Hanah (2) 
4190   Gates, Bill – Carol Krefting (32)  
4191   Genre, Berry Lou – Girl (12) 
4192   Giles, Warren – Girl (12) 
4193   Gaetz, Don (2) 
4194   Gonskop, Shirley (6) 
4195   Gouen, Carl “joe” – Wedding – Darlene Axtman (51) & 4 proofs 
4196   Grann, John – Family (8) 
4197   Green, Betty – Passport (1) 
4198   Grenier, Ronnie (6) 
4199   Gudesse, Mr. Steven (8) 
4200   Gullickson, Mrs. Manford (6) 
4201   Gunnerud, Al (7) 
4202   Hager, Don – Wedding (10)  
4203   Hale, Jean (8) 
4204   Halverson, Ken (6)  
4205   Hamel, Duane (8) 
4206   Hanon, Alfred – Girl (8)  
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4207   Harper, Mark – Boy, Bryan Harper (8) 
4208   Hauge, Vivian & Elmer (8) 
4209   Haugen, Lee (6) 
4210   Heinler, Geo Jr. – Wedding Harriet Preuss – Edmond, N. D. (38) 
4211   Heintz, Christ – Wedding – Judy Marlene Axtman (24) 
4212   Hermanson, Lloyd – Boy (16) 
4213   Hersey, Chas Mr. & Mrs. (4) 
4214   Heise, Eloise – Identification (1)  
4215   Hill, Karen (8) 
4216   Hoffart, Mr. Mrs. Joe L. (6) 
4217   Hoffart, Peter – Children (7)  
4218   Hoffart, Donna (4) 
4229   Hoffman, Bert – Baby (8) 
4230   Hoffman, Betty – Walter (6) 
4231   Hornstien, Don – Withhorn (7) 
4222   Hosna, Ordean – Linda Bosch (33) 
4223   Jacobson, Keith – Wedding (33) 
4224   Jacobson, Laverne – Wedding – Pat Tweeten – Rollette, N. D. (37) 
4225   Jaeger, Richard – Boy (6) 
4226   Johnson, Allen – Wedding – Karen Hill (34)  
4227   Johnson, Ardell – Wedding (28) & letters  
4228   Johnson, Dave – Wedding – Karen Erdman (37)  
4229   Johnson, Doug – Cub Scout, Chet (10) 
4230   Johnson, O. W. – Passport (1) 
4231   Jorde, Henry – Boy (6) 
4232   Jorgenson, Geo – Passport (1)  
4233   Jorgenson, Mr. & Mrs. Gorman & Son – Passports – Rolla, N. D. (3) 
4234   Joslin, Don – Baby (4)  
4235   Jundt, Mr. & Mrs. Joe Sr. (16)  
4236   Jundt, Rosella (4) 
4237   Kappel, Jim (8) 
4238   Kaulie, Duane (12) 
4239   Kay, Paul – Baby (6) 
4240   Keena, Jack – Family (7)  
4241   Kissinger, Mr. & Mrs. Fred (1) 
4242   Kitelson, Gary – Boy (8) 
4243   Kjelstrom, Ted – Family (6) 
4244   Klein, Jerry – Wedding – Bernetta Axtman (37)  
4245   Klein, Kenny – Wedding (9) 
4246   Knutson, Kathryn (8) 
4247   Koble, Adam (11) 
4248   Koble, Albertina & Daughter (12) 
4249   Konglie, Alic – Upham Principal (6) 
4250   Kroeplin, Dale – Boy (8) 
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4251   Kuntz, Casper – Wedding (11) 
4252   LaCroiux, Ernest (1) 
4253   Larson, Bill – Grandchild (8) 
4254   Larson, Fred – Wedding – Margret Sjule (34) 
4255   Larson, Harold – Children (2) 
4256   Larson, Howard – Children (10) 
4257   Larson, Tyler (6) 
4258   Le Bern, Mr. & Mrs. Fred T. (5) 
4259   Leas, Dennis – Wedding – Rock Lake, N. D. (34)  
4260   Lee, Clarence – Wedding – Bottineau, N. D.  (40) & 2 proofs 
4261   Lemar, Anthony – Wedding (28) 
4262   Leonard, Darlene (8) 
4263   Lesmeister, Bonnie (6) 
4264   Lesmeister, Caroline (8) 
4265   Lien, Fred – Wedding (40) 
4266   Lunde, Joshua – Dr. Lynn Lunde (8) 
4267   Malone, Mary Jane (6) 
4268   Martin, Doug (1) 
4269   Martin, Elza (9) 
4270   Massine, Bernadette (6) 
4271   Mathews, Vallie (6) 
4272   Mattern, Joey – Wedding (10)  
4273   Mattern, Mary (4) 
4274   Mattson, Con – Mother – Passports (2) 
4275   McChesney, Reverend (8) 
4276   McClintock, John – Boy (8)  
4277   McGuire, Larry – Wedding – Judy L Croiux (29)  
4278   McKinon, Tom – Cando, N. D. (34) 
4279   Miltenberger, Walt (8) 
4280   Minnewauken Seniors (15) & 15 proofs copys  
4281   Munslanger (6) 
4282   Mygland, Bennie – Twins (12)  
4283   Namenich, Ted (2) 
4284   Nemeyer, Gordon – Baby (7)  
4285   Nickel, Clarence – Family (3) 
4286   Odden, Carol (4) 
4287   Oksendahl, Merwyn – Boy (8)  
4288   Oksendahl, Art – Copy (1) 
4289   Olaueson (8) 
4390   Olson, Mrs. Roy – Copy (1) 
4291   Opstedahl, Mrs. Floyd (6) 
4292   Ostdahl, Larry – Boy (6) 
4293   Ostenson, Darlene – Drape, N. D. (8)  
4294   Overly Confirmants (5) 
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4295   Patnode, Mr. & Mrs. Tom (6)  
4296   Pennington, Kim (14) 
4297   Peterson, Kenneth – Wedding – Della Volk – Berwick, N. D. (33)  
4298   Pfau, Elaine (6) 
4299   Pfeifer, Joe – Naturalization (2)  
4300   Pottinger, Winston – Wedding – Clarene Stewart Hoeboley (35)  
4301   Presthus, Dave (6) 
4302   Purrington, Carol Giles – Passports (1)  
4303   Rall, Rose Marie (6) 
4304   Randle, Arland (1) 
4305   Reed, Doris (6) 
4306   Renweiler, Ken (8) 
4307   Ringdahl Confirmants (1)  
4308   Roerich, David – Wedding (10) 
4309   Romine, Gene – Family (3) 
4310   Salin, Naomi (8) 
4311   Sattler, Kathy (1) 
4312   Saude, Agnes (8) 
4313   Sauer, Dick – Wedding – Betty Hornstien (40)  
4314   Sawchuck, Dr. John – Boy (1) 
4315   Schmaltz, Clem – Girl, Collette (1) 
4316   Schmaltz, Mr. & Mrs. Pete (1) 
4317   Schmidt, David – Wedding (10) 
4318   Schneider, Raphael (1) 
4319   Schoon, John P. – Boy (1)  
4320   Schumacher, Jerome – Boy (1) 
4321   Selland, Orville – Boy (1) 
4322   Senchal, Keith – Averly (1)  
4323   Severson, Arlen – Wedding – Julie Berg (38) & letter  
4324   Sherwin, Stanley – Boy (8) 
4325   Sloughbough, Ernest – Wedding (3)  
4326   Smith, Cleo (6) 
4327   Smith, Jim – Wedding (3)  
4328   Snider, Frank – Wolford, N. D. (1)  
4329   Solberg, Ken – Boy (2) 
4330   Solberg, Reverend – Confirmants (5)  
4331   Spaulding, Mrs. – Towner, N. D. (1) 
4332   Stall, Mr. Mrs. (8) 
4333   Peck Starhill, Harold – Passport (1)  
4334   Stokke, Allan – Wedding – Barbara Freeman (41) 
4335   Stone, Terry – Girl (6) 
4336   Strickland, Dean (1) 
4337   Stroebele, Jerry – Rose Lee Fagerlund (35)  
4338   Stutrud, Earl – Children (10) 
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4339   Stutrud, Rhoda (8) 
4340   Surr, Donna (6) 
4341   Surr, Ray – Wedding (8)  
4342   Swanson, Andy (1) 
4343   Solvey, Sylvester – Wedding (25)  
4344   Thompson, Arnold (8) 
4345   Thompson, Gayle – Ron Voeller – Passports (2)  
4346   Tillman, Christy (6) 
4347   Towner Confirmants (4)  
4348   Tuchscherer, Pius (12) 
4349   Tuff, Bud (6) & 2 prints 
4350   Tuff, Mrs. Bud (6) 
4351   Tuff, Dennis – Girl, Naomi (1)  
4352   Turnes, Pius – Rugby (N.D.) – Cap Ident. (1)  
4353   Turnquist, Ricky – Negs. Ordered with Rugby (N.D.) Seniors (2)  
4354   Tweeten, John – Wedding – Janice Wittmeyer (34) 
4355   Underdahl, Burton – Girl (8) 
4356   Ulland, M. A. – Upham Supt. (6)  
4357   Upham Seniors (35) & 33 total proofs, 11 proof copys 
4358   Vigeland, Dave, John & Jean (8) 
4359   Vigeland, Harold (9) & 8 prints 
4360   Voeller, Mary Ellen (6) 
4361   Voeller, Ron – Wedding (33)  
4362   Wagar, Bill – Wedding – Edith Von Camp (33)  
4363   Wangler, Richard – Wedding (10) 
4364   Weisebeck, Joe – Wedding (3) 
4365   Welch, Addie (8) 
4366   Wentz, Don & Loretta Wedding – Fulda, N. D. (31)  
4367   Wentz, Walter Jr. – Boy (6) 
4368   Willow City Seniors (22) 
4369   Winger, Dooley – Wedding – Lynn Coyier (35) 
4370   Wittmayer, Janice (2) 
4371   Woehl, Pearlene (16) 
4372   Wolfe, Claude – Girl, Ann (10) 
4373   Wolfe, Kathy (6)  
4374   Wolford Seniors (25) & 23 proof copys 
4375   Wurgler, Bob – Wedding – Carol Hagen (45)  
4376   Wurgler, Keith – Wedding (36) 
4377   Wurgler, Sharon (8) 
4378   Yoder, Donna (1) 
4379   Yoder, Marlene (2) 
4380   Yoder, Mr. Mose & Daughter (1)  
4381   Ziegler, John – Girl (2)   
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1963— 
4382   Afell, Marlyn – Wedding – Vivian Ostrem (37)  
4383   Albright, Bob – Wedding – Judy Wittmeyer (38)  
4384   Allen, Sharon (12) 
4385   Ambuehl, Sharon (7) 
4386   Anderson Family – Upham, N. D. (8)   
4387   Anderson, Richard – Boy (second child) (8) 
4388   Anderson, Richard – Family (7) 
4389   Anderson, Mr. & Mrs. Sauder (13) 
4390   Archer, Ron (6) letter 
4391   Archer, Mrs Ron (4) 
4392   Armstrong, Mrs. Eva – Copy (1)  
4393   Armstrong, Mrs. Eva – Copy (1) 
4394   Armstrong, Richard – Family (4) 
4395   Arthur, Myrna (8)  
4396   Arthur, Myrna (6) 
4397   Austin, Mr. & Mrs. G. U. (10)  
4398   Austin, Warren – Girl (16) 
4399   Awalt, William – Boy, Dean (8) 
4400   Axtman, Ben – Boy (8) 
4401   Axtman, Edward J. – Girl (6) 
4402   Axtman, John Jr. – Baby (6) 
4403   Axtman, Ken (6) 
4404   Axtman, Rudy – Family (12) 2 proofs  
4405   Bachmeier, August J. (9) 
4406   Bachmeier, Geo. – Wedding – Dianne Eide (38)  
4407   Bachmeier, Joe – Family (5)  
4408   Bachmeier, Sylvia (8) 
4409   Bachmeier, Vincent – Wedding – Valley City, N. D. (35)  
4410   Bale, Marlene (4) 
4411   Balta Seniors (15) &14 proof copys 
4412   Barnes, Virgil (8) 
4413   Beckedahl, Vern (4)  
4414   Bergsgaard, Rachel (8) 
4415   Bertsch, Ralph – Girl (8) 
4416   Bethany Confirmants (1) 
4417   Bischoff, Bill (8) 
4418   Bischoff, Geo. – Boy, Jim (8) 
4419   Black, Leonard – Children (14) 
4420   Black, Monica (8) 
4421   Blessum, Bobby (2) 
4422   Blessum, Darrel – Wedding (44)  
4423   Blessum, Mr. & Mrs. Mel – Passports (4) 
4424   Boucher, Elmer (7) 
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4425   Boucher, Romeo (6) 
4426   Bowersox, Berkley (1) 
4427   Bowersox, Pat (1) 
4428   Braaten, Donald (1) 
4429   Braaten, Gordon (2) 
4430   Braaten, LeRoy – Girl (10)  
4431   Brown, Mrs. C. D. & Children – Passport (1)  
4432   Buchl, Andy (8) 
4433   Bucholz, Supt. Reynold – Wolford, N. D. (1)  
4434   Burckhardt, Tony (6) 
4435   Buresh, John – Boy (8) 
4436   Burke, Tom (6) 
4437   Busch, Joan (8) 
4438   Bykonen, Robert – Wedding – Arliss Lynes (34) 
4439   Cameron, Ron – Wedding (37) 
4440   Cassavant, Stanley – Boy (8) 
4441   Christopherson, Ed (9) 
4442   Clementson, Howard – Children (24)  
4443   College, Marlene (14) 
4444   Cook, Dr. – Girl – Leeds, N. D. (9) 
4445   Cooper, Dick (4) 
4446   Cote, Ernie – Wedding – Barbra Hiatt (34)  
4447   Cozier, Chip (6) 
4448   Cushman, Becker – Baby (8)  
4449   Dahl, Richard – Wedding – Bernice Benson (8) 
4450   Degenstien, Leo – Family (8) 
4451   Degner, Marvin – Girl (6) 
4452   Devine, John – Wedding – Monica Brossart (38)  
4453   Dittmer, Darel – Wedding – Joanne Sand (39) 
4454   Dolan, Richard – Children (18) 
4455   Drege, Allen – Boy (8) 
4456   Duchscherer, Chas – Family (8)  
4457   Duff, Dolores (8) 
4458   Dunseith Confirmants – Moren (5)  
4459   Dunseith Seniors (31) &29 proof copys 
4460   Ebach, Carol – Passports (1) 
4461   Ebach, Dorothy (8) 
4462   Eckert, Bob – Wedding (33)  
4463   Egeland, Mrs. (8)  
4464   Egeland, Mrs. – Naturalization (1)  
4465   Egen, Ruby (14)  
4466   Eide, Dianne (7) 
4467   Eide, Melvin – Family (3) 
4468   Else, Doris (4) 
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4469   Erickson, Dave (8) 
4470   Erie, Sharon (8) 
4471   Falden, Dennis – Wedding (39)  
4472   Falden, Ludvig – Passports (1) 
4473   Fedje, Andrew – Naturalization (1)  
4474   Fedje, Mr. & Mrs. Andrew – Passports (4)  
4475   Fedje, Ardell – Boy, Andy (8) 
4476   Fettig, Mike – Girl (8) 
4477   Fjellinger, Larry – Ident.(2) 
4478   Flechtsock, Althea (1) 
4479   Fleway, Mr. & Mrs. Adolph 45 wedding anniversy (9)  
4480   Follies, Mr. & Mrs. Russell (6) 
4481   Fox, Grover – Wedding – Janice Johnson (34)  
4482   Friederich, Mr. & Mrs. Roy – Passports (4) 
4483   Gable, Mr. & Mrs. Ermous (6) 
4484   Geigla, Harleen (12) 
4485   Genre, Don – Girl (10) 
4486   Gilge, Mr. & Mrs. Clarence (6) 
4487   Gilge, Eldore – Boy (6) 
4488   Goetz, Dennis – Children (18)  
4489   Goldade, Leonard – Girl (6) 
4490   Gorder, Ken (8)  
4491   Graber, Mr. & Mrs. Amos – Passports (1) 
4492   Graber, Frank – Child (8) 
4493   Grande, Einar – Family (4) 
4494   Green, Ross – Family (6) 
4495   Gross, John (6) 
4496   Hager, Roy C. – Wedding – Esmond, N. D. (12) 
4497   Halland, Mr. & Mrs. Harold (18) 
4498   Halverson, Albert – Family (6) 
4499   Halverson, Hans – Passports (1) 
4500   Hammel, John – Deanne Hornstien (42)  
4501   Hanon, Mrs. Virgil & Children (12) 
4502   Harper, Bryan (Bud) – Wedding (36) 
4503   Harper, Mrs. (8) 
4504   Harrison, Daryl – Children – W. City (14)  
4505   Harrison, Morrie – Family (63) 
4506   Hartman, Susan (6) 
4507   Hartman, Tom – Family (6)  
4508   Haugen, Vivian (4) 
4509   Heidelbaugh, Curtis – Wedding – Beverly Wurgler (32) 
4510   Held, Bartley – Wedding – Rolla, N. D. (33) 
4511   Herfindahl, Roger – Wedding – Renae Thartsman (38) 
4512   Hetler Family (1) & 1 print  
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4513   Hill, Mark – Wedding (36) 
4514   Hilldebrand, Neil – Wedding – Mary Lou Strand (37)  
4515   Hilzendager, Butch – Baseball Suit (12) 
4516   Hoff, Mrs. Ed – Passport (1) 
4517   Holmquist, Mel – Home (7) & letter 
4518   Hormel, Herbert – Family (10) 
4519   Hosen, A. – Family – Rolla, N. D. (4) 
4520   Hosen, Ronald – Girl – Rolla, N. D. (9)  
4521   Humble, Alice (2) 
4522   Humble, Wendel (3) 
4523   Humner, Father Felix (6) 
4524   Humner, Father Felix – 50th Anniversary (16)  
4525   Iverson, Mrs. – Sattler Twins (10) 
4526   Iverson, Shorty – Family & Larry (12)  
4527   Jacobson, Mary (6)  
4528   Jacobson, Merle – Children (15)  
4529   Jager, Stanley – Wedding – Winnifred Hoffart (37)  
4530   Jeannotte, Marlene (4) 
4531   Jelsing, Arlan – Children (28)  
4532   Jelsing, Wayne – Baby girl (10) 
4533   Jestad, L. J. – Dunseith Superintendent (7)  
4534   Johnson, LeRoy – Boy (9) 
4535   Johnson – Children – Lester & Larry (20) 
4536   Job, Dennis – Highway Patrol Officer (2) 
4537   Johnson, Lyle – Family (8) 
4538   Johnson, Mrs. Lyle (8) 
4539   Johnson, Norval – Wedding (32)  
4540   Johnson, Mr. & Mrs. Selner (6) 
4541   Jordon, Larry (4) 
4542   Jundt, Ray – Girl (8)  
4543   Jundt, Richard – Wedding (28)  
4544   Kay, Paul (8) 
4545   Keller, Golden wedding anversery (8) & letter 
4546   Kester, Mike – Wedding (14) 
4547   King, Don – Children (13) 
4548   Kinney, Darwin – Girl (5) 
4549   Kittleson, Mrs. Kittle – Five Generations (3) 
4550   Klien, Gene (6) 
4551   Knutson, Jean (8) 
4552   Koble, Katherine – Orrin, N. D. (8)  
4553   Koble, Mike (12) 
4554   Koble, Tony – Wedding – Mary Ann Bakke (33)  
4555   Koehmstedt, Donald – Passports (1) 
4556   Koehmstedt, Lloyd – Passports (1) 
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4557   Kraft, Pete & Family (12) 
4558   Kraft, Walter – Children (17) 
4559   Kreuger, Carly (6) 
4560   Larson, Mr. & Mrs. Jack – Bisbee, N. D. – for Jim Erickson (2)  
4561   Larson, Mrs. Orville – Copy (1) 
4562   Leach, Bob – Wedding – Janice Poe Blessum (42)  
4563   Leeds Confirmants – Nissen (5) 
4564   Lemar, Peter – Wedding – Jenny Senger (28)  
4565   Ley, Chris (10) 
4566   Lien, Carolyn (16)  
4567   Lien, Keith – Wedding – Ronette Neameyer (32)  
4568   Lima, Barnell (1) 
4569   Linde, Reverend – Family (6)  
4570   Liwing, Neil – Copy (1) 
4571   Lowe, Coleen (6) 
4572   Lugtug, Mrs. – Copy (1)  
4573   Lunde, Dr. – Girl, Clare (3) 
4574   Lunde, Dr. Lynn – Girl, Clara (3)  
4575   Luth, Douglas – Wedding – Diane Hager (43) 
4576   Mackey, Darrel – Wedding – Naomi Solbin (31) 
4577   Madrow, Maracia (7) 
4578   Malnor, Marcus – Wedding – Bisbee, N. D. (33)  
4579   Malo, Paul (6) 
4580   Mann, Reverend & Mrs. – Passports (1)  
4581   Martinson, Marty (10) 
4582   Mattern, Clytus – Wedding (28)  
4583   Mattern, Tim – Wedding (30) 
4584   McCracken, Ray – Wedding – Selvy Kristensen- Bisbee, N. D. (47) 
4585   McCombe, Mr. & Mrs. William (7) 
4586   McCullough, Howard – Wedding – Betty Kay Hasen (33) 
4587   McCurtain, Bob – Wedding (Mary Lynn Cosette) (7) 
4588   McIntyre, Dr. – Boy (5) 
4589   Meuller, Ed – Children (10)  
4590   Mickelson, L. T. – Passports – Belcourt, N. D. (1)  
4591   Mitchell, Ronald – Wedding – Rock Lake, N. D. (38) 
4592   Moen, Dennis (4) 
4593   Moen, Lois (12) 
4594   Moren, Rev. Orval – Girl (6)  
4595   Morthe, John – Wedding – Bernice Jundt (35)  
4596   Mosher, Edith (6) 
4597   Mouegar – Copy – Rolette, N. D. (1) 
4598   Muffinbier, Dennis – Girl (12) 
4599   Muffinbier, Wesley – Wedding – Rita Wangler – Bottineau, N. D. (33) 
4600   Mygland, Alfred – Girl (8) 
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4601   Neameyer, Gordon – Girl (8)  
4602   Neigum, George – Boy (8) 
4603   Neigum, John – Boy (11) 
4604   Nelson, Arnold – Baby (8) 
4605   Nelson, Mrs. J. Fred (4) 
4606   Nelson, Marlow – Boys (6)  
4607   Ness, Beverly (8) 
4608   Ness, Geraldine (12) 
4609   Niese, Dennis – Wedding – Ann Hoffart – Tulda, N. D. (13)  
4610   Nilson, Reverend (6) 
4611   Nilson, Reverend – Confirmants – W. City (4)  
4612   Nissen, Reverend E. J. – Boy – Leeds (8) 
4613   Norsby, Mrs. – Family (6) 
4614   Odden, Irwin – Girl (7) 
4615   Offner, Mr. & Mrs. Dan (6)  
4616   Olson, Einar – Children (6) 
4617   Olson, Jeralyn (8) 
4618   Olson, Robert – Copy - Thresh Machine (1) 
4619   Ostrem, Delmer – Boy (8)  
4620   Ostrem, Harold – Boy (8) 
4621   Paul, Cecil – Baby, Jay (10) 
4622   Paulson, Claire – Children (12) 
4623   Pawnell, Beverly (4)  
4624   Peletier, Joe – Girl (8) 
4625   Perchels, Rev. – Rolla, N. D. (6)  
4626   Peters, Donna (6) 
4627   Peterson, Don – Children (7)  
4628   Peterson, John – Family (8) 
4629   Peterson, Maureen (8) 
4630   Pfau, Dorothy (6) 
4631   Pfau, Glenn (7) 
4632   Pierson, Orville – Wedding (30)  
4633   Pieterick, Mike – Wedding (7) 
4634   Puchalich, Mike (4) 
4635   Purington, Knox, Sr. (6)  
4636   Purington – Children (16) 
4637   Reed, Darrel – Family (7) 
4638   Ring, Rev. – Baby (16) 
4639   Ringdahl – Confirmants – Upham, N. D. (5)  
4640   Riplinger, Mary Ann (4) 
4641   Ritterman, Janet (8) 
4642   Rogelstad, Alfred – Family (8)  
4643   Rokke – Children (24) 
4644   Rolette – Confirmants – Soathaff (5)  
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4645   Rolette – Confirmants – Soathaff (5) 
4646   Romaine, Jerry – Wedding – Sandra Paul (35)  
4647   Ronglien, John – Family (17) 
4648   Rosencrans, Lois (8) 
4649   Rothgarn, Mrs. Ted (8)  
4650   Salem, C. A. – Family – Wolford, N. D. (1)  
4651   Sanderson, Alton – Girl (7)  
4652   Sanderson, Merton – Wedding (8)  
4653   Sather, Opal (3) 
4654   Scheet, Dennis – Wedding – Linda Strand (26)  
4655   Scheet, Mrs. Don & Boy, Peter (6) 
4656   Schell, Larry (6) 
4657   Schell, Wayne – Wedding – Sharon Anfinson (44)  
4658   Schlenner, Bill – Wedding – Lois Schlub – Bisbee, N. D. (36)  
4659   Schmaltz, Joe – Girl (6) 
4660   Schmidt, Joe – Wedding – Mary Ellen Voeller – Fulda, N. D. (40)   
4661   Schoon, Bernard (6) 
4662   Schoon, Bernard – Boy – First Communion (6)  
4663   Schoon, Bernard – Girl – First Communion (6) 
4664   Schrieber, Renee (10) 
4665   Schumacher, Jerome (5) 
4666   Schuster, Conrad (8) 
4667   Seisum, Rutta (8) 
4668   Selland, Diane (4) 
4669   Selland, Norman – Children (12) 
4670   Senger – Boys in uniform (12) 
4671   Senger, Dick – Highway Patrol Officer (2) 
4672   Senger, Nick – Wedding (37) 
4673   Sherwin, Renae – Girl (6) & 6 proofs 
4674   Shirley, Larry – Children (12) 
4675   Siegle, Roy – Family (6) 
4676   Skaar, Gordon – Family (12) 
4677   Smith, Barry (6) 
4678   Sobols, Phil – Family (11)  
4679   Soby, Glenn (6) 
4680   Soffe, Wilbur – Family (6)  
4681   Solberg, Ken – Second boy (8) 
4682   Solberg, Rev. – Family (10) 
4683   Solberg, Rev. – Rolette Confirmants (4)  
4684   Solmonson, Stanley – Joan Wurgler (37) 
4685   Stangeland, Lynn (4) 
4686   Stavony, Harold – Children (15) & 3 prints, letter  
4687   Stave, Ernest – Boy (8) 
4688   Steuss, Pastor Roger – Girl (8)  
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4689   Stevens, Mr. & Mrs. Grant (6) 
4690   Strand, Gerald – Boy (8) 
4691   Strand, Linda (6) 
4692   Stumvoll, Eugene – Baby (18) & 2 proofs  
4693   Stutrud, Earl – Family (10) 
4694   Stutrud, Jim – Wedding – Yvonne Bale (32) 
4695   Sueum, Archie – Boy, Jay (19) 
4696   Swanson, Helen (6) 
4697   Teigen, Calvin (4) 
4698   Tellerico – Ebach girls – niece (6)  
4699   Thom, Duane – Children (7) 
4700   Thomas, Mrs. Lyle – Naturalization (1)  
4701   Thompson, Francis W. (8)  
4702   Tofte, Beverly – Family (8) 
4703   Tofte, Marlene (1) & 1 proof 
4704   Tofte, P. B. – Boy (8) 
4705   Towner Confirmants – Reverend Steuss (5)  
4706   Tyler, Carla (6) 
4707   Underdahl, Alan – Copy – Parents (1)  
4708   Underdahl, Mr. & Mrs. Bob – Copy for Children (2) 
4709   Underdahl, Burton (9) 
4710   Van Sweringen, Daulyn (8) 
4711   Vandal, Amie – Wedding – Gladys Browen – Rolla, N. D. (28)  
4712   Volk, Edward – Wedding (6) 
4713   Volk, Gary (6) 
4714   Volk, Ralph – Boy (8)  
4715   Volk, Richard – Wedding – Marlene Yoder (25)  
4716   Wagar, Bill – Children (6) 
4717   Wangler, Rita (4) 
4718   Wdowiak, Fr. Joe (8) 
4719   Welk, Richard – Wedding (10)  
4720   Werner, Claude – Identity (6) 
4721   Werner, Claude – Wedding – Judy Busch (37)  
4722   Weideman, Poly (4) 
4723   Wiemer, Carl – Boy (8)  
4724   Williams, Lester – Copy (1) 
4725   Willow City Seniors (21) & 18 proof copys 
4726   Wolfe, Elmer – Girl (8) 
4727   Wolfe, Francis – Baby (7) 
4728   Wolford Confirmants – Gidstil (11)  
4729   Wolford Seniors (16) & 14 proof copys 
4730   Wurgler, Donna (6) 
4731   Wyman, Robert – Wedding – Delvina Goetz – W. City (38)  
4732   Yoeder, Edwin (1) 
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4733   Young, Don (4) 
4734   Zacher, Jim – Wedding (11)   
  1964— 
4735   Ackerman, Christy (8) 
4736   Alberino, John – Wedding – Shirley Skaterud – Rolla, N. D. (34) & note  
4737   Amon, Jackie (6) 
4738   Andel, Shirley – Nurse (8)  
4739   Anderson Sisters (8) 
4740   Anderson, Mr. & Mrs. – Alfred Anderson parents (10)  
4741   Anderson, Mrs. Arnold (10) 
4742   Anderson, Bev (7) 
4743   Anderson, James – Baby (8) 
4744   Anklam, Charles (8) 
4745   Arnold, Mrs. Louis (6) 
4746   Arntzern – Superintendent – W. City (Watford, N. D. ?) (6) 
4747   Arthur, Myrna – Miss Gro Center (40) 
4748   Aitkin, Mrs. John & Mrs. Hill, her mother (7) 
4749   Atkinson, Mel – Children (8) 
4750   Austin, Mr. & Mrs. Raliegh (5) 
4751   Axtman, Cathy (7) & 1 proof 
4752   Axtman, John – Girl (9) 
4753   Axtman, Shilo (1) 
4754   Bachmeier, Joseph – Lillian Kremer (19)  
4755   Bachmeier, Phillip – Wedding – Bertha Linghor – Orrin – c/o Mick Linghor (11) 
4756   Bale, Andrea (4) 
4757   Balta Seniors (16) & 14 proofs 
4758   Barbot, Eleanor (6) 
4759   Barnes, Lois – Passports (1)  
4760   Bartsch, Al – Family (8) 
4761   Beaver, Lorraine – Girl (6)  
4762   Becker, Carol – Teacher’s Children (12) 
4763   Berg, Reverend (4) 
4764   Bertsch, Ralph (7) 
4765   Berube, Sharon – Belcourt, N. D. (5) 
4766   Bethany Confirmants (8) & 2 prints 
4767   Bickler, Mrs. L. K. (14) 
4768   Bickler, Louis (7) 
4769   Binfet, Alber – Wedding (7) 
4770   Binfet, Mrs. Mike – Copy (2)  
4771   Bischoff, Betty (16) 
4772   Bischoff, Leonard (6) 
4773   Bishop, Carl – Family (1) 
4774   Blessum, Mr. & Mrs. Lester (14) 
4775   Block, Gary – Baby (4) 
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4776   Boardman, C. D. – Family (9) & 2 proofs, letter  
4777   Boechler, Leander – Boy (8) 
4778   Bohl, Maurus (6) 
4779   Bohl, Phillip (34) 
4780   Bonnet, Tim (7) 
4781   Borstad, Ann (8) 
4782   Boschee, Beth (11) 
4783   Bosch, Simon – Family (8) & 6 proofs 
4784   Boucher, Elmer – Baby (8) 
4785   Boucher, Vernon – Boy (8) 
4786   Braaten, Mr. & Mrs. Elmer (6) & 1 proof  
4787   Braaten, Mr. & Mrs. Gilbert (7) & 2 proofs 
4788   Braaten, Gene – Boy (8) 
4789   Broatin, Keith – Wrestling suit (2) 
4790   Brandt, Peter – Wedding – Karen Solberg (36) & 1 print 
4791   Brose, Bill – Wedding – Noomie Peterson (48) 
4792   Brossart, Frank (8) 
4793   Bryant, Sheryl (7) 
4794   Brynteson, Roy – Children (14)  
4795   Buchl, Stanley (8) 
4796   Burkhard, Balzar – Boy (8)  
4797   Burkhard, John L. – Girl (6) 
4798   Burkhardsmeier, Adam (8)  
4799   Burkhardsmeier, Patty (6) 
4800   Burrow, Floyd (8) 
4801   Burrow, Floyd – Girl (8)  
4802   Burton, Mrs. Frank – Passports (1)  
4803   Byre, Sharon (8) 
4804   Caley, Mrs. Daris (13) 
4805   Christiansen, Wes (11) 
4806  Christianson, Kenny – Wedding – Sharon Booth – Rock Lake, N. D. (37) & 1         
                                        Print copy  
4807   Cook Joan (6) 
4808   Dr. Cook – Girl, Alyson – Rolette, N. D. (8)  
4809   Cook, Dr. Bob – Boy – Leeds, N. D. (10)  
4810   Cote, Art (4) 
4811   Cote, Ernie – Girl (10) 
4812   Conroy, Mrs. E. L. (4) 
4813   Davis, Mrs. Harvey – Copies (5)  
4814   Dissette, Gene – Children (8) 
4815   Dokken, Darrel – Wedding (10) 
4816   Drege, Allen – Girl (12) 
4817   Dronen, Dorothy (8) 
4818   Dubuque, Alfred – Family (6) & 1 print  
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4819   Duchscherer, Roger – Wedding – Laverne Axtman (47) & 6 prints  
4820   Duchscherer, Walter – Girl (10) 
4821   Dunbai, Rose & Children (14) 
4822   Ebach, Irene (7) 
4823   Edwards, Irving – Wedding – Newburg (34) 
4824   Egeland, Mrs. Hans (6) 
4825   Egeland, Howard (8) 
4826   Ehli, Christ – Family (6) 
4827   Eisenzimmer, Linda (8) 
4828   Ekren, Mr. & Mrs. Mike (10)  
4829   Enstad, Elizabeth (6) 
4830   Estes, Tim – Wedding (48)  
4831   Fagerlund, Ted (6) 
4832   Fedje, Darel – Navy uniform (8) 
4833   Ferguson, Claire (2) 
4784   First Lutheran Confirmants (1) 
4835   Fixon, LeRoy – Wedding (17) 
4836   Fosberg, Deanna (8) 
4837   Fossum, John – Wedding – Janice Mattson (37)  
4838   Fossum, John – Girl (7) 
4839   Fox, Susan (16) 
4840   Frees, Carla (8) 
4841   Fritel, William – Wedding (12) 
4842   Gasperlin, Kathy (6) 
4843   Getzlaff, Gary – Wedding – Lou Ann Fosness (34)  
4844   Gilbertson, LeRoy – Wedding – Judy Rudolph (31) 
4845   Gilge, Eldare – Boy (10) 
4846   Gilge, Ingvold – Family (6)  
4847   Gilge, Lynnette (6) 
4848   Gilge, Mr. & Mrs. Ronald (6)  
4849   Gingrich, Ernest – Baby (8) 
4850   Gotbrecht, Geo (6) 
4851   Green, Betty (6) 
4852   Green, Marjoire (6) 
4853   Grenier, Ronnie – Wedding – Thompson (41) & 5 prints  
4854   Gronwald, Vic – Copy (1) 
4855   Gross, John - Investiture – Knight of St. Gregory (29)  
4856   Grove, Arlene (6) 
4857   Grover, Rosie (7) 
4858   Groves, Roger – Children (7) 
4859   Growald, Warren – Wedding (32)  
4860   Halling, Steve – Family (25) 
4861   Halling, Wayne (1) 
4862   Halverson, Curt – Wedding (22) 
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4863   Halverson, Ken – Baby (6) 
4864   Hamel, Duane – Boy (8) 
4865   Hamby, Becky (7) 
4866   Hanon, Frank – Family (8)  
4867   Hansen Family (7) 
4868   Hanson, Noel – Wedding – Geri Syvertson/Overly – Donnybrook, N. D. (44) & 2    
                                      Proofs  
4869   Harris, Tony – Wedding (43) 
4870   Haugen, Monte (8) 
4871   Heilman, Leo – Wedding (10)  
4872   Heisler, Richard – Children (17) 
4873   Hill, Denneth – Wedding – Rosella Jundt (36) 
4874   Hilzendager, Duane – Girl (6) 
4875   Hjelle, Mr. & Mrs. (unreadable first name) (19) 
4876   Hoffart Family – Larry’s folks (13) 
4877   Hoffart, Donna (4) 
4878   Hoffart, Ron – Wedding – Marlene Aonodt (42) & 6 prints 
4879   Hoffman, Betty (8) 
4880   Hoffner, Adrian – Wedding (35) & 3 prints  
4881   Hoffner, George – Family (6) & 3 prints 
4882   Hoffstrand, Mrs. D. (12) 
4883   Holm, Mrs. John – Four Generations (5) 
4884   Holmby, Mr. & Mrs. Lelan (8) 
4885   Homan, Leonard (6)  
4886   Hornbacher, Al – Family (2)  
4887   Hornstien, Dan (12) & 2 proofs 
4888   Hosen, Shirley (8) 
4889   Hovland, Gilmor (6) 
4890   Hutton, Bill – Children (16)  
4891   Issacson, Luther (1) 
4892   Iverson, Duane – Boy – Shorty Iverson (4) 
4893   Iverson, Oscar – Twins – First Communion (12)  
4894   Jacobson, Cheryl (5) 
4895   Jerstad, Mrs. Linda & Daughter (12) 
4896   Job, Eddy – Wedding – Minot, N. D. (10) & 6 proofs  
4897   Johnson, Allen – Baby – Girl (8) 
4898   Johnson, Hank – Family (8) & 1 proof 
4899   Johnson, Reverend James – Confirmants – Rolette, N. D. (4)   
4900   Johnson, Karen (8) 
4901   Johnson, Leonard (7)  
4902   Johnson, Lester (1) 
4903   Johnson, Rod & Wife (14)  
4904   Jorgenson, Pierre – Identification (2)  
4905   Jundt, Howard – Children (8) 
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4906   Jundt, Joseph (6) 
4907   Jundt, Ray – Baby (11)  
4908   Jundt, Mr. & Mrs. Tom (6)  
4909   Kavlie, Duane – Children (14) 
4910   Keppler, Reverend & Mrs. (7) 
4911   Kester, Orval – Girls – Dunseith, N. D. (7)  
4912   Keyes, Gene – Family (6) 
4913   Kidder, Mary Jo (8) 
4914   Kiihn, Mrs. Roger (8) 
4915   Kjelstrom, Ted (6) 
4916   Klein, Ken – Baby (8)  
4917   Knox Conf. (4) 
4818   Koble, Adam – Family (16) & 4 proofs  
4919   Koble, LeRoy – Wedding (10) 
4920   Kohmstedt, Lloyd – Baby (9) 
4921   Kolb, Vincent (6) 
4922   Kraft, Mr. & Mrs. Alex (6)  
4923   Kraft, Walter – Baby (8) 
4924   Kramer, Marlys – Nurse (7)  
4925   Kramer, Wendelin – Family (14)  
4926   Kuntz, Casper – Baby (8) 
4927   Lee, Fern (6) 
4928   Leibelt, Carol (6) 
4929   Lien, Fred – Girl (11) & 1 print 
4930   Lindseth, Archie – Family (9) & 9 prints 
4931   Lindseth, Dave (1) 
4932   Linghar, Pat (11) 
4933   Livdahl, Beaulah – Passport (1) 
4934   Ljunggren, Ron – Wedding – Betty Faustad (36)  
4935   Loken, Gordon (8) 
4936   Long, Donald (4) 
4937   Losille, Wayne (13) 
4938   Loue, Colleen (10) 
4939   Loue, Mike (5) 
4940   Loue, Pat (10) 
4941   Loue, Tom – Wedding (7)  
4942   Lugtug, Mrs. – Copy (3) & 3 prints 
4943   Lunde, Dr. – Baby (8) 
4944   Lunde, Mrs. (Dr.) (26) 
4945   Lynstad, Diane(1) 
4946   Lynse, Dan (1) 
4947   Mack, Emanuel (4) 
4948   Maczko, Ed – Wedding – Peggy Pieterick (20) & 2 prints 
4949   Madrow, Marlan – Wedding (38) 
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4950   Maichus, Curtis – Wedding – Darlene Leonard (38) 
4951   Maier, Robert – Identification (1) 
4952   Malo, Paul – Boy (8) 
4953   Martin, John – Boy (11) 
4954   Martinson, Monty – Baby (7)  
4955   Mattern, Roger – Copy (1) 
4956   Matthews, Glenn – Children (10)  
4957   Mattson, Janice (9) 
4958   McClintock, Patricia (8)  
4959   McCurtain, Mrs. Bob – Passports (1) 
4960   McIntyre, Dr. – Family (7) & 1 print 
4961   McQuire, M. J. – Family (10) & 10 proofs 
4962   Mears, Susan (8) 
4963   Medalen, John – Family (8) & 2 proofs 
4964   Methodist Church – Copy – Howard Paul (1) 
4965   Miller, Mr. & Mrs. Art (5) 
4966   Miller, Richard – Girl (8) 
4967   Miller, Rita (6) 
4968   Minnewaukan, N. D. – Seniors (20) & 19 proof copys 
4969   Monson, Martin (8)  
4970   Moore, Mr. A. G. – Copy (1)  
4971   Myhre, Bob – Children (2) 
4972   Nelson, Barnard – Wedding – Carol Weller (41) 
4973   Nelson, Myrtle (8) 
4974   Nielsen, Ann (8) 
4975   Nielsen, Milt (12) 
4976   Nielsen, Milt – Girls (20)  
4977   Niewoenhner – Family – Rolla, N. D. (10)  
4978   Norhiem, Halnor (3) 
4979   Nystven, Bob (10) & 4 prints 
4980   Odden, Irvin – Girl (14) 
4981   Odden, Thelmer – Family (6) 
4982   Oskendahl, Gary (6) 
4983   Olson, Oliver – Family (6) 
4984   Olson, Bill – Children (53) 
4985   Olson, Dennis – Wedding – Cannie Pydonen (41) & 3 prints 
4986   Olson, Lynda – Wedding (33) & 3 prints  
4987   Olson, Sam – Wedding – Vanda Vellema (35) & 5 prints 
4988   Olthoff, Rich – Wedding – Diane Folgelson – Leeds, N. D. (44) & 1 print, letter  
4989   Opstedahl, Arland – Orchestra – The Dusters (1) 
4990   Opstedahl, Mr. & Mrs. Fred (11) 
4991   Ostenson, Carol (6) 
4992   Pantsari, Albert – Family (9) & 1 print  
4993   Parent, Anne (6) 
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4994   Parkinson, Steve (1) 
4995   Parkman, Wally – Family (9) & 1 print  
4996   Parks, O. A. – Family (9) & 3 prints 
4997   Peters, Mr. & Mrs. Joe (5) 
4998   Peterson, Chester (8)  
4999   Peterson, Donnie – Boy (8)  
5000   Peterson, Lavonne – Nurse (4)  
5001   Peterson, Mr. & Mrs. Oscar (7) 
5002   Peterson, Vickie (14) & 3 prints, 2 letters 
5003   Pfau, Glenn – Children (11) 
5004   Pfau, Phyllis (6) 
5005   Pfeifer, Ray – Baby (8)  
5006   Pierson, Mrs. Ralph (6) 
5007   Pieterick, Larry – Family (11)  
5008   Preuss, Mrs. Herman – Coat of Arms (1)  
5009   Pristhus, Dave (1) 
5010   Ringdahl, Reverend – Confirmants (8)  
5011   Riplinger, Steve – Wedding – Phyllis Pfau (32)   
5012   Rolette Confirmation (5) 
5013   Rollie, Janet – Nurse (6) 
5014   Ronning, Annette (6) 
5015   Ronning, Annette (4) 
5016   Rothchild, Dwight – Twins (29)  
5017   Ryding, Burnick – Family (9)  
5018   Sailer, Milo – Girl (8) 
5019   Sattler, Adam – Children (8)  
5020   Sattler, Geo (6) 
5021   Scheet, Gabe (1) 
5022   Schill, Corrine (6) 
5023   Scheiber, Renee (7) 
5024   Schindele – Girl – Rolette, N. D. (10)  
5025   Schmaltz, Clem – Girl (12) 
5026   Schmaltz, Jim – Boy (8) 
5027   Schmaltz, Joe J. – Girl, Donna (8) 
5028   Schneider, Bonnie (6) 
5029   Schneider, Gloria (6) 
5030   Schoenborn, Barry – Wedding (12)  
5031   Schoon, Bernard – Baby (8) 
5032   Schoon, Bernard – Girl – First Communion (10) 
5033   Schoon, Dan – Boy, Dan (6) 
5034   Schoon, Gerald – W. City, N. D. (10) & 1 proof  
5035   Schreiber, Andrea – Jerry Thrond Set (50) & 8 proofs 
5036   Solberg, Ken – Boy, Brad (6) 
5037   Sellands, Osmund – Family (24) 
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5038   Senechal, Keith – Wedding – Janet Schmidt (39) 
5039   Severson, James – Boy (8)  
5040   Sheldahl, Reverend – Confirmants (9)  
5041   Sherwin, Helen – Children (8)  
5042   Sherwin, Stanley (8) 
5043   Skaar, Gordon – Baby (10)  
5044   Skjerve, Bob- Children (27) 
5045   Skuzakid, Ken (8) 
5046   Sloubaugh, Larry – Boy (8)  
5047   Smith, James – Baby (8) 
5048   Smith, Karen (8) 
5049   Soathoff – Confirmants – Rolette & Overby, N. D. (7)  
5050   Soby, Glen – Family (6) 
5051   Solberg, Ole – Girl (11) 
5052   Solberg, Bob – Wedding (37) 
5053   Stave, Nelson – Children (10) & 1 print 
5054   Stevens, Beverly (8) 
5055   Stevenson, Harold – Family (7)  
5056   Stiegler, Mrs. Matt (4) 
5057   Stone, Cheryl (6) 
5058   Stone, Dona (6) 
5059   Storm, Luana (8) 
5060   Stumvoll, Gene – Girl (16)  
5061   Stutrud, Curtis (7) 
5062   Stutrud, Obert – Boy (8)  
5063   Sulum, Susan – Grad Picture (1)  
5064   Surr, Dona (22) 
5065   Thingvold, Bill – Boy (6)  
5066   Thingvold, Roger – Girl (8) 
5067   Thomas, Pat (7) 
5068   Thompson, Mr. & Mrs. (3)  
5069   Thompson, Ardell – Boy (6) 
5070   Thompson, Roger (6) 
5071   Thompson, Ronnie – Wedding – Bucky Hogansen (42) & 4 prints 
5072   Tiegen, Clint (6) 
5073   Tiegen, Curt – Children (24) 
5074   Tiegen, John – Girls (9) & 1 print 
5075   Tonneson, Brent – Family (10) 
5076   Towner Confirmants – Stensas (6)  
5077   Trangsrud, Tom (8) 
5078   Tuchscherer, Jeanne (8) 
5079   Tuchscherer, Mary Ann (8) 
5080   Tuchscherer, Patsy & Mary Jane (8) 
5081   Tuff, Connie (6) 
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5082   Tuff, John (6) 
5083   Tuff, Mrs. Vernon & Children (8) 
5084   Tufte, Mr. & Mrs. Ossie (7) 
5085   Tyler, Carla (4) 
5086   Unterscher, Bonita (7)  
5087   Vetsch, Mary (7) 
5088   Voeller, John – Wedding (10)  
5089   Voeller, Robert – Wedding (9) 
5090   Voeller, Vernon – Wedding (34) & 7 prints 
5091   Volk, Arlene – Sister (17) 
5092   Volk, David – Wedding – Fulda, N. D. (12)  
5093   Volk, Pius – Boy (6) 
5094   Volk, Mrs. Richard – Brother & Sister (6) 
5095   Volk, Victor – Wedding – Gloria Dakken (42) & 5 prints  
5096   Volk, Virgil – Baby (8) 
5097   Vrem, Shan – Wedding – Norma Thingvold (26)  
5098   Wagar, Bill (8) 
5099   Wall, Lloyd – Wedding (32)  
5100   Wangler, Judy (6) 
5101   Watson, Sharon (6) 
5102   Weber, Ralph – Boy (8)  
5103   Welander, Ron – Children (12) 
5104   Welk, August – Family (6) & 4 prints 
5105   Westby, Lynn (6) 
5106   Wilhelmi, Dianne (8) 
5107   Willow City Confirmants – Nielsen (4)  
5108   Willow City Seniors (18) & 16 proof copies 
5109   Wittmayer, Ed – Family (3) 
5110   Wittmeyer, Harvey – Wedding – Margret Amble (39)  
5111   Witttmeyer, Joyce – Nurse (6) 
5112   Wolf, Jacob (6) 
5113   Wolf, Robert (6) 
5114   Wolfe, Elmer (7) 
5115   Wolfe, Pat (8) 
5116   Wurgler, Gerel – Wedding – Connie Tuff (37) & 4 prints 
5117   Wurtz, Edith (5) 
5118   Yidste Confirmants (21)  
5119   Yidste, Reverend – Family (4)  
5120   Young, Marlene (6) 
5121   Zimmerman, Linda – Nurse (8)  
  1965— 
5122   Aberle, Mr. & Mrs. Joseph (8)  
5123   Abrahamson, Don – Wedding – Modene Reed – Rolla, N. D.(47) & 10 prints  
5124   Adamson, LeRoy – Judy Spillum (49) & 4 proofs, letter 
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5125   Afseth, Art (4) 
5126   Albright, Jerry – Wedding (47) & 3 prints  
5127   Allord, Jerome – Wedding (11) 
5128   Atkinson, Maynard – Girl, Karla (8)  
5129   Austin, G. U. – Old Store Fronts (4) 
5130   Austren – Girl – Confirmant – Rolette, N. D. (4)  
5131   Awalt, William – Boy – Rolla, N. D. (9) 
5132   Axtman, Adam – Family (11) & 1 print 
5133   Axtman, Ben – Girl (13) 
5134   Axtman, Dianne (7) 
5135   Axtman, Florian – Family (6) 
5136   Bachard, Elizabeth (14) 
5137   Bachmeier, August – Girl (9) 
5138   Bachmeier, Joyce (7) 
5139   Bachmeier, Mary Lou (7) 
5140   Baglien (6) 
5141   Bailie, Jim (4) 
5142   Balta – Seniors (9) & 8 proofs  
5143   Barbot (6) 
5144   Barbot, Mr. Mrs. Aime (6)  
5145   Bart, Bill – Wedding – Theo Miltenberg (50) & 1 print 
5146   Belecourt Indian Office – Copies (6) 
5147   Bennett, Mr. & Mrs. Delmar (16) 
5148   Berg, Lawrence – Family (6) 
5149   Berg, Roger (50) & 2 prints 
5150   Bernsten, Gorden – Family (8) 
5151   Barube, Lionel – Boy (8) 
5152   Bethany Conformants (5)  
5153   Bethke, Glenn (8) 
5154   Beuille, Robert E. – Wedding – Pat Treager (38) & 3 prints  
5155   Bieberdorf, Ernest – Baby (7) 
5156   Bieberdorf, Rhienhold – Girl (8) 
5157   Bier, Donald (4) 
5158   Bischoff, Don – Boy (6)  
5159   Bischoff, Geo – Boys (14) 
5160   Blessum, Arlan – Girl (4) 
5161   Blessum, Bette (4) 
5162   Blessum, Jerry (6) 
5163   Blessum, Tim – Wedding (33)  
5164   Boecher, David – Girl (14) 
5165   Boechler, Leander (8) 
5166   Bohl, Ed – Know, N. D. (6)  
5167   Boschee, Barbra – First Grade (8) 
5168   Boschee, Jake (4) 
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5169   Boschee, Jean (8) 
5170   Boucher, Vernon – Baby (8)  
5171   Braaten, Gene (10) 
5172   Braaten, Vern – Children (13) & 1 print  
5173   Brandt, Mel – Children (9) 
5174   Bucholz, Virgil (7) 
5175   Buhl, Andy – Baby (10)  
5176   Burkhartsmeier, Jerald – Wedding – Orpha Victre (46) & 3 prints 
5177   Burkartsmeier, Richard – Wedding – Sue Dubuque (36) & 4 prints  
5178   Busch, Wendel (6) 
5179   Chalmers, Buddy – Wedding – Bette Blessum (39) & 3 prints 
5180   Cloos, Monsignor – New Car. (19)  
5181   Coast to Coast Exterior – Grand Opening (7)  
5182   Cosavant, Stan – Girl (8) 
5183   Cote, Curt – Baby (10) 
5184   Cote, Ernie – Boy (8) 
5185   Cozier, Mr. – Copy – Rolette, N. D. (1) 
5186   Cramound Hotel Fire – June 1965 (79) 
5187   Cranston, Susan (6) 
5188   Cushman, Beecher – Boy (8) 
5189   Dahlen, Gordon – Wedding (9)  
5190   Degenstien, Phil – Girl (16) 
5191   Depriest, Loue – Baby (6) 
5192   Depriest, Mrs. Loue – Passports (11) 
5193   Dokken, Darrell – Baby, Kelly (8) 
5194   Duchscherer, Joe – Family (28) & 4 prints 
5195   Duchscherer, John – Girl (12) 
5196   Duchscherer, John – Girl – Colette, N. D. (8) 
5197   Dunseith – Confirmation – Curtis Rotto (5)  
5198   Eckert, Bob (8) 
5199   Eglands, Dr. Jon – Children (11) 
5200   Edmore Confirmants (6) 
5201   Erdman, Kenneth – Baby (8)  
5202   Erhardt, Connie – Girl (12)  
5203   Erhardt, Mrs. – Nurse (8) 
5204   Erickson, Gerald – Children (8)  
5205   Eustad, Marge (6) 
5206   Evenson, Duane – Wedding (47) & 4 prints  
5207   Evenson, Ken – Girls (16) 
5208   Everson Co. Building (2) 
5209   Fandrich, Clyde – Girl (8) 
5210   Farmers Mutual Insurance – Board (2)  
5211   Fedje, Ardell – Girl (8) 
5212   Fedje, Howard – Boy (14) 
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5213   Fedje, Mrs. Ole (16) 
5214   Fergeson (Gronwaolds) (4) 
5215   Fetig, Sharon – Queen – R.H.S. (15) 
5216   Fetig, Sharon (8) 
5217   First Lutheran Confirmants (1)  
5018   Fossum, Cheryl (8) 
5019   Fossum, Mrs. John (8) 
5020   Fox, Susan (32) 
5021   Frejie, Mrs. – Copy (1)  
5222   Fudweiler, Mrs. (6) 
5223   Funk, A. J. – W. City, N. D. (1)  
5224   Gaetz, Don (4) 
5225   Gasser, Jerry – Girls (20)  
5226   Geffroh, Diane (8) 
5227   Gessner – Dog (7) 
5228   Gingerich, Vernon – Girl (8) 
5229   Glure, Don (4) 
5230   Gorder, Ken (10) 
5231   Gould Fred – Wedding – Bernette Eegeland (41) 
5232   Graber, Duane – Girl (8) 
5233   Graber, Frank – Boy (8) 
5234   Graber, Richard (6)  
5235   Graber, Toby – Family (9) & 1 print  
5236   Gronwold, Al (9) 
5237   Gronwold, Bill (6) 
5238   Gronwold Plane & Used Car Lot (3) 
5239   Hager, Frank (4) 
5240   Hageurss, Hartley (4)  
5241   Habberstad, Geo – Family (3) & 1 proof  
5242   Halberstadt, Darrell – Wedding – Betty Hoffman (43) 
5243   Hall, Jean (8) 
5244   Halverson, Arne (4) 
5245   Halverson, Orris – Girl (8)  
5246   Hamel, Duane – Boy (8) 
5247   Hamon, Alfred – Girl (11) 
5248   Hamon, Alex – Wedding – Janice Bachmeier (10)  
5249   Hamon, Jack – Passports (1) 
5250   Hamon, Joe P. – Girl, Becky (1) 
5251   Hamon, Julius (6) 
5252   Hamon, Virgil – Girl (22)  
5253   Hampden Confirmants (4) 
5254   Hamby, Al (6) 
5255   Harper, Bryan – Boy, Todd (8) 
5256   Havershaw, Dona (10) 
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5257   Harvey Babe Ruth Team – Harvey, N. D. (1)  
5258   Heidelbough, Eldon – Girls (18) 
5259   Heil, Marvin – Children (1) 
5260   Heilman, Ed – Children (28) 
5261   Heintz, Christ (4) 
5262   Heintz, Jim – Wedding – Lori Grande (40) 
5263   Heinz, Jay – Wedding (40) 
5264   Heisler, Richard – Girl (8) 
5265   Helgeland, Orrin – Wedding (8)  
5266   Henke, Merle (12) 
5267   Hernandez, Alice (15) 
5268   Hersey, Mrs. – Passports (1)  
5269   Hewitt, Stan (6) 
5270   Hill – Passports – (Mrs. Dennis Hutch’s father) (1) 
5271   Hill, Don – Girls (16) 
5272   Hill, Marlo – Boy (8) 
5273   Hillestad, Billy – Wedding (9)   
5274   Hillestad, Harry – Family (5) 
5275   Hitzendager, Duane – Boy (8) 
5276   Hoffart, Janell (14) 
5277   Hoffman, Art – Family (5)  
5278   Hogenson, Rev. (9) 
5279   Holje, David – Girl (8)  
5280   Holmly, Leland – Family (14) & 1 print  
5281   Holmly, Lester – Family (10 & 1 print 
5282   Hornstien, Mrs. Joe (7) 
5283   Hospital Auxiliary Officers (4)  
5284   Jaeger, Pat – Boy (12) 
5285   Jaycees – Miss Geo Center Pagent (12) 
5286   Jelsing, Art – Family (6) 
5287   Jelsing, Henry (4) 
5288   Jelsing, Nadeen (6) 
5289   Jelsing, Peggy (2) 
5290   Jensen, Art – Wedding (10)  
5291   Job, Dennis (8) 
5292   Johnson, Andy – Girls (22)  
5293   Johnson, Art – Family (9) 
5294   Johnson, Bob (7) 
5295   Johnson, Chester – Boy, David (9) 
5296   Johnson, Mrs. Chet (12) 
5297   Johnson, Doug – Wedding (45) & 3 prints 
5298   Johnson, James – Navy Uniform (6) 
5299   Johnson, Lance – Wedding (12) 
5300   Johnson, Leonard – Boy (8) 
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5301   Johnson, Norval – Children (8)  
5302   Johnson, Wayne – Wedding – Sharon Heilman (42) 
5303   Jordon, Bryce – Girl (8) 
5304   Jorgenson, Douglas – Towner, N. D. (2)  
5305   Jundt, Joe (4) 
5306   Jundt, Joseph (6) 
5307   Juniors (93) & proof copys 
5308   Junior High Band (1) 
5309   Junior High Basketball (3)  
5310   Juntner, Clifford – Girl (6) 
5311   Kenny, Darwin – Baby (8) 
5312   Keppler, Reverend (4)  
5313   Keppler, Reverend – Family – 50th Wedding Anniversary (5)  
5314   Kester, Mike – Boy (8) 
5315   Kensley, Richard – Wedding – C. Lien (56) & 1 print  
5316   Kjelstrom, Luther (4) 
5317   Knox Activities (7) 
5318   Knox Confirmants (4) 
5319   Kohmstedt, L. – Family (6)  
5320   Koppel, Heidi (11) 
5321   Korocin, Frank – Boy (8)  
5322   Kraft, Alex – Wedding (11) 
5323   Kraft, Frank – Children (10) 
5324   Kub, Louis – Family (7) 
5325   Kuhn, Mark (2) 
5326   Kunary, Gene (4) 
5327   Kuneman, Arlene (8)  
5328   Larson, Bob – Children (23)  
5329   Leach, Bob – Boy (8) 
5330   LeBlanc, Paul (6) 
5331   LeBrun, Reginald – Boy (8)  
5332   Lemar, Genevieve (6) 
5333   Lesmiester, Mr. & Mrs. Pete (6) 
5334   Ley, Chris – Girl (10) 
5335   Lien, Carolyn (8) 
5336   Little Flowers – Basketball Team (3) 
5337   Little Flower Church – Monsignor Cloos – Activity Pictures (59)  
5338   Lima, Lyle (6) 
5339   Lindseth, Chuck – Wedding (54)   
5340   Loe, Carol – Family (11) & 1 proof 
5341   Lowe, Colleen (4) 
5342   Lynse, Ellis (10) 
5343   Lynse, Harris (12) 
5344   Lynse, Phillip (4)  
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5345   Major, Nelson – Wedding – Renae Dean (43) & 3 prints 
5346   Maldenauer, Dale – Boy (12)  
5347   Martinson, Marty – Girl (10) 
5348   McClintock, John – Children (9)  
5349   McClintock, Mrs. – Passports (1) 
5350   McClintock, Pat – Braids (33) 
5351   McClintock, Tommy – Dog (12) 
5352   Mcguire, Mr. & Mrs. Mike (22) 
5353   McIntgee, Dr. – Boy (8) 
5354   McIntee, Joe – Boy (8) 
5355   McIntee, Joel – Children (36)  
5356   McLean, Hilda (10)  
5357   McNamara, Janice (14) 
5358   Meyer, Geo – Wedding – Geraldine Volk (40)  
5359   Miller, Mrs. Chester – Copy (2) 
5360   Miller, Sandra (6) 
5361   Miller, Sam – Wedding – Sue Johner (44) & 2 prints 
5362   Minewaukan Seniors (18) & 15 proof copies 
5363   Mitzel, Leo (6) 
5364   Moen, Henry – Family (6)  
5365   Moline, Arden (12) 
5366   Moskey, Darel – Baby, Bryan (8)  
5367   Myhre, Mrs. Oscar – Copy – Rolette, N. D. (2)  
5368                                Myhre, Mrs. Philip – Children – Passports – c/o Mrs. Frank 
Hogel – Balta, N. D. (9)  
5369   Neameyer, Gordon – Boy (9) 
5370   Neigel, Alex – Wedding (50) & 4 prints 
5371   Neise, Loraine (8) 
5372   Nelson, Arnold – Girl (8)  
5373   Nickel, Clarence – Girl, Theresa (12)  
5374   Nielsen, Reverend E. H. – Confirmants – Barton, N. D. (5)  
5375   Nissen, Reverend Elwyn – Girl (10) 
5376   Nurse Peace Garden – Doings (6) 
5377   Nybo – Twins (12) 
5378   Nyhus, Leonard (8) 
5379   Oberlander, Dianne (8) 
5380   Odden, Marvin – Wedding (9)  
5381   Olson, Art – Family (6) 
5382   Olson, Art – Copies (2) 
5383   Olson, Einar (4) 
5384   Olson, Theodore – Passports (1)  
5385   Oosland, Eldrid – Wedding – Carol Strand (52) & 2 prints  
5386   Orvedahl, Janice (8) 
5387   Oksendahl, Gary – Wedding (39) & 2 prints  
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5388   Ostrem, Delmar – Baby  (8) 
5389   Olaveson, Hank (4) 
5390   Patterson, Joey (2) 
5391   Paul, Cecil – Boy, Jay (6)  
5392   Pennington, J. T. (8) 
5393   Pennington, Mrs. (6) 
5394   Peters, Beulah (8)  
5395   Peterson, Lyle (4) 
5396   Peterson, Mr. & Mrs. Lyle (18)  
5397   Pottinger, Winston – Family (8) 
5398   Presthus, Mel – House (10) & 11 prints 
5399   Proeller, Father – Orrin, N. D. (6) 
5400   Quame, Reverend – Children (20) 
5401   Randle, Alvin – Boy (8) 
5402   Randle, Arlan – Girl (8) 
5403   Rau, Marvin – Children (10)  
5404   Red Owl –Builders & tree (1) 
5405   Reed, Ellen (6) 
5406   Rennwielers – Passports (8)  
5407   Richter, Janice (6) 
5408   Richter John – Girl – First Communion (6)  
5409   Riegler, Peter – Wedding – Patsy Klien (42) & 3 prints 
5410   Ringdahl Confirmants (7) 
5411   Rockway, Chas – Family (9) 
5412   Rolette Confirmants – Reverend Johnson (7)  
5413   Rolette & Overly Confirmants – Soathoff (8) 
5414   Rolla Confirmants – Stienwandt (8) 
5415   Rosencrans, William – Children (10) 
5416   Reed, Orlin – Wedding – Jean Mickelson – Rolla, N. D. (39) & 2 prints  
5417   Rude, Carl (6) 
5418   Rugby Composite  
5419   Rugby Insurance Building  
5420   Rugby Poilce Force 1965 (2) 
5421   Running, Arly – Wedding – Arlene Olson (51) & 1 print 
5422   Saint Paul’s Confirmants (5) 
5423   Saiphorina, Sister – Passport (1)  
5424   Saloum, Antonette (12) 
5425   Sattler, Adam (4) 
5426   Sawchuck, Dr. John – Family (20) 
5427   Scheer, Ted – Wedding (38) & 4 prints 
5428   Schmitz, Mark – Wedding – Bonnie Schneider (48) 
5429   Schneider, Juanita (8) 
5430   Schnell, Joe – Family (10) 
5431   Scholl, Joe – Copy (1) 
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5432   Schoon, Bernard – Family (5) 
5433   Schoon, Elaine – Passports (4) 
5434   Schoon, Eva – Passports (1) 
5435   Schoon, Frank (8) 
5436   Schoon, Larry (8) 
5437   Schwoon, Archie – Wedding (33) & 5 prints 
5438   Seisum, Rutta (12) 
5439   Senger, Dick – Wedding (50) & 4 prints  
5440   Shafer, Kate – Rolla, N. D. (18) 
5441   Skaar, Gordon – Boy, Neil  (16) 
5442   Sloughbough, Merwin – Wedding (5)  
5443   Slaughbough, Mrs. Paul (8) 
5444   Smith, Cynthia (7) 
5445   Smith, James – Baby (8)  
5446   Smith, Roger (6) 
5447   Solberg, Ken (8) 
5448   Solberg, Ole (16) 
5449   Solberg, Ole – Family (14)  
5450   Stafford, Tom – Wedding (52) & 2 prints  
5451   Stangeland, Mr. & Mrs. Andy (12) 
5452   Stangeland, Clarice (10) 
5453   Stensas, Reverend – Girl (19) 
5454   Steinwaldt, Richard – Family (15) 
5455   Stoll, Dennis – Wedding (49) & 4 prints, 1 print copy 
5456   Strand, Elmer – Family (14) & 2 prints 
5457   Strand, Gerald (14) 
5458   Strand, Gerald – Baby (10)  
5459   Strickland, Robert – Family (8)  
5460   Stutrud, Earl – Family (24) 
5461   Swanson, John – Passport (4) 
5462   Swanson, Mrs. – Passport (6) 
5463   Tennancour, John – Boy (7) 
5464   Thingvold, Merwin (11) 
5465   Thom, Mrs. (6) 
5466   Thomas, Gary – Wedding – Rita Hager (12) 
5467   Thompson, Arnold – Boy (6) 
5468   Thompson, F. W. – Wedding – Viola Klebe – W. City, N. D. (43) & 1 print  
5469   Thompson, Mrs. Hadin – Boy (14) 
5470   Thompson, Mrs. Hanah – Passports (2) 
5471   Thompson, Howard – Children (7) 
5472   Togestad, Thor (8) 
5473   Togestad, Mrs. Thor – Copies (3) 
5474   Torgerson, Mrs. & Mrs. Sig (16) 
5475   Tosse, Pat (8) 
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5476   Towner Confirmants (7)  
5477   Towner Firemen (10) 
5478   Trayer, Guy – Flowers (6)  
5479   Treager, LeRoy – Antionette Saloum (44) & 5 prints 
5480   Treager, Pat (4) 
5481   Tuchscherer, Don – Family (1)  
5482   Tuchscherer, Mrs. Gabe – Copy (1)  
5483   Tuchscherer, Tony – Baby – Girl (8) 
5484   Tuchscherer, Rosie (6) 
5485   Tuff, John – Family (12) 
5486   Underdahl, Burton (5) 
5487   Underdahl, Burton – Passports (1)  
5488   Underdahl, Burton – copies for Mr. & Mrs. John Anderson, Mr. & Mrs. Hunter  
   (Murriel Underdahl’s grandpartents) (2)  
5489   Underdahl, Olav – Copy (1) 
5490   United States Border Station – Saint John (14) & 14 prints, letters  
5491   Van Sueringer, Dave (8) 
5492   Van Sueringer, Mrs. Dave (8) 
5493   Vangsness, Geo (18) 
5494   Vetsch, Emil – Copy (1) 
5495   Vetter, Joe – Wedding – Eback Girl (37)  
5496   Viegland, Harold – Family (9) 
5497   Voegel, Ray – Wedding – Cathy Hager (16)  
5498   Voeller, Ed (8) 
5499   Voeller, Gerald (2)  
5500   Voeller, Richard – Wedding – Betty Jundt (38) & 3 prints 
5501   Volk, Adeline (10) 
5502   Volk, Frank – Family (16)  
5503   Volk, Pius – Baby, Jerry (8) 
5504   Volk, Ron – Wedding (38) & 2 prints 
5505   Volk, Sebastian – Passports (1) 
5506   Volk, Thomas (5) 
5507   W. City Confirmants (4)  
5508   W. City Seniors (17) & 17 proof copies 
5509   Walty, Mrs. Ralph - Passports (1) 
5510   Wanner, Leo (6) 
5511   Ward, John – Wedding – Sharon Allen (43) & 1 print copy 
5512   Weigel, Diane (8) 
5513   Weigel, Geraldine (8) 
5514   Welk, Balzar (4) 
5515   Wentz, Linda (8) 
5516   Wernberg, Mr. & Mrs. Leander (2)  
5517   Westgaard, Victor – Family (13) & 1 print 
5518   Wilson, Jack – Family (10) & 1 print 
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5519   Witham, Tug (3) 
5520   Witt, Marvin (5) 
5521   Wolf, Ardell (10) 
5522   Wurgler, John – Girl (9) & 1 print  
5523   Wurgler, Bob (4) 
5524   Wurgler, Bob – Boy (9)  
5525   Wurgler, Keith – Girl (9) & 1 print 
5526   Yoeder, Richard – Boy (6) 
5527   Young, James (4) 
5528   Young, Ron (8) 
5529   Young, Tony (4) 
5530   Ziegler, Agnes (8) 
5531   Ziegler, Con (4)  
5532   Ziegler, Irene (15) 
  1966— 
5533   Accidents 
    5533.1 Leonard Humble Accident Hwy 2 west of Rugby 1965 (8) 
    5533.2  Two car accident near Airport June 1965 (15) 
  5533.3 Accident scene by Harold Osters Farm Nick’s Car and Myglard    
                                                                  Car, June 1966 (8) 
  5533.4 Brossart Boys Accident in Burchmeier car & Great Northern   
                                                                  Train September 24, 1965 at Approxamitly 3 A.M (19) 
  5533.5 South Dakota Car & Minnesota car Rere end collision  
                                                                  November 8, 1965 (9) 
  5533.6 Pfeifer & Weigel Accident Asphixiation December 30, 1966 (4)  
5534   Accident – Truck at Knox, N. D. – Semi (14) 
5535   Albright, Don – Girl (12) 
5536   Andersen, Mrs. Else – Naturalization (1)  
5537   Anderson, D. E. (8) 
5538   Anderson, David – Confirmant (9)  
5539   Anderson, Debbie (2) 
5540   Anderson, Mrs. Elise – Passports (4) 
5541   Anfinson, Carl (9) 
5542   Arlien, Mrs. Roy (11) 
5543   Arnold, Herman – Family (8) & 1 Proof copy 
5544   Axness, Mr. & Mrs. Brent (12) 
5545   Axtman, John J. – Boy, Gary (14) 
5546   Axtman, Karen (5) 
5547   Axtman, Kenneth – Children (16)  
5548   Axvig, Dave (10) 
5549   Bachmeier, August (11) 
5550   Bachmeier, Peter John – Wedding (10)  
5551   Bachmeier, Stenis (8) 
5552   Backer, Wanda (9) 
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5553   Baillie, Don (10) 
5554   Bakken, Paul – Wedding (9) & 1 print  
5555   Balta Seniors (8) & 8 proof coipes 4 prints 
5556   Barlay (13) 
5557   Beaver, Gilmore (15) 
5558   Beaver, Harlan (8) 
5559   Beaver, Sharon (6) 
5560   Bechtson, Gordon – Passports (1) 
5561   Berg, Carol (10)  
5562   Berg, Rod – Wedding – Jeanne Tuchscherer (47) & 2 prints 
5563   Bergdahl, Albert Wedding (19) & 3 prints 
5564   Bertsch, Ralph – Girl (22) 
5565   Bethany Conformants (1) & 1 print 
5566   Beuno, Byron – Boy (6) 
5567   Bickerdorf, Ernest (8) 
5568   Bickler, Dan – Girl (6) 
5569   Bickler, Louis – Family – Rolla, N. D. (19) & 7 prints  
5570   Bisbee Basketball (44) 
5571   Bischoff, Carol (7) 
5572   Bischoff, Dianne (11) 
5573   Bischoff, Mrs. Don – Boy (23)  
5574   Bjorke, Bruce – Girl (13) 
5575   Black, Gary – Boy (7) 
5576   Blessum, Evelyn Duchescher (18)  
5577   Blessum, Oscar – Family (18) 
5578   Blessum, Sharon (6)  
5579   Bloomster, Dennis (12) 
5580   Boschees, Glenn – Wedding (54) & 3 prints  
5581   Bosch, Tony – Towner, N. D. (4) 
5582   Boucher, Tony – Family (8) 
5583   Brandt, Jerry – Wedding (22) 
5584   Brooks, Howard – Wedding – Loretta Meier – W. City, N. D. (32) & 1 print  
5585   Brossart, Frank – Boys (16) 
5586   Brossart, Kathy (6) 
5587   Brynleson, Ray (11) 
5588   Buchl Implement – Truck box (51) & 6 prints, 1 card 
5589   Buchl, Andy – Girl (13)  
5590   Buchl, Joe Jr. (6) 
5591   Burckhard, John (6) 
5592   Burgum, Tom (4) 
5593   Busch, Wendel – Family (4)  
5594   Cabler, Mrs. Bruce (12) 
5595   Campbell, Father – Passports (2)  
5596   Casavant, Ken – Wedding – Dorothy Duff (53  
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5597   Christopherson, Jerry (8)  
5598   Cook, Joan (8) 
5599   Cosavant, Stan – Baby (21) 
5600   Dahl, Hans – Copy (1) 
5601   Dahl, Mrs. Howard – Children (30)  
5602   Dahl, Richard – Boy, Wade (11) 
5603   Dahlen, Alma (7) 
5604   DePriest, Mrs. Lane – Girl (16)  
5605   Diebold, Wayne – Wedding (45) 
5606   Doyle, Larry – Wedding – Cathy Mltenberger (8) 
5607   Dundai, Elbiern – Boy (16) 
5608   Dunseith Confirmants – Rotto? (6) 
5609   Eberle, Sharon & Karen (16) & 2 prints 
5610   Engeland, Art – Family (7) 
5611   Engeland, Ricky (8) 
5612   Enger, L. A. – Copy (1)  
5613   Erickson, Mr. & Mrs. Arndt (8) 
5614   Erickson, Carol – Girl (14) 
5615   Erickson, Don (8)  
5616   Erickson, Mr. & Mrs. Leonard (8) 
5617   Erickson, Oscar (6) 
5618   Estes, Tim – Girl (17)  
5619   Fedje, Dave (4) 
5620   Ferguson, Claire (11) 
5621   Ferris, Jim – Wedding – Shirley Hosen (55) & 4 prints 
5622   Filler, Donna (9) 
5623   Filteau, Father (8) 
5624   Finley, Bill – Family (11) & 2 print copies  
5625   Firemen – Rugby, N. D. (4) & 3 prints 
5626   First Lutheran Confirmants (1) 
5627   First Lutheran Kindergarten (1) 
5628   Flick, Dakota (28) 
5629   Fraser, Jan (15) 
5630   Fritel, Margie (6) 
5631   Funk, A. J. (10) 
5632   Gable, Clark – Wedding – Kay Johnson (42)  
5633   Garnout, Ewen R. (6) 
5634   Gatbrecht, Geo. – Boy (12)  
5635   Getzloff, Walter – Family (8)  
5636   Gilles, Mrs. Emily – Naturalization (1)  
5637   Gilles, R. W. – Towner, N. D. (12) 
5638   Gilmore, Pat (4) 
5639   Goetz, Dennis – Children (16)  
5640   Goetz, Mrs. –Knox, N. D. (29) 
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5641   Graber, Joe – Family (6) 
5642   Grove, Archie – Boy (13) 
5643   Grove, Arlene (10) 
5644   Grove, Burnick – Family (8)  
5645   Gronwald, Warren (8) 
5646   Gullikson, Manfred (8) 
5647   Hager, Donna (8) 
5648   Hager, Fred – Family (12)  
5649   Hager, Roy (4) 
5650   Hagness, Harley – Children (13) 
5651   Hall, Scott (8) 
5652   Halverson, Mr. & Mrs. Gebart (1) 
5653   Halverson, Orris – Girl (13) 
5654   Halverson, Ray (13) 
5655   Hamon, Beth (8) 
5656   Hamon, LeRoy – Wedding (11)  
5657   Hamon, Virgil (14) & 1 proof 
5658   Hancock, Beth (10) 
5659   Hanon, Alfred – Boy (10) 
5660   Hansen – Red Owl – Manager (6)  
5661   Hanson, Tom – Wedding – Leala Duff (42) & 10 prints  
5662   Hartman, Patie (8) 
5663   Haugen, Monte – Full Length (6)  
5664   Haverstraw, Roy (6) 
5665   Heilman, Donna (6) 
5666   Heilman, Wendelin – Family (13)  
5667   Held, Robert – Family (1) 
5668   Helm, Glenn – Wedding – Stella Heintz (34) & 2 prints 
5669   Hermanson, Floyd – Family (12) 
5670   Hersey Roger – Children (18) 
5671   Hill, Ken – Baby (10) 
5672   Hillestad, Mary Jo (9) 
5673   Hilzendager, Viki (8) 
5674   Hoffart, Pete – Baby (22) 
5675   Hoffart, Pete – Boy, Art – First Communion (8) 
5676   Holcomb, Reverend (30) 
5677   Hormel, Doug – Wedding (10) 
5678   Hornsteien, Paul – Family (10) 
5679   Hutchinson, Carol (6) 
5680   Hutchison, J. C. – Funeral – Flowers (9)  
5681   Jaeger, Stanley (25) 
5982   Johnson, Allen (12) 
5683   Johnson, Mrs. Bob – Cake – In Color (1) 
5684   Johnson, Dick – Girl (13) 
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5685   Johnson, Mr. & Mrs. Frank – Passport (1)  
5686   Johnson, Mrs. Frank – Passport (1)  
5687   Johnson, James – Family (6) 
5688   Johnson, Mrs. James (8) 
5689   Johnson, Lance – Boy (8) 
5690   Johnson, Lester – Wedding (8)  
5691   Jorgenson, Curtis (13) 
5692   Jundt, Darlene (12) 
5693   Jundt, Frank – Family (6)  
5694   Jundt, Joe – Boy (9) 
5695   Kappel, Jim – Girl (11) 
5696   Kaufman, Dick – Family (10)  
5697   Kauffman, Dwaine – Sherry Hockstetter (40) & 3 prints 
5698   Keller, Walter – Funeral Home (2) 
5699   King, Agnes (5) 
5700   Kinney, Darwin – Children (25)  
5701   Kittleson, Mr. & Mrs. (4) 
5702   Kjovestad, Mr. & Mrs. Ted (8) 
5703   Klien, Andrew – Brother & Sister (4) 
5704   Klien, Dennis (8) 
5705   Klien, Ken (5) 
5706   Klossen, Dr. – Rolette, N. D. (4)   
5707   Koble, Jim – Wedding (12) 
5708   Kraft, Walter (6) 
5709   Kremer, Gerald – Wedding – Debbie Anderson (22) & 13 prints & 1 print copy  
5710   Krim, Tony (11) 
5711   Kroll, Marlene (10) 
5712   Krout, Mrs. Lloyd (1) & 1 print 
5713   Kuntz, Bert – Wedding (17) & 3 prints 
5714   LaCroix, Ernest – Family (7) 
5715   Loken, Gordon – Baby (9) 
5716   Larson, Barry – Wedding (42) & 1 print  
5717   Larson, Lynnette (4) 
5718   Lang, Heide (9) 
5719   LeBlanc, Paul – Boy (13)  
5720   LeBrun, Fred – Grandson (14) 
5721   Lee, Robeta (8) 
5722   Lentz, Otto – Family (8)  
5723   Ley, Chris (19) 
5724   Liebolt, Herb – Girl (23)  
5725   Liebolt, Ruth (10) 
5726   Liebolt, Ruth – Junior (7) 
5727   Lier, Ra6y – Wedding – Deane Hager (42) & 3 prints 
5728   Lovish, John – Wedding (10) 
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5729   Lyngstad, Joan (6) 
5730   Lynse, Mr. & Mrs. Art (8)  
5731   Lynse, Phil – Children (8) 
5732   Mahle, Magnus (1) 
5733   Mattern, Pete L. – Family (7)  
5734   McCoy, Jim (8) 
5735   McIntyre, Dr. – Children (45)  
5736   McQuires – Orange Parka Promotion (5)  
5737   Mears, Harlan (8) 
5738   Merback, Arlen (4) 
5739   Miller, Mrs. Leona (12) 
5740   Mitzel, Marlene – Cap & Gown (6)  
5741   Moen, Carrie (4) 
5742   Moen, Silmer – Family & Relatives (14)  
5743   Moffits – Ponce DeLeon (20) & 8 prints 
5744   Monegeon – Mr. & Mrs. Louis (7) 
5745   Morrison, Andrew – Towner, N. D. (15)  
5746   Morrison, Mrs. – Passports – Towner, N. D. (1)  
5747   Muffinbier, Dennis – Girl (11) 
5748   Mygland, Shiela (10) 
5749   Myhre, Bob (6) 
5750   Myhre, Bob – Children (20)   
5751   Myhre, Carl – Boy (8) 
5752   Nelson, Janice (8) 
5753   Nielsen, M. J. – Passports (2)  
5754   Nielsen, Wanda (8) 
5755   Nystuen, Walt – Girl (19) & 2 prints 
5756   Odden, Mr. & Mrs. Herman (6) 
5757   Odden, Irwin – Children (10) 
5758   Odden, Keith (7) 
5759   Odden, Robert (8)  
5760   Oksendahl, Merwin (12) 
5761   Olsen, Art – Family (6) 
5762   Olson, Cheryl (4) 
5763   Olssendahl, Richard – Wedding (47) & 1 print  
5764   Omvig, Tom – Family (6) 
5765   Opstendahl – Boy & Horses (35) & 1 print 
5766   Otterson, Bob – Wedding – Renae Scheiber (43) & 3 prints  
5767   Parkman, Carol (6) 
5768   Patterson, Bill (10) 
5769   Patterson, Bill – Girls (20)  
5770   Patterson, Mrs. Bill (17)  
5771   Patterson, Jan – Leeds, N. D. (8)  
5772   Pawnell, Silvia (5) 
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5773   Pennington – Copy (1) 
5774   Peterson, Rick – Pro Dio Project (2)  
5775   Pfiefer, Ray (15) 
5776   Pigeon, Russell – Wedding – Cheryl Jacobson (34) & 3 prints 
5777   Pro Dio – Dave Vangsness & Rick Peterson (4) 
5778   Randle, Duane (7) 
5779   Richter, Don – Girl (12)  
5780   Richter, Steve (9) & 4 prints 
5781   Rierson, Vaughn (31) 
5782   Ripplinger, Paul – Wedding (21) & 2 prints 
5783   Ripplinger, Steve – Girl (13) 
5784   Rochelieu, Jerry (5)  
5785   Rock, Bonnie – Statuette with Horse (3) 
5786   Rokke – Passports (2) 
5787   Rotto Confirmants (7) 
5788   Ranfo, Bruce – Girl (15) 
5789   Rude, Bob (9) 
5790   Rugby Police (9) 
5791   Saint Paul’s Confirmants (6)  
5792   Soloum, Alex (10) 
5793   Sander, Anton – Family (8)  
5794   Saude, Ted – Family (7) & 1 print 
5795   Sattler, Georgene (12)  
5796   Schall, Dave – Sheila Bush (44) & 10 prints 
7597   Scheiber, Renae (6) 
5798   Schell, Bernice (16) 
5799   Schell, Beverly (8) 
5800   Schell, Carol (7) 
5801   Schell, Eddie – Girl (8) 
5802   Schell, Roger – Girl (8) 
5803   Schell, Roger – Girl (8) 
5804   Schmaltz, Clem – Boy (8) 
5805   Schmaltz, Joe – Boy (29) 
5806   Schneibel, Larry – Family (9) 
5807   Schneider, Father Geo. (8) 
5808   Schneider, Jerome – Wedding – Eberle (38) & 3 prints 
5809   Schneider, Raphael (6) 
5810   Schneider, Mr. & Mrs. Willie (10) 
5811   Scholl, Nick – Boy (12) 
5812   Schoon, John P. – Girl (8) 
5813   Schoon, Mrs. Leo – Passports (1)  
5814   Seifeldt, Arnold – Wedding (35) & 3 prints 
5815   Selland, Mr. & Mrs. Bennie (6) 
5816   Senger, Bill (7) 
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5817   Senger, Nick – Children (21) 
5818   Shirley, Larry – Boy, Wade (10) 
5819   Schroder’s Hobby Shop (11) 
5820   Soby, Don (10) 
5821   Soby, Glen (6) 
5822   Spencer, Al – Wedding – Ruth Fedje (53) 
5823   Spillum, Mr. & Mrs. Wes (16) 
5824   Spillum, Mr. & Mrs. Wes (33) 
5825   Stafford, James – Family (1) 
5826   Slaubough, Ernest – Boy (6) 
5827   Slaubough, Merwin (9) 
5828   Stevens, Sid – Family (4) 
5829   Stoll, Mr. & Mrs. Chuck (8) 
5830   Strand, Lavonna (11) 
5831   Streifel, Gene – Navy Uniform (8) 
5832   Stutrud, Sybil (8) 
5833   Thingwald, Dennis – Wedding (18)  
5834   Towner Confirmants (6) 
5835   Tuchscherer, Joe – Boy (9) 
5836   Upham Confirmants (6) 
5837   Vangeness, Dave (4) 
5838   Vargas, Margaret (10) 
5839   Volk, Bonnie (8) 
5840   Volk, Devane (7) 
5841   Volk, Mike – Family (10) & 1 proof copy  
5842   Volk, Pius – Boy (8) 
5843   Volk, Pius – Baby, Ricky (8) 
5844   Volk, Richard – Boy, Richard (8) 
5845   Volk, Richard – Girl (11) 
5846   Volk, Richard – Passports (1) 
5847   Volk, Vickie (8) 
5848   Waite, Greg (6) 
5849   Walker, Warren (18)  
5850   Wangler, David (13) 
5851   Wiest, Jon – Wedding – Judy Axtman (46) & 7 prints 
5852   Willendorf, Marilyn – Nurse (8) 
5853   Willow City Senior Citizens Home (9) 
5854   Wilson, Bill (6) 
5855   Wilson, Linda (6) 
5856   Witkins, Dianne (24) 
5857   Wolfe, Mr. & Mrs. Alex – Family (2)   
5858   Wolfe, Elmer – Boy (12) 
5859   Wolfe, Francis – Girl (13) 
5860   Wurgler, Otto – Family (8) 
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5861   Yidstie Confirmants (18) 
5862   Youngs, Ronald – Wedding – Mary Ann Ripplinger (18) & 3 pritnts  
5863   Zueber – Family for Yearbook (8) 
 1967— 
5864   Abrahamson, Carl – Family (2) 
5865   Accident – Saude accident for John Mcclintoc N.W. of Barton (9) 
5866   Afseth, Art – Full length (1) 
5867   Alpar – Passports (2) 
5868   Anderson, Mrs. Arnold & Patty – Passports (1) 
5869   Anderson, Mr. & Mrs. Lincoln (2) 
5870   Anderson, Patty (1) 
5871   Anklam, Charles – Girl (3)  
5872   Arnon, Julie (1) 
5873   Arthur, Myrna (2)  
5874   Atkinson, Maynard – Boy (1)  
5875   Auseth, Annette (1) 
5876   Awalt, William – Girl (4)  
5877   Axtman, Ben – Boy (3) 
5878   Axtman, Fred – Girl (1) 
5879   Axtman, Wendelyn – Daughter – Sister Stephanie (1)  
5880   Baegeson, Martin – Passports (2) 
5881   Bale, Beverly (1) 
5882   Balta Seniors (12) & 8 proof copies 
5883   Bauman, Bruce – Boy (1) 
5884   Berg, Karen (1) 
5885   Berg, Rodney – Baby (3)  
5886   Beg, Roger – Boy (3) 
5887   Berntson, Reverend (2) 
5888   Berube, Lionel (2) 
5889   Bethany Confirmants (5)  
5890   Bieberdorf, Ernest (4) 
5891   Bieberdorf, Ernest – Girl (3) 
5892   Blessum, Brenda (1) 
5893   Blessum, Darryl – Girl (2)  
5894   Blessum, Hans – 82nd Anniversary (2) 
5895   Bohl, John (2) 
5896   Bonnet, Judy – Nurse (1) 
5897   Bonnet, Richard – Girl (3) 
5898   Boschee, Brenda (1) 
5899   Bowersox, Sherman – Copy (1)  
5900   Braaten, Alfed – Brothers & Sisters (1)  
5901   Braaten, Elmon (1) 
5902   Braaten, Mr. & Mrs. Emil (4)  
5903   Braaten, Gene (7) & 1 print 
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5904   Braaten, Gilbert – Passports (1)  
5905   Brandt, Edwin – Family (3) & 1 print 
5906   Brandt, Mel – copy (1) 
5907   Brehm, Elmer – Wedding – Rock Lake, N. D. (50) & 2 prints  
5908   Brossart, John (1) 
5909   Brossart, Mrs.  & Children (6) 
5910   Brossart, Tom – Wedding – Marsha Costello (22) & 1 print 
5911   Buffington, Elaine (1) 
5912   Burke, Henry – Copy (3) 
5913   Burkhartsmeier, Gerald – Girl (2)  
5914   Byrd, Mrs. A. T. (1) 
5915   Caldwell, Kelly (1) 
5916   Carlson, Roy – Family (1) 
5917   Carter, Clayton – Boy (1) 
5918   Christianson, Mabel (1) 
5919   Cooper, Carl – Family (1) 
5920   Cooper, Mr. & Mrs. Carl (2)  
5921   Cranston, Susan (1) 
5922   Chalmers, Buddy – Girl (3)  
5923   Cramond Hotel Ruins (80) & 1 print 
5924   Cranston, Pat (1) 
5925   Crazier, Mildred (2) & letter  
5926   Dahl, Art (1) 
5927   Dahl, Richard – Boy (1)  
5928   Dokken, Daryl – Boy (1) 
5929   Duchscherer, Mr. & Mrs. Jack (2)  
5930   Dunseith Confirmants (10) 
5931   Dustmen (35) 
5932   Eback, Carol – Passports (1)  
5933   Eberle, Mr. & Mrs. Frank (1) 
5934   Egeland, Mrs. Judy – Passports (1)  
5935   Eide, Jane (1) 
5936   Emerson, Mrs. Robert – Passports – Towner, N. D. (1)  
5937   Erickson, Larry – Wedding – Alice Peterson – Rock Lake, N. D. (43) & 4 prints  
5938   Erickson, Olaf (2) 
5939   Eyland, Dr. & Mrs. – Passports (2)  
5940   Fauske, Edward – Family (1)  
5941   Fedje, Andrew – Family (2) 
5942   Feist, Gary – Wedding – Homan – Towner, N. D. (22) & 3 prints  
5943   Fergeson, Len – Boy (3) 
5944   Finstad, Lee (4) & 2 prints 
5945   First Lutheran Confirmants (4)  
5946   First Lutheran Confirmants – Individuals (30)  
5947   Foss, Grant – Family (1) 
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5948   Fossum, John – Boy (5) 
5949   Fox – Dr. (3) 
5950   Friedrich, Kurt (4)  
5951   Fullman, Bill – Girl (1)  
5952   Gefroh – Passports – Rolla, N. D. (1)  
5953   Getzlaff, Mr. & Mrs. Hubert (1) 
5954   Giles, Mr. & Mrs. Elmer (1) 
5955   Gillies, Mr. & Mrs. Alex (2) 
5956   Glerdt, Helen M. (1) 
5957   Goetz, Reverend Del. – Baby (1)  
5958   Gorder, Ken – Girls (10) 
5959   Gould, Jim (1) 
5960   Grade School Christmas Program (5) 
5961   Graham, Alice (1) 
5962   Great Northern – Grain Car – Churches Ferry, N. D. (26)  
5963   Greenier, Orville (1) 
5964   Grove, Sig (1) 
5965   Gunderson, Janice – Twins (1)  
5966   Gustafson, Mrs. Ossie (1) 
5967   Haakenson, Geneva (1) 
5968   Hagel, Frank – Family (5) 
5969   Hagel, Joan  
5970   Hagen, Mrs. Fred (1) 
5971   Hager – Wedding - Two negatives for reprinting (2) 
5972   Hager, David (2) 
5973   Hager, Ron (27) 
5974   Halverson, Ken – Boy (1)  
5975   Hansen, Helen (1) 
5976   Haogenson, Leslie (1) 
5977   Harmel, Henry – Family (2)  
5978   Harper, Gil (3) 
5979   Harris, Mrs. John – Identification (1)  
5980   Hartle – Copy – Accident (7) 
5981   Hauck, Bernice (2) 
5982   Hauck, Della (1) 
5983   Haugen, Vivian (2) 
5984   Heilman, Patty (1) 
5985   Heinerich, Steve – Family (3)  
5986   Henricksen, Margret (1) 
5987   Hermanson, Lloyd (3) 
5988   Held, Bartley – Boy (4) 
5989   Hilestad, Kathleen (1) 
5990   Hill, Ken – Girl (1) 
5991   Hillman, Dr. – Girl (1) 
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5992   Hillmer, Dr. – Baby (3) 
5993   Hilzendager, Dwayne – Boy (1) 
5994   Hoffart, Joann (1) 
5995   Hoffart, Phyllis (1) 
5996   Holland, Mr. & Mrs. Harold (1)  
5997   Homan, Arland – Wedding (29) & 4 prints 
5998   Homan, Beth (1) 
5999   Homan, Julius – Wedding – Arlene Grove (20) & 4 prints 
6000   Homan, Marjorie (1) 
6001   Hornstien, Jean Ann (1) 
6002   Hosel, Dr. Dan – Children – Rolla, N. D. (6)  
6003   Huber, James – Wedding (19) & 4 prints 
6004   Hutchinson, Susan (1) 
6005   Issacson, Mrs. (1) 
6006   Jacobson, G. O. – Gay Jacobson’s Parents (2)  
6007   Jacobson, Mr. & Mrs. G. O. (3) 
6008   Jacobson, Mary (1) 
6009   Jacobson, Paul – Boy (1) 
6010   Jaeger, Kathy (1) 
6011   Jelsing, Darrel (2) 
6012   Jelsing, Dwight – Girl (2)  
6013   Jelsing, E. J. – Family (1) 
6014   Jensen, Sonya (2) 
6015   Johnson, Mr. & Mrs. Andy (1)  
6016   Johnson, Mrs. Cecil – Identification (1)  
6017   Johnson, Everett – Family (1) 
6018   Johnson, Mrs. Fred (1) 
6019   Johnson, Jeff (1) 
6020   Johnson, Judy (2) 
6021   Johnson, Kathy (1) 
6022   Johnson, Mrs. LeRoy & Children (2)  
6023   Johnson, Leonard – Boy (2) 
6024   Johnson, Lester – Boy, Steve (1) 
6025   Johnson, Tim (1) 
6026   Johnston, Emmett – Family (1) 
6027   Jordon, Jim (1) 
6028   Jorgenson, Judy – Nurse (1) 
6029   Jundt, Darlene (1) 
6030   Jundt, Harley (2) 
6031   Jundt, James (1) 
6032   Kataska, Elmer (1) 
6033   Kauali, Duane (2) 
6034   Kauali, Duane – Girl (1)  
6035   Kelm, Cheryl – Nurse (1) 
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6036   Kinsley, Dick – Family (2)  
6037   Klein, Jim (1) 
6038   Knutson, Mr. & Mrs. – Marlys Boschee’s Parents (1)  
6039   Knutson, Warner (1) 
6040   Koble, Adam – Family (1)  
6041   Kraft, Patty (1) 
6042   Krueger, Richard (3) 
6043   Kunty, Leonard – Passport (1)  
6044   Kuntz, Roy (1) 
6045   Kutter, Father – Passports (1)  
6046   Ladendorf, Judy – Nurse (1) 
6047   Larsen, Harlan (1) 
6048   Larson, Mr. & Mrs. Harold (1) 
6049   Lindseth, Archie – Passports (2) 
6050   Lindy, Tom – Baby (2) 
6051   LeMar, Edward – Wedding – Paulette Brossart (48) & 4 prints 
6052   Lesmiester, Ludwig (1) 
6053   Levison, Bill – Family (1) 
6054   Lien, Fred – Boy (3) 
6055   Lien, Nancy (1) 
6056   Lien, Rieder – Family (1)  
6057   Lindseth, Chuck – Girl (1) 
6058   Lindseth, Olaf – Passports (1) 
6059   Little Flowers B. B. Tea (1) 
6060   Loshman, Al – Copy (1) 
6061   Lotuedt, Nancy (1) 
6062   Lugtug, Ole – Knox Confirmants Classes – Copy (2)  
6063   Mack, Imanuel – Girl (1) 
6064   Marchus, Carol (1) 
6065   Marquardt, Bennie (1)  
6066   Martin, Johnathon (4) 
6067   Mattern, Cecilia (2) 
6068   Martel, Donald (1) 
6069   McCrary, Joan (1) 
6070   McIntee, Joe – Boy (1) 
6071   McIntyre, Larry (1) 
6072   McPherson, Pat (1) 
6073   Mears, Harlan (2) & 1 print 
6074   Medahlen, Dave – Boy (3) 
6075   Miller, Elaine (1) 
6076   Miller, Joe – Family (3)  
6077   Miller, Rita (1) 
6078   Miltenburger Building – For State Fire Marshall (23) 
6079   Mitchell, Bill – Wedding (35) & 2 prints 
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6080   Moffat, Bonnie (1) 
6081   Morgan, Patricia (1) 
6082   Mygland, Sheila (1) 
6083   Nelson, Carol (1) 
6084   Nelson, Glenn – Family (3) 
6085   Nelson, Janice – Nurse (1) 
6086   Nelson, Mrs. Olaf (1) 
6087   Nielsen, Milt – Family – At home with Angie (10)  
6088   Nielsen, Nancy (1) 
6089   Oakland, Elride (2)         
6090   Ohm, Carole (3)  
6091   Olsen, Elsie (1) 
6092   Olson, Bruce (1) 
6093   Olson, Janet (1) 
6094   Omdal, Clifford – Wedding (2)  
6095   Overly Confirmants (1)  
6096   Parke, Phyllis (1) 
6097   Parkman, John (1) 
6098   Paulis, William – Wedding – Paulette Schwab (33) 
6099   Paulson, John – Copy (1) 
6100   Paulson, Robert – Boys (2) 
6101   Payne, Cliff – Family (2) 
6102   Pelltier, Joe (1) & 1 print 
6103   Peltier, Mrs. Joe & Boy (2) 
6104   Pepple, Ardis (1) 
6105   Peters, Dennis – Wedding (3)  
6106   Peters, Kermit (2) 
6107   Peterson, Orrin (1) 
6108   Peterson, Oscar – Passports (2)  
6109   Peterson, Mr. & Mrs. Roy (1) 
6110   Pfau, Glenn – Family (1) 
6111   Pfeifer (1) 
6112   Pfeifer, Dwight (1) 
6113   Porter, Gary – Boy, David (5) 
6114   Prellewitz, Ken – Wedding (30) 
6115   Presthus, Jim (1) 
6116   Reicket, Christy (1) 
6117   Ressler, Mrs. Margaret (32) 
6118   Retberg, Mrs. (1) 
6119   Ripplinger, Joe – Family (10) & 2 prints 
6120   Ripplinger, Victor – Family – Passports (1) 
6121   Peterman, Leland (33) & 2 proofs 
6122   Rolette Confirmants (1) 
6123   Rolette Confirmant – Johnson (1) 
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6124   Rothchild, Melinda (1) 
6125   Rothgarn, Mildred (1) 
6126   Rotto, Reverend – Family (14)  
6127   Running, Arley – Boy (4) 
6128   Sallin, Ronald (2) 
6129   Sattler, Andy (1) 
6130   Sattler, Carole (2) 
6131   Saude, Judy (1) 
6132   Schieber, Brenda (1) 
6133   Schindele, Delbert – Family (2) & 1 print  
6134   Schmaltz, Don (1) 
6135   Schmaltz, James – Boy (1) 
6136   Schmidt, Eileen (1) 
6137   Schmidt, Joe – Identification (1) 
6138   Schmitz, Mr. & Mrs. Gary  
6139   Schneider, Willie Mr. & Mrs. Bill (1) & 1 note 
    6139.1 Bohl, Mr. & Mrs. (1) & letter 
    6139.2 Mr. & Mrs. Fenewald (1) & letter  
    6139.3 Mr. & mrs. Leonard (1) & letter 
    6139.4 Gephor, Mr. and Mrs. Walter (2) 
    6139.5 Hager, Roy (2) 
    6139.6 Mr. Jerome Schneider (1) & letter 
    6139.7 Mr. Jim Schule (1) 
    6139.8 Mr. & Mrs. Ralph Schmitz (1) & letter 
6140   Schoon, Frank – Passports (1) 
6141   Selland, Diane – Passports (2) 
6142   Sherwin, Renae (2) 
6143   Shuster, Conrad – Children (1) 
6144   Sitter, Frank – Family (1) 
6145   Sitter, Sharon – Miss Geo Center (2) 
6146   Sloughborugh, Larry (2) 
6147   Soathoff Reverend Dave – Whiskers (2)  
6148   Stoll, Dennis (2) & 2 prints 
6149   Stumvoll, Gene – Girl (1) 
6150   Stutrud, Corrine (1) & 1 proof 
6151   Stutrud, Susan (1) 
6152   Swanson, Ken – Boy (3) 
6153   Sweum, Sharon (1) 
6154   Thiel, Mira (1) 
6155   Thingwald, Gilbert (6) 
6156   Thompson, Hayden – Girl (1) 
6157   Torgerson, Ted (1) 
6158   Towner – Confirmants (9) 
6159   Underdahl, Burton – Children (7)  
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6160   Upham – Reverend Olson – Confirmants (1) 
6161   Vetsch, Linda (1) 
6162   Volk, Joelette (1) 
6163   Vrem, Shan (3) 
6164   Walty, Reverend & Mrs. Ralph (4) 
6165   Weigel, Geo. – Copies – Harvey, N. D. (4)  
6166   Wentz, Leonard (16) & 3 prints 
6167   Weum – Family (59) & 8 prints 
6168   Wheeler, J. R. – Family & Daughters Wedding (18) & 4 proofs 
6169   Willow City – Crismon Tree (18) & 9 proofs 
6170   Wilson, Gene (1)  
6171   Winger, James (1) 
6172   Wood, Harvey – Carol Egge (40) 
6173   Wurgler, Gary (1) 
6174   Yoeder, Mr. & Mrs. Mose – Passports (2)  
6175   Ytruide, L. (1) 
6176   Ziegler, Con – Martin Kolle (5) & 5 prints 
6177   Ziegler, Mike (2) 
6178   Zunker, Art – Farm (10) & 1 proof 
  1968— 
6179   Accident – State Farm Insurance – Anderson – Minot, N. D. (3)   
6180   Albrecht, Chris (7) 
6181   Algood, Mr. & Mrs. Gerald (8) 
6182   Allen, Mr. & Mrs. Floyd (9) 
6183   Axtman, Nick (84) 
6184   Axtman, Ray – Coy – Williston, N. D. (1) 
6185   Axvig, Ken – Family (8) 
6186   Ayarbe, Gil (10) & 3 proofs 
6187   Bachmeier, Casper – Wedding (18) & 4 prints   
6188   Bachmeier, Florian (8) 
6189   Bair, Mr. & Mrs. William (14) 
6190   Balta – Seniors (7) & 9 proof copies 
6191   Beachy, Dwight – Family – Passports (6)  
6192   Beck, Debbie (10) 
6193   Bednorz, Bill (8) 
6194   Bellyer, Dianne (12) 
6195   Bennet, Greg (13) 
6196   Benson, Carl (8) 
6197   Berg, Lawrence – Girl (9)  
6198   Berg, Rodney – Girl, Christee (32) 
6199   Bethany – Confirmants (1) 
6200   Binfet, Mike – Family (8) 
6201   Binfet, Shirley (10) 
6202   Bischoff, Geo – Boy, Dean (14)  
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6203   Bischoff, Lucille (9) 
6204   Black, Gary (8) 
6205   Black, Jaline (8) 
6206   Black, Leonard (8) 
6207   Blessum, Arlan (41) 
6208   Blessum, Herman (6) 
6209   Bloomquist, Maria (14) 
6210   Boardman, Mrs. (3) 
6211   Bonn, Fred, Jr. (8) 
6212   Booth, Elwin (15) 
6213   Bosley, bill – Children (41)  
6214   Boucher, Elmer – Girl (22)  
6215   Boucher, Glenn (11) 
6216   Boucher, Romeo (11) 
6217   Boucher, Vernon (12) 
6218   Bowersox, Vance (13) 
6219   Brown, Doug – Carol Ebach (33) 
6220   Buchta, Sidney – Wedding – Clara Goetz (12)  
6221   Burch, Dave – Girl (170  
6222   Burckhard, Don (12) 
6223   Buresch, John (17) 
6224   Buresch, John – Boy (9)  
6225   Burke, Kenny – Copies (4) 
6226   Burns, Howard (5) 
6227   Christianson, Paula (6) 
6228   Cote, Ernie (12) 
6229   Crook, Mary Jane (15)  
6230   Dahl, Art (12) 
6231   Dahl, Clara (8) 
6232   Dahlen, Gordon – Girl (15)  
6233   Dale Carnegie Class (1) 
6234   Dease, Ernest (10) & 8 prints 
6235   DePlazes, Theresa (5) 
6236   DePriest, Mrs. Dave – Copy (2) 
6237   DePriest, Mrs. Dave & Baby (6) 
6238   Doshendorf – Passports (1) 
6239   Duchscherer, Ruby (9) 
6240   Dulmage, Robert – Children (24)  
6241   Dundai, Elburn (11) 
6242   Ebach, Clara (5) 
6243   Eckerdt, Bob (28) 
6244   Edwardson, Ted – Boys (18) & 1 proof  
6245   Ekren, Rod (14) 
6246   Elliot, Craig – Martha Erickson (11) 
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6247   Erickson, Carla (10) 
6248   Erickson, Dave & Debbie (15) & 4 prints 
6249   Erickson, Norman – Family (9) 
6250   Fandrich, Clyde (9) 
6251   Fereguson, Claire (13) 
6252   Ferguson, Pinkey – Band Uniform (4) & 4 prints 
6253   First Lutheran Confirmants (3) 
6254   First Lutheran Kindergarten (2) 
6255   Fjellanger, Ronnie (6) 
6256   Fjellanger, Mr. & Mrs. Vernon – Family (15) 
6257   Fletschook, Russell (11) 
6258   Fossum, John – Boy (33) 
6259   Fox, Harvey & Sister (1) 
6260   Fragodt, Harold – Girl (12)  
6261   Fragodt, John – Family (10) 
6262   Friederich, Roy – Map (2) 
6263   Fugere, Arthur – Family (8) 
6264   Fuller, Larry – Baby (17) 
6265   Fylling, Norwin – Family (13) 
6266   Gault, Richard (19) 
6267   Giesinger, John – Family (13)  
6268   Goetz, Dennis – Family (10) 
6269   Good, Mr. & Mrs. Howard (8) 
6270   Gore, Virtue (8) 
6271   Gottbrecht, Geo (11)  
6272   Green, Mrs. (9) 
6273   Grenier, Ted – Family (7)  
6274   Grove, Arvin (15) 
6275   Hahn, Pamela (13) 
6276   Haider (19) 
6277   Halling, Mrs. Steve – Grand Children (30) 
6278   Halone, Ken – Girl (15) 
6279   Hamon, David, Sr. – Towner, N. D. (13)  
6280   Hamon, Joe P. – Family (10) 
6281   Hamon, Winona – Family (88) 
6282   Hamon, Mrs. Winona – Family (1)  
6283   Hanon, LeRoy – Family (7) 
6284   Hansbury, Susan (8) 
6285   Hartman, Marjorie (7) 
6286   Hartl (4) 
6287   Hartl, Bob (7) 
6288   Hartl, Bob – Erickson – 6 Pk & Scar Face (4) 
6289   Hartman, Max – Family (5) 
6290   Hartwikson, Caryn (9) 
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6291   Hauch, Ellen – Family (8)  
6292   Haugen, Chester – Family (8) & 1 proof  
6293   Haugen, Keith (7) 
6294   Haugen, Monte – Boy (11)  
6295   Hauin, Gary (8) 
6296   Hauvinen, Lowell (10)  
6297   Hawk, Mrs. Jess (10) & 1 print 
6298   Heilman, Jim – Marine Uniform (8) 
6299   Heilman, Larry (18) & 4 prints 
6300   Heilna, Kay (7) 
6301   Heintz, Ronnie – Children (21) 
6302   Heinz, Kay (17) 
6303   Heisler, Richard (12) 
6304   Henning, Glenn – Newburg, N. D. (9) 
6305   Hilzendager, Butch (10) 
6306   Hilzendager, John (7) & 1 proof 
6307   Hoffart, Mike (11) 
6308   Hoffart, Vincent, Jr. (12)  
6309   Hoffert, Jackie (8) 
6310   Hoffert, Ludwig – Family (10)  
6311   Hole, Alma (6) 
6312   Homan, Anton – Family (14)  
6313   Homan, Joe P. – Boy (13)  
6314   Hospital – Aerial (2) 
6315   Hutchinson, Sue (9) 
6316   Hutton, Judy (10) 
6317   Jensen, Candy (22) 
6318   Jensen, Don (7) 
6319   Jenson, Brenda (7) 
6320   Johnson – Girl (4) 
6321   Johnson, Art – Rolette, N. D. (12)  
6322   Johnson, Dick (7) 
6323   Johnson, Emett – By Bus. (8) 
6324   Johnson, Mr. & Mrs. James (23) 
6325   Johnson, LeRoy (4) 
6326   Jordon, Terry – Wedding (20) & 1 print  
6327   Jorgenson – Family (5) & 5 prints 
6328   Jundt, Georgean (19) 
6329   Jundt, Roy – Girl (8) 
6330   Kaufman, Mr. & Mrs. M. W. (8)  
6331   Keegan, Mr. Jim (13) 
6332   Kester, Cheryl (10) 
6333   Klatt (11) 
6334   Klier, Leo – Family (10) 
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6335   Kongslie, Mrs. Agus (12) 
6336   Korry, Jan – Nurse (10) 
6337   Kraft, Arlene (7) 
6338   Kramlich, Jerald (15) 
6339   Kruish, Alfred –Family (6)  
6340   Kub- Triplets (41) 
6341   Kuntz, Bruno – Family (14) 
6342   Kuntz, Mrs. Julius – Copy (1)  
6343   Lagasse, Yvonne (18) 
6344   Lagerquist – Family (9) 
6345   Larson, Craig (15) 
6346   Larson, Jeanne (1) 
6347   Lemeiux, Geo. – Family (8) 
6348   Leutz, Marylin (7) 
6349   Liddle, Jerry (15) 
6350   Lien, Paula (15) 
6351   Lindberg, Ron (8) 
6352   Lindelin, Alice (9) 
6353   Lindquist, Tony (1) 
6354   Little Flower B. B. Teams (4)   
6355   Lockridge, Gary – Family (8) 
6356   Loshman, Mr. & Mrs.  Al (23) 
6357   Louche, Wendy (8) 
6358   Lounie, Joan (9) 
6359   Lien, Pearl – Copy – Mother Kandie (1) 
6360   Lynnes, David – Wedding (7) 
6361   Lynse, Harris (12) 
6362   Mahlke, Mr. & Mrs. John (6) 
6363   Mahlke, John – Watkins Wagon (7)  
6364   Martinson, Mrs. Lorraine – Family (16) 
6365   Masonic Hall – Rolla, N. D. (3) 
6366   Massine, Frank – Wedding (15) & 5 prints 
6367   McClintock, John (4) 
6368   McIntyre, DR. Don – Girl (13)  
6369   McGuire, Candy (8) 
6370   Mears, Jim – Family (10)  
6371   Mears, Johnnie – Boy (9) 
6372   Miller, Arden (8) 
6373   Mitzel, Ned (7)  
6374   Moen, Curtis –  Grandchildren (4)   
6375   Moen, Linda (12) 
6376   Moffatt, Marjorie (7) 
6377   Monte, Esther (11) 
6378   Morem, Dennis (16) 
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6379   Mosher, Mr. & Mrs. Herb (7) 
6380   Myhre – Passports (10) 
6381   Nelson, Arnold – Girl (15) 
6382   Nelson, J. Fred – Family (9) 
6383   Ness, Paulette – Nurse (13) 
6384   Nybo, Carol – Child (15) 
6385   Ohm, Russell (10) 
6386   Olson, Reverend Ed – Confirmants – Upham, N. D. (4) 
6387   Olson, Einar (5) 
6388   Olson, Elsie – House (8) 
6389   Olson, Helen (11) 
6390   Olson, Richard (14) 
6391   Olson, Mr. & Mrs. Richard (8) 
6392   Panchatz (6) 
6393   Paul, Cecil – Family (12)  
6394   Paulson, Diane (12) 
6395   Peters, Mr. & Mrs. Jacob (8) 
6396   Peterson, Otto (8) 
6397   Peterson, Mrs. Phillip – Welfare Office – Peterson (5) 
6398   Peterson, Robert (8) 
6399   Pierce County Commissioners (7) 
6400   Pietrich, Julie (7) 
6401   Porter, Gary (9) 
6402   Red Owl – Manager (8) 
6403   Reichert, Cheryl (14) 
6404   Reynolds, V. Frances (8) 
6405   Ring, Reverend D. C. (10) 
6406   Riplinger, Steve – Boy (10) 
6407   Ripplinger, Paul (13) 
6408   Ritterman, Leland (10) 
6409   Robideau (8) 
6410   Johnson, James – Confirmants – Rolette, N. D. (5)  
6411   Rothchild, Melinda (9) 
6412   Randolph, Roger (15) 
6413   Rugby Motor Co. – Exterior of Building (1)  
6414   Sallin (15) 
6415   Sattler, Mrs. Andy – Copy – Mother (1) 
6416   Sattler, Pat (10) 
6417   Saude, Agnes – Passports (1)  
6418   Saude, Joel (6) 
6419   Schmaltz, Jim (2)  
6420   Schmaltz, Jim – Boy (1) 
6421   Schmaltz, Leonard – Wedding (20) & 4 prints 
6422   Schmaltz, Richard (15) 
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6423   Scheiber, Mrs. – Passports (4)  
6424   Schwaderer, Don (2) 
6425   Sebad, Marjorie (8) 
6426   Senger, Beverly (10) 
6427   Senger, Mrs. (9) 
6428   Senger, Nick (21) 
6429   Senger, W. W. (7)  
6430   Simonson, Susan (14) 
6431   Simpson, Mrs. Bob – Malta, Mont. Copy (1) 
6432   Sitter, Sandy (13) 
6433   Skaar, Gordon (17) 
6434   Skaterud, Mr. & Mrs. Melvin (8)  
6435   Sloubough, Herb – Boy, Del (22) 
6436   Sloubough, Paul – Family (23) 
6437   Soathoff Confirmants (8) 
6438   Soathoff Confirmants – Overly – Rolette, N. D. (10)  
6439   Soathoff, D. – Girl (17) 
6440   Solberg, Ken – Children (16)  
6441   Solberg, Ole (15) 
6442   Solberg, Stacey (Ken) (11) 
6443   Spencer, Nancy (14) 
6444   Stempson, Dave (17) 
6445   Stempson, Mrs. Dave & Baby (9)  
6446   Stempson, Doug – Lieutenant (11) 
6447   Stempson, Scott – David’s Boy (15) 
6448   Stoffer, Greg (6) 
6449   Stoll, Bud – Silver Wedding (3)  
6450   Strand, Lavone (8) 
6451   Strand, Orville (73) 
6452   Sueum, Ludwig – Family (6)  
6453   Tetzlaff, Duane – Wedding – Virginia Lund (15) 
6454   Thingwald, Bill – Girl, Linda (12) 
6455   Thompson, Mr. & Mrs. Alvin (8) 
6456   Thompson, Arnold – Two Children (16)  
6457   Thoreson, Bill (10) 
6458   Tofte, Oswald (5) 
6459   Treck, Inc. (20) 
6460   Tuchscherer, Ruth (5)  
6461   Tuell, Jackie (10) 
6462   Turner, Mrs. (12) 
6463   Vangsness, Peggy (7)  
6464   Voeller, Mrs. Ray – Copy (1) 
6465   Voegler, Reverend (36) 
6466   Voegler – Confirmants (8) 
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6467   Voegler – Confirmants – W. City, N. D. (5)  
6468   Volk, Mr. & Mrs. Philip (24) 
6469   Volk, Pius (8) 
6470   Volk, Richard – Kids (9)  
6471   Wahl, Terry (13) 
6472   Wells, Chas – Wedding (19) & 7 prints 
6473   Welsch, Leslie – Family (7) 
6474   Wentz, Walter – Boy (6)  
6475   Wolf, Francis (11) 
6476   Wolfe, Elmer (11) 
6477   Wolford Basketball Reception (9) 
6478   Wurgler, Al – Family (10) 
6479   Wurgler, Dave (20) 
6480   Wurgler, Keith (10) 
6481   Yidstie, Reverend (7) 
6482   Yidstie Confirmants (18) 
6483   Yoeder, Harvey – Family (9) & 1 print  
6484   Youngs, Ron – Boy (8) 
6485   Ziegler & Butz – Howard Bjorke – Srors. (3)  
6486   Ziegler, Larry (12) 
  1969— 
6487   A. F. S. Student (9) 
6488   Albrecht, Mark – Mona Munger (6)  
6489   Anderson, Alfred – Ordination (16) 
6490   Anderson, Bruce (8) 
6491   Anderson, Bruce – Ordination (13)  
6492   Anderson, Bruce – at Ordination (1) 
6493   Anderson, Mr. & Mrs. Bruce (12) & letter 
6494   Anderson, Mr. & Mrs. Harold (19) & 1 print 
6495   Anderson, Patty Kay (15) 
6496   Anderson, Rick – Children (38)  
6497   Armstrong, Frank – Baby (24)  
6498   Ashley – # 4 (5) 
6499   Austin, G. U. – Family (8)  
6500   Austin, G. U. – Golden Wedding (8)  
6501   Austin, Mr. & Mrs. Raleigh (6) 
6502   Austin, Raleigh – Copies (3) 
6503   Austin, Mr. & Mrs. Warren (14) 
6504   Axtman, Mr. & Mrs. August (29) 
6505   Axtman, Cliff (12) 
6506   Axtman, Ed – Girl (15) & 2 prints 
6507   Axtman, Fred – Children (20) 
6508   Axtman, John – Family (8) 
6509   Axtman, John J. – Girl (18) 
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6510   Axtman, Ken – Baby (12) 
6511   Axtman, Rose (4) 
6512   Bachmeier, Beatrice (13)  
6513   Bachmeier, Stonas – Family (8)  
6514   Bachmeier, Stonas – Family (7) & 1 proof 
6515   Baillie, Barb (22) 
6516   Baillie, Deanne – Boy (11)  
6517   Baillie, Duane – Boy (2) 
6518   Balta Seniors (12) & 11 proof copies 
6519   Barbot, Mary Ann (9) 
6520   Beaver, William – Family (10)  
6521   Berdahl, Alfred – Family (8) & 1 proof 
6522   Berg, Carol (11) 
6523   Berg, Mr. & Mrs. Harry (11) 
6524   Berg, Marvin – Silver Wedding (16) & 4 prints  
6525   Berg, Rod – Boy (17) 
6526   Berg, Roger (12) 
6527   Berg, Stan (7)  
6528   Bertsch, Mr. & Mrs. Lee (9) 
6529   Bertsch, Tom – Family (11) 
6530   Berube, Jackie – 2 packets (19) 
6531   Beruen, Harold (10) 
6532   Bethany – Confirmants (18)  
6533   Bieberdorf, Amos (4) 
6534   Bischoff, Don (13) 
6535   Blessum, Bob (13) 
6536   Blessum, Mr. & Mrs. Oscar – Passports (6) 
6537   Boe, Mr. & Mrs. Ted (6) 
6538   Boe – Family – Mrs. Guttingham (10) & 1 proof 
6539   Bonn, Fred – Cathy Johnson (11) 
6540   Boschee, Bonnie (13) 
6541   Boschee, Floyd (16) 
6542   Bott, Robert – Family (14) 
6543   Boucher, Jerome – Copy (1) 
6544   Bowman, Bruce – Children (19) 
6545   Brossart, Frank – Soldier – Copy (1) 
6546   Brossart, Frank – Family (4) 
6547   Brossart, Mrs. Frank – Copy (1) 
6548   Brossart, Joe – Family (8) 
6549   Buchl, Andy – Children (9) 
6550   Bullinger, Gary – Girl (19) 
6551   Burkhard, Balzar – Girl (15) 
6552   Burkhardsmeier, Gerald – Girl (9) 
6553   Busch, Wendell (1) 
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6554   Carlson, Oscar – Boy (4)  
6555   Cass, Harley – Boy (9) 
6556   Cato, Ernie – Boy (15) 
6557   Chalmers, Bud (8) 
6558   Charon, Harlan – Family (2) & 3 prints  
6559   Chiang, Jay (8)  
6560   Chrisman, Quentin – Boy (17)  
6561   Cilz, Fred – Children & girl alone (12) 
6562   Citizen Bank – Several packets of negatives and pictures dealing with open house  
    and, urban renewal. (142) & 1 print 
6563   Citizen Bank – Copy (1) 
6564   Citizen Bank – Insurance Agents (11) & 3 prints 
6565   Crawford, Chas. & Grandson – Airplanes (3) & 3 prints 
6566   Crook, Tim – Copy (1) 
6567   Crum, Chas (1) 
6568   Dahl, Richard – Children (11)  
6569   Dalton, Robert – Girl (26) 
6570   Davidson, Pansy – Court Reporter for Judge Grimson – Copy (1)  
6571   Davis, Joyce (14) 
6572   Dease, James – Boy (14)  
6573   Degner, Maynard – Family (14) 
6574   DePriest, Lela – Passports (1) 
6575   Duchscherer, John – Boy (16) 
6576   Duff, Joe – Family – W. City, N. D. (5)  
6577   Ekren, Rod – Mary Ann Babot (6) 
6578   Erhardt, Connie – Boy (7) 
6579   Erickson, Loren – Girl (17) 
6580   Estes, Tim (16)  
6581   Farmers Union Insurance – Claim at Ruby Duchscherer Farm (51)  
6582   Farmers Union Lunch – Gerald Brol. (11) & 4 prints 
6583   Fauske, Beth (8) 
6584   First Lutheran – Kindergarten (2)  
6585   Foley, Don (30) 
6586   Fosen, Judy (33) 
6587   Gailfus, Diane (11) 
6588   Gau (unreadable), Richard – Girl (11)  
6589   Geisinger, John – Uniform (19) 
6590   Geographical Center Pagent (5) 
6591   Georgeson, Marlene (13) 
6592   Giesimpler, Jerry (10) 
6593   Gilge, Bob – Family (9) 
6594   Gilles, Mr. & Mrs. Wales – Bottineau, N. D. (24) 
6595   Gingerich, Ernest – Family (10) 
6596   Goetz, Del – Girl (12) 
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6597   Goetz, Reverend Del (4) 
6598   Good, Howard (18) 
6699   Gorceau, Mr. & Mrs. Herman – Family (7)  
6600   Gotbrecht, Geo. – Boy (11) 
6601   Graber, Dwayne – Family (11) 
6602   Graber, Frank (12) 
6603   Gronos, Linda (2 packets) (12) 
6604   Gross, Joe – Family (6) 
6605   Guden, Ray (18) 
6606   Getzlaff, Herman – Family (9) & 1 print  
6607   H? ul (unreadable), Sister – Bottineau, N. D. (2) 
6608   Hackman, Henry –Schneider (13) & 2 prints 
6609   Hager, Clem, Mr. & Mrs. (17) 
6610   Hager, Don – Girl – Balta, N. D. (15) 
6611   Hager, Frank – Family (16) 
6612   Hale, Jean (11) 
6613   Halverson, Lois (15) 
6614   Halverson, Orris  (14) 
6615   Hamon, Julius – Girl (11) 
6616   Hamon, Marjorie (6) 
6617   Hamon, Virgil – Boy (11) 
6618   Hamon, Mr. & Mrs. Virgil (14) 
6619   Hanby, Becky (14) 
6620   Hartl – Dunseith Client – December 18th  (8) 
6621   Hart – Sebilues – 5 cars (15) 
6622   Hartl – Volmuth Children in Hospital (29) 
6623   Hartl and Orvick – Accident scenes at Berwick Intersection (16) 
6624   Hartman, Tom – Family (17) 
6625   Hauck, Coline (13) 
6626   Heilman, Ed – Boy (12) 
6627   Heilman, Joan (1) 
6628   Heilman, John – Baby (11)  
6629   Henrickson, Hanney – Wedding (6) 
6630   Hill, Don (8) 
6631   Hill, Ken – Baby (13) 
6632   Hillman, Dr. – 2nd Girl (21) 
6633   Hoffart, Doretta (15) 
6634   Hoffart, Louie M. – Family (8) 
6635   Holmby, Vickie (16) 
6636   Holte, Mr. (7) 
6637   Hormel, Roland (24) 
6638   Hormel, Roland – Girl – Re-sitting (10) 
6639   Hornstein, Paul – Girl – First Communion (9) 
6639a   Hulton, Burton – Towner (42) B&W (7) color 
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6640   Humble, Ron – Family (6) 
6641   Humble, Mr. & Mrs. Scott (6) 
6642   Hutchinson, Demett (1) 
6643   Jacobson, Bob – Girl (5) 
6644   Jaeger, Joe – Copy (1) 
6645   Jelsing, Mr. & Mrs. Andrew (10) 
6646   Jensen, Mrs. Ruth (1) 
6647   Jensen, Todd (9) 
6648   Johnson, Mrs. Chester – Girl  (8) 
6649   Johnson, John – Navy Uniform (15) 
6650   Johnson, Lance (15) 
6651   Johnson, LeRoy – Boy, Corey (10) 
6652   Jones, Earl (3) 
6653   Jordan, Bryce – Family (10) 
6654   Jorgenson – Family – Leeds, N. D. (Mrs. McIntyre parents) (1) 
6655   Jundt, Don – Girl (11) 
6656   Jundt, James – Boy, Jimmie (12) 
6657   Jundt, Roy – Baby (13) 
6658   King, Father – Passports (4) 
6659   Kirschoffner, John (8) 
6660   Kjelstrom, Kent (9) 
6661   Klein, Dennis (17) 
6662   Knutson, Dave – Linda Maln (1 B & W) (34 color) 
6663   Koble, David (11) 
6664   Kohnstedt, Lloyd – Family (28) 
6665   Kraft, Frank (6) 
6666   Kraft, Richard – Family (6) 
6667   Kremer, Gerald (19) 
6668   Krim, Tony – Family (5) 
6669   Kukkla, Allen – Baby (10) 
6670   Lake, Willy – Family (7) 
6671   Larson, Harold (11) 
6672   Larson, Marsha & Kent (11) 
6673   Lauinger, Mr. & Mrs. Ben (9) 
6674   Lee, Robert E. – Family (18) 
6675   Leftwick, Calvin – Family (1) 
6676   Lemar, Josie – (12) 
6677   Lennon, Cliff – Family (8) 
6678   Lentz – Golden Wedding & Families – Rolla, N. D. (39) 
6679   Leonard, H. F. (8) 
6680   Lesmeister, David – Wedding (18)  
6681   Lindseth – Wedding (1) 
6682   Lindseth, Mr. & Mrs. Archie (8) 
6683   Lindseth, Archie – Farm – Copy (4 photos) (7 negatives) 
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6684   Lindseth, Olaf – Family (10) 
6685   Linghar, Mary Ann (10) 
6686   Linghar, Mr. & Mrs. S. (6) 
6687   Lions (1 photo) (5 negatives) 
6688   Little Flowers (14 photos) (16 negatives) 
6689   Loe, Miss (9) 
6690   Lynse, Cathy (13) 
6691   Lynse, Cathy – Passports (5) 
6692   Mack, Joe – Family (56) 
6693   Mack, John – Family (12) 
6694   Marchus, Loren (9) 
6695   Mars, Mrs. & Baby (11) 
6696   Martel, Art – Identity (1) 
6697   Martin, Lonny – Wedding – Paula Christianson (1) 
6698   McCombs, Wil – Family (10) 
6699   McIntyre, Dr. (11) 
6700   Miller, Mrs. Orville – Grandchildren (28) 
6701   Mittler, Gideon – Family – Upham, N. D. (1 photo) (21 negatives) 
6702   Mitzel, Ned – Copy (1) 
6703   Moen, Mr. & Mrs. Aanen (5) 
6704   Moffet, Bonnie – Passports (1) 
6705   Monger, Donita (9) 
6706   Mosher, Mr. & Mrs. Herb (1) 
6707   Mossine, Fred (10) 
6708   Muffenbier, Wes – Girl (11) 
6709   Munger, Sam – Copies for Harry Socker (2) 
6710   Nelson, Arnold (10) 
6711   Meomeyer, Dennis – Donna Larson (37) 
6712   Neomeyer, Ray – Family (1) 
6713   Nielsen, Mr. & Mrs. Allen – Wedding – Cathy Tuff (8) 
6714   Nissen, Elwin – Family (11) 
6715   Nord, Daryl – For Pat Maddock (2 letters) (6 negatives) 
6716   Nybo, Don – Twins & Girls (20) 
6717   Nyhus, Leonard – Passports (1) 
6718   Orth, Mrs. Arlen – Copy (2) 
6719   Orvedahl, Jens – Passport (1) 
6720   Ostenson, Mitzi (19) 
6721   Overly Confirmation – Larry Nelson (4) 
6722   Parkman, Peggy (19) 
6723   Paunell – Wedding (1 letter) (1 labled bag) (26 negatives) 
6724   Perett, Jerry (7) 
6725   Peterson, Chester – Peterson-Young Reunion (1 note) (1 photo) (7 negatives) 
6726   Peterson, Dale – Baby (22) 
6727   Peterson, Don – Girl (15) 
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6728   Peterson, Phil – Whiskers (9) 
6729   Peterson, Vicki – Wolford, N. D. (12) 
6730   Pfau, Glenn – Boy, Mark (13) 
6731   Presthus, Dave (12) 
6732   Duane Roudle – Twins (14) 
6733   Rauxo, Bruce – Girl 1969 (10) 
6734   Rieger, Mike – Esmond, N. D. (10) 
6735   Ripplinger, Don – Marine – Dress Uniform – Second Lt. (2 photos) (3 negatives) 
6736   Ripplinger, Ed – Baby (17) 
6737   Ripplinger, Joe – Family (9) 
6738 Ripplinger, John – Family – Don Ripplinger – Marine Uniform (3 photos) (14 
negatives) 
6739   Ripplinger, Paul – Boy (12) 
6740   Ripplinger, Steve – Boy (10) 
6741   Roberts, Mr. & Mrs. Ralph (6) 
6742   Rohde, Reverend Geo. (9) 
6743   Rolette Confirmants – Reverend Johnson (6) 
6744   Rolette Confirmants – Jalle (15 negatives) (1 letter) 
6745   Rugby Clergy Easter Display (8 photos) (44 negatives) 
6746   St. Paul Confirmants – Voegler (6) 
6747   Sandau, Gordon (6) 
6748   Sattler, Adam (5) 
6749   Sattler, Geo – Family (9) 
6750   Sattler, Mrs. Martin (7) 
6751   Scherr, Ken (4) 
6752   Schiff, Mr. & Mrs. Mike (7) 
6753   Schmaltz, Richard – Girl (14) 
6754   Schneider, Leona (6) 
6755   Schoenborn, Reinhold (3) 
6756   Schoon, Bernard (12) 
6757   Schoon, Bernard – Girl – First Communion (12) 
6758   Schoon, Don – Boy (1) 
6759   Schoon, John (17) 
6760   Schmaltz, Clem – Twins (12) 
6761   Schmaltz, Richard (1) 
6762   Schuster, Bro. Joe – Passports (3) 
6763   Settingsgood, Mr. & Mrs. Geo (5) 
6764   Simonson, Richard (3) 
6765   Smith, Barry (8) 
6766   Smith, Mr. & Mrs. Donald – Passports (4) 
6767   Smith, Jim – Boy (10) 
6768   Smith Shoe Window (2) 
6769   Solem, Belford – Passports (2) 
6770   Spaulding, Mr. & Mrs. Bill (5) 
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6771   Steen, Mr. & Mrs. Oscar (18) 
6772   Steen, Oscar – Family (8 negatives) (1 photo) 
6773   Stempson, Mrs. Dave & Scott (18) 
6774   Stoll, Bud (4) 
6775   Stutrud Cousins – Connie & ? (1) 
6776   Stutrud, Mr. & Mrs. Oliver (6) 
6777   Stutrud, Mrs. Oliver – Doris Stutrud (8) 
6778   Tetrault, Lawrence – Family (8) 
6779   Thiel, Bruce – Family (7) 
6780   Thingwald, Bill – Family (11) 
6781   Thingwald, Edwin – Family (1 letter) (2 photos) (35 negatives) 
6782   Thompson, Mrs. Alvin (1) 
6783   Thompson, Mrs. Tharlolf, - Copy (1) 
6784   Thoreson, Bill – Family (14) 
6785   Thoreson, Nettie & Tom (27) 
6786   Torgerson, Mr. & Mrs. Ted (8) 
6787   Tuchscherer, Fred – Girl (15) 
6788   Tuchscherer, Jerry & Ruth Ann – Caps & gowns (1 photo) (7 negatives) 
6789   Tuchscherer, Joe – Accident – Great Northern Crossing at T(?) bridge (13) 
6790, 6791  Tuchscherer, Steve – Two packets (1) (8) 
6792   Tuff, John (7) 
6793   Tufte, A. L. (2 photos) (11 negatives) 
6794   Tuomala, Mrs. Marvin (16) 
6795   Underdahl, Brent (1 photo) (8 negatives) 
6796   Upham – Reverend Olson – Confirmants (3 photos) (4 negatives) 
6797   Vangsness, Geo (5) 
6798   Vangsness, Geo – Fishing Trip (4 photos) (6 negatives) 
6799   Vetsch, Linda (13) 
6800   Vigeland, John (6) 
6801   Voeller, Antoinette (10) 
6802   Voeller, Mr. & Mrs. Lee (11) 
6803   Voeller, Sheldon (11) 
6804   Vogeler, Reverend (4) 
6805   Volk, Dianne (12) 
6806   Volk, Gary (1 letter) (27 negatives) 
6807   Vrem, Shan (10) 
6808   Weinier, Jeff – Uniform (11) 
6809   W. City Confirmants – Vogeler (16) 
6810   Wald, Chuck (6) 
6811   Walters, Guren (11) 
6812   Weaver, Walter – Children (11) 
6813   Williams, Mrs. Warren & Sisters (5) 
6814   Wolfe, Shirley (20) 
6815   Wolford Seniors (11) 
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6816   Christiansen, Mrs. Ruth – Passports – Wooster, N. D. (4) 
6817   Wurgler, Larry – Wedding – Vicki Bergen (38) 
6818   Yoeder, Opal (10) 
6819   Yoeder, Pearl – Family (2) 
6820   Yoeder Family (8) 
6821   Ziegler, Mark (13) 
6822   Zweber, Claude (1 photo) (3 negatives) 
6823   Zueber, Claude  (Small envelope with four color pictures of an unidentified baby  
    and one blurry black and white photograph of four children sitting in  
    front of trees.) (5 photos) 
  1970— 
6824   Aasen, Mrs. (11) 
6825   Anderson, Debbie (6) 
6826   Anderson, Evelyn – Passports (3) 
6827   Armstrong, Ethel (14) 
6828   Armstrong, Frank – Families (12) 
6829   Armstrong, Lavone (18) 
6830   Awalt, Mr. & Mrs. Bill (15) 
6831   Awalt, Bill – Boy (21)x 
6832   Axtman, August – Family (1 photo) (8 negatives) 
6833   Axtman, Ben (11) 
6834   Axtman, Pius – Family (7) 
6835   Balta Basketball (18) 
6836   Balta Seniors (5 photos) (59 negatives) 
6837   Bauman, Bruce – Family (9) 
6838   Baustad, Nels – Passports (1) 
6839   Beaver, Lorraine – Baby (12) 
6840   Beckler, Michael J. – Girl, Tina (7) 
6841   Benson, Andrew (13) 
6842   Berdahl, Don – Family (2) 
6843   Berg, Rodney (23) 
6844   Bernstein Family (12) 
6845   Berntson, Gordon – Family (8) 
6846   Bethany – Confirmants (15) 
6847   Bethke, Lloyd – Baby (9) 
6848   Bisbee – Confirmants (9) 
6849   Bischoff, Barney – Family (5) 
6850   Bischoff, Loretta (16) 
6851   Bjorke, Bruce (8) 
6852   Black, Leonard – Family (1) 
6853   Blessum, Bob – Wedding (10) 
6854   Blessum, Brenda (12) 
6855   Blessum, Darryl – Family (9) 
6856   Blessum, Darryl – House (12)  
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6857   Blessum, Mr. & Mrs. Lloyd (32) 
6858   Boem, Mrs. Allen (15) 
6859   Boguslowski, Joe – Children (14) 
6860   Bohl, John – Family (7) 
6861   Bohl, Kathleen (7) 
6862   Bohl, Nick – Family (5) 
6863   Bosley, Walt – Copy (1) 
6864   Boucher, Delbert – Brothers & sisters (8) 
6865   Boucher, Dwight (17) 
6866   Boucher, Romeo (14) 
6867   Brandt, Larry – Children (17) 
6868   Brandt, Marilyn (20) 
6869   Braun, Dianne (10) 
6870   Broderick, William – Family (13) 
6871   Brossart, Valentine – Family (10) 
6872   Buchl, Mrs. (13) 
6873   Buchta, Sid – Child (6) 
6874   Burkhardt, Tony – Family (10) 
6875   Burnee, Carol (17) 
6876   Burns, Howard – Family (9) 
6877   Bushe, Dave – Jackie Atherton (6) 
6878   Butz, Mark (8) 
6879   Butz. Mark – Family & Mark in office (25) 
6880   Bye, David (6) 
6881   Cassavart, Stan (16) 
6882   Chalmers, Buddy – Chilren (22) 
6883   Christenson, Christie (19) 
6884   Citizen Bank – Miss Drive-In Teller (9) 
6885   Costello, Mr. & Mrs. Jay (9) 
6886   Cote, Ernie – Family (15) 
6887   Crismon, Quentin – Girl (14) 
6888   Denisch, Daryl (8) 
6889   Dolan, Bernard (9) 
6890   Drege, Mr. & Mrs. S ? t (unreadable) (21) 
6891   Ebach – Wedding – Judy Seben 7 
6892   Ebenezer – Confirmants (7) 
6893   Edwards, Mr. & Mrs. Albert (28) 
6894   Egeland – Confirmants (1 letter) (6 negatives) 
6895   Egeland, Pastor & Mrs. V. J. (4) 
6896   Egge, John – Family (1 letter) (1 negative) 
6897   Ellis, Milton (5) 
6898   Ellis, Mrs. Milton (8) 
6899   Enger, Mrs. L. A. – Copy (Hetland) (1) 
6900   Erickson, Mr. & Mrs. Arndt. (16) 
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6901   Erickson, Mr. & Mrs. Frank (23) 
6902   Erickson, Gary – Sharon Ranfo (11) 
6903   Erickson, Myrna 
6904   Erickson, Olaf – Twins (16)l 
6905   Evenson, Ken – Girls (22) 
6906   Fallman – Children (22) 
6907   Faul, Alyce (10) 
6908   Faul, Ardith (13) 
6909, 6910 Fauske, Mr. & Mrs. Elwood (2 packets) (6909 (12)) (6910 (2 photos) (5 
negatives)) 
6911   Ferguson, Pinky – Cap & gown (1) 
6911a   Firemen Convention – June 5, 1970 – Rugby, N. D.   
6912   First Lutheran – Confirmants (18) 
6913   Fjellinger, Larry – Children (10) 
6914   Fossum, Ron – Boys (28) 
6915   Fritel, Marjorie (1 photo) (12 negatives) 
6916   General Adjustment (1 business card) (18 negatives) 
6917   Genre, Wayne (12) 
6918   Geisler, Carol (13 photos) (13 negatives) 
6919   Gilge, Eldore – Boy (16) 
6920   Goetz, Dennis (15) 
6921   Goldsock, Cheryl (14) 
6922   Graber – Family (Mrs. Elaine Slaughbough) (15) 
6923   Graber, Frank – Girl, Rebecca (14) 
6924   Great Northern – Crossing – Accident – Wendel Rose (1 letter) (23 negatives) 
6925   Great Northern – Main Street Crossing – Mar? (5) 
6926   Gross, Todd – Patty Kraft (12) 
6927   Grove, Archie (13) 
6928   Haberstroh, Emil – Family (3) 
6929   Hager – Attorney – Hartl Office (7) 
6930   Hager, Andy – Family (10) 
6931   Hager, Don – Family (9) 
6932   Halverson, Gerhart – Family (6) 
6933   Hanson, Barbra – Potno (16) 
6934   Harper, Bud –Boy, Pat (16) 
6935   Hartl – Mary Ebach – Accident (11) 
6936   Hartl – Enger accident (4) 
6937   Hartl – Orvick – (unreadable) – accident (1 note) (55 negatives) 
6938   Hartl, Mrs. Bob & son, Bill (22) 
6939   Haugen, Hannah (17) 
6940   Haus, Eugene – Boy (10) 
6941   Hauser, Dennis (1 photo) (9 negatives) 
6942   Hauser, Elmer – Family (1 photo) (9 negatives) 
6943   Heil, Ray – Famlily – Selz. (8) 
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6944   Heidelbough, Eldon (10 negatives) (1 photo) 
6945   Heilman, Donna (13) 
6946   Heisler, Richard – Girl (10) 
6947   Helmuth, Irving – Family (6) 
6948   Henne, Ray – Family (9) 
6948a   Heuber, Reuben – Family 
6949   Hill, Marlo – Boys (18) 
6950   Hiller, Curt & Joan (5) 
6951   Hilzendager, Duwayne – Girl (8) 
6952   Hilzendager, Roger – Girl, Jody (16) 
6953   Hoium, Donald (9) 
6954   Hoium, Virgil (3) 
6955   Homan, David – Family (10) 
6956   Homan, Mrs. Jack – Grandchild (10) 
6957   Homan, Julian (17) 
6958   Hormel, Laverne – Wedding (13) 
6959   Hosel, Dr. – Baby, girl (18) 
6960   Hutchinson, Carol (21) 
6961   Hutton, Burton – Passports (2) 
6962   Jacobson, Ken – Uniform (10) 
6963   Jacobson, Paul (7) 
6964   Jensen, Don – Passports (3) 
6965   Jensen, Judy (10) 
6966   Johnson, Allen – Girl (16) 
6967   Johnson, Ansel – Family (8) 
6968   Johnson, Dr. & Mrs. C. A. – Passports (8) 
6969   Johnson, Don – Family (5) 
6970   Johnson, Karen – Identification – Strong (1) 
6971, 6972  Johnston, Royce – Family (Two packets) (6971 (1)), (6972 (2)) 
6973   Jones, Carol (7) 
6974   Jordon, Daryl (1 photo) (17 negatives) 
6975   Jundt, Eugene & Children (21) 
6976   Jundt, Mr. & Mrs. Joseph (7) 
6977   Jundt, Joseph – Family (7) 
6978   Keller, Frank – Copy (1) 
6979   Keller, Mrs. Ron (8) 
6980   Kessler, Mrs. Bill & Children (16) 
6981   Kingsley, Dick – Girls (14) 
6982   Kirchofner, John – Family (10) 
6983   Kirkeide, Mrs. Jay – Family – Britsch (6) 
6983a   Kjelstrom, Ted – Family  
6984   Knopich, Mrs. Mike (11) 
6985   Klein, Mr. & Mrs. Andrew – Family (16) 
6986   Knutson, Bernard – Family (1 photo) (7 negatives) 
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6987   Koning, Daniel – Family (10) 
6988   Koning, Simon – Family (10) 
6989   Kraft, Mr. Paul – Copy (1) 
6990   Krefting, Mrs. – Passports (4 photos) (5 negatives)7 
6991   Kring, Roger (8) 
6992   LaBlanc, Mr. & Mrs. Paul – Family (14) 
6993   Lacher, Vernice (1 photo) (21 negatives) 
6994   Laher, Bert – Family (6) 
6995   Larson, Fern – Copy (Mrs. Jess Hauch) – Cando, N. D. (1) 
6996   Larson, Enger – Passports – Willow City, N. D. (1) 
6997   Larson, Kevin (13) 
6998   Leas, Harold – Copy (1) 
6999   Lee, Fern (9) 
7000   Leggasse, Mrs. (Mitzel) – Copy – Rolette, N. D. (1) 
7001   Lehman, Debbie  (6) 
7002   Lesmeister, David (20) 
7003   Ley, Chris – Family (10) 
7004   Lindseth, Chuck – Girl (15) 
7005   Lindseth, Olaf & Mrs. along – Passports (12) 
7006   Lindtigen, Judy (11) 
7007   Little Flowers – Basketball (8) 
7008   Lizardo, Dr. (7) 
7009   Lorvich, Melvin – Family (8) 
7010   Lugtug, Mr. & Mrs. Ole (6) 
7011   Lunde, Chas (20) 
7012   MacFarland, Della (7) 
7013   Marchus, Loren (9) 
7014   Markestad, Cindy (13) 
7015   Martin, Tony – Family (8) 
7016   Mattern, Pat – Nurse (9) 
7017   McClintock, John – Family (10) 
7018   McQuire, Candy – Band Uniform (8) 
7019   McKay, Clifford – Grandchild (16) 
7020   McLean, Hilda (6) 
7021   Mears, John – Boy (14) 
7022   Migler, Balzar – Family (9) 
7023   Monson, Bill – Children (15) 
7024   Monson, Glori (2 photos) (10 negatives) 
7025   Mootheart (7) 
7026   Munger, Mike – Boy (13) 
7027   Mylo – Confirmants (9) 
7028   Nelson, Marlow – Girl (13) 
7029   Nelson, Dave – Family – Leeds, N. D. (10) 
7030   Nelson, Milt & Wanda – Passports (7)  
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7031   Nelson, Mr. & Mrs. Sigvold – Family – Towner, N. D. (15) 
7032   Neiss, Leo J. – Family (2 photos) (10 negatives) 
7033   Nielsen, Ed – Intern (4) 
7034   Nielsen, Marsh (23) 
7035   Oaks, Catherine Mayer and Mrs. & Mrs. Vincent Jaeger (1) 
7036   Olson, Mrs. Robert – Copy (1) 
7037   Orvik, Chuck (6) 
7038   Ostrem, Harold Jr. – Families (10) 
7039   Overly – Confirmants (5) 
7040   Ox Creek –  Confirmants (7) 
7041   Paulson, Hattie & Ed (2) 
7042   Paulson, John (6) 
7043   Paulson, John & Wife (13) 
7044   Pfau, Glen – Family (16) 
7045   Pillatzke, Mr. & Mrs. John (11) 
7046   Porter, Gary (14) 
7047   Public School Basketball (1) 
7048   Randle, Arlin – Family (1 photo) (9 negatives) 
7049   Randle, Elwin (10) 
7050   Randle, Owen – Boy (12) 
7051   Reiter, Mr. & Mrs. Mike (6) 
7052   Renee, Sister (6) 
7053   Riendahl, Emm (11) 
7054   Ripplinger, Paul (12) 
7055   Ripplinger, Steve – Family (4) 
7056   Ripplinger, Steve – Boy, Gordon (9) 
7057   Rockelieu, Richard (7) 
7058   Rockelieu, Richard – Girl (12) 
7059   Rolette Confirmants – Valle Lutheran – Larry Nelson (10) 
7060   Rolla Band (2 notes) (10 negatives) 
7061   Ramfo, Christ (5) 
7062   Rosencrans, Joe – Family (6) 
7063   Roubough – Beauty operator (12) 
7064   Salmonson, Stan – Boy (16) 
7065   Sand, Curt – Girl (17) 
7066   Sattler, Chuck (13) 
7067   Schlieve, Hy (11) 
7068   Schmaltz, Clem – Family (10) 
7069   Schmaltz, D. A. – Family (1 note) (13 negatives) 
7070   Schmaltz, James – Family (10) 
7071   Schmaltz, Joe A. – Golden Wedding (45) 
7072   Schmaltz, Mr. & Mrs. Joe Jr. – Martin, N. D. (9) 
7073   Schmidt, Nick – Family (5) 
7074   Schmaltz, Phillip – Golden Wedding (1 photo) (19 negatives) 
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7075   Schneider, Ignatz – Golden Wedding (12) 
7076   Schneider, Joe W. (6) 
7077   Schneider, Margaret (11) 
7078   Schneider, Mrs. (10) 
7079   Schneider, Tony – Family (1 photo) (8 negatives) 
7080   Schoenborn, Art – Family (4) 
7081   Schumacher, Frank – Family (9) 
7082   Schuster, Conrad – Family (11) 
7083   Selensky, James – Family (9) 
7084   Seltzler, Steve – Family (10) 
7085   Selusky, John – Children (7) 
7086   Senger, Joe W. – Family (7) 
7087   Senger, Nick – Girl (11) 
7088   Shaw, Clint – Family (15) 
7089   Smith, Mrs. Mavis – Family (10) 
7090   Snow White – Operetta (1) 
7091   Solberg, Ken – Children (12) 
7092   Sparby, Mrs. Pete (2 letters) (8 negatives) 
7093   Sperry, Mark (12) 
7094   Starr, Willard – Family (10) 
7095   Stempson, Scott (19) 
7096   Strauss, Art (7) 
7097   Strauss, Inga – Snowmobile (color print only) (1 photo) 
7098   Stutrud, Sue (5 photos) (10 negatives) 
7099   Suedell, Christie (11) 
7100   Surr, Dona (5) 
7101   Sweund, John – Towner, N. D. (5) 
7102   Teigen, Calvin & Pearl (9) 
7103   Teigen, Chuck (8) 
7104   Tennocoure – Jane Goetz (13) 
7105   Theingvold, Dennis (15) 
7106   Theingvold, Gilbert & Merwin (15) 
7107   Thompson, Hayden – Children (15) 
7108   Thompson, Mrs. Troy (10) 
7109   Tofsrud, Bertha & Lillian & Dog – Lillian – Passports (1 photo) (18 negatives) 
7110   Towner Confirmants (1 list of Confirmation class) (1 photo) (20 negatives) 
7111   Treager, Mr. & Mrs. Jim (16) 
7112   Treager, LeRoy – Wedding – Flower Girl – Marin Manger Wedding (1) 
7113   Tuchscherer, Dan (7) 
7114   Tuchscherer, Gabe – Grandson – Patsy’s boy (9) 
7115   Tuchscherer, Gertrude (12) 
7116   Tuchscherer, Marsha (13) 
7117   Tuchscherer, Steve – Hosse with snow (1) 
7118   Tweeten, Mr. & Mrs. William (21) 
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7119   Vandel – Family (9) 
7120   Vedquam, Julius – Mrs. Thus (28) 
7121   Vetsch, Mrs. – Family (10) 
7122   Vigeland Dental Office (15 photos) (14 negatives) 
7123   Voegler – Children (36) 
7124   Voegler – Confirmants – W. City – St. Paul – Rugby, N. D. (7) 
7125   Voeller, John (11) 
7126   Volk, Linda (12) 
7127   Voeller, Neil (11) 
7128   Volk, Cashmir – Family (6) 
7129   Volk, Tom – Baby – Belcourt, N.D. (8) 
7130   W. City – Confirmants – Goetz (10 negatives) (1 list of confirmants) 
7131   Wolford – Confirmants (8) 
  1971— 
7132   AFS – Jofauese ? – Girl – Zuebern ? – Antsum ? (5 photos) (5 negatives) 
7133   Aldrich, Janet – Nurse (1 photo) (14 negatives) 
7134   Amon, Debbie – Passports (1) 
7135   Anderson, Bob – Elaine Sieber (5) 
7136   Anderson, Dean (27) 
7137   Anderson, Debbie – Towner, N. D. (5) 
7138   Anderson, Elise (7) 
7139 Anderson, JoAnn – High School Nurse’s Award  (1971 or 1972) (1 photo) (12 
negatives) 
7140   Anderson, Mrs. Joe – Copy (1) 
7141   Anderson, Lonnie – Carolyn Boe (4 photos) (58 negatives) (2 letters) 
7142   Anderson, Melody (16) 
7143   Armstrong, Curtis (13) 
7144   Armstrong, Diane (1 photo) (12 negatives) 
7145   Armstrong, Frank – Copy – Rolette, N. D. (1) 
7146   Arthur, Bud – Boy, Chad (4 photos) (11 negatives) 
7147   Austin, Mr. & Mrs. Warren – Passports (4) 
7148, 7149  Awalt, Bill – Family (Two packets) (7148 (8)) (7149 (1 photo) (10 negatives)) 
7150   Axtman, Clifford – Boy (2 photos) (12 negatives) 
7151   Axtman, Mrs. Fred – Copy (1) 
7152   Axtman, Jerry – Engagement – Pics (10) 
7153   Axtman, John (1) 
7154, 7155  Axtman, Mark – Debbe Blessum (Two packets) (7154 (53)) (7155 (7)) 
7156   Axtman, Victor – Family (10) 
7157   Baer, Larry – Judy Fosen (51) 
7158   Bakken, Lawrence – Becky Dubuge (39) 
7159   Balta Seniors (15) 
7160   Barbot, Jeanette (17) 
7161   Barbot, Margurette (13) 
7162   Barksutern, James – Abinda Hendrickson (6) 
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7163   Barrett, Gail Ekren – Baby (14) 
7164   Basken, Oscar – Family (7) 
7165   Bauer, Mr. & Mrs. Fred – Family (2 letters) (4 photos) (19 negatives) 
7166   Beaver, Arnold – Girl (10) 
7167   Beaver, Elvis – Engagement (9) 
7168   Beaver, Melvin – Son (4) 
7169   Beaver, Melvin – Family (1 photo) (10 negatives) 
7170   Belisle, Chuck – Boy (9) 
7171   Berg, Helen – Passports (4) 
7172   Berg, Marvin (7) 
7173   Bergan, Doug (7) 
7174   Bergeron, Don – Boy (10 photos) (19 negatives) 
7175   Bergeron, Leaha – Copy (1 negative) (2 photos) 
7176   Berntson, Gordon (8) 
7177   Bertsch, Cordell (1 photo) (9 negatives) 
7178   Bethany Confirmants (13) 
7179   Bickler, Kevin – Fauot Bruses (4) 
7180   Bickler, Mrs. Louis – Passports (1) 
7181   Binderdorf, Ernie (1 photo) (8 negatives) 
7182   Binfet, Joe – Family (10) 
7183   Bisbee – Confirmants (10 negatives) (1 letter) 
7184   Bisbee – Confirmants – Egeland (13) 
7185   Bischoff, Mr. & Mrs. Fred (1 photo) (10 negatives) 
7186   Black, Joe – Family – Knox, N. D. (15) 
7187   Black, Joline (3 photos) (12 negatives) 
7188   Blake, Richard – Nancy Brakstern (73) 
7189   Blessum, Dennis (1 photo) (11 negatives) 
7190   Blessum, Mr. & Mrs. Lloyd (19 negatives) (7 photos) 
7191   Bllyea, Mrs. – Passports – Rolette, N. D. (4) 
7192   Bluckeberg, Orvin – Wedding (3 photos) (16 negatives) 
7193   Boguslowski, Tom (4 photos) (7 negatives) 
7194   Bohl, John – Girl (2 photos) (12 negatives) 
7195   Boordman, Mr. & Mrs. (10) 
7196   Bordmous, Mrs. – Parents – Emet Berg (2 photos) (16 negatives) 
7197   Borgen, Mr. & Mrs. Elmer (1 photo) (10 negatives) 
7198   Boucher, Mrs. Elmer (10) 
7199   Bowersox, Caul – Jose Lemor (50) 
7200   Braaten, Elmer – Family (1 photo) (9 negatives) 
7201   Braaten, Gene – Children (3 photos) (16 negatives) 
7202   Braaten, Jarlene (9) 
7203   Brakester, Jim – Alinda Hendrickson (1 letter) (70 negatives) 
7204, 7205  Brandt, David – Charlotte Schoon (Two packets) (7204 (52)) (7205 (4)) 
7206   Broe, Beuhla – Girl (11) 
7207   Brossart, David (13) 
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7208   Brossart, Dennis (8) 
7209   Brossart, Frank (2) 
7210   Brown, Shirley (9) 
7211   Brynteson, Ray – Family (9) 
7212   Brynteson, Susan (11) 
7213   Buchl, Andy (15) 
7214   Buchl, Andy – Boy (9) 
7215   Buchl, Andy – Family (1 photo) (10 negatives) 
7216   Buchl, Elaine – Passports (1) 
7217   Buchta, Sid – Girl (11) 
7218   Buchweitz, Joe – JoAnne Brossart (44) 
7219   Buckmeier, Geo – Family (3 photos) (5 negatives) 
7220   Burke, Mr. & Mrs. Henry (24) 
7221   Burkhartsmeier, Mrs. Andy – Copy (1) 
7222   Burkhartsmeier, Gerald (33) 
7223   Burns, Howard (3) 
7224   Busch, Wendel (1) 
7225   Butz, Mark – Family (19) 
7226   Buxton, Sid – Boy (15) 
7227   Callege, Paula – Nurse (1 photo) (13 negatives) 
7228   Cando – Confirmants (28) 
7229   Carman, George (7) 
7230   Cassavant – Family (17 photos) (18 negatives) (1 letter) 
7231   Cassavant, Ken (21) 
7232   Cassavant, Stanley (14) 
7233   Citizen Bank (5) 
7234   Dahl, Richard – Girl (8) 
7235   Dissette, LeRoy – Family (2 photos) (3 negatives) 
7236   Drege, Lester – Family (10) 
7237   Duchscherer, Cindy (Jeanne Hale’s girl) (7 photos) (18 negatives) 
7238   Duge, Allen – Boy (18) 
7239   Durant, David – Family (10) 
7240   Dusek, Frank – Family (9) 
7241   Eastgate, Bill (16) 
7242   Ebenezer Lutheran – Confirmants (7) 
7243   Ekren, Rod – Baby (1 photo) (8 negatives) 
7244   Eby, Sandy – Nurse (1 photo) (15 negatives) 
7245   Eckerdt, Bob – Girl (14) 
7246   Egeland, Mrs. Hans (5) 
7247   Egge, Mrs. John (10) 
7248   Ehrman, Janice – Nurse (13) 
7249   Eppler, Cheryl – Nurse (14) 
7250   Erdman, Susan – Children (23) 
7251   Finley, Shirley (11) 
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   First Lutheran  
7253   First Lutheran Confirmants (1 list of Confirmants) (30 negatives) 
7254   First Lutheran Kindergarten (1) 
7255   Flath, Noney – Nurse (11) 
7256   Flick, John  (1) 
7257   Flick, John – Confirmant (1) 
7258   Gault, Richard (1 photo) (8 negatives) 
7259   Gefroh, Cindy – Rolla, N. D. (14) 
7260   Georgeson, Marlene (10) 
7261   Goetz, Mr. & Mrs. & Family (14) 
7262   Good, Howard – Children – Rolla, N. D. (18) 
7263   Gorund, Mrs. (1) 
7264   Graber, Frank – Family (2 photos) (10 negatives) 
7265   Grider, Lester (1) 
7266   Grove, Mr. & Mrs. Andy (15) 
7267   Grove, Archie – Boy (11) 
7268   Hackman, Garry – Mary Ann Schneider (12) 
7269   Hager, Ray – Family (10) 
7270   Hager, Mrs. – Passports (1) 
7271   Halverson, Morris (13) 
7272   Hanson, Bill – Family – Perth, N. D. – Color (10) 
7273   Hanson, Chris (1 photo) (7 negatives) 
7274   Hartl – Copy – Accident scene (4) 
7275   Hartl, Mr. & Mrs. Burgaard (9) 
7276   Hartl – Drainage pictures southeast of Fessenden (6 photos) (35 negatives) 
7277   Hartl – Family reunion (1 photo) (19 negatives) 
7278   Hartl – Indian woman on Highway – Hit & Run? – Elevator Chaff (17) 
7279   Hasfinger, Debbie (1 photo) (13 negatives) 
7280   Haverstraw, Roy – Family (6) 
7281   Heidelbough, Kenneth – Family (9) 
7282   Heilman, John (9) 
7283   Heilman, Pat – Engagement (6) 
7284   Helmick, Lester – Wedding (9) 
7285   Hendrickson, Al (11 photos) (11 negatives) 
7286   Hewitt, Ann (9) 
7287   Hill, Mr. (8) 
7288   Hiller – Music (4) 
7289, 7290  Hillman, Dr. – Girl (2 packets) (7289 (8)) (7290 (7)) 
7291   Hitzendager, Dewayne – Boy (11) 
7292   Hitzendager, Ed – Family (10) 
7293   Hockstatler, Merlin (12) 
7294   Hoffert Mr. & Mrs. Joe & Family (17) 
7295   Hoffner, S. F. “Buckshot” – Family (2 photos) (15 negatives) 
7296   Hoium, Donald & Girl friend (8) 
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7297   Hoium, Gary – Wedding (5 photos) (17 negatives) 
7298   Holm, John – 45th Anniversary (17) 
7299   Homan, Alfred – Family (1 photo) (10 negatives) 
7300   Homan, Anton – Passports (5) 
7301   Homan, Julius – Girl, Lisa (11) 
7302   Homan, Rita (18) 
7302   Hospital Auxiliary – Flowers (5) 
7303   Hutchinson, Dernult – Family (2 photos) (14 negatives) 
7304   Imer, Jean – Nurse (15) 
   Iverson, Pete  
7306   Jacobson, Ken – Wedding (3 photos) (18 negatives) 
7307   Jacobson, Leonard – Family (1) 
7308   Jelsing, Dwight (12) 
7309   Johnson – Passports (3 photos) (3 negatives) 
7310, 7311  Johnson, Reverend Don – Beard (Two packets) (7310 (5)) (7311 (11) year: 1970) 
7312   Johnson, Edward – Shoenborn Girl (11) 
7313   Johnson, Mr. & Mrs. Lee (11) 
7314   Johnson, Phyllis – Passports – Rolette, N. D. (1) 
7315   Johnson, Ronald (8) 
7316   Johnson, Tim – Wedding (16) 
7317   Jorgenson, Lois (30) 
7318   Jundt, James – Girl (9) 
7319   Keller, Pat (7) 
7320   Keller, Richard (8) 
7321   Keppler, Reverend – Family (17) 
7322   Keller, Mr. & Mrs. Pete – Golden Wedding (9) 
7323   Kirkeide, Mrs. Ken – Granddaughter (18) 
7324   Kittelson, Mrs. – Passports (5) 
7325   Koppel, Jim – Family (16) 
7326   Krohn, Mrs. Odell (9) 
7327   Kunon – Nurse (13) 
7328   Lambs, Bernard – Girl – Towner, N. D. (15) 
7329   Lang, Lyle – Girl (15) 
7330   Larson, Enger – Passports (1) 
7331   Larson, Herman (1 photo) (8 negatives) 
7332   Larson, John – Family – Bisbee, N. D. (13_ 
7333   Larson, Margurite (11) 
7334   Lauth Myrtle (13) 
7335   Lemar, Mathew – Family (9) 
7336   Liddle, Jerry – Boy (29) 
7337   Lien, Mike (8) 
7338   Lindberg, Ron – Perth, N. D. (9) 
7339   Lindseth, Archie – Family (16) 
7340   Little Flower (1) 
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7341   Lizzardo, Dr. – Boy (17) 
7342   Lokken, Mike (10) 
7343   Lehman, Norman – Family (8) 
7344   Lynse, Edyth – Passports (6 photos) (6 negatives) 
7345   Marr, Jeanne (2 photos) (10 negatives) 
7346   Marshall, Mrs. – Wanda, Nuts?, Mother (1) 
7347   Marthe, Pat & Barb Bartsch – Wedding (18) 
7348   Mattis, Eliz. – Nurse (14) 
7349   Mattson – Caline Hauck – Wedding (11 photos) (24 negatives) 
7350   McClintock, Jay – Family (19) 
7351   Mears, Johnny –Boy (16) 
7352   Merchant Bank – Little League (1) 
7353   Miller Drug (15) 
7354   Mittenberger (21) 
7355   Moen, Curtis – Girl (9) 
7356   Moen, Mr. & Mrs. Henry – Passports (4) 
7357   Moen, Selmer & Carol (1) 
7358   Moffatt, Jim (13) 
7359   Moffatt, Mrs. Jim (18) 
7360   Monson, Glori – Hats (20) 
7361   Mossire, Frank – Uniform (15) 
7362   Muffinbier, Dennis – Boy (18) 
7363   Mygland, Sheila (6) 
7364   Myhre, Bob – Boy (9 photos) (15 negatives) 
7365   Neameyer, Don (15) 
7366   Nielsen, A. M. – Family – Copy for Mrs. Nielsen (1) 
7367   Nielsen, Al  (5) 
7368   Nielsen, Al – Uniform (10) 
7369   Nielsen, Al – Boy (16 photos) (14 negatives) 
7370   Nielsen, Mrs. Laura – Passports (4 photos) (5 negatives) 
7371   Norby, Ken (11) 
7372   Nord, Linda (3 photos) (21 negatives) 
7373   Oakland, Eldrid – Girl (39) 
7374   Olson, Pattie – Nurse (14) 
7375   Olson, Mrs. Tom and Daughter (16) 
7376   Omdahl, Mrs. Cliff – Copies (7) 
7377   Ostem, Duane (1 photo) (19 negatives) 
7378   Patnode. C. – Family (10) 
7379   Patterson, Bob – Family (6) 
7380   Paulson, Ross & John – Cub & Boy Scouts (4) 
7381   Paussan, John – Girl (1 photo) (14 negatives) 
7382   Peresch, Duane – Boy (1 photo) (8 negatives) 
7383   Peters, Pinky – Boy, Scott (4 photos) (9 negatives) 
7384   Ringeruds – Hatton, N. D. (2) 
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7385   Ripplinger, Ed – Children (30) 
7386   Rock Lake – Confirmants – Harms (21) 
7387   Rolette & Overly – Confirmants – Larry Nelson (1 letter) (17 negatives) 
7388   Ronda, May (1 letter) (7 negatives) 
7389   Ross, Geo Jr. – Passports (1) 
7390   Rothchild, Dean – Pro Deo. (3) 
7391   Rothchiller, Jim – Family (10) 
7392   Salseng, Oscar – Family (1 photo) (5 negatives) 
7393   Schmaltz, Joe & Sons – Joe Jr., Clem, Jim (1) 
7394   Schoon, Richard – Baby (9 photos) (17 negatives) 
7395   Siel, Mrs. & Chevy & Cindy – Nurses (1) 
7396   Stage Band (13) 
7397   Starr, Al & Pat Salseth (8) 
7398   Stish, Bob (13) 
7399   Striefel, Connie William (10) 
7400   Tastad, Harold – Bull (1) 
7401   Thompson, Ardell – Boy (7) 
7402   Thompson, Dean – Wedding – Malo Girl (17) 
7403   Thompson, Mr. & Mrs. Hayden – Passports (2) 
7404   Tiegen, Ingvald – Family (1 photo) (16 negatives) 
7405   Tolefson, Donald – Wedding – Marlene Hogenson (35) 
7406   Towner – Confirmants – Ernes Kouba (18) 
7407   Trayer, Guy (3) 
7408   Tuchscherer, Jerry – Passports (1) 
7409   Tyrnnes, Mrs. Ingeborg – Copy of Mr. & Mrs. (11) 
7410   Upham, N.D. – Confirmation (12) 
7411   Van Sweringen, Dave – Family (11) 
7412   Vangsness, Geo (1 photo) (10 negatives) 
7413   Vangsness, Mr. & Mrs. Joel (14) 
7414   Venstad, Larry – Girl (11) 
7415   Vesterso, Karen (10) 
7416   Vigeland, John – Golf Statuette – Basketball Student Manager (9) 
7417   Voegler – Confirmants (17) 
7418   Voeller, Frank I. – Family (10) 
7419   W. City – Confirmants – First Lutheran (13) 
7420   Wagar, Mr. & Mrs. C. H. (6) 
7421   Walker, Wesley – Family (6) 
7422   Wallie, Donita – Nurse (12) 
7423   Wambeke, Mary – Nurse (17) 
7424   Wangler, Fred – Family (3 photos) (12 negatives) 
7425   Washburn, Mrs. (6) 
7426   Weimer (8) 
7427   Welk, Carl – Family (10) 
7428   Wentz, Walter Jr. – Baby (2) 
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7429   Wentz, Walter – Family (10) 
7430   Witham, Lyle – Girl – Senior – Towner, N. D. (1) 
7431   Witt, Caul (4) 
7432   Witt, Marvin – Wedding - Kathryn Ramo (16) 
7433   Wolfe, Elmer – Girl (15) 
7434   Wolfe, Elmer – Family (10) 
7435   Wolford High School – King & Queen (2) 
7436   Wood, John – Girl (21) 
7437   Wurgler, Bob (3 photos) (33 negatives) 
7438   Wurgler, Werner – Wedding – Alice Fjellander Jelsing (10) 
7439   Zacher, Duane – Wedding (13) 
7440   Zauber, Claude – Children (4) 
7441   Zerbie, Fr. (20) 
7442   Zueber, Family – Color (1 photo) (8 negatives) 
  1972— 
7443   All State Lutheran – Choir (1 letter) (1 list of Confirmants) (3 negatives) 
7444   Andrew Steak House (12photos) (14 negatives) 
7445   Axtman, Bernie – Girl (12) 
7446   Bachmeier, Joe – Golden Wedding (28) 
7447   Balta Seniors (3 photos) (58 negatives) 
7448   Berg, Rodney – Boy (3 photos) (8 negatives) 
7449   Berntson, Reverend Gordon (13) 
7450   Bethany Confirmants (1 photo) (30 negatives) 
7451   Bisbee, N.D. Confirmants (10 negatives) (1 list of Confirmants) 
7452   Bisbee Seniors (26 negatives) (27 photos) (2 lists of Confirmants) 
7453   Burnell, Golden – Audrey Hendrickson (42) 
7454   Cando, N.D. Confirmants  
7455   Christopherson, Ray & Children – Boys (2 photos) (11 negatives) 
7456   Ciegalis, Richard – Pat Heilman (53) 
7457   Cilz, Doug – Kathy Walker (45) 
7458   Coleman, Keith – Loretta Neameyer (45) 
7459   Consdor, Richard – Nancy Jacobson (43) 
7460   Cook, Dr. – Family – Passports (5 photos) (5 negatives) 
7461   Cote, Mr. & Mrs. Ovide & Family (1 letter) (3 photos) (27 negatives) 
7462   Cote, Ovilla – Family (10) 
7463   Cote, Terry – Nan Hill (33) 
7464   Cratty, Joyce (6 photos) (15 negatives) 
7465   Dahl, Curt (9) 
7466   Dahl, Richard – Judy Saude (51) 
7467   Daley, Elizabeth –Passports (1) 
7468   Dease, James – Family (1 photo) (19 negatives) 
7469   DePlazes, Michael – Towner, N. D. (10) 
7470   Dokken, Glenn – Family (10) 
7471   Dunham, Gert – Children (10) 
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7472   Dunseith Confirmants (30) 
7473   Ebenezer Lutheran Confimants – Jim Johnson – Rolette, N. D. (29) 
7474   Ebnsteiner, Ron – Pat Sulseth (54) 
7475   Ebensteiner, Wilford – Family (1 photo) (8 negatives) 
7476   Eckerdt, Bob – Children (20) 
7477   Eggl – Moeller – Bisbee, N. D. (35) 
7478   Eide, Ron (4 photos) (25 negatives) 
7479   Ellingrud, Mr. & Mrs. June & Family (10) 
7480   Ellingrud, Ray – Family (3) 
7481   Erickson, Norman –Family (9) 
7482   Eylands, Val – Passports (3) 
7483   F.F.A. Queen (33) 
7484   Falseth, Gordon – Sue Argabright (64) 
7485   Farmers Union – Trucks & Drivers (1 note) (2 photos) (6 negatives) 
7486   Faul, Larry – Linda Thingwalk (34) 
7487   Felchle, Tom – Kathry Haman (46) 
7488   Felttig, Lena – Copy (1 photo) (1 negative) 
7489   First Lutheran Confirmants (1) 
   First Lutheran Kindergarten  
7491   Flech, Keith – Jean Erickson (3 photos) (57 negatives) 
7492   Flechsock, Mr. & Mrs. Geo (11) 
7493   Foyekas, Mr. & Mrs. Art (1 photo) (7 negatives) 
7494   Fossen, Leroy (1 photo) (9 negatives) 
7495   Fossen, Mrs. Leroy (1 photo) (16 negatives) 
7496   Fruller, Larry – Boy (25) 
7497   Fugel, Oscar – Family (10) 
7498   Funkhauser, Jim – Gwen Johnson – Rolla, N. D. (61) 
7499 G.T.A. Farmers Elevator Building – Rugby, N. D. (1 note) (10 photos) (38 
negatives) 
7500   Galagher, Nurse (6) 
7501   Gaugler, Randy – Cheryl Kester (41) 
7502   Gault, Lawrence – Rolette, N. D. (6) 
7503   Gefroh, Gwen (2 photos) (10 negatives) 
7504   Gigstad, Debbie (8) 
7505   Gjovich, Amon – Girl (1 photo) (12 negatives) 
7506   Goodman, Leland – Barb Gibbs (37) 
7507   Grader, Moulla (4 photos) (11 negatives) 
7508   Grant, Sylvester (10) 
7509   Greer, John – Family – Golden Wedding (20) 
7510   Gross, Mr. & Mrs. John – Passports (3) 
7511   Grove, Archie (6) 
7512   Grove, Ernest – Family – Passports (13) 
7513   Gruden, Ray – Rolette, N. D. (12 photos) (22 negatives) 
7514   Gustafson, Don – Children – Rolla, N. D. (9 photos) (24 negatives) 
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7515   Hagen, Eldora – Children (6 photos) (20 negatives) 
7516   Hager, Mr. & Mrs. Andy – Passports (3) 
7517   Hager, Del – Jean Hornstein (61) 
7518   Hager, Frank (7) 
7519   Hager, Joe – Family (8) 
7520   Hager, Mr. & Mrs. Mike – Family (19) 
7521, 7522  Hager, Richard – Mitzie Ostenson (Two packets) (7251 (6)) (7522 (43)) 
7523   Hallen, Dave – Patty Berg (47) 
7524   Hamilton, Kelly & Children – Wedding (2 photos) (12 negatives) 
7525   Hanberry, Gus – 40th Wedding Anniversary (15) 
7526   Hanson, Bill – Betty Kitzman (40) 
7527   Harold, Ron – Sharon Schmaltz (48) 
7528   Harper, Bud – Girl (31) 
7529   Hartl – Albert Schmaltz – Land (14) 
7530   Hartl, Bob (9) 
7531   Hartl, Bob – Family (4 photos) (8 negatives) 
7532, 7533  Haub, Jim & Nita Marquardt (Two packets) (7532 (42)) (7533 (7)) 
7534   Haugen, Vivian – Passports (3) 
7535   Hawken, Doug – Shirley Parke (43) 
7536   Heger, Lawrence – Nancy Nielsen (14) 
7537   Heil, David – Dora Keller (37) 
7538   Heisler, Dave – Jo Ann Slusser (51) 
7539   Heisler, Mike – Connie Michaels (50) 
7540   Heller, Archie – Family (5) 
7541   Heller, George – Carolyn Sanderson (1 photo) (46 negatives) 
7542   Hendrickson, Delore (5) 
7543   Hendrickson, Norman – Rock Lake, N. D. (1 photo) (9 negatives) 
7544   Highway #2 & #3 – Intersection (2) 
7545   Hilzendager, Mr. & Mrs. Balzar (2 photos) (18 negatives) 
7546   Hilzendager, Duwayne – Girl (9) 
7547   Hilzendager, Joan (9) 
7548   Hill, Kenneth – Girl (10) 
7549   Hillman, Lyle – Girl (21) 
7550   Hockstettler, Carl – Family (10 negatives) (9 photos) 
7551   Hoffert, Louie – Golden Wedding (40 negatives) (1 photo) 
7552   Hoffert, Rodger – Alice Scheer (47 negatives) 
7553   Hoffner, Buckshot (17 negatives) 
7554   Hoffner, Buckshot – Family (9 negatives) 
7555   Hoffner, Mrs. Buckshot – Passport (1 negative) 
7556   Holm, Richard – Baby – Bottineau, N. D. (20 negatives) (13 photos) 
7557   Hornstein, Mr. & Mrs. Frank – Passports (2 negatives) 
7558   Hornstein, Pete –Family (11 negatives) 
7559   Hosen, Ron (37 negatives) (2 photos) 
7560   Hurricane Lake – Aerials (39 negatives) 
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7561   Hutton, Burton – Children – Passports (1 negative) 
7562   Inglis, Nordis (9 negatives) (1 photo) 
7563   Jaeger, Mr. & Mrs. Louie (13 negatives) (1 photo) 
7564   Johnson, Bill – Mary Zimmer (51 negatives) 
7565   Johnson, Dr. C. G. (14 negatives) (9 photos) 
7566   Johnson, Dave – Peggy Jordan (57 negatives) 
7567   Johnson, Dean – Linda Lorenz (56 negatives) 
7568   Johnson, Ed – Dana Schoenborn (54 negatives) 
7569   Johnson, Gorden (8 negatives) (1 photo) 
7570   Johnson, Henry – Passports (1 negative) 
7571   Johnson, Jim (3 negatives) 
7572   Johnson, Judy – Barton, N. D. (14 negatives) (2 photos) 
7573   Johnson, Lance – Girl (11 negatives) 
7574   Johnson, Leroy & Sam Scott – At his brother’s wedding (2 negatives) 
7575   Johnson, Lloyd – Family (1 negative) 
7576   Johnson, Merle – Family (7 negatives) (1 photo) 
7577   Johnson, Dr. O. W. (14 negatives) 
7578   Johnson, Tim – Haley Newman – Cando, N. D. (43 negatives) 
7579   Kalenbaugh, Al (3 negatives) 
7580   Kanbie Trucks (16 negatives) 
7581   Kaufman, Dick – Child (10 negatives) (10 photos) 
7582   Kaufman, Mr. & Mrs. Dick – Passports (2 negatives) 
7583   Kaufman, Kent (15 negatives) 
7584   Kinsely, Dick – Children (15 negatives) (1 photo) 
7585   Kirkeide, Ken – Grandson (24 negatives) (2 photos) 
7586   Kjestrom, Kerwin – Children (10 negatives) (1 photo) 
7587   Klempel, Dennis – Children (11 negatives) (11 photos) 
7588   Klein, Dean & Nancy Wood (7 negatives) (1 photo) 
7589   Klein, Mrs. Gene – Granddaughter (11 negatives) 
7590   Knutson, Kasper – Copy (1 negative) 
7591   Knutson, Peter – Passports (1 negative) 
7592   Koble, Leonard – Wedding (8 negatives) 
7593   Kohnstedt, Don (3 negatives) 
7594   Krick, Mrs. Bob – Copies (4 negatives) 
7595   Kuntz, Sebastian – Golden Wedding (18 negatives) (1 photo) 
7596   Lacher, Arthur (13 negatives) 
7597   Lal, Mary – Passport (1 negative) 
7598   Larson, Helmer – Family (Mrs. Dick Kaufman’s parents) (10 negatives) 
7599   Larson, Geo – Copyies – Cando, N. D. (1 negative) 
7600   Lee, Fern (10 negatives) 
7601   Lee, Gordon – Passports (4 negatives) 
7602   Lemar, Jose (10 negatives) 
7603   Lewis, Lee – Children – Boy & Girl (26 negatives) (3 photos) 
7604   Little Flower Basketball (2 negatives) 
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7605   Lizzardo, Dr. (12 negatives) (2 photos) 
7606   Long, Jerry – Connie Wurgler (53 negatives) (1 photo) 
7607   Lowe, Mary (8 negatives) 
7608   Ludwig, Rita (12 negatives) (1 photo) 
7609   Lynse, Mr. & Mrs. Clifford (12 negatives) (1 photo) 
7610   M. J. McQuire Ford – Building exteriors – Showroom, shop, etc. (18 negatives) 
7611   Magnuson, Kingdom (10 negatives) 
7612   Malo, Paul – Family (10 negatives) 
7613   Manger, Don – Family (10 negatives) 
7614   Markwardt, William – Family – Bisbee, N. D. (10 negatives) (4 photos) 
7615   Marckus, Leland – Passports (3 negatives) 
7616   Martel, Art – Baby Girl (15 negatives) (1 photo) 
7617   Martin, Mrs. Richard & Children – Passports – Rolette, N. D. (1 negative) 
7618   Mashall, Mrs. (24 negatives) 
7619   McClintock, Mrs. Irene (8 negatives) (1 photo) 
7620   McClintock, Jay (5 negatives) 
7621   McClintock, John (3 negatives) 
7622   McClintock, Marylin (4 negatives) 
7623   McQuire, Mike (8 negatives) 
7624   McIntyre, Dr. (12 negatives) 
7625   McKinney, Herbert – Marlys Kremer (14 negatives) (4 photos) 
7626   McQuire, Mike & Gladys (4 negatives) 
7627   McQuire, Mike (9 negatives) 
7628   Meiers, David (7 negatives) (8 photos) 
7629   Merchants Bank (4 negatives) 
7630   Merchants Bank Employees (56 negatives) 
7631   Miller, Mike (8 negatives) (1 photo) 
7632   Miller, Russ – Bisbee, N. D. (3 negatives) 
7633   Miltenberger, Walt (7 negatives) 
7634   Mitzel, Ned (3 negatives) 
7635   Moen, Mr. & Mrs. Henry (8 negatives) 
7636   Moffatts, Jim – Copies (1 negative) 
7637   Moffatts, Jim – Passports (4 negatives) 
7638   Mongeon, Connie (8 negatives) 
7639   Mongeon, Ronald – Boy (16 negatives) (7 photos) 
7640   Mosher, Mrs. Herb & Sisters (2 negatives) 
7641   Mundahl, Larry (3 negatives) 
7642   Mundahl, Larry – In uniform (9 negatives) (1 photo) 
7643   Munyer, Sam – Parents – Copy (1 negative) (1 photo) 
7644   Nelson, Tim – Barbara Bieberdorf (46 negatives) 
7645   Nielsen, Mel (19 negatives) (3 photos) 
7646   Nielsen, Mrs. Mel (15 negatives) (6 photos) 
7647   Nissen, Mr. & Mrs. Elwyn &  David (16 negatives) (2 photos) 
7648   Nissens, Reverend – Passports (3 negatives) 
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7649   Nordhauger, Mr. & Mrs. Orris (15 negatives) 
7650   Nordhauger, Orris – Golden Wedding (41 negatives)) (1 photo) 
7651   Odden, Denise – Towner, N. D. (13 negatives) 
7652   Olson, Art – Boys, Curtis & Laverne – Uniforms (20 negatives) 
7653   Olson, Mrs. Donald – Family (8 negatives) 
7654   Olson, Linda – Bottineau, N. D. (26 negatives) (2 photos) 
7655   Olson, Dr. Tom (14 negatives) (1 photo) 
7656   Orth, Larry – Girl (17 negatives) (13 photos) 
7657   Orvik, Chuck – Family (3 negatives) 
7658   Otterson, Terry & Jerry Mc (8 negatives) 
7659   Ottertail – Copy of Deer – Red Ferguson (1 negative) 
7660   Owen, Ricky – Wedding – Sandie Schoon (33 negatives) 
7661   Pantsari, Mr. & Mrs. Albert – Passports (2 negatives) 
7662   Pantsari, Harold – Family (10 negatives) 
7663   Parke, Shirley – Doug Hauck (7 negatives) 
7664   Parker, Bill (7 negatives) 
7665   Parkhouse, Roger – Sharon Toohe (57 negatives) 
7666   Paul, Bill (5 negatives) 
7667   Paul, Jim (4 negatives) 
7668   Paul, William – Family (5 negatives) 
7669   Paulson, Hattie – Copy – Her father (1 negative) 
7670   Paulson, Sidney (1 negative) (1 photo) 
7671   Paulson, Sidney – Boy (5 negatives) 
7672   Peiler, Mrs. Robert – Passport (4 negatives) 
7673   Peterson, Lyle – Family (10 negatives) 
7674   Pierson, Mrs. – Knox – Leeds Sr. (14 negatives) 
7675   Porter, Gary – Boy (12 negatives) 
7676   Presthus, Jim – Passports (3 negatives) 
7677   Raub, Mr. & Mrs. Amund – Passports – Leeds, N. D. (3 negatives) 
7678   Reichert, Orville (6 negatives) 
7679   Reiter, Joe – Copy (2 negatives) (2 photos) 
7680   Rierson – Family (10 negatives) 
7681   Riha, John – Ruth Liebelt (37 negatives) 
7682   Rocklake Confirmants (9 negatives) 
7683   Roland, John – Family (10 negatives) (8 photos) 
7684   Rolette Confirmants – Overly – Valle (15 negatives) 
7685   Royle, Vern – Tustegaard (42 negatives) 
7686   Rugby Country Club (15 negatives) (10 photos) 
7687   Sande, Judy (14 negatives) 
7688   Sande, Oliver – Wedding (10 negatives) 
7689   Sanderson, Kenneth – Family (6 negatives) (1 photo) 
7690   Sands, Terry (7 negatives) 
7691   Santa Claus – Citizens Bank – Day Care Children (3 negatives) 
7692   Sattler, Mrs. (7 negatives) 
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7693   Schepp, Vern (19 negatives) (2 photos) 
7694   Schmaltz, Joe – Girl (16 negatives) 
7695   Schmaltz, Sharon (13 negatives) (1 photo) 
7696   Schmidt, Mr. & Mrs. Joe (10 negatives) (1 photo) 
7697   Schmidt, Rod – Theresa Brossart (53 negatives) 
7698   Schmitz, Reid – Wedding – Colette Pigeon (55 negatives) 
7699   Schneibel, Dave – Jeanne Larson (62 negatives) 
7700   Schneider, Leo – Family (10 negatives) (9 photos) 
7701   Schoenborn, Art – Family (1 negative) 
7702   Schoon, Bernard (9 negatives) 
7703   Schoon, Dan (11 negatives) 
7704   Schoon, John – Family (10 negatives) (1 photo) 
7705   Schroeder, Mr. & Mrs. Henry (10 negatives) (4 photos) 
7706   Schroeder, Joanne – Passports (3 negatives) 
7707   Schultze – 65th Wedding Anniversary  (6 negatives) 
7708   Scott, Bud (14 negatives) (1 photo) 
7709   Sebelius, Harvey (9 negatives) (1 photo) 
7710   Selland, Mr. & Mrs. Ole (7 negatives) 
7711   Selland, Mrs. Orville (6 negatives) 
7712   Sheradick, Jerry (16 negatives) (10 photos) 
7713   Skaar, Debbie (19 negatives) (1 photo) 
7714   Skaar, Gordon – Family (9 negatives) 
7715   Sletto, Lou – Passports (3 negatives)) 
7716   Slipper, Myron – Twins (5 negatives) 
7717   Sloughbough, Richard – Infant at funeral home (2 negatives) 
7718   Smith, Dave – Mary Lowe (66 negatives) 
7719   Smith, Loren – Family (10 negatives) 
7720   Soby, Glenn (8 negatives) (8 photos) 
7721   Soby, Glenn – Family (19 negatives) (5 photos) 
7722   Sophie & Sister – Passports (2 negatives) 
7723   Sox, Alice (9 negatives) (1 photo) 
7724   Spear, Mrs. (6 negatives) 
7725   Stack, Ken (7 negatives) 
7726   Staddig, Mrs. Doris (7 negatives) 
7727   Stahl, Burt – Kathy Waller (9 negatives) (1 photo) 
7728   Stevenson, Harold – Family (12 negatives) 
7729   Stewart, John – Connie Williams – Passports (2 negatives) 
7730   Storman, Mr. & Mrs. Howard – Passports (7 negatives) 
7731   Sunshine Mutual Insurance – House fire – Leeds, N. D. (7 negatives) 
7732   Tadahl, O. E. – Leeds, N. D. (6 negatives) 
7733   Tapness, Lila (21 negatives) (1 photo) 
7734   Thingvold, Dennis – Twins (36 negatives) 
7735   Thingvold, Vernon – Wedding (38 negatives) 
7736   Thompson, Dean (9 negatives) 
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7737   Thorstenson, Inez (16 negatives) (1 photo) 
7738   Tagastat, Mrs. Astid – Passports – Towner, N. D. (3 negatives) 
7739   Towner Confirmants (10 negatives) 
7740   Towner & Upham Confirmants (45 negatives) 
7741   Tschepen, Elwin (35 negatives) 
7742   Tschepen, Leo – Mary Bykouen (50 negatives) 
7743   Tumey, Margret – Children – Rolette, N. D. (18 negatives) (2 photos) 
7744   Vaplon, Odele – Nurse (10 negatives) (1 photo) 
7745   Voegler Confirmants (10 negatives) 
7746   Voeller, Frank I.(6 negatives) 
7747   Voeller, Jerome – Penny Owens (38 negatives) 
7748   Voeller, Joe S. – Family (9 negatives) 
7749   Voeller, John – Boy (8 negatives) 
7750   Voeller, Steve – Kathy Zimmerman (56 negatives) 
7751   Volk, Clem – Uniform (14 negatives) (1photo) 
7752   Volk, Darlene – Towner, N. D. (12 negatives) (2 photos) 
7753   Volk, Leroy – Passports (3 negatives) 
7754   Vrem, Shan – Daughter (24 negatives) (2 photos) 
7755   Willow City Confirmants – Bob Olson – Pastor (20 negatives) (1 photo) 
7756   Wahl, Lloyd & Mr. & Mrs. Selmer – Families (48 negatives) 
7757   Wall, Lloyd (24 negatives) 
7758   Wangler, Janelle (10 negatives) (1 photo) 
7759   Ward, Lawrence – Family (10 negatives) 
7760   Witt, Carol (3 negatives) 
7761   Wolf, Francis (8 negatives) 
7762   Wolford, N.D. Seniors (20 negatives) (31 photos) 
7763   Wurgler, Richard (2 negatives) 
7764   Yoedsen, Mr. & Mrs. Mose (9 negatives) (1 photo) 
7765   Yoeder, Pearl – Family (9 negatives) (9 photos) 
7766   Ziegler, Leroy (12 negatives) (1 photo) 
  1973— 
7767   A&W – Rugby, N. D. (5 negatives) 
7768   Anfinson, Kathy (18 negatives) (7 photos) 
7769   Anfinson, Randi & Ronnie (3 negatives) (3 photos) 
7770   Armstrong, Dave  (8 negatives) (1 photo) 
7771   Armstrong. Dave – Steph Mongeon (44 negatives) 
7772   Arneson, Orris – Family (5 negatives) 
7773   Astrups – Leeds, N. D. (15 negatives) (1 photo) 
7774   Axtman, Ned – Golden Wedding (14 negatives) 
7775   Azure, Melvin – Shirley Mattern (29 negatives) 
7776   Babot, Jeanette (6 negatives) 
7777   Baboa, Mario- Connie Johnson (57 negatives) 
7778   Bacon, Kerry – Sandy Espeseth (41 negatives) 
7779   Balintona, Jose – Boy, John (8 negatives)(1 photo) 
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7780   Balintona, Jose – Family – Passports (12 negatives) 
7781   Balk, Harold (9 negatives) 
7782   Balta Seniors (8 negatives) (7 photos) 
7783   Barkhardt, Father Leonard – Ordination (45 negatives) (1 photos)  
7784 Bartsch, Patricuci (11 negatives) (1 photo) 
7786   Bauman, Bruce (10 negatives)  (1 photo) 
7787   Bauman, Bruce-family (10 negatives) (1 photo)   
7788   Benson, Rondi (13 negatives) (1 photo) 
7789   Berg, Rod (12 negatives) 
7790   Bergan, Dan – Connie Fettig (54 negatives) (3 photos) 
7791   Berube, Ricky (14 negatives) (4 photos)  
7792   Beste, Nick – Family (10 negatives) (2 photos) 
7793   Bethany Confirmants (16 negatives) (3 photos) 
7794   Bickler, Louis – Family – Orrin, N. D. (4 negatives)  
7795   Bickler, Mike – Wedding – Kathy Koble (47 negatives) 
7796   Bickler, Wendell – Family (16 negatives) (1 photo) 
7797   Biebendorf, Irene (6 negatives) 
7798   Biebendorf, Wayne – Marlene Aen (49 negatives) 
7799   Bisbee Seniors (20 negatives) (27 photos) 
7800   Bischoff, Don – Boy (13 negatives) 
7801   Bischoff, George (9 negatives) 
7802   Bischoff, Mrs. (6 negatives) 
7803   Bischoff, Terri (10 negatives) (3 photos) 
7804   Bjerke, Wendy – FFA Queen – Buxton, N. D. (42 negatives) 
7805   Bjorke, Mr. & Mrs. Arne (3 negatives) (3 photos)  
7806   Bjorke, Henry (7 negatives) 
7807   Black, David (10 negatives) 
7808   Black, Joe – Golden Wedding (42 negatives) (3 photos)  
7809   Blankenship, Lynn – Boy (22 negatives) 
7810   Boordman, Harold (8 negatives) 
7811   Borgen, Carol (17 negatives) (5 photos) 
7812   Bosley, Bill – Boys (1 negative) 
7813   Bosley, Mr. & Mrs. Walt (5 negatives) (6 photos) 
7814   Boucher, June (10 negatives) (1 photo) 
7815   Brandt, Susan – Bottineau, N. D. (21 negatives) (9 photos) 
7816   Brandt, Theresa (13 negatives) (3 photos) 
7817   Brandvold, Ron – Family (10 negatives) 
7818   Brocby, Curtis – Copy (1 negative)  
7819   Brocken, Lori (2 negatives) (2 photos)  
7820   Brossart, Dan (12 negatives) (1 photo) 
7821   Brossart, Linda (10 negatives) 
7822   Brossart, Mike – Bernice Volk (10 negatives) (1 photo) 
7823   Brossart, Randy (18 negatives) 
7824   Brown, Dennie – Linda Rudnich (50 negatives) (1 photo) 
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7825   Bryntesan, Mr. & Mrs. Ole (8 negatives) 
7826   Cando Confirmants  (40 negatives) (1 photo) 
7827   Carpenter, Darwin – Gwen Gefroh  (36 negatives) 
7828   Cartwright, Mr. & Mrs. Pearly (10 negatives) (2 photos)  
7829   Christiansen, Mike – Karen Hoffert  (35 negatives) 
7830   Christman, Qinten (6 negatives) (2 photos) 
7831   Citibank (14 negatives) (7 photos) 
7832   Cose, Paul – Girl (15 negatives) (2 photos) 
7833   Cote, Ernie – Girl (33 negatives)  
7834   Crazier, Mildred – Copies (2 negatives) (5 photos) 
7835   Dalzell, Shiela (Mike Miller – Granddaughter) (16 negatives) (1 photo) 
7836   Danielson, Bob – Heidi Hanson (Two packets) (74 negatives) ( 4 photos) 
7837   Dease, Albert – Family(21 negatives) (2 photos)  
7838   Degenstien, Leo – Copies (2 negatives) (4 photos)  
7839   Deplazes, Anthony (9 negatives) (1 photo) 
7840   Dessete, Mr. & Mrs. bill – Passports(4 negatives)  
7841   Duchscher, Joyce (8 negatives) 
7842   Duff, Joe – Uniform – W. City (12 negatives) (2 photos) 
7843   Duff, Leo – Family (10 negatives) (1 photo) 
7844   Dulmadge – Golden Wedding(26 negatives)  
7845   Dunsieth Confirmants (11 negatives) 
7846   Eckerdt, Bob – Children (24 negatives) (1 photo) 
7847   Eisenzimmer, Mr. & Mrs. (8 negatives) (1 photo) 
7848   Eisenzimmer, Mrs. Bennie – Copies (1 negative) (2 photos) 
7849   Ellefson, Chas – Bisbee, N. D.(10 negatives)  
7850   England, Bjorne  – Family (10 negatives) 
7850   Erhardt, Connie(10 negatives)  
7852   Erickson, Newton (10 negatives) (2 photos) 
7853   Estes, Jim – Boy – For Dr. Lunde(6 negatives) 
7854   Evans, Todd (7 negatives) 
7855   Fagerland, Gerald – Family (10 negatives) 
7856   Fallman, Jackie(21 negatives) (7 photos) 
7857   Fauske, Brian – Passports (3 negatives) 
7858   Fauske, Edward- Passports(4 negatives) 
7859   Fercho, Edwin – Family (10 negatives) (1 photo) 
7860   First Lutheran Confirmants (20 negatives) 
7861   Fjellanger, Ron (8 negatives) (1 photo) 
7862   Fleck, Keith (6 negatives) 
7863   Fleckok, Al & Ruth Thompson – Engagement picture (9 negatives) (1 photo) 
7864   Fossum, John – Girl (29 negative)  
7865   Fox, Esther (35 negatives) 
7866   Fox, Sue (1 negative) (4 photos) 
7867   Frietag, Leo -  Irene Biberdorf  (39 negatives) 
7868   Fritel, Fred – Jackie Brainerd (69 negatives) 
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7869   Gau, Ricky – Girl  (12 negatives) (6 photos) 
7870   Geizler, Arlan – Boy  (9 negatives) (1 photo) 
7871   Giesinger, Jean – Jim Fuba  (35 negatives) 
7872   Giles, Jim – Irene Liebelt (41 negatives) 
7873   Glader, Garu – Cynthia Brown – Rolla, N. D. (47 negatives) (2 photos) 
7874   Grant, Mrs. S. L. – Copies (2 negatives) (1 photo) 
7875   Grinde, David – Passports – Cando, N. D.(2 negatives)  
7876   Gronwald, Mr. & Mrs. Thor – Passports (6 negatives) 
7877   Ground, Bredo – Passports  (1 negative) 
7878   Ground, Mrs. – Copies (1 negative) (1 negative) 
7879   Ground, Mrs. Bredo – Granddaughters  (10 negatives) ( 2 photos) 
7880   Ground, Mrs. Bredo – Grandson (11 negatives) (2 photos) 
7881   Guber, Le Rae – Guler, La Rad (4 negatives) 
7882   Gustafson, Don – Boy (24 negatives) (9 photos) 
7883   Haakenson, Eugene – Terry Doehler (Two packets)(52 negatives) 
7884   Hagen, Vern – Girls – Double Wedding (69 negatives) 
7885   Hager, Ken – Linda Lenon(33 negatives) 
7886   Hager, Larry – Connie Rogstew(52 negatives) (1 photo) 
7887   Hanon, Donna (13 negatives) (1 photo) 
7888   Hanon, Mr. & Mrs. Fred – Passports (6 negatives) 
7889   Hansen, Roy (Butch) – Family (1 photo) 
7890   Hansen, Ray – Color (11 negatives) (1 photo) 
7891   Hanson, Tom – Girl (26 negatives) (1 photo) 
7892   Hartman, Mrs. Tom – Passports (4 negatives) 
7893   Harvey – Choir(10 negatives)  
7894   Hashbarger, Debbie – Nurse (12 negatives) 
7895   Hatlie, Tom – Karleen Ostrem (43 negatives) 
7896   Haugen, Keith – Roxanne Bolinski (7 negatives) 
7897   Hegwick, Ron (5 negatives) 
7898   Heidelbough, Mike – Eldon, N. D.(12 negatives) (1 photo)  
7899   Heisler, Don – Glenda Rosberg (54 negatives) (1 photo) 
7900   Heisler, Jim – Family – Egeland (19 negatives) 
7901   Hiller, Mr. & Mrs. Curt – Passports(4 negatives)   
7902   Hochalter, Leslle (11 negatives) (1 photo) 
7903   Hoff, Dennis – Georgia Siel (53 negatives) 
7904   Hoffert, Karen (1 negative) (1 photo) 
   Hoffert, Karl (none) 
7905   Hoffert, Pete – Girl – First Communion  (4 negatives) (1 photo) 
7906   Hoffman, Evelyn (11 negatives) (1 photo) 
7907   Hoffman, Esther (11 negatives) 
7908   Hogenson, Marlys & Terry – Taken at Sornula Wedding (4 negatives)  
7909   Holman, Mr. & Mrs. Nels (1 negative) (1 photo) 
7910   Holmly, Anna – Family (Two packets) (18 negatives) 
7911   Holte, Robert – Wolford Superintendent  (9 negatives) (2 photos) 
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7912   Hopkins, Ralph  (42 negatives) 
7913   Hormel, Mrs. Herbert – Copy (2 negatives) (2 photos) 
7914   Houim, Mr. & Mrs. Virgil (10 negatives) (1 photo) 
7915   Hub Standard Station (19 negatives) (21 photos) (1 letter) 
7916   Hunt, Frances – Family (11 negatives) (2 photos) 
7917   Hutchinson, Dewitt – Passports (1 negative) 
7918   Hyndman, Paul – Diane Hogenson (49 negatives) 
 7934 Jelsing and daughter (passports) (1 negative) 
7919   Job, Bill – Family (7 negatives) (1 photo)  
7920   Johnson, Dick & Carol – Girl – Rolette, N. D. (4 negatives) (1 photo) 
7921   Johnson, Elmer – Passports (3 negatives)  
7922   Johnson, Mrs. Elmer – Passports (3 negatives) 
7923   Johnson, Frank – Passports (4 negatives)  
7924   Johnson, Jalen – Wolford, N. D. (11 negatives) (2 photos) 
7925   Johnson, Jerry – Passports – Esmond, N. D. (1 negative) 
7926   Johnson, LeRoy – Boy (12 negatives)  
7927    Johnson, Merle – Copy – Bisbee, N. D. (1 negative) (2 photos) 
7928   Johnson, Sheila (12 negatives) (1 photo) 
7929   Johnson, William – Passports  (3 negatives) 
7930   Jundt, Joe – Family (16 negatives) (1 photo)  
7931   Kaufman, Kent (8 negatives) (3 photos) 
7932   Kavali, Dawn (12 negatives) (5 photos) 
7933   Kegley, Dole – Evangeline Johnson (24 negatives) (1 photo) 
7935   Keller, Fred – Michelle Halowe (60 negatives) (5 photos) (1 letter) 
7936   Keller, Robert – Children & Dog (29 negatives) (9 photos) 
7937   Kelly, Bill – Car (4 negatives) (1 photo) 
7938   Kelly, Gary – Car (5 negatives) (1 photo) 
7939   Kildahl, Dave – Gloria Carlson (64 negatives) 
7940   Kingon, Marcy (9 negatives) (2 photos) 
7941   Kirchoffner, Gary – Cathy Beste (6 negatives) 
7942   Klein, Dean – Nancy Wood – Rock Lake, N. D. (53 negatives)   
7943   Klein, Tim – Minot Senior (15 negatives) (2 photos) 
7944   Knutson, Dave (14 negatives) ( 2 photos) 
7945   Koble, Mary Jean (3 negatives) 
7946   Koble, Walter – Family (4 negatives)  
7947   Koenig, Pete – Copy (1 negative) (3photos)  
7948   Korfmacher, Reverend Ronald (1 photo)  
7949   Korfmacher, Reverend – Children (16 negatives) (1 photo)  
7950   Kremer, Joey – Balta, N. D. (1 negative) (1 note) 
7951   Kuhn, Karol (6 negatives) 
7952   Kuntz, John – Family (1 negative) (1 photo)  
7953   Kuntz, Martin – Family (10 negatives) 
7954   Kurtli, Tom (13 negatives) (2 photos)  
7955   Larsen, Enger (1 negative)  
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7956   Larson, Richard M. – Pam Danielson – Rolette, N. D. (35 negative)  
7957   Larson, Steve – Cheryl Hoffert (57 negatives)  
7958   Law, Mrs. Ray Jr. (7 negatives)  
7959   Legasse, Armand – Jan Kafala (33 negatives) 
7960   Legasse, Debra (9 negatives) (1 photo)  
7961   Legasse – Family (10 negatives) 
7962   Lehman, Debbie (13 negatives) (1 photo) 
7963   Lester, Paul – Wedding – Renee Sherwin (35 negatives) 
7964   Lindseth, John – Wedding (20 negatives) ( 7 photos) 
7965   Leining, Neal & Horse (9 negatives) (2 photos) 
7966   Linson, Larry (two packets) (28 negatives) (4 photos) 
7967   Little Flowers – Sixth Grade (6 negatives) 
7968   Lokken, Mike (1 negative) (1 photo)  
7969   Lybeck, Erling – Wedding (10 negatives) (4 photos)  
7970   Lynnes, Monte – Bonnie Iverson (23 negatives) 
7971   Lynnes & Outdoor Theater Ads (32 negatives) (19 photos) 
7972   Maasjo, Gail (14 negatives) (1 photo)  
7973   Mack, Augustine – Balta Senior (1 negative) 
7974   Malke, Mr. & Mrs. John (6 negatives) 
7975   Marchus, Loren – Children (15 negatives) (1 photo)  
7976   Marr, Jean – Passports (4 negatives)  
7977   Martin, Donna (13 negatives) (3 photos)  
7978   Martinson, Marty – Children (13negatives) (2 photos)  
7979   Mattsen, Suzanne (13 negatives) (5 photos)  
7980   McClintock, Jay – Passports (6 negatives)  
7981   McClintock, Tom – Passports (3 negatives)  
7982   McGuire, Mike – With plaque (1 negative) 
7983   McIntyre, Dr. – Family (10 negatives)  
7984   Meier, Dr. – Rolla, N. D. (3 negatives)  
7985   Miller, Jim – Children (12 negatives) (1 photo)  
7986   Miller, Wilbur (8 negatives) 
7987   Mitzel, Phil – Wolford, ND.(8 negatives)  
7988   Moen, Mr. & Mrs. Dennis (14 negatives) 
7989   Molesworth, Dr. John – Family (10 negatives)  
7990   Moline, Heather (14 negatives) 
7991   Mongeon, David (8 negatives) (1 photo) 
7992   Mongeon, Stephanie (17 negatives) (2 photos) 
7993   Munger, Sam – Copy (1 negative)  
7994   Murphy, Charles – Marlys Evanger (39 negatives) (1 photo)  
7995   Myhre, Bob – Children (14 negatives) (1 photo)  
7996   Myhre, Carl – Family (10 negatives)  
7997   Neesz, John – Lynette Larson (64 negatives)  
7998   Nelson, Gloryine (6 negatives)  
7999   Nelson, Oscar – Family (10 negatives)  
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8000   Nelson, Roxey & Boy, Toby & dog (14 negatives) (2 photos) 
8001   Nielsen, Al – Second boy (16 negatives) (1 photo) 
8002   Nielson, Bert & Sisters (8 negatives)  
8003   Niemayer, Don – Wedding(12 negatives) (1 photo)  
8004   Odden, Phyllis – Leslie – Dwight (3 negatives)  
8005   Oksendahl, Art – Brothers & sisters (10 negatives) (2 photos)  
8006   Olson, Clarence – Golden Wedding (9 negatives)  
8007   Olson, Helen (14 negatives) (1 photo) 
8008   Olson, Mr. & Mrs. Richard – Passports (8 negatives)  
8009   Ostrem, Carleen (13 negatives) (1 photo)  
8010   Ostrem, Delmar – Girl, Jill (20 negatives) 
8011   Ostrem, Keith (1 negative) (1 photo)  
8012   Overly Confirmants (3 negatives) (1 photo)  
8013   Owens, Terry – Wedding (7 negatives)  
8014   Paul, Duane – Bev Bundy(6 negatives) 
8015   Peiler, Mrs. – Norse outfit – Copy – Leeds, N. D. (18 negatives) (5 photos)  
8016   Peterson, Don – Girl, Carla (14 negatives) 
8017   Pietrick, Geo – Silber Wedding – Family (6 negatives)  
8018   Polled Herford Sale – Grand Champ bull inside ring (11 negatives) (11 photos) 
(1 note) 
8019   Pollman, Jeff – Janeen Hanson (34 negatives)  
8020   Prosser, Lee – Pam Wolfe (54 negatives)  
8021   Rademacher, Wayne – June Grad (43 negatives)  
8022   Ramsteck, Phil – Family (8 negatives) (1 photo)  
8023   Randle, Owen (10 negatives)  
8024   Rice, Cora Lee (12 negatives) (1 photo) 
8025   Richards, Chery (12 negatives) (3 photos)  
8026   Richards, Cheryl – Miss Polled Herford (19 negatives)  
8027   Reichert, Orville – Passports (7 negatives)  
8028   Reichert, Mr. & Mrs. Orville (6 negatives)  
8029   Ripplinger, Ed – Children (12 negatives)  
8030   Ripplinger, Paul – Boy, David (7 negatives) (1 photo)  
8031   Rock Lake Confirmants (18 negatives)  
8032   Rolette Confirmants (36 negatives) (4 photos)  
8033   Ronglien, Marie – Girl (11 negatives) (4 photos)  
8034   Rowland, John – Copy (1 negative)  
8035   Rud, Harold – Linda Hermanson (45 negatives)  
8036   Ryan High Wrestling Team (27 negatives) (14 photos)  
8037   St. Paul’s Confirmants – Rugby, N. D. (4 negatives)  
8038   St. Paul’s Confirmants – W. City (19 negatives) 
8039   Sattler, George – Family (9negatives) (3 photos)  
8040   Schable, Tom – Gloria Hirshkorn (49 negatives) (3 photos) 
8041   Schall, Joe (8 negatives) 
8042   Schall, Joe – Family (10 negatives) (2 photos)   
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8043   Scheep, Lynn – Martha Lamb (69 negatives) (3 photos) 
8044   Scheet, Sister Susan (69 negatives) (3 photos)  
8045   Schmaltz, Richard – Family (11 negatives) (2 photos)  
8046   Schmidt, Kathryn – Passports (1 negative)  
8047   Schmidt, Ralph (6 negatives) 
8048   Schmidt, Tim – Brigetta Bachmeier (52 negatives) (1 photo)  
8049   Schneider, Rapheal (10 negatives)   
8050   Schultze, Judy (24 negatives) (5 photos)  
8051   Schumacher, Mrs. (9 negatives) (1 photo)  
8052   Schuster, Conrad – Family (10 negatives)  
8053   Scott, Debbie (10 negatives) (2 photos)  
8054   Selland, Roxanne – Passports (5 negatives)  
8055   Selland – Girls Passports (7 negatives)  
8056   Simpson – Girls – Bisbee, N. D. (15 negatives) ( 1 photo)  
8057   Skjerve, Robert – Boy (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
8058   Slougbough, Calvin – Family (10 negatives) (1 photos)  
8059   Slougbough, Deeann – Girl Scout – Bottineau, N. D. (9 negatives) (2 photos)  
8060   Slougbough, Larry – Family (19 negatives) (1 Photo)  
8061   Soby, Mr. & Mrs. Abner (24 negatives) (4 photos)  
8062   Solberg, Albert – Mylo Confirmant – Copy (1 negative)  
8063   Sornula, Dennis – Linda Stall (36 negatives)  
8064   Speare, bill – Family (20 negatives)  
8065   Stebelta, Leroy – Children( 9 negatives) ( 2 photos)  
8066   Steenerson, Jim – Avis Miffelson (51 negatives)  
8067   Stadding, Mr. & Mrs. Lloyd (8 negatives) (1 photo) 
8068   Stewart, Connie – Copy of Glen Stewart (1 negative)  
8069   Stoll, Linda – Engagement (7 negatives)  
8070   Streifel, Terry – Erickson (39 negatives)  
8071   Stump, Reverend & Mrs. – Passports (4 negatives)  
8072   Super Valu Interior & Employees (70 negatives) (8 photos)  
8073   Sveund, Oliver – Family (8 negatives)  
8074   Swanson, Maybel – Es?and (10 negatives) (1 photo) 
8075   Teigen, Chuck – Joyce Duchscherer (63 negatives) 
8076   Theil, Wayne – Ruth Schoon (48 negatives) 
8077   Thompson, David (7 negatives) (1 photo) 
8078   Thykeson, Merlin – Karen Paulson (60 negatives)  
8079   Toeptad, Geo – Passports – Maddock, N. D. (4 negatives)  
8080   Torno, Yona – Towner, N. D. (4 negatives)  
8081   Towner Confirmants (23 negatives)  
8082   Trayer, Betty – Passports (3 negatives)  
8083   Tuchscher, Mr. & Mrs. Jerry – Passports (5 negatives)  
8084   Tuchscher, Mary Jane (17 negatives) 
8085   Tuff, Mrs. Dennis (8 negatives) 
8086   Tunala, Wilford – Ruthie Schwartz (32 negatives)  
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8087   Upham Confirmants (6 negatives)  
8088   Vanswearingen, Dave – family (1 negative)  
8089   Vesterso, Melvin – Family (9 negatives)  
8090   Virg’s Lounge (67 negatives)  
8091   Voeller, Mrs. John (6 negatives) 
8092   Vogler Confirmants – Minot, N. D. (23 negatives)  
8093   Volk, Ken – Sharon Erickson (46 negatives)  
8094   Volk, Mike – Family – Towner, N. D.(15 negatives)  
8095   Waltz, Ron (1 negative) (7 photos)  
8096   Wayne, Mike (9 negatives) (1 photo)  
8097   Wayne, Mike – Naomi Smith (49 negatives) (3 photos) 
8098   Wangler, Mr. & Mrs. Pius (4 negatives)  
8099   Welk, Wayne – Barb Brossart (8 negatives) (1 photo)  
8100   Wernberg, Mrs. (6 negatives) (8 photos)  
8101   Wittmayer, Mr. & Mrs. Ed – Overly, N. D.  (Two packets) (4 negatives) 
8102   Wolf, Ron – Linda Welk (49 negatives)  
8103   Wolford Composite (1 negative)  
8104   Wolford School Building (8 negatives) (9 photos)  
8105   Wood, Melody – John Wood (2 negatives) (7 photos)  
8106   Yoeder, Angie & Opal (14 negatives) (2 photos)  
8107   Yoeder, Dewey – Family (10 negatives)  
8108   Yoeder, Mrs. Mose – Passports (4 negatives)  
8109   Zacher, Karen – Nurse (12 negatives) (1 photo) 
8110   Zeigler, Conrad – Baby, Harvey (8 negatives) (3 photos) 
8111   Ziegler, Conrad – Boy – First Communion (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
  1974— 
8112   Allen, Bev (14 negatives) (1 photo) 
8113   Allen, Carmen – Passports – Towner, N. D. (5 negatives)  
8114   American Legion Baseball Team (1 negative) 
8115   Amon, Mr. & Mrs. John (12 negatives) (4 photos)  
8116   Anderson, Mr. & Mrs. Carl (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
8117   Anderson, Carla (7 negatives) (1 photo) 
8118   Anderson, David – Pam Berg (7 negatives) (1 photo) 
8119   Anderson, Gary – Jeannie Beckstrand (42 negatives) 
8120   Anderson, Mark – Sailor suit (11 negatives) (1 photo) 
8121   Anderson, Susan (7 negatives) (6 photos)  
8122   Argabright, Barry (11 negatives) (1 photo) 
8123   Argabright, Barry – Colleen Anderson (58 negatives)  
8124   Arstien, Alvin – Family & children (18 negatives) 
8125   Arstien, Mr. & Mrs. David – Family (17 negatives) 
8126   Axtman, Mr. & Mrs. Fred – Family (20 negatives) 
8127   Axtman, Steve – Passports (1 negative)  
8128   Axtman, Wendelyn – Family (10 negatives) 
8129   Axwig, Dave – Passports  (8 negatives) 
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8130   Babe Ruth Team (1 negative) 
8131   Backer, David – Family (10 negatives)  
8232   Bachmeier, August – Family (10 negatives) (2 photos)  
8133   Baillie, Duane (1 photo)  
8134   Bakken, Mark – Marcia Getzloff (52 negatives) 
8135   Balta, Dave – Beverly Hager (48 negatives)  
8136   Balta Seniors (13 negatives) (13 photos)  
8137   Bartsch, Barb (24 negatives) (3 photos) 
8138   Bauman, Bruce (13 negatives) 
8139   Beaver, Arnold (1 photo)  
8140   Berg, Pam (8 negatives) (1 photos) 
8141   Berube, Brian – Robin Johnson (45 negatives)  
8142   Bethany Confirmants (43 negatives)  
8143   Bickler, Jason (Mitch) (11 negatives) ( 1 photo) 
8144   Bieberdorf, Eric – Family (6 negatives)  
8145   Bisbee & Egeland Confirmants (38 negatives)  
8146   Bishop, Connie – Passports (2 negatives)  
8147   Bjorke, Bruce – Family (19 negatives)  
8148   Black, Cindy (8 negatives) (1 photo) 
8149   Black, Joe – Passports (5 negatives)  
8150   Blessum, Dorry – Horse (30 negatives)  
8151   Bloonster, Dick – Cheryl Hilzendagger (68 negatives)  
8152   Bonn, Fred (15 negatives) (9 photos)  
8153   Bosley, Walt – Stone items (26 negatives)  
8154   Boucher, Dianne (8 negatives) ( 1 photo)  
8155   Boucher, Leo – Family (10 negatives)  
8156   Brandt, Larry – Children (45 negatives) (4 photos)  
8157   Brandt, Mel – Family (9 negatives)  
8158   Brennan, Jack – Evie Walsh – Brennan Family (61 negatives)  
8159   Britsch, Mr. & Mrs. L. W.  & Son (19 negatives) (3 photos)  
8160   Brorby, Curtis – Baby (12 negatives) (2 photos) 
8161   Brossart, Mike – Vernice Volk (56 negatives)  
8162   Brossart, Pauline (12 negatives) (3 photos)  
8163   Brossart, Mr. & Mrs. Valentine – Passports (2 negatives)  
8164   Bryson, Mike – Bisbee, N. D. (14 negatives)  
8165   Bucholz, Don – Boy, Terry ? – Girl Michele (16 negatives) (1 photo) 
8166   Bulloch, Marge (10 negatives) 
8167   Burkhartsmeier, Andy – Family (10 negatives) 
8168   Burkhartsmaeirer, Jay – Passports (1 negative)  
8169   Burkhartsmeier, Pete – Family (10 negatives)  
8170   Busch, Karla (9 negatives) (1 photo) 
8171   Busch, Lloyd – Family (10 photos)  
8172   Cando Confirmants (46 negatives)  
8173   Chappich, Dr. (11 negatives)  
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8174   Cheriquist – Girl (21 negatives)  
8175   Cooper, Richard – Audrey Heidbreder (56 negatives)  
8176   Cose, Paul – Children (16 negatives) (1 photo)  
8177   Croteau, Mr. 7 Mrs. Henry (13 negatives) (1 photo)  
8178   Dahl, Art – Baby (10 negatives)  
8179   Daugherty, John – Kay Hoffert (37 negatives) (7 photos)  
8180   Dease, Jim – Girl (8 negatives) (3 photos)  
8181   Degenstien, Mrs. Phil “Vonnie” (16 negatives) (1 photo) 
8182   DeLaurils, Lynn – Donna Schnieble (61 negatives)  
8183   Dick, John – Connie Anderson (54 negatives)  
8184   Dissette, Gene – Family (10 negatives)  
8185   Drege, Les (11 negatives) 
8186   Duschscher, Chas (Walter’s Son) (6 negatives)  
8187   Duschscher, Chas – Family (12 negatives)  
8188   Duschscher, Jerome – Wedding - Karen Heilman (19 negatives) (5 photos)  
8189   Dunseith Confirmants – Two packets (33 negatives) 
8190   Espeseth, Miles – Mary Liz Snyder Johnson (57 negatives)  
8191   Everson, Christie & Baby (17 negatives)  
8292   FFA Ouredon – Vo Ag – Dean Erickson (41 negatives)  
8193   Fagerlund, David (1 negative)  
8194   Fallmon, Debbie – Nurse (9 negatives) (1 photo)  
8195   Fargo Moorhead Adjustment Co. – Rose Car (10 negatives) 
8196   Faul, Jos – Engagement (11 negatives)  
8197   Finstad, Mrs. – Passports (1 negative)  
8198   Farmer’s Union Drivers for Don Young – Safe Driving Awards (9 negatives)  
8199   Fauske, Elwood – Family (9 negatives) 
8200   Fedje, Mr. & Mrs. Andrew – Family (21 negatives) (3 photos)  
8201   Feugere, Debbie & Sister (17 negatives) (3 photos)  
8202   Finley – Passports (7 negatives)  
8203   First Federal & Building – Grand Opening (15 negatives)  
8204   First Lutheran Confirmants (57 negatives) (15 photos)  
8205   Firtel, Mr. & Mrs. Steve – Passports (8 negatives) 
8206   Flescbach, Al & Ruth Thompson (50 negatives)  
8207   Fletschach, Geo – Family (2 negatives)  
8208   Fleuvog, Dr. James (14 negatives) (14 photos)  
8209   Foser, Greg – Passports  (1 negative) 
8210   Fox, Dr. – Family (8 negatives)  
8211   Fuslebakke, James (15 negatives) (2 photos)  
8212   Garnas, Dan – Becky Hanson & Henry Hanson Sr. Family (85 negatives)  
8213   Gau, Harry – Family (10 negatives)  
8214   Gau, Ricky – Girl (7 negatives) (1 photo)  
8215   Gefroh – Boys Wrestle Statuette (4 negatives)  
8216   Gefroh, Greg (12 negatives) (1 photo) 
8217   Gefroh, Kevin – Bev Heit (60 negatives) 
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8218   Gigstad, Debbie – Nurse (13 negatives) (4 photos)  
8219   Gilbertson, Mr. & Mrs. Oscar (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
8220   Gingerich, Mr. & Mrs. Aaron – Family – 40th Anniversary (16 negatives) (5 
photos)  
8221   Gjovich, Aanen ( 13 negatives) (2 photos)  
8222   Goergen, Ed – Family –Cando, N. D. (15 negatives)  
8223   Goodman, Leland – Baby(29 negatives) (2 photos)  
8224   Green – Girls (10 negatives) (1 photos)  
8225   Gronwald, Warren – Boy (6 negatives) (1 photos)  
8226   Gruden, Steven – Glenna Shelley (72 negatives)  
8227   Gunderson, Dwight – Bonnie Bickler (69 negatives) ( 1 photo) 
8228   Gustafson, Dan ( 11 negatives) (1 photo)  
8229   Hagen, Joe – Doris Scheer ( 39 negatives)  
8230   Hagen, Stan – Haddy Hosen (68 negatives)  
8231   Hager – Family (9 negatives)  
8232   Halverson, Malcolm – Family (10 negatives)   
8233   Hanon, David – Boy (8 negatives)  
8234   Hanson, Tom – Boy (14 negatives) (1 photo)  
8235   Hardy, Mrs. Lloyd & Children – Passports (9 negatives)  
8236   Harrison, Aaron ( 15 negatives) ( 2 photos) 
8237   Harvig, Mrs. Orville – Nurse (8 negatives) ( 1 photo)  
8238   Haugen, Mr. & Mrs. Ingman – Passports (9 negatives) ( 3 photos)  
8239   Heilman, Jim – Family ( 20 negatives)  
8240   Heilman, Kay (11 negatives) ( 1 photo)  
8241   Heilman, Dr. Lyle (10 negatives) (3 photos)  
8242   Heilman, Virginia (5 negatives) ( 1 photo)  
8243   Heisler, Sandy (13 negatives)   
8244   Helm, Doug – Sandra Erickson (71 negatives)  
8245   Hendrickson, Don – Family(19 negatives)  
8246   Henning, Gail (17 negatives) (1 photo)  
8247   Herron, John – Ordination (10 negatives) (3 photos)  
8248   Hilestads, Carl (7 negatives) (1 photo)  
8249   Hill, Sherry (6 negatives) (1 photo)  
8250   Hiller – Family (10 negatives)  
8251   Hilzendager, Duwayne (3 negatives) (1 photo)  
8252   Hilzendager, Roger (1 negative) 
8253   Hilzendager, Roger – Girl (9 negatives)  
8254   Hilzendager, Shirley ( 13 negatives) (1 photo)  
8255   Hoffner, Buckshot – Passports – Family (9 negatives)  
8256   Hoffart, Barb – Nurse (7 negatives) (2 photos) 
8257   Holte, Patty(11 negatives) (3 photos)  
8258   Homan, Ken – Engagement (6 negatives)  
8259   Hosenwinkel, Arnold (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
8260   Huss, Geo – Joanne Hoffart (66 negatives)  
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8261   Jacobson, Mr. & Mrs. Henning (5 negatives)  
8262   Jaeger, Ray – Judy Schultze (50 negatives) 
8263   Jensen, Brian – Diane Awalt (60 negatives)  
8264   Jensen, Todd (10 negatives) 
8265   Jenson, Don (1 negative)  
8266   Johnson, Mr. & Mrs. Bob – Family (16 negatives)  
8267   Johnson, Reverend Don – Family (20 negatives)  
8268   Johnson, Elmer (10 negatives) (5 photos) 
8269   Johnson, Gary – Debbie Skaar (66 negatives) (2 photos) 
8270   Johnson, Jerry – Engagement (11 negatives) 
8271   Johnson, Merideth – Engagement (6 negatives)  
8272   Johnson, Ron – Dianne Schoon (41 negatives)  
8273   Johnson, Reverend Russell – Family – Dunseith, N. D (10 negatives) 
8274   Johnson, Stuart – Susan Laber (66 negatives) 
8275   Jorde, Mr. & Mrs. Henry – Passports(3 negatives)  
8276   Jorde, Jim (21 negatives) 
8277   Jorgerson, Lyle – Family (10 negatives)  
8278   Jundt, Mr. & Mrs. Mike (9 negatives)  
8279   Juntner, Wes – Child (13 negatives) (5 photos)  
8280   Kaufman, Dr. (17 negatives) (2 photos)  
8281   Kaufman, Kent – Bonnie Hadler (67 negatives) 
8282   Keller, Roger – Vicki Anhorn – Two packets (79 negatives) (1 photos)  
8283   Kenegy, Fred – Lola Slaubough (10 negatives)  
8284   Kennedy, Bob – Barb Ballie (110 negatives) (5 photos)  
8285   Kindergarten (3 negatives) 
8286   Klien,Debbie (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
8287   Kleinbough, Tony – Joan Hagel (62 negatives)  
8288   Knutson, Jason – Linda Moen (17 negatives) 
8289   Knutt, Wallie – Helen Lloyd (54 negatives)  
8290   Koble, David – Boy (20 negatives) (1 photo)  
8291   Koble, Mrs. Walter – Alice Thompson (10 negatives)  
8292   Kramer, Elsie – Passport – Towner, N. D. (1 negative)  
8293   Kramer, Rhonda(11 negatives) (1 photo)  
8294   Kramer, Tom – Kathy Koenig (9 negatives) (1 photo)  
8295   Kremer, Wendelin – Family (18 negatives)  
8296   Krick, Mr. & Mrs. Bob – Family (21 negatives)  
8297   Kruger, Clayton –Karen Eickholm – Two packets (72 negatives)  
8298   Kurtli, Tom (9 negatives)  
8299   Lang, Carl – Nan Gross (43 negatives)  
8300   Larson, Sonny – Linda Olson (51 negatives)  
8301   Laughridge, Gary – Children (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
8302   Lee, Fern (11 negatives)  
8303   Legaase, Zinon (10 negatives) (2 photos)  
8304   Leibhan, Joe (15 negatives)  
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8305   Leonard, Chuck – Baby (24 negatives) (1 photo)  
8306   Leopke, Steve (8 negatives) (1 photo) 
8307  Unidentified  Child (10 negatives) 
 
8308   Lien, Fred – Baby – Boy (14 negatives) (2 photos)  
8309   Lindberg, Ron – Baby (7 negatives) (1 photo)  
8310   Lindseth, Chuck – Family (9 negatives)  
8311   Lindseth, Ingrid (2 photos)  
8312   Lindseth, Paul (9 negatives) (1 photo)  
8313   Linseth, David – Boy, Chris (17 negatives) (5 photos)  
8314   Linedahlen, Roger – Linda Hiar (47 negatives)  
8315   Lokken, Greg (10 negatives) (2 photos)  
8316   Long, Lyle (27 negatives) (11 photos)  
8317   Lunde – Family (10 negatives) 
8318   Lykken, Jerry – Children – Lois Moen (25 negatives) (7 photos)  
8319   Mack, Greg – Debbie Gigstad (10 negatives) 
8320   Madsen, Bernadette – Passports (1 negative)  
8321   Martz, Frank – Boy, Mike (20 negatives) (2 photos)  
8322   Martz, Howard – Family (10 negatives)  
8323   Mattern, David – Beverly Heilman (52 negatives)  
8324   McCabe, Tyler – Josylin Hager (58 negatives) 
8325   McCall, Dennis – Janell Mongeon (53 negatives)  
8326   McClintock, Marylin (38 negatives) (1 photo)  
8327   McCumber, Steve – Willa Faul (48 negatives) (1 photo)  
8328   McQuire, Mike (17 negatives) (1 photo) 
8329   Mears, Johnny – Baby (10 negatives) 
8330   Meyer, Joe – Cheryl Simonson (29 negatives) 
8331   Meyers, Al – Family and Fullwieler – 4 generations (12 negatives)  
8332   Migler, Richard – Bonnie Peterson (51 negatives)  
8333   Miller, Jim – Family (17 negatives)  
8334   Mittleider, Dennis – Lottie Liebelt (53 negatives) (1 photo)  
8335   Mittenberger, Walt (10 negatives) 
8336   Mortenson, Dennis – Cathy Lysne (59 negatives) 
8337   Munson, Bill – 2nd & 3rd place (22 negatives)  
8338   Muehlberg, Bonnie (8 negatives) (2 photos) 
8339   Ness – Wrestlers from Devils Lake (10 negatives) 
8340   Norby, Merlyn – Family and Mr. & Mrs. Ken Norby (14 negatives) (1 photo) 
8341   Odden, Curt (7 negatives) (2 photos) 
8342   Odden, Dwight (9 negatives) (1 photo) 
8343   Odden, Herman – Passports (5 negatives)  
8344   Odden, Leslie (12 negatives) (1 photo) 
8345   Odden, Phyllis (11 negatives) (1 photo) 
8346   Okseudahl, Mrs. & Mrs. Art – Passports (3 negatives)  
8347   Olson, Donna – Engagement (11 negatives)  
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8348   Olson, Mr. & Mrs. Ed & family (18 negatives) (1 photo)  
8349   Omvig, Ruby (5 negatives) 
8350   Omvig, Mr. & Mrs. Tom – Passports (5 negatives)  
8351   Ongstad, Kathy (28 negatives) (9 photos)  
8352   Owen, Larry – Patty Voeller (53 negatives) 
8353   Paulson, Elverud – Bros. & Sis. (8 negatives) 
8354   Peterson, Ed – Family (10 negatives)  
8355   Peterson, Mike – Jan Jackson (43 negatives) (4 photos)  
8356   Plecity, Doyle – Rene Gefroh (46 negatives) (7 photos)  
8357   Porter, Gary (12 negatives)  
8358   Presthus, Jim (12 negatives) (1 photo)  
8359   Qvale, Neil (8 negatives) (1 photo) 
8360   Qumobot, Linda (1 negative)  
8361   Radeubiker, James (10 negatives) (5 photos)  
8362   Ranglein, Marie – Engagement (8 negatives)  
8363   Rasmusson, Gordon – Family (10 negatives)  
8364   Rasmusson, Loren (7 negatives)  
8365   Republican Legislature – Candidate (2 negatives) 
8366   Rheuault, Francis – Nurse (7 negatives)   
8367   Ripplinger, Ed – Children (33 negatives) (7 photos)  
8368   Rock Lake – Confirmants (22 negatives) (8 photos)  
8369   Rockway, Walter – Family (9 negatives)  
8370   Rohde, Reverend George (8 negatives) (2 photos) 
8371   Rohland, Bill – Eileen Simpson (55 negatives)  
8372   Rolette Confirmants – Ebenezer Lutheran (20 negatives)  
8373   Rolette Seniors (69 negatives) (55 photos) 
8374   Ronning, Mona – Paul Davis (13 negatives)  
8375   Ross, Laura – Passports – Towner, N. D. (1 negative)  
8376   Rugby Livestock Sales (2 negatives)  
8377   Rugby Livestock – PeeWeeTeam (1 negative) 
8378   Rude, Mrs. – Passports – Leeds, N. D. (9 negatives)  
8379   Santa Claus & Day Care Children at Citizens Bank (7 negatives)  
8380   Schell, Mr. & Mrs. Sebatian (8 negatives) (2 photos)   
8381   Schmaltz, Bob – Debbie Ostrem (14 negatives) 
8382   Schmaltz, James – Debbie Fallman (8 negatives)  
8383   Schmaltz, Melvin – Mary Jane Mitzel (42 negatives)  
8384   Schmidt, Yvonne (9 negatives) 
8385   Schneible, Dave – Len (9 negatives)  
8386   Schoon, Daniel – Two Children (23 negatives) 
8387   Schoon, Jane (12 negatives) (8 photos) 
8388   Schoon, Pius – Family (10 negatives)  
8389   Schoon, Reynold – Debbie Plesuh (66 negatives) 
8390   Schroeder, Judy (16 negatives) (1 photo)  
8391   Semler, Gerald – Foreign student (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
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8392   Senger, Anton – Family (10 negatives)  
8393   Senger, Mr. & Mrs. Ed – Passports (6 negatives)  
8394   Sieg, Leslie (14 negatives)  
8395   Simonson, Darold – Boy (13 negatives) (1 photo)  
8396   Simonson, Jerry – Connie Voeller (40 negatives)  
8397   Skaar, Debbie (12 negatives)  
8398   Skaar, Mrs. Edna (18 negatives)  
8399   Sloubough, Edyth – Passports (1 negative)  
8400   Sloubough, Elmer – Passports (6 negatives)  
8401   Smith, Jim – Melody Graber (29 negatives) 
8402   Solberg, Ole – Girl (4 negatives)  
8403   Spicer, Marsha (9 negatives) (1 photo)  
8404   St. Paul – Confirmants – Rugby, N. D. (20 negatives)  
8405   Stevenson, Twilla (8 negatives) (1 photo)  
8406   Steukel, Mr. & Mrs. Al – Passports (1 negative)  
8407   Swanson, Glenn – Burrow cattle at Rugby Sales Ring (9 negatives) 
8408   Thiel, Mel – Family (9 negatives) (1 photo)   
8409   Thiel, Wayne – Baby (9 negatives) 
8410   Thingswald, Edward – Family – 50th Anniversary (6 negatives) 
8411   Thompson, Esther – Nurse (9 negatives) (1 photo) 
8412   Thompson, Mr. & Mrs. Harvey – (Nick Harmon daughter) (4 negatives) 
8413   Tostad, Chuck – Baby (12 negatives) (1 photo)  
8414   Tollefson, Don – Family (9 negatives)  
8415   Tooke, Jean (16 negatives) (1 photo) 
8416   Tournaby Sisters (10 negatives)  
8417   Towner Confirmants (16 negatives) (1 photo)  
8418   Tripplet – Bette Mear (17 negatives)  
8419   Tuchscher, Lillian – Grandchild (10 negatives) (3 photos)  
8420   Tuff, Mr. & Mrs. Ernest (9 negatives) (1 photo)  
8421   Tufte, Bonnie (19 negatives) (1 photo)  
8422   Upham Confirmants (10 negatives)  
8423   Van Swingler, Dave – Burials (6 negatives)  
8424   Van Veldhuigen, Erwin – Passport (3 negatives)  
8425   Vangsness, Dave – Diane Tregar (57 negatives) 
8426   Vigeland, Harold – Family (10 negatives)  
8427   Voeller, Mary – Passport (1 negative)  
8428   Vogler Confirmants (29 negatives)  
8429   Volk, David (6 negatives) (3 photos) 
8430   Volk, Mr. & Mrs. Ted (1 negative) 
8431   Volk, Toni (9 negatives) (5 photos) 
8432   Vollmer, Dean – Alice Berdahl (66 negatives)  
8433   W. City Confirmants – Stumpf (18 negatives) 
8434   Wade, Robert – Kaloa Stevenson (54 negatives)  
8435   Walker, Warren (12 negatives) (1 photo) 
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8436   Walsh, Wesley – Family (10 negatives) (4 photos)  
8437   Waltz, Ron – Boy – Scars (3 negatives) (1 photo)  
8438   Wien, Stan – Josie Faul (63 negatives)  
8439   Wienemon, Ron – Loretta Schmultz (47 negatives)  
8440   Willard, Harold – Golden Wedding (25 negatives) (2 photos)  
8441   Williams, Lori (21 negatives) (1 photo)  
8442   Willow City Seniors (42 negatives) (59 photos)  
8443   Winston Noble Adjusters – Friebel Bob – Sept. 1974 (6 negatives)  
8444   Winter Show (25 negatives) (8 photos) 
8445   Witt, Jean – Family (10 negatives)  
8446   Wolford Confirmants (9 negatives) (1 photo)  
8447   Wolford Confirmants (28 negatives) (6 photos)  
8448   Wolford Seniors (16 negatives) (15 photos)  
8449   Wood (1 negative) 
8450   Yoeder, Nile – Leona Sloubough (19 negatives) 
8451   Yoeder, Nile – Leona Sloubough (39 negatives)  
8452   Zacher, Marylin (10 negatives) (2 photos)  
8453   Zeiders, Doyle (4 negatives) (1 photo)  
8454   Ziegler, Con – Boy, Harvey (9 negatives) (1 photo) 
  1975—  
8455   Agnes, Mrs. – Nurse (6 negatives)  
8456   Allen, Ira – Family (10 negatives)  
8457   Anderson, David – Pam Berg (47 negatives) 
8458   Argabright – Laura Bakk. Wedding (67 negatives) 
8459   Arnold, Mrs. & Mrs. Leonard – Passports (1 negative)  
8460   Axtman, Frank – Colette Ness – Engagement (11 negatives)  
8461   Bachmeier, Karen – Engagement (7 negatives) (1 photo)  
8462   Balta Seniors (21 negatives) (21 photos)  
8463   Barbot, Mrs. John (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
8464   Bauer, Fred – Family (10 negative)  
8465   Bauer, Fred – Family (9 negatives)  
8466   Beaver, Laurie (13 negatives) (2 photos) 
8467   Becker, Gary – Shelly Babb wedding (57 negatives) 
8468   Bell Telephone Employees – Camp NAGH – Leeds, N. D. (2 negatives)   
8469   Benson, Dick – Family (9 negative)  
8470   Bentz, Barbara (1 negative)  
8471   Beudahl, Don (7 negatives) (2 photos) 
8472   Beste, Madona (11 negatives) (2 photos) 
8473   Bethany Confirmants (19 negatives) (1 photos)  
8474   Bethany Confirmants – Thiele – Mygland (38 negatives)  
8475   Bieberdorf, Dave – Veronica Heilman (61 negatives) 
8476   Bisbee, N.D. Confirmants (17 negatives)  
8477   Bisbee, N.D. Seniors (11 negatives) (12 photos)  
8478   Bishop, Carl – Family (10 negatives)  
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8479   Blover, Mr. & Mrs. Bill – Rolette Pioneer Days (9 negatives) (2 photos)  
8480   Bonn, Mr. & Mrs. Ed (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
8481   Bonn, Fed – Family (10 negatives)  
8482   Bonn, Gladys (8 negatives) (2 photos) 
8483   Borgen, Eldon – Mary Jane Tuchscher (72 negatives) (8 photos)  
8484   Bose, Mrs. Dennis – Rolette, N. D.(17 negatives)  
8485   Bosley, Bill Jr. – Passports (8 negatives) 
8486   Bosely, Fairy (13 negatives) (2 photos) 
8487   Bosley, Walt – Turquoise Jewelry (10 negatives)  
8488   Boy Scouts – Eagle Court of Hanafor – Bill Bosley (8 negatives) (2 photos)  
8489   Boyd, Mr. & Mrs. Carl (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
8490   Bracken, Larry (10 negatives) (2 photos) 
8491   Brandt, Steve & Mr. & Mrs. Steve Brandt (14 negatives) (2 photos) 
8492   Brennen, Hazel – Rolette, N. D. (6 negatives) (6 photos)  
8493   Britsch, Lemuel – Family (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
8494   Brossart, Carol (1 negative)  
8495   Brossart, Pauline – Seltzer – Engagement (9 negatives)  
8496   Buchl, Elizabeth (36 negatives) (36 negatives) (1 photo)  
8497   Buresch, Joani – Towner, N. D. (20 negatives) (1 photo)  
8498   Bursesh, Ronald – Judy Schneider (16 negatives)  
8499   Burke, Mr. & Mrs. Kenny – Passports (1 negative)   
8500   Cando Confirmants – March (24 negatives) (24 photos) 
8501   Cando Confirmants – May (24 negatives)  
8502   Carlson, Bruce (13 negatives) (1 photo)  
8503   Carlson, Mark – Dianne Armstrong (64 negatives) (1 photos)  
8504   Carlson, Mark – Dianne Armstrong – Engagement (18 negatives) (1 photo)  
8505   Cavers, Norm – Cherry Roscup (106 negatives) (58 photos)  
8506   Christopherson, Mr. & Mrs. Lee (18 negatives) (2 photos) 
8507   Cilz, Debbie – Engagement (8 negatives) (1 photo)  
8508   Cote, Mr. & Mrs. Oride – Pioneer Days King & Queen (8 negatives) (1 photo) 
8509   Danielson, Dennis – Girl (50 negatives)  
8510   Decoteau, William – Passports (1 photo)  
8511   Dockter, Jim – Charlotte Keller (51 negatives)   
8512   Drege, Jeff & Loren – Passports (2 negatives)  
8513   Duchscher, Bill – Wedding (49 negatives)  
8514   Duchscher, Dianne (11 negatives) 
8515   Duchscher, John – Family (32 negatives) (7 photos)  
8516   Duchscher, Tim – Boy & Two children together (22 negatives) (5 photos)  
8517   Duff, Debbie (12 negatives) (1 photo)  
8518   Duff, Mr. & Mrs. Joe (9 negatives) (1 photo)  
8519   Dunseith Confirmants (10 negatives)  
8520   Eckert, Bob – Children (9 negatives) (1 photo)  
8521   Eide, Mr. & Mrs. Melvin (8 negatives) (1 photo)  
8522   Ely Elementary Grade School – Grade 5 (3 negatives) 
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8523   Enga, Clayton – Family (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
8524   Engle, Monte – Michele Grieg (56 negatives)  
8525   Engstad, Lynn – Robbyn Witmeyer (43 negatives) 
8526   Erickson, Mark (7 negatives) 
8527   Erickson, Olaf – Baby (15 negatives) (1 photo)  
8528   Ernst, James – Margret Mitchell (68 negatives)  
8529   Esmond, N.D. – Seniors (21 negatives) (22 photos)  
8530   Eyland, Val – Wedding (34 negatives) (2 photos)  
8531   FFA – State – Sweetheart (64 negatives) (4 photos) 
8532   Faleh, Steve (1 negative)  
8533   Fauche, Brian – Debbie Feugere – Duane Feugere Family (51 negatives) 
8534   Faushe, Mrs. Edward – Family (Heatts) (19 negatives) 
8535   Fevald, Mr. & Mrs. Melvin (8 negatives)  
8536   Fire Department (1 negative)  
8537   First Federal (Betty Tripplet, Lois Minnette; Grand Opening – cut ribbon & with  
    Mayor; Andy about town; with Mr. Muhus – giving check; exterior of  
    building) (83 negatives) (9 photos) 
8538   First Lutheran Confirmants (13 negatives)  
8539   Fosen, Nels – Family (10 negatives)  
8540   Freuh, Dave – Baby (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
8541   Frey, Curtis (45 negatives) 
8542   Gefroh, Mr. & Mrs. John Sr. – Passports (10 negatives)  
8543   Geldade, Arne – Carol Halverson (55 negatives)  
8544   Georgeon, Shelly (9 negatives) (2 photos) 
8545   Getzlaff, Mr.& Mrs. – Passports (2 negatives)  
8546   Gioson, Steve – Debbie Peterson (52 negatives)  
8547   Gingerich, John (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
8548   Gjorvik, Aanen – Baby (18 negatives)  
8549   Graber, Debbie & Greg (16 negatives) (2 photos)  
8550   Graber, Tim – Rolette, N. D. (16 negatives) (2 photos)  
8551   Grieb, Larry – Baby (11 negatives) (1 photo)  
8552   Gulseth, Dan – Children (34 negatives) (1 photo)  
8553   Guss, Sheldon – Darlene Volk (9 negatives)  
8554   Hagen, Mr. & Mrs. Fred (8 negatives) (1 photo)  
8555   Hagen, Roberta (20 negatives) (2 photos) 
8556   Hager, Mr. & Mrs. Clem and Family (29 negatives) (3 photos)  
8557   Hager, Jim – June Buchl – Engagement (10 negatives)  
8558   Hager, Jim – June Buchl (75 negatives) (17 photos)  
8559   Halien, Ben – Audrey Newman (61 negatives)  
8560   Halverson, Norma (22 negatives) (1 photo)  
8561   Hamilton Motel (82 negatives) (58 photos)  
8562   Hamilton, Jan (16 negatives) (1 photo)  
8563   Hamon, Mr. & Mrs. Frank (16 negatives) (2 photos)  
8564   Hamon, Gary – Car (14 negatives) (8 photos)      
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 8565                              Hamon, Nancy-Nurse (15 negatives) (3 photos) 
 8566                              Hamon, Mr. & Mrs. Nick-Family (31 negatives)  (14 photos) 
 8567                              Hamon, Virgil (14 negatives) 
 8568                              Hanson, Mary Ann (9 negatives) (2 photos) 
    
    
 8569   Harper, Mark – Passports  (6 negatives) 
 8570   Hartze, Gary – Family (10 negatives)  
 8571   Haugen, Craig – York (12 negatives) (9 photos)  
 8572   Havener, Terry – Iverson Horvig (49 negatives)  
 8573   Heger, Lawrence – Nancy Nielson – Boy (21 negatives) (1 photo)  
 8574   Heidbuder, Paul – Baby (13 negatives) (1 photo)  
 8575   Heilman, Joe – Family (1 negative)  
 8576   Heilman, John – Family (13 negatives)  
 8577   Heilman, Tom – Sailor (9 negatives) (7 photos) 
 8578   Hein, Ted – Family (43 negatives) (7 photos)  
 8579   Heintz, Iver Geo. – Passports (2 negatives)  
 8580   Heinz, Ron – Baby (10 negatives)  
 8581   Heinz, Mr. & Mrs. Ron – Passports (5 negatives)  
 8582   Held, Bart – Adopted girl (21 negatives) (5 photos)  
 8583   Helmick, Kim – Bev. Fossum (43 negatives)  
 8584   Herman, Lance (14 negatives) 
 8585   Hersey, Roger – Family (9 negatives) 
 8586   Hiatt, Rod – Susie Mattson (50 negatives)  
 8587   Hielman, Veronica – Engagement (10 negatives)  
 8588   Hjelmstad, Arlen (18 negatives)  
 8589   Hoffart, Pete – Silver Wedding (23 negatives) (6 photos)  
 8590   Hoffart, Tony – Family (9 negatives)  
 8591   Hoffart, Mr. & Mrs. Willie (10 negatives) (1 photos) 
 8592   Hoffman (7 negatives) 
 8593   Hoffner, S. F. Buckshot (10 negatives) (2 photos)  
 8594   Hoium, Bob – Sharon Sveum – Wedding (47 negatives)  
 8595   Hormel, Laverne – Family (10 negatives) 
 8596   Hornstien, Cindy (12 negatives) (1 photos)  
 8597   Hultstrand, Cathy (23 negatives) (3 photos)  
 8598   Hutch n’ Hearth (53 negatives)  
 8599   Isaacson, Duwayne – Engagement (10 negatives) 
 8600   Israel, Chuck – Cando, N. D. (1 negative)  
 8601   Ivey, Don – Yvonne Armstrong (59 negatives) (6 photos)  
 8602   Jaeger, Jack (1 negative) 
 8603   Jelsing Triple J. Ranch – Corral fence (18 negatives) 
 8604   Johnson, Alice – Rolette, N. D. (9 negatives) (1 photos)   
 8605   Johnson, Dick (10 negatives) 
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  8606   Johnson, Dick – Girl with scars – Rolette, N. D. (1 negative) 
  8607   Johnson, Don – Diane Phillip (48 negatives)  
  8608   Johnson, Farris – Laurie Beaver (51 negatives) 
  8609   Johnson, Jerry – Paulette Liebolt (59 negatives)  
  8610   Johnson, Leroy (17 negatives)  
  8611   Johnson, Leroy – Combine (18 negatives)  
  8612   Johnson, Mr. Lloyd .Overly Johnson (9 negatives) 
  8613   Johnson, Tim – boy (2 negatives) (1 photo) 
  8614   Johnson, Vaughn – Valerie Oberdlander (63 negatives) 
  8615   Johnston, Lisa – Polled Herford Queen (28 negatives) (11 photos) 
  8616   Jorgenson, Carl – Family at Jorgenson – Paulson Wedding (1 negative)  
  8617   Jorgenson, Joan (1 negative)  
  8618   Julson, W. – Family (13 negatives)  
  8619   Kappel, Cathy (1 negative)  
  8620   Kavsli, Dawn and Children (8 negatives)  
  8621   Keller, Tony – Family – Taken at Roger’s Wedding in Harvey, N. D. (5 
negatives)  
  8622   Keppler, Reverend & Mrs. (8 negatives)  
  8623   Kester, Armal – Family (10 negatives)  
  8624   Kiehol – Nurse (14 negatives) (1 photo)  
  8625   Kindergarten – April (4 negatives)  
  8626   Kirkeide, Jay – John Deere Tractor 7 negatives)  
  8627   Klebe, Jerry – Diane Duff (59 negatives) 
  8628   Knutson, Mr. & Mrs. Monte (15 negatives) (2 photos)  
  8629   Koble, Adam – Golden Wedding – Whole Family (14 negatives)  
  8630   Koble, Denise Hager (8 negatives)  
  8631   Koble, Ken – Denise Hager (43 negatives) 
  8632   Koble, Shirley – Engagement Picture (10 negatives) (10 photos) 
  8633   Kollings, Nurse (14 negatives)  
  8634   Korfmacher, Mrs. and Children (10 negatives)  
  8635   Kraft, Mr. & Mrs. Geo. (12 negatives) (1 photo) 
  8636   Krech, Gordon – Cheryl Meameyer (55 negatives)  
  8637   Kremer, Mark (15 negatives) (9 photos)  
  8638   Kremer, Ron – Baby (9 negatives) (1 photo)  
  8639   Kreuger, Pat – Nurse Identification (1 negative) 
  8640   Kuntz, Mr. & Mrs. Julius – Family (21 negatives) (3 photos)  
  8641   Kurtli, Tom – Boy (14 negatives) (2 photos)  
  8642   Kurtz, Robert (19 negatives)  
  8643   Langerud, Loren – Evonne Loves (62 negatives)  
  8644   Larson, Harold (6 negatives) (1 photo)  
  8645   Layerquist, Poly – Passports (1 negative)  
  8646   Lee, Don – Carla Benson (16 negatives)   
  8647   Lehsmon, Debbie (9 negatives) (1 photo)  
  8648   Lentz, Mr. & Mrs. Don – Passports – Perth, N. D. (8 negatives)   
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  8649   Leibhon, Father – Passports (1 negative)  
  8650   Lesmeister, Mr. & Mrs. Ludwig – Passports (8 negatives)  
  8651   Little Flower – Six Grade (1 negative)  
  8652   Lientz, Susan (22 negatives) 
  8653   Louche, Laurie (23 negatives) (1 photo)  
  8654   Louke, Curt – Family (10 negatives)  
  8655   Love, Pat (1 negative)  
  8656   Lunde, Dr. – Kuntz teeth (6 negatives)  
  8657   Lysne, Mr. & Mrs. Jim (9negatives) (1 photo)  
  8658   Lystad, Susan (32 negatives) (8 photos)  
  8659   Malhe, Debbie – Passports (4 negatives) (4 photos)  
  8660   Malo, Terry – Baby (14 negatives) (1 photo) 
  8661   Marshall, John – Marie Ronglien (55 negatives)  
  8662   Martel, Albert – Passports – Rolette, N. D. (1 negative)  
  8663   Martel, Mr. & Mrs. Omar – Passports (1 negative)  
  8664                           Martin, Mr. & Mrs. Alex (11 negatives) 
  8665   Mathews, Glenn – Giraud Lake (40 negatives) (8 photos)  
  8666   McAttee, Monte – Family – Rolla, N. D. (23 negatives) ( 1 photo)  
  8667   McGuire, Mr. & Mrs. Mike – At their home (10 negatives)  
  8668   McLeod, Terry, Feb 1975 (6 negatives) (3 photos) 
  8669   Mears, Donald – Family (10 negatives)  
  8670   Mears, Mrs. & Mrs. Iverson ( 33 negatives) ( 5 photos)  
  8671   Metcalf, Rose Ann – Four Dunseith girls (10 negatives) 
  8672   Miegler, Jerome (9 negatives)  
  8673   Miller, Arden – Deb Bartosch (49 negatives)  
  8674   Miller, Arden – Jackie Bartosch (9 negatives) (1 photo)  
  8675   Miller, Bev (14 negatives) 
  8676   Molins, Kerry – Baby (24 negatives) (3 photos)  
  8677   Monger, Mr. & Mrs. Dan – In new store (8 negatives) 
  8678   Muhus, Mitzi (12 negatives) (1 photo)  
  8679   Mundahl, Blanche – Passports (8 negatives)  
  8680   Mundahl, Curtis (11 negatives) 
  8681   Murtaugh (6 negatives) 
  8682   Neilsen, Dewey – Baby (24 negatives) (2 photos)  
  8683   Nelson, Dave – Cindy Hornstein – Two packets (82 negatives) (3 photos)  
  8684   Nelson, Deby and Baby – Passports (1 negative)  
  8685   Nelson, Edith – Passports (4 negatives)  
  8686   Nelson, Reverend Larry (8 negatives) (2 photos)  
  8687   Nelson, Marlow – Family (10 negatives)  
  8688   Neuman, Randy – Anita Carlson – Cando, N. D. (59 negatives)  
  8689   Niegum, Foulton (11 negatives) 
  8690   Nielsen, Al & Bev and Children (43 negatives) (3 photos)  
  8691   Nielsen, Bev (13 negatives)  
  8692   Nigen, Bruce – Passports (10 negatives)  
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    8693   O’Brien, Floyd – Family (10 negatives) 
    8694   Odden, Denise (11 negatives) (3 photos)  
    8695   Odden, Irwin – House (9 negatives) (12 photos) 
    8696   Odden, Irwin – Passports (2 negatives)  
    8697   Odden, Mrs. John – Grandchild (7 negatives) (1 photo)  
    8698   Odden, Mrs. John – Passports (1 negative)  
    8699   Odden, Keith (1 negative)  
    8700   Olson, Art – Gift Shop & Ceramic Barn (17 negatives)  
    8701   Olson, Marion (8 negatives) (1 photo)  
    8702   Olson, Melvina – Passports (2 negatives)  
    8703   Parezick, Mrs. Duane (8 negatives)  
    8704   Paulson, David – Carla Jorgenson (68 negatives)  
    8705   Peltier, Philip – Passports (1 negative)  
    8706   Perisen, Darlene – Nurse – Belcourt, N. D. (1 negative)  
    8707   Perth Confirmants (9 negatives)  
    8708   Peters, Kermit (16 negatives) (3 photos)  
    8709   Peterson, Chester (17 negatives) (1 photo)  
    8710   Peterson, Marsha (10 negatives)  
    8711   Phillip, Deanne – Ron Johnson (9 negatives) (2 photos)  
    8712   Pierce County Commission (10 negatives)  
    8713   Pierson, Laura (11 negatives) ( 1 photo)  
    8714   Polled Hereford Sale (14 negatives) (13 photos)  
    8715   Ramstad, Phil – Boy (19 negatives) (3 photos)  
    8716   Rhode, Reverend – Family (10 negatives)  
    8717   Richards, Dan (2 negatives) (3 photos)  
    8718   Ritterman, Leland – Baby (16 negatives) (1 photo)  
    8719   Rodenburg, Randy – Cheri Stock (64 negatives) (1 photo) 
    8720   Roel, Ken – Maryls Heidelbough – Engagement (6 negatives) ( 3 photos)  
    8721   Roen, Rudolph – Family (12 negatives)  
    8722   Rohde, Janice – Passports (1 negative)  
    8723   Rolette and Overly Confirmants (20 negatives) (2 photos)  
    8724   Rolette Seniors(18 negatives) (20 photos)  
    8725   Rolla Confirmants (14 negatives)  
    8726   Roscup, Shirley – Passports (2 negatives)  
    8727   Rost, Dennis – Shirley Koble (69 negatives) 
    8728   Rudolph, Terry – Joelette School (66 negatives)  
    8729   Rugby Motor – Written on envelope – “Wrecked car for Ins. Co. pic delivered to  
    Curt Moen at Rugby Motor.” (5 negatives) 
    8730   Rugby Police Department (9 negatives) (1 photo)  
    8731   St. John – Kramer & Church – Confirmants (20 negatives) (5 photos)  
    8732   Sand, Curt – Children (25 negatives) (5 photos) 
    8733   Scheel, Carlatta – Engagement (9 negatives) (2 photos)  
    8734   Schell, Ed – Family (10 negatives)  
    8735   Schell, Rollie (11 negatives) ( 3 photos) 
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     8736  Schepp, Lynn – Baby (10 negatives) ( 1 photo)  
     8737  Schiele, Glenn – Jackie Lien (12 negatives) (2 photos)  
     8738  Schmidt, Mr. & Mrs. Pius (1 negative)  
     8739  Schneidble, Dave – Boy (20 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8740  Schneible, Tony – Family – At Dan’s Wedding (4 negatives)  
     8741  Schoenborn, Robert – Family – Passports for Mr. & Mrs. (11 negatives)  
     8742  Scholl, Joann – Harvey, N. D. (8 negatives)  
     8743  Schoon, Susan – Passports (1 negative)  
     8744  Schultze, Ted (17 negatives) (2 photos)  
     8745  Seibel, Ted – Valarie Olderbach (71 negatives)  
     8746              Senger, Edward- Daughter (10 negatives) (37 photos)     
     8747  Seybora, Jim-Darlene Rhyedah (52 negatives) ( 7 photos)  
     8748  Seltvedt, Kristy – Harvey, N.D. (6 negatives) (1 photo) 
     8749                          Sheets,Mr. & Mrs. John (14 negatives) (1 photo)         
     8750  Simpson, Fred – Granddaughter – Child – Rohland (2 negatives) (3 photos)  
     8751  Siverson, Dr. Sherman (5 negatives) ( 4 photos)  
     8752  Skjerve, Bob – Family (9 negatives)  
     8753  Sloughbough, Children & tractors (9 negatives)  
     8754  Sloughbough, Elmer – Family (15 negatives) ( 1 photo)  
     8755  Sloughbough, Elwin – Family (10 negatives)  
     8756  Sloughbough, Herb – Family (11 negatives)  
     8757  Sloughbough, Leila (10 negatives) (3 photos)  
     8758  Smith, Michael (28 negatives) ( 1 photo)  
     8759  Solberg, Ken – Children (14 negatives)  
     8760  Spease, Bill – N. W. Bell (10 negatives)  
     8761  Sperry, Mark (14 negatives) (2 photos)  
     8762  Spring Dance Recital (15 negatives) (5 photos)  
     8763  Stadler, Jim – Chleo An Sloughbough (50 negatives)  
     8764  Stave, Brian (12 negatives) (3 photos)  
     8765  Stewart, Ione (9 negatives) (1 photo) 
     8766  Strand, Mr. & Mrs. Elmer (12 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8767  Stryles, Dale – Passports (5 negatives)  
     8768  Tenocaure, Don – Boy (13 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8769  Tharlson, LeRoy – Eunice Evanger (51 negatives) (2 photos) 
     8770  Thiel, Glenn – Engagement (10 negatives)  
     8771  Thingvold, Elanor (28 negatives) (3 photos) 
     8772  Thingvold, Mervin (10 negatives) (12 photos)  
     8773  Thomas, Dave – Caroline Lornelle (52 negatives)  
     8774  Thompson, Neil – Lawyer – Devils Lake, N. D. – Air lock & isolette at Rugby  
    Hospital 2-18-75 (7 negatives) 
     8775  Tofsrud, Mrs. and Children (12 negatives) 
     8776  Towner Confirmants (20 negatives) (18 photos)  
     8777  Tuchscher, Bev – Dan Schmidt (8 negatives) 
     8778  Tuchscher, Dominic (1 negative) 
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     8779  Tuchscher, Dominic and Grandchildren (2 negatives) (3 photos) 
     8780  Tuchscher, Mary Jane – Alone & with Elden Borgen (14 negatives) (2 photos) 
     8781  Tuebner, Cindy – Nurse (21 negatives) (2 photos)  
     8782  Tuff, Dennis – Passports (9 negatives)  
     8783  Van Eynde, Tom – Alexandria Faude (56 negatives)  
     8784  Vangsness, Joel – Family (16  negatives)  
     8785  Victoria, Sister (4 negatives) 
     8786  Voeller, Mary Kaye – Miss Rugby (9 negatives) 
     8787  Vogeler Confirmants (15 negatives) (15 photos)  
     8788  Voegler, Loren – Family (15 negatives)  
     8789  Volk, Frank (8 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8790  W. City Seniors (34 negatives) (26 photos)   
     8791  Weineman, Gary – Carole Wagner (54 negatives) 
     8792  Wentz, Al (16 negatives) (5 photos) 
     8793  Wernberg, Mr. (4 negatives) (4 photos)  
     8794  Wiederholt Family (12 negatives)  
     8795  Williams, Byron – Dunseith Senior (20 negatives) (2 photos) 
     8796  Witt, Carol (6 negatives) 
     8797  Wolfe, Brenda – Engagement (10 negatives)  
     8798  Wolfe, Jim – Carla Lennon (38 negatives) 
     8799  Wolford, Mylo, Ox Creek Confirmants – Meiseners last class (12 negatives)  
     8800  Wolford Serniors (12 negatives) (12 photos)   
     8801  Wurgler, Bob (5 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8802  Yoeder, Mrs. Morse and daughters (10 negatives) 
     8803  Young, Ron – Boy (12 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8804  Young, Tony (4 negatives) (2 photos)  
     8805  Ziegler, Dan – Debbie Cilz (68 negatives) 
     8806  Zurber, Claude – Family (20 negatives) (2 photos)  
  1976— 
     8807  Anderson, Harold – Family – Pleasant Lake, N. D.  (2 packets) (13 negatives) (3 
photos) 
     8808  Anderson, Susan – Passports(1 negative)  
     8809  Antique Car Show (9 negatives) 
     8810  Arneson, Rockney (8 negatives) ( 3 photos) 
     8811  Arneson, Tim – Cathy Rockway (84 negatives)  
     8812  Arnon, Stan – Daughters (7 negatives)  
     8813  Awalt, Bill – Children & Golden Wedding (34 negatives)  
     8814  Axtman, Wayne (9 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8815  Axtman, Mr. & Mrs. Wendolyn – Passports (1 negative)  
     8816  Azure, Melvin (10 negatives) (2 photos)  
     8817  Babe Ruth Baseball (1 negative) 
     8818  Backstrand, Reverend & Mrs. Floyd – Rolla, N. D. (16 negatives)  
     8819  Barbot – Identification (1 negative) 
     8820  Bartlow, Dennis – Kathy Rush (39 negatives) 
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     8821  Becker, Edwin C. – W. City (30negatives) (13 photos) 
     8822  Beiberdorf, Dona – Engagement (8 negatives) (8 photos)  
     8823  Beibler, Ray – Passports (1 negative) 
     8824  Bentz, Paul – Lana Liebelt (56 negatives)  
     8825  Berg, Sandra – Nurse (8 negatives) 
     8826  Bethany Confirmants (12 negatives)  
     8827  Bisbee Confirmants (9 negatives) 
     8828  Bisbee Presby. Confirmants (6 negatives)  
     8829  Bishop – Girls, Pam & Bernice – I.D. (2 negatives) 
     8830  Bistler, Steven – Balta Senior (1 negative) (1 photo)  
     8831  Bienick, Paul – Lori Helm (50 negatives)  
     8832  Bienick – Helm Engagement (10 negatives) (5 photos)  
     8833  Bjorke, Bruce – Baby girl (8 negatives) ( 2 photos) 
     8834  Blade, David – Janelle Grauman (86 negatives)  
     8835  Blessum, Mr. & Mrs. Kermit (21 negatives) (1 photo) 
     8836  Blessum, Mark – Laurie Campbell – Passport picture & engagement (12 
negatives) (1 photo)  
     8837  Booth, Roger, Mr. & Mrs. (11 negatives) (1 photo) 
     8838  Bosely, Bill – Children (28 negatives) (5 photos)  
     8839  Boucher, Frank (22 negatives) (1 photo) 
     8840  Boucher, Jim – Baby girl (7 negatives) (21 photos) 
     8841  Boy Scout – Eagle Court of Homor – Hersey, Will, Neigren (10 negatives) (3 
photos) 
     8842  Brandt, Larry – Family (10 negatives)  
     8843  Broberg, Diane (9 negatives) (15 photos) 
     8844  Brossart, Helen (9 negatives)  
     8845  Bulman, Colette (15 negatives) (1 photo) 
     8846  Burkland, Rita (6 negatives) (1 photo) 
     8847  Busch, Chad (11 negatives) (1 photo) 
     8848  Buskick, Larry (15 negatives) (1 photo) 
     8849  Butz, Mark – Children (25 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8850  Candice College (16 negatives) 
     8851  Cando Confirmants (23 negatives)  
     8852  Carlson, John – Darlene Martinson (48 negatives)  
     8853  Carmen, Geo – Girls (23 negatives)  
     8854  Ceramic Barn (15 negatives) 
     8855  Chang, Dr. & Family (21 negatives) (11 photos)  
     8856  Chang, Dr. – Passports & children’s passports (3 negatives)  
     8857  Davis, Bill – Tuchscher (Joe Tuchscher girl) (68 negatives)  
     8858  Davis, Wendel – Passports (1 negative)  
     8859   Deck, Doug-Chris Reichert (76 negatives)  
     8860  Degenstein, Jim – Passports (1 negative)  
     8861  De’Heilly, Norbert – Family – Towner, N. D. (72 negatives) (19 photos)  
     8862  Demo Party Rally – Publicity shots (72 negatives) (19 photos) 
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     8863  DeMontigny, Todd – Gwen Carlyle (69 negatives)  
     8864  Dolan, Bernice (11 negatives) (3 photos)  
     8865  Doots, Joanne – Passports (18 negatives) (1 photo )  
     8866  Drege, Lester, Helen & Jane – Passports (3 negatives)  
     8867  Duchscher, Keith – Linda Heilman (47 negatives)  
     8868  Dunseith Confirmants (17 negatives)  
     8869  Eagleson, Boyd (25 negatives) (2 photos)  
     8870  Ebach, Regenia (8 negatives)  
     8871  Ebenezer Lutheran Confirmants – Rolette, N. D. (12 negatives)  
     8872  Ely Elementary Bicentennial (75 negatives) (7 photos)  
     8873  Engstrom, Dave – Debbie Duff (80 negatives)  
     8874  Erdman, Paul – Children (12 negatives)   
     8875  Erickson, Mr. & Mrs. Arndt (9 negatives) (1 photo) 
     8876  F. F. A. State Sweetheart (29  negatives) (7 photos)  
     8877  Fagerland, Davis (15 negatives) (8 photos) 
     8878  Farmers Union  Elevator – Rugby, N. D. (9 negatives) (10 photos)  
     8879  Fedje, Howard – Family (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8880  Feugere, Dianne – Engagement (10 negatives) (2 photos)  
     8881  First Lutheran Confirmants (24 negatives) (2 photos)  
     8882  Flom, Jerry – Debbie Lehman (46 negatives)  
     8883  Frietg, Leo – Baby (14 negatives) (2 photos)  
     8884  Fritz, Dennis – Family (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8885  Gefroh, Cindy – Passports (1 negative)  
     8886  Gefroh, Gary (18 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8887  Geisinger, John (11 negatives) (4 photos)  
     8888  Geisinger, John – Family (1 negative)  
     8889  Geiszler, Arland – Girl (19 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8890  Gigstad, Roy – Family (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8891  Gilbertson, Mr. & Mrs. Curtis – Passports (1 negative)  
     8892  Gilge, Bob – Family at Peace Garden (17 negatives) (2 photos)  
     8893  Gilge, Clarence – Family (15 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8894  Gilge, E. N. – Identification (1 negative)  
     8895  Gillies, Mrs. Ellen – Bottineau, N.D. (20 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8896  Grosegebauer, James – Mary Koble (10 negatives) 
     8897  Gunvill, March – Deane Feugere (73 negatives)  
     8898  Gutramson, Lynn – Phyllis Legasse (55 negatives)   
     8899  Hager, Brian (1 negative) (1 photo) 
     8900  Hager, Frank – Family (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8901  Hager, Gary – Balta Senior (1 negative) (1 photo) 
     8902  Hager, Neal (7 negatives) 
     8903  Hager, Mr. & Mrs. Ray & Family (28 negatives) (4 photos)  
     8904  Hager, Richard – Family (9 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8905  Hadenfield, Karen – Passports (1 negative)  
     8906  Hahn, Chas – Family (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
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     8907  Halverson, Dave & Joline – Passports (2 negatives)  
     8908  Halverson, Morris – Family (10 negatives)  
     8909  Hancock, Doyle – Family (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8910  Hanson, Tom – Peggy Vangness (65 negatives) (4 photos) 
     8911  Hanson, Tom – Family (13 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8912  Haverstrow, Roy – Copies of old portraits of man and woman (2 negatives) 
     8913  Heilman, Margie – First Communion (10 negatives) (2 photos)  
     8914  Heilbuder, Paul – Boy (8 negatives) 
     8915  Heitsch, Ama – Passports (1 negative) 
     8916  Hellerman, Kelly – Susan Klener (80 negatives) 
     8917  Hendrickson, U. C. (9 negatives)  
     8918  Henes, Dave – Elsie Evanger (73 negatives) 
     8919  Hersey, Chuck – Pro Dieo (8 negatives) (1 photo) 
     8920  Hess, Mrs. William – Passports – Towner, N. D. (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8921  Hewitt, Craig – Susan Anderson (42 negatives) 
     8922  Hill, Marlo – Family (20 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8923  Hillestad, Mr. & Mrs. Edwin (15 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8924  Hillman, Curt – Diane Sanderson – Engagement (6 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8925  Hillman, Ken – Family (16 negatives)  
     8926  Hoffert, Calvin – Family (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8927  Hoffert, Joe – Family – Children, Julius & Grandchildren (20 negatives) (20 
photos)  
     8928  Hoffner, Buckshot & Family (27 negatives) (3 photos)  
     8929  Hoffner, Mrs. – Passports (1 negative)  
     8930  Hollinger, Chris – Family (1 negatives) (1 photos)  
     8931  Holmly, Vicki (22 negatives) (4 photos) 
     8932  Homan, Diane (Joe P.’s daughter) (9 negatives) 
     8933  Hornstein, Marily – Wedding – Frank Hornstein Family – Frank & Catherine (47 
negatives) (15 photos) 
     8934  Homan, Mrs. Jack (10 negatives) 
     8935  Horse Show Parade (18 negatives) (17 photos)  
     8936  Howland, Ann – Passports (2 negatives)  
     8937  Hutt, Bob (1 negative) (14 photos)  
     8938  Jaeger, Sandy (5 negatives) 
     8939  Jelsing, Colleen – Passports (1 negative)  
     8940  Jelsing, Wayne – Family (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8941  Jeogonattes (1 negative)  
     8942  Johnson, Mr. & Mrs. Albin (17 negatives) (2 photos)  
     8943  Johnson, Amanda – Passports (1 negative)  
     8944  Johnson, Anne (8 negatives) 
     8945  Johnson, Doug – Lynn Melrichill (40 negatives)  
     8946  Johnson, Ed – Boy (18 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8947  Johnson, Reverend James – Family & himself (17 negatives) (2 photos)  
     8948  Johnson, LeRoy – Family (32 negatives) (3 photos)  
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     8949  Johnson, LeRoy – Children & cousins (14 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8950  Johnson, Mark – Phyllis Parke – Wedding (20 negatives) (3 photos)  
     8951  Johnson, Norval – Baby (15 negatives) (4 photos)  
     8952  Johnson, Quinten – Rolette, N. D. (11 negatives) (10 photos)  
     8953  Johnson, Richard – Kandi Leibelt (61 negatives) 
     8954  Johnson, Mrs. Stuart – Nurse (12 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8955  Junior High Band (5 negatives) (5 photos) 
     8956  Junterum, Melvin – Family (11 negatives) (2 photos)  
     8957  Kay, Sid (11 negatives) 
     8958  Keller, Bobby – Viola Brossart (two packets) (48 negatives) (4 photos) 
     8959  Keyes, Ethel (11 negatives) (2 photos)  
     8960  Kindergarten (10 negatives) (2 photos)  
     8961  Kingzett, Kelly – Laurie Orick (72 negatives) 
     8962  Kjouestad, Mr. & Mrs. – Pioneer King & Queen – Rolette, N. D. (10 negatives) 
(1 photo)   
     8963  Klein, Jim – Family (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8964  Knegy, Fred (21 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8965  Knox Bicentennial (6 negatives) (6 photos)  
     8966  Koble, Alice (1 negative) (4 photos) 
     8967  Koble, David – Baby (9 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8968  Koehn, Kevin – Michele Stack (67 negatives)  
     8969  Kraft, Carlan – Children (16 negatives) 
     8970  Kuntz, Pat – Wedding (10 negatives) (2 photos)  
     8971  LaChapelle, Roy Jr. – Ihla Thompson (34 negatives)  
     8972  Latuedt, Neil – Mary Jean Brossart – Engagement & Wedding (68 negatives) (1 
photo)  
     8973  Lee, Fern (12 negatives) (5 photos) 
     8974  Lee, Lety (3 negatives) (3 photos) 
     8975  Legion Baseball (24 negatives) (2 photos) 
     8976  Lehman, Mike – Bernice Bishoff – Engagement (5 negatives) (2 photos)  
     8977  Lemieux, Carolyn (2 negatives) (2 photos)  
     8978  Leming, Neil & Alice – Passports (2 negatives)  
     8979  Leonard, Chuck (34 negatives) 
     8980  Lesmeister, Kent – Candy Kost (46 negatives)  
     8981  Lesmeister, Ludwig – Golden Wedding (16 negatives) (5 photos)  
     8982  Levison, Larry – Patty Anderson (120 negatives) (6 photos)  
     8983  Lichtey, Kevin – Shirley Allen (47 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8984  Lien, Fred (19 negatives) (2 photos) 
     8985  Lindaux, Archie (5 negative) 
     8986  Lindseth, David – Passports (2 negatives) 
     8987  Lindseth, Ingrid (1 negative) (1 photo)  
     8988  Lindseth, Olaf – Family (10 negatives) 
     8989  Lion’s Club – Window Display (2 negatives)  
     8990  Ljunggren, Ron (7 negatives) 
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     8991  Long, Lawrence – Passports (1 negative)  
     8992  Longan, Vernon – Dona Bieberdorf (57 negatives)  
     8993  Lorenz, Greg – Harvey, N. D. (22 negatives) (2 photos)  
     8994  Louis, Mr. & Mrs. John (9 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8995  Lunday, Lyle – Passports (2 negatives)  
     8996  Lunde, Mrs. Adolph – Five generations (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8997  Malthys, Lynn – Nurse (8 negatives) (1 photo)  
     8998  McClintock, John – Four generations (1 negatives)  
     8999  McClintock, Marylin – Girl (23 negatives)  
     9000  McClintock, Patty (54 negatives) (1 photo) 
     9001  McKay, Cleo – Baby (10 negatives) (3 photos)  
     9002  Metcalf, Travis (10 negatives) (1 photo) 
     9003  Meuller, Diane – Engagement (10 negatives)  
     9004  Meuller, Wayne – Naturalization picture of wife & daughter (2 negatives) 
     9005  Micklenko, Marvin (11 negatives) (2 photos) 
     9006  Migler, Dave – Cindy Scmidt (10 negatives)   
     9007  Migler, Jerome – Jackie Jelleberg (2 packets) (52 negatives) (2 photos) 
     9008  Mitzel, Milo – Valerie Wentz (53 negatives)  
     9009  Mongeon, Ron – Boy (20 negatives) (1 photo) 
     9010  Mr. Moose (8 negatives)  
     9011  Mornach – Golden Wedding (29 negatives)  
     9012  Mulinkill – Passports (3 negatives)  
     9013  Myhre, Carl – Family (8 negatives) (4 photos)  
     9014  Nemeayer, Steve (9 negatives) (1 photos) 
     9015  Newhorth, Holly – Nurse (9 negatives) (1 photo)  
     9016  Niewoehner, Dale – Deb Dewitz (74 negatives)  
     9017  Nurse Class (8 negatives)  
     9018  Nyhus, Don – Harvey, N. D. (10 negatives)  
     9019  O’Brien, Pastor Floyd (23 negatives) (6 photos)  
     9020  Oksendahl, Richard – Children (16 negatives) (1 photo)  
     9021  Ongstad, Orville – Family (10 negatives) (1 photo)   
     9022  Orvick, Chuck – Family – Also Bonnie & Janice (20 negatives) (1 photo)  
     9023  Orvick, Janney Rae & Mrs. Ellingsrud (16 negatives)  
     9024  Parizek, Duane – Family (12 negatives) (1 photo)  
     9025  Paulson, Hailley – Family (10 negatives) (10 photos)  
     9026  Paulson, Otto – Family (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
     9027  Peltier, F. J. – Peru Boy – Identification (2 negatives)  
     9028  Peterson, Larry – Lori Rasmussen (32 negatives)   
     9029  Peterman, Ron – Vonnie Hiatt (43 negatives) 
     9030  Peterson, Raymond – Family (10 negatives) (1 photo) 
     9031  Peterson, Richard – Passports (8 negatives) (7 photos)  
     9032  Pigeon, Russel (10 negatives) (1 photo) 
     9033  Polled Herford (9 negatives) (1 photo)  
     9034  Pritzer, Torey – Debbie Koble (33 negatives)  
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     9035  Quick, Bill – Cindy Gran (2 packets) (63 negatives) (7 photos) 
     9036  Quick, Laurie – Kelley Kingsszlett – Quick family (8 negatives) (1 photo) 
     9037  Randle, Elwin – Family (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
     9038  Rassmussen, Paul & Laura (8 negatives)  
     9039  Rassmussen, Randy – Passports (1 negative)  
     9040  Reunion – Rugby Class of 1925 (6 negatives) 
     9041  Reunion – Class of 1935 – 1936 – 1937 (3 negatives)  
     9042  Reunion – 64th (8 negatives) (1 photo) 
     9043  Reunion Class of 1966 (8 negatives) 
     9044  Riedman, Chuck – Mary Ann Hanson (56 negatives)  
     9045  Ripplinger, Ed – Girls (9 negatives) (9 photos)  
     9046  Ripplinger, Paul (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
     9047  Rochelien, Richard (1 negative)  
     9048  Rolla Confirmants (32 negatives) (32 photos)  
     9049  Rolla Confirmants – Our Savior (27 negatives) (1 photo)  
     9050  Rose, Norman – Family (10 negatives) (2 photos)  
     9051  Rugby Hydraulics (2 packets) (84 negatives) (39 photos)  
     9052  Ryan Wrestlers (6 negatives) (6 photos)  
     9053  Saint Paul’s Confirmants (15 negatives)  
     9054  Sanderson, Whitey – Girl, Lou Ann (10 negatives) (2 photos) 
     9055  Sattler, Tim (8 negatives) (9 photos)  
     9056  Schall, Joe – Family (12 negatives)  
     9057  Schect, Ron – Ron Sebee (1 negative) (1 photo)  
     9058  Scheel, Orrin – Passports (1 negative)  
     9059  Schnidle, Delbert (16 negatives) (1 photo)  
     9060  Schmidt, Brenda (18 negatives) (3 photos)  
     9061  Schnible, Dan – Bev Tuchscher (50 negatives) 
     9062  Schnidble, Sig – Family (5 negatives)  
     9063  Schumacher, Mrs. Jerome – Passports (1 negative)  
     9064  Schuster, Conrad – Family (8 negatives) (1 photo)  
     9065  Senger, Edward – Family (14 negatives) (2 photos)  
     9066  Severson, Dr. – Family (14 negatives) (1 photos)  
     9067  Snyder, Don – Boys (11 negatives) (1 photo)  
     9068  Snyder, Don – Girls (from copy) – these  are the girls that burned (4 negatives) 
     9069  Soby, Susan (13 negatives) (1 photo)  
     9070  Speath, Kim – Corrine Klein (52 negatives)  
     9071  Spillum, Wes (17 negatives) 
     9072  Stack, Ken – Family (12 negatives) (1 photo)  
     9073  Stanzel, Reverend – Baby (21 negatives) (4 photos)  
     9074  Steak House (9 negatives)  
     9075  Stebelton, LeRoy – Family & Children (17 negatives) (2 photos)  
     9076  Stinson, Bob (10 negatives) (30 photos) 
     9077  Storhill, Harold – Passports (1 negative)  
     9078  Strum, Mr. & Mrs. Cliff – Passports (2 negatives)  
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     9079  Stumpf, Pastor Eric (10 negatives) (4 photos)  
     9080  Sunderland, Henry – Family (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
     9081  Swanson, John – Swanson/Boutry Family Tree (24 negatives)  
     9082  Teigen, Curt – Children (9 negatives) (1 photo)  
     9083  Tenefoss, Dan – Joan Fudge ( 77 negatives) (3 photos)  
     9084  Teubner, Kevin (2 negatives)  
     9085  Thingwald, Dennis – Girls & quilt (21 negatives) (2 photos)  
     9086  Thingwald, Edward (20 negatives) (5 photos)  
     9087  Thompson, Esther – Passports (1 negative)   
     9088  Thompson, Myron – Baby (21 negatives) (2 photos)  
     9089  Thompson, Tommy – Family (10 negatives) (1 photo)  
     9090  Togstad, Maddock – Passports (1 negative)  
     9091  Tonneson, Brent – Family (10 negatives)  
     9092  Tostad Family – At Peace Garden & Studio (24 negatives) 
     9093  Tostad – Passports (Mrs. L. Smith’s sister) (1 negative) 
   Tostad, Chuck – Girl  
   Tostad, Paul  
   Tostad, Vernon  
   Towner Graduates  
   Tripplet, Elwood – Baby 
   Upham Confirmants 
   Utteck, Mr. & Mrs. James – Towner, N. D.  
   Vale Lutheran Confirmation – Larry Johnson – Rolette, N. D. 
   Vangsness, Mr. & Mrs. Bruce – Passports  
   Vangsness, Donald  
   Veduick, Chuck – Dorothy Duchscherer 
   Vetter, Richard 
   Vincient, Bell – Diane Meuller  
   Vrem, Shan 
   Wayen, Aaron  
   Wayen, Mrs. Edward  
   Weineman, Mr. & Mrs. Ron  
   Well, Keith  
   Wentz Construction – Cement trucks  
   Wentz, Valentine – Girl – Auto accident victim  
   Westgard, Einar – Passports  
   Westgard, Mark – Sue Britsch  
   White, Reverend Dr.  
   Wiedrader, Peter  
   Williams, Pam – Rolla, N. D. 
   Witham, Sally  
   Witt, Gloria – Horse Show Queen  
   Wolfe, Gary – Bonnie Buchrau 
   Wolford Confirmants  
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   Wood, Candy McGuire  
   Zacher, Jerry  
   Zacher, Larry  
   Zueber, Claudia  
  1977— 
   Ackerson, Ron – Children  
   Adam, Reverend Tom – Family  
   Anderson, Darrell – Public Health  
   Anderson, Harry & Family at Ranch 
   Anderson, Kenneth – Family 
   Anderson, Randy – Karla Burkhardt  
   Arneson, Jim – Sue Seimler 
   Arvold, Mr. & Mrs. Dean – Passports  
   Augustine, Ann & Family  
   Awalt, Bill – Family  
   Axtman, Ben  
   Axtman, Marty – Peg Wurgler 
   Axtman, Mr. & Mrs. Nick  
   Babe Ruth Baseball  
   Backstrand – Passports  
   Bader, Dale  
   Bakken, Bruce – Janelle Housley  
   Bakken, Mark – Family  
   Balenski – Aerial of Coes. 
   Balta Seniors  
   Barbot, Mrs. John – Family  
   Bartsch, Barb – Steve Fietel  
   Beck, Gail  
   Belcourt – “Follow Through”  
   Bellerud, Marjorie 
   Benson, Bernard – Family  
   Benson, Mike  
   Benson, Randy – Passports  
   Bethany Confirmants  
   Beube, Rick – Nancy Bush 
   Bickler, Cathy & Children  
   Bisbee & Egeland Confirmants  
   Bischoff, Mr. & Mrs. Barry  
   Bischoff, Mrs. Jack  
   Black, Joline – Passports  
   Blessum, Bob – Boy Scout  
   Blomberg – Wolford Senior  
   Bohl, Joe – Charlotte Keller  
   Bonn, Mr. & Mrs. Albert & Family  
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   Bonn, Bernard  
   Boucher, Delbert – Family  
   Brandt, Larry – Family  
   Broe, Wes – Kathy Duchscher 
   Brossart, Helen – Rick Lehman  
   Brossart, Rick – Jane Mack 
   Brossart, Ron – Rita Schmaltz 
   Brudwick, Janet 
   Buchl, Stan – Family  
   Buchl, Steph 
   Bucholtz, Don 
   Bucker, Jim – Boy  
   Burkhartsmeier, Gene – Sherry Mootz 
   Burton, Mr. & Mrs. Frank – Passports  
   Busch, David – Towner, N. D.  
   Bush, Lloyd – Farm copy  
   Cando Confirmants  
   Carlson, Birdie  
   Carman, Geo – House  
   Chapeski, Mr. & Mrs. – Passports  
   Clark, Signe  
   Clausen, Miles – Peg Petsinger  
   Creech, Grady  
   Dahl, Howard & Florence – Family (2 packets) 
   Dakken, Earl – Family  
   Dance Recital  
   Davis, Dennis – Marjorie Johnson  
   Dease, Jim – Boy 
   Degenstien, Delores  
   Denich, Darnell 
   Dewitz, Deb 
   Doloan, Bernie & Yvonne – Passports  
   Dolan, Bernie – Family & with trophies  
   Dolan, Mrs. Gordon – Copy  
   Duchscher, Brenda  
   Duchscher, John – Family & daughter – Bridal  
   Duff, Mr. & Mrs. Joe – Passports  
   Dunlop, David – Family & Boy, Dustin in Kilt 
   Dunseith Confirmants  
   Ebenezer Lutheran – Confirmants  
   Eisinziser, Marylin – Engagement  
   Ellingson, Mrs. – Rolette Queen  
   England, Mr. & Mrs. Val – Passports  
   Erck 
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   Erdman, Paul – Children  
   Erickson, Norman – Family  
   Evans, Greg – Joanne Hill  
   F. F. A. – Sweetheart  
   Fedje, Dale – Pat Schneibel – Wedding  
   Ferring, Mr. & Mrs. Lyle  
   Filler, Judy 
   Finley, Dan – Susan Avard 
   Finley, Don – Cindy Brossart 
   Finn, Dennis 
   First Federal – Employees 
   First Federal – Rolla, N. D.  
   First Lutheran Church  for Maye Lindseth – Walner 
   First Lutheran – Confirmants  
   Forey, Melonie 
   Fossum, Mrs. John and Children 
   Fred, Dale – Family 
   Fritel, Steve – Barb Bartsch 
   Fritz, Dennis 
   Fursather, Richard – Karin Koble 
   Gau, Ricky 
   Geworst, Gerald – Carla Anderson 
   Gilge, Mrs. Bob 
   Gilles, Dorothy & her mother 
   Gingrich, Sheila  
   Goetz, Mr. & Mrs. Leonard & Family  
   Good Samaritan Hospital – Boiler Room (6-3-77) 
   Graber, Frank – Family &farm aerial 
   Graber, Rita Miller & Daughters 
   Graber, Tim – Girl  
   Gronwald, Warren – Boy  
   Groszebauer, James – Mary Jean Koble 
   Grove, Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence  
   Grove, Warren – Kathy Talle 
   Guderjohn, Mr. & Mrs. Clarence – Passports  
   Guss, Gert – 90th Birthday 
   Hagen, Grace 
   Halverson, Nancy 
   Halverson, Orris – Baby 
   Halverson, Orris – Children 
   Hanson, Butch – Masonic picture 
   Hanson, Mike – Charlotte Keller 
   Hare, Don – Monegon 
   Harkison, Mrs. 
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   Haugen, Jerry – Joanne Jaeger 
   Heidelbough, Debra 
   Heilman, Jeanne - Panther 
   Hein, Gary – Wanda Tostad 
   Heintz, Chris 
   Held, Harvey – Girl  
   Heller, Connie 
   Hewitt, Bonnie – Passports 
   Hill, Tim – Laurie Evans 
   Hillman – Passports  
   Hillman, Dr. – Family 
   Hillman, Dr. Lyle – Passports 
   Hoffart, Mr. & Mrs. Joe – Passports  
   Hoffart, Tony – Passports 
   Hoffert, Fay – Two boys 
   Hoffman, Arthur – Family 
   Holm, Mrs. John – Five Generations 
   Holtzler, Craig – Pam Petsinger 
   Homan, Alex – Family 
   Homan, Mr. & Mrs. Anton & Family 
   Homan, Gary – Cindy Burgard  
   Homan, Gary – Cindy Burgard – Wedding 
   Hornstein, Mr. & Mrs. Pete – Family 
   Hunt, Mr. & Mrs. Francis “Swede”  
   Indvick, Barb 
   Jaeger, Doug & Dog 
   Jaeger, Laurie – Family (Joanne’s Wedding Day) 
   Johnson, Dr. & Mrs. C. G. 
   Johnson Clinic – Staff 
   Johnson, Rod – Family  
   Johnson, Terry – Julie Harvig 
   Johnson, Tim - boy 
   Johnston, Julie 
   Jorgenson, Lori 
   Jundt, Susan 
   Junior High Band 
   Junteun, Wes  
   Karnopp, Darrell – Marcia Johnson 
   Kindergarten 
   Kirchoffner, John – Family (at Gaglo’s Wedding) 
   Kirchoffner, Mrs. John 
   Klebe, Dawn 
   Klein, Mr. & Mrs. Gene – Family  
   Klein, Kim 
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   Klein, Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence 
   Klein, Peggy 
   Kleven, Oscar – Gloria Witt 
   Knutt, Heidi 
   Koehmstedt, Don – Passports  
   Koehmstedt, Mrs. Lloyd 
   Koenig, Mr. & Mrs. Pete – Family  
   Kovar, Royce – Children & Grandfather 
   Kowlie, Julie 
   Krogh, Tony – Darlene Jelsing 
   Krogstad, Gail 
   Kuehnemund, Richard – Bonnie Hagen 
   Kuntz, Dorothy 
   Kuntz, Ed – Family  
   Kuntz, Robert 
   Lagerquist, Dave – Jan Hamilton  
   Larson, Mrs. Duane 
   Larson, Mr. & Mrs. Herman 
   Larson, Mr. & Mrs. Jacob 
   Larson, Ron –Dog 
   Larson, Ron – Barb Schoonover 
   Lauder, Virgil – Cindy Hiller  
   Leeds Seniors 
   Legasse, Rod – Janice Austin (Two packets) 
   Legion Baseball – Junior 
   Leier, Mr. & Mrs. – Passports 
   Lemar, Virgil – Cindy Koller 
   Liebelt, Steven – Eva Striefel 
   Liming, Chas – Family 
   Lindseth, Chuck – Baby 
   Little Flower – Sixth Grade 
   Lodahl, Mr. & Mrs. Olaf (Ann Hewitt’s parents) 
   Lorenz, Mr. & Mrs. Kevin 
   Lund, Gehart – Family 
   Lunde, Dr. – Family 
   Lussenden, Lois 
   Lynse, Edith & Lloyd – Passports 
   Malaterre, Dorene – Rolla, N. D.  
   Maldenhauer, Dale – Family  
   Martin, Ken – Jill Rougust 
   Martin, Linda 
   Martin, Mrs. – Passports & Ident. 
   McIntyre, Celeste 
   McJutee, Joan 
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   Mears, John – Boy 
   Metzler, Curt 
   Mockle, John – Eleanor Thingvold 
   Moline, Allen – Passports 
   Mongeon, Mr. & Mrs. Gene 
   Monson, Bill – Girl, Shanon 
   Mossine, Mr. & Mrs. Joe 
   Muffenbier, Dennis – Children 
   Myhre, Bob – Children (2 youngest) 
   Neameyer, Don – Child 
   Nestegaard, Arnold – Family  
   Neuhorth, Kevin – Cindy Black 
   Nielsen, Al – Children 
   Nielsen, Alysia (Dewey’s girl) 
   Niewohner, Melvina – Family 
   Niewohner, Weyburn – Family  
   Nybo, R. M. – Family  
   Olson, Art – Family  
   Olson, Donald – Family 
   Orth, Larry – Girl (Reuben Jacobson – Grandchild) 
   Ostrem, Harold – Family 
   Passports – Girl for I.D. 
   Patterson, Mrs. Elroy 
   Paxmann, Rex – Clinic Store 
   Peiler, Glady – Passports 
   Peterson, - Family reunion at Peace Garden – Lagerquist 
   Peterson, Reverend James – Towner, N. D. 
   Peterson, Richard – Wedding  
   Petsinger, Harold – Family (at Peggy’s Wedding) 
   Petsinger, Peggy 
   Polkinghorn, Dick 
   Porter – Passports  
   Porter, Jim – Shelly Walsh 
   Regner, Ruby Jean 
   Reiger, Mary Haffner 
   Ritterman, Leland – Children  
   Rugby Reunion – Class of:  ’51, ’52, ’53, ‘67 
   Rygg, Glenn – Family  
   St. John’s Confirmants – Reverend Peterson – Upham, N. D. 
   St. Paul’s Confirmants – Rugby – W. City, N. D.  
   St. Paul’s W. City – 50th Anniversary 
   Sand Reunion 
   Sand, Kirk – Family – Rolla, N. D. 
   Sander, Anton – Family 
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   Sanderson, Gerald – Family 
   Satterlie, Ena 
   Scheet, X. G. – Family & 4 generation pic. 
   Schmaltz, Connie 
   Schmaltz, Pete – Family  
   Schmaltz, Rita & Ron 
   Schneider, Joe & Sweeper 
   Schneider, Jim – Sidney Bauer  
   Schneible, Dave  
   Schneible, Don – Football Statuette  
   Schoon, Don – Children (2 packets) 
   Schoon, Mary 
   Schoon, Steve – Cindy Halverson 
   Semler, Susan 
   Senger, Mrs. Ed – Copies of her parents (Schoon) 
   Severson, Dr. Sherman 
   Seymour, Brad – Shaun Stormon (2 packets) 
   Shaefer, Neil – Cindy Dahl 
   Sister – Passports 
   Sloughbough, Herb – Boy, Dallas – 1 year old 
   Sloughbough, Richard – Boy, Robert 
   Sletto, Glenn – Family 
   Sorenson – Carla Voeller 
   Soukup, Al & Mike – NDSU Football 
   Stenson, Robyn 
   Strand, Bonnie 
   Suchard, Judy 
   Swanson, Andy – Children 
   Tenacoure, Pam – Baby 
   Thiel, Wayne 
   Thingwald, Edward 
   Thompson, Vernon – Nancy Hanson 
   Tofsrud, Mrs. Sandra & Children 
   Towner, N.D. Confirmants 
   Towner, N.D. Seniors 
   Tuchscher, Dominic – Passports 
   Tuchscher, Martin 
   Tuenge, Roy – Weding 
   Tuff, Jeanne – Passports 
   Valle Confirmants – Rolette Confirmants 
   Vangsness, Bruce – Robyn Stenson 
   Vetsch, Fred – Family 
   Vetsch, Richard – Joan Carlson 
   Village Arts – Guys & Dolls  
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   Violett, John – Passport 
   Virgs Bar & Lounge – Fireplace 
   Voeller, Nate – Family  
   Volk, Agnes – Mr. & Mrs. Walter Volk 
   Volk, Mr. & Mrs. Casper & Family  
   Volk, Gabe – Barb Hoffart 
   Volk, Phillip – Family  
   Volk, Phillip – Passports 
   Volk, Mark – Sue Schoon 
   Walker, Warren – Boy 
   Walsh, Mark – Beth Sebastian 
   Wangler, Pius 
   Well, Linda 
   Williams, Eugene – JoAnn Steusby 
   Witt, Gloria 
   Wolfe, Pat – Baby 
   Wolford Confirmants – OxCreek – Mylar 
   Wurgler, John – Family 
   Wurgler, Otto – Family 
   Wyomen, Mr. & Mrs. Palmer 
  1978— 
   A & W – Bear 
   Aberle, Nick – Shirley Mickelson  
   Ahberg, Mark – Dawn Backer 
   Alverez, Fred – Naturalization  
   Amon, Kevin – Karen Wagor  
   Anderson, Mrs. – Daughter & Grandson 
   Anderson, Lori 
   Aufinson, Mr. & Mrs. Sherman & Family 
   Aus, Mr. & Mrs. Mel 
   Axtman, Fred – Family 
   Axtman, John 
   Axtman, Ken – Family 
   Axtman, Nick – Family Reunion  
   Bachmeier, August – Family 
   Bachmeier, Louis – Family Reunion – Bea Welk 
   Baillie, Duane – Family – Passports 
   Ballerud, Harold 
   Barks, Deb 
   Bartsch, Cindy 
   Bartsch, Lynda 
   Benson, Mr. & Mrs. Andrew 
   Benson, Mr. & Mrs. Dick – Passports 
   Bethany Confirmants 
   Bethke, Margret  
   Bisbee Confirmants 
   Bjorke, Nita - Passports 
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   Black, Kerrie  
   Blessum, Bob 
   Blessum, Mr. & Mrs. Lester 
   Blomberg, Paul  
   Boardman, Harold – Family & Chase 
   Boe, Lowell – Venesa Berwald 
   Bonn, Fred – Family  
   Bonn, Tim – Madona Beste 
   Borgen, Mary – Girl  
   Bowersox, Sherman – Golden Wedding 
   Bowlinger, Paul  
   Brager, Linda 
   Brager, Mr. & Mrs. Wayne – Family (Son’s family) 
   Britsch, Mr. & Mrs. Elmer 
   Brudvick, Meanie – Senior – Bottineau, N. D.  
   Brugman, Steve – Family & Boy 
   Bucholtz – Copies – Negs. 
   Burgard, Tommy – Family 
   Burkhard, Steve – Towner, N. D.  
   Burkhard, Tim  
   Cando Confirmants 
   Carman, Geo 
   Sister Carolyn – Passports 
   Christopherson, Roy – Children – Donna Ray & Chad fishing 
   Christopherson, Roy 
   Cilz, Mr. & Mrs. Fred 
   County Commissioners 
   Cruz, Judy 
   Cunningham – Jaeger 
   Davis – Roxane Selland – Wedding 
   Defulder, Dan 
   Dione, Eugene – Family  
   Dogner, Ron – Family 
   Dommen, Keith – Corrine Currie 
   Dooley, Julie  
   Eberle – Passports 
   Eberle, Frank – Family Reunion 
   Ebeneezer Confirmants – Reverend Jim Johnson – Rolette, N. D.  
   Edwards, Mr. & Mrs. Albert 
   Ekhardt, Bob – Children  
   Ellingson, Art – 50th Anniversary 
   Engh, Mrs. – Passports  
   Erck, Jeff – Esmond, N. D.  
   Erickson, Randy – Towner, N. D.  
   FFA Sweetheart 
   Feugere, Joel 
   Finley, Don – Tri Mc (?) 
   First Lutheran Confirmants  
   Fjelinger, Thelma – Passports 
   Flom, Jerry – Baby 
   Fluvag, Dr. Phil  
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   Fred, Dale – Boys – at Hoffman Wedding 
   Gebhardt – Matthews 
   Gebhardt, Kelly – Laurie Satler 
   Gingrich, Ernie – House 
   Gingrich, Shiela – Engagement 
   Goetz, Jerry – Janet Mugler 
   Goetz, Mr. & Mrs. Tony & Family 
   Graber, Duwayne – Family  
   Graber, Greg – Glenda Hochhalter 
   Green, James  
   Green, Mr. & Mrs. Ross  
   Gronwald – House at Museum – Interior 
   Gross, Mr. & Mrs. Joe 
   Grossel, Jim – Family 
   Groves, Les – Brenda Schmidt 
   Gunderson, Bernie – Passports 
   Gunderson, Cora 
   Hager, Brenda 
   Hager, Kyle – Leeds, N. D.  
   Hager, Linda – Naturalization 
   Halverson, Curt – Pam Hanson 
   Halverson, Lawrence – Family  
   Halverson, Ole – Susan Berube 
   Halverson, Patty 
   Hanson, Tom – Girl, Nickie 
   Hartl, Bill & 3 Wheeler – Children & cat 
   Hartl, Bob 
   Haserwinkel, Dale – Bottineau, N. D.  
   Hatlie, Tom – Boy 
   Hauck, Dean – Family 
   Haverstraw, Deb 
   Havig, Carol & Lief 
   Havig, Michael  
   Heidelbough, Eldon – Family   
   Heidelbaugh, Gladys 
   Heidelbaugh, Nancy  
   Heil, Mrs. Justine – Passports 
   Heilman, Cliofford – Cindy Finley  
   Hein, Reverend Ted & Family  
   Hersey, Leigh 
   Hewitt, Stan  
   Hiller, Ruth – Passports  
   Hillestad, Harvey – Golden Anniversary  
   Hillman, Ken  
   Hillman, Dr. – Girl (Martha ?) 
   Hillman, Dr. Lyle – Baby 
   Hilsendager, Roger – Boy, John 
   Hitzendager, Duwayne – Boy  
   Hoffert, Edwin – Girl 
   Hoffman, Tim – Kathy Fulurieler 
   Hoganson, Lester 
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   Holmly, Shelby – Family  
   Holmly, Stan – Wedding  
   Homan, Don – Family  
   Hornstein, Dan – Child & Dan in B & W 
   Hovland, Mr. & Mrs. Norman 
   Hub – 2 packets  
   Hunt, Jack – Karen Keller 
   Jelsing, Marilyn 
   Jelsing, Terry – Passports 
   Jerome, Janice 
   Johnson, Art – Family  
   Johnson, Gary – Baby 
   Johnson, Mr. & Mrs. Harry – Passports 
   Johnson, Larry 
   Johnson, Larry – Bell Telephone 
   Johnson, Mary Jo 
   Johnson, Rick – Leeds, N. D.  
   Johnson, Tammy & Sister 
   Johnson, Tammy – Cheerleader – Mary College 
   Jordon, Larry  
   Jorgenson, Lori 
   Kanagy, Fred – Family & Baby 
   Kick Squad  
   Kiele, Susan  
   Kindergarten 
   King, Mary Lou 
   Kingsley, Dick – Family 
   Knutson, Neil – Bucket Brick 
   Koble, David 
   Koble, Leonard  
   Koenig, Daniel – Family 
   Korner, Randy – Linda Hagen 
   Kouba, Ernie – Family 
   Kraft, Kari – Senior – Towner, N. D.  
   Kraft, Larry – Family 
   Kramlich Hose & Rock Garden 
   Krammer, Ron  
   Kuntz, Mrs. Bruno Margaret – Passports  
   Larson, Mr. & Mrs. Edward 
   Lee, Barb – Baby  
   Lee, Fern 
   Leet, Larry – Cindy Ackerman 
   Lentz, Don – Family  
   Lies, Geo – Bernie Holien 
   Lindberg, Ron – Family  
   Lindy, Tom  
   Linghar, Nick – Family – Golden Wedding  
   Linseth, Marge – Passports  
   Lion’s Club – 50th Anniversary  
   Little Flowers – 6th Grade 
   Lockwood, Harry – Erin McIntee  
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   Lokken, Glenn 
   Loucke, Laurie 
   Lunde, Lynn 
   Lybek, Susan 
   Lyngstad, Mrs. & Sons 
   Maddock Confirmants  
   Mahle, Deb 
   Mann, Allan – Dora Heidelbough 
   Martz, Frank – Children 
   Matthews, Glenn – Family  
   Mayer, Gary – Family  
   McClintock, Moe – Passports  
   McIntee, Mike – Boy – Towner, N. D.  
   McIntyre, Mrs. Don & Corey – Passports  
   McIntyre, Mr. & Mrs. Gordon 
   Mears, Victor John – Family  
   Mears, Victor John – Girl  
   Mears, Marylin  
   Medd, Barry 
   Meyer, Al – Family – Gracia Fulluilier  
   Michaels, Jessica 
   Miller, Reverend – Passports – Maddock, N.D. 
   Miller, Mr. & Mrs. Mike 
   Miller, Ralph  
   Minette, Roy – Family  
   Mitzel, Ann – First Communion  
   Mitzel, Mr. & Mrs. Fred & Family 
   Moeller, Mr. & Mrs. Greg  
   Moline, Kerry – Girl  
   Monson, Bill – Family  
   Mouger, Mike 
   Muffenbier, Dennis – Family  
   Myhre, Carl & Lois 
   Myhre, Milt – Sonja Smith 
   Neameyer, Jackie 
   Nelson, James – Leeds, N. D. 
   Neuoehner, Heather 
   Nielsen, Al & Dewey 
   Nielsen, Wanda & Milton 
   Norheim, Adeline  
   Norheim, Mrs. Halvor – Passports  
   Norris, Roger 
   Oakland, Eldrich – Boy 
   Odden, Leslie  
   Odegaard, Mike – Robin Hendrickson – Two packets 
   Oksendahl, Richard – Passports  
   Oksendahl, Sig – Passports 
   Olson – Eagle Scout 
   Olson, Mr. & Mrs. Geo – Passports  
   Paulson, Claire – Family  
   Peters, Kermit – Baby 
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   Peterson, Ron – Debbie Hillestad  
   Pfeifer, Theresa – Passports  
   Pierson, Roxanne 
   Pigeon, Kenneth 
   Polkinghorn, Dick  
   Polkinghorn, Paul 
   Quick, Bill Jr. 
   Rau, Marvin 
   Richards, Floyd – Baby 
   Rieger – Girls – Passports  
   Rierson, Sandy 
   Ripplinger, Don 
   Ritterman, Randy  
   Rockway, Walter – Family  
   Rogestad, Marc – Brenda Shaffer 
   Rohde, Mr. & Mrs. Geo – Jan Rohde – Passports 
   Roseneau, Nick – Family  
   Rothschiller, Jim – Family  
   Rugby Creamery – Employees & Family – also Nielsens  
   Rugby – Reunion – Class of ‘68 
   Salem, Harold – Family  
   Sauder, Tony – Engagement  
   Sattler, Dan 
   Saurchuck, Dr. – Family  
   Saurchuck, Ted – Passports  
   Schmaltz, Joe – Mary Volk 
   Schmaltz, Patty 
   Schmidt, Lydia 
   Schmidt, Mr. & Mrs. W. A.  
   Schmitz, Mrs. & Girls  
   Schneider, Father Bernie 
   Schneider, Joe & street sweeper 
   Schneider, Mrs.  
   Schoon, Mr. & Mrs. Larry – Passports 
   Schrock, Edward Jr. – Family  
   Schultz, John – Baby 
   Schumacher, Bob 
   Schumacher, Russ 
   Schwanke, Donna 
   Sebastian, Donald 
   Sedo, Debbie & boy, Patrick – Passports 
   Seefrod, Reverend 
   Senger, Nick 
   Senger, Nick – Girl, Nicole 
   Severtson, Becky (Hoffman) – Towner, N. D.  
   Shafer, Paul 
   Shock, Dr. – Family  
   Schuster, Conrad – Family & Self 
   Skaar, Kristy 
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   Skold, Jim – Dianna Beck 
   Slipper, Mr. & Mrs. Hartvick 
   Sloughbough, Howard – Passports 
   Sloughbough, Lonnie – Tammy Stone 
   Sloughbough, Mr. & Mrs. Richard – Passports  
   Smith, Doug – Marcie Yoeder – Wedding  
   Smith, Michael – Girl 
   Softball – Girls 
   Specht, Dexter – Carol Jaeger  
   Stone – Connie Mahle 
   Strand, Doyle – Sharon Gilge  
   Strand, Mike 
   Stutrud, Yvonne 
   Swanson, Mr. & Mrs. Axel 
   St. Paul’s Confirmants  
   Stadum, Peg – Passports  
   Stevenson, Wayne – Tony Volk 
   Stone, Doug 
   Stoxen, Laurel – Family 
   Teigler, Jim – Baby  
   Tenacoure – Copies of High School graduation picture and marriage picture  
   Thingwald, Henry 
   Thomas, John – Family Reunion 
   Thompson, Amanda – Family 
   Thompson, Arnold – Family  
   Thompson, Boyd 
   Thompson, Dean – Girl 
   Thompson, Mrs. Roland – Copy of her brother  
   Thorpe, Henry – Family 
   Thorson, John – Denise Halverson 
   Towner Confirmants  
   Truax – Hoffart 
   Tufte, Dwight – Joline Ebach – Engagement  
   Underdahl, Mr. & Mrs. Olav – Family – Formal 
   Unidentified – Girl (two packets) 
   Upham Confirmants – Reverend Peterson 
   Valle Confirmants – Reverend Lee – Rolette, N. D.  
   Vigeland, Harold 
   Voeller 
   Voeller, Betty 
   Volk, Dale – Cindy Schmaltz 
   Volk, Herman – Family  
   Volk, Marlene 
   Vrems – Rolette Pioneer Days 
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   Waite, Mrs. – Passport 
   Walker, Mr. & Mrs. Wesley 
   Well, Keith – Science Fair Winner 
   Wentz, Walter – Golden Wedding 
   Wilson, Ken – Family  
   Wilson, Mark 
   Wilson, Mr. & Mrs. William – Family  
   Wolfe, Doug – Esmond, N. D.  
   Yoeder, Elaine & Mark – Passports  
   Yoeder, Mrs. Mose & Daughters 
   Zahn, Brian – Connie Schmaltz 
   Ziegler, Conrad – Girl, Carol – Cap & Gown – Harvey, N. D.  
   Zorn, Mr. & Mrs. Bill – Bottineau, N. D.  
   Zorn, Mr. & Mrs. Dennis – Family – W. City 
   Zueber, Tim  
  1979— 
   Aas, Chris  
   Abrahamson – Phyllis Harvey 
   Ackerson, Ron – Children 
   Allicksen, Mr. & Mrs. Herman (Four packets)  
   Anderson, Evelyn – Passports  
   Anderson, Mr. & Mrs. Harold – Family  
   Armstrong, Anne  
   Arnold, Cathy 
   Axtman, Kevin – Kenneth 
   Axtman, Wayne – Family  
   Axtman, Allie &Wayne – Passports  
   Babe Ruth Baseball 
   Bachmeier, Theresa 
   Backer, Nancy – Engagement  
   Backer, Nelda – Passports 
   Backer, Sharon – Passports 
   Balfour, Ann 
   Balta, N.D. Seniors 
   Barnes, Bob – Baby 
   Barstad, Roy – Family  
   Beaver, Arnold – Girl 
   Bender, Ann 
   Benson, Mrs. Andrew – Grand Children 
   Bentz, Bruce – Debbie Keller 
   Berdahl, Roger – Passports 
   Berg, Myrtle 
   Bernstein, LeRoy – Family 
   Bernstein, Loren – Family  
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   Berube, Phillip – Family  
   Bethany Confirmants  
   Bieberdorf, Ernie & brothers 
   Bisbee Confirmants  
   Bjelde 
   Bligen – Family – Daughter & husband – taken at St. Peter’s 
   Bjorke, Bruce – Family – Passports   
   Blessum, Ashley – Bobo 
   Blomster, Dick – Family 
   Borgen, Doug – Lynda Bieberdorf  
   Boucher, Dan – Sue Johnson 
   Braaten, Gene – Girl 
   Brager, Fred – Peggy Randle  
   Brakken, Orlando – Family – Passport & girl engagement 
   Brandt – Wife – Upham, N. D.  
   Brossart, Clem – Wanda Olson 
   Brossart, Mark – Bonnie Strand 
   Browning, Maureen 
   Buchl, Jay 
   Buchler, Jackie 
   Burke, Henry  
   Burkhartsmeier – Family at Brager Wedding 
   Burkhartsmeier, Jay – Passports  
   Burkhartsmeier Richard – Family at Brager Wedding 
   Cando Confirmants  
   Carlson, Mark & Diane 
   Carolyn, Sister – Passports – Cook at Little Flower 
   Carter, Mike – Egeland  
   Charlebois, Marcella – Rolla Senior 
   Christopherson, Allen 
   Christoperson, Sandy 
   Croak, Cora – Sister 
   Chung, Dr. & Family – Passports  
   Cland, Don 
   Dalman, Lou 
   Dance Recital 
   Davis, Sandra – Mother & Daughter – Passports  
   De Witz, Deb   
   Degeustien, Leo – Statuette – Minot State Football outfit  
   Des Roches, Barb  
   Dosch, Jackie 
   Dosch, Marilee Pollman 
   Duchscher, Charles 
   Duchscher, Jean Hale 
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   Ebeneezer Confirmants  
   Eckert, Bob – Boy, Mike 
   Eckert, Bob – Children 
   Erck, Jackie 
   Erickson, Carl – Diane Scheer  
   Erickson, Keven – Kathy Evans 
   Ernly, Warren – Paula Volk 
   Evans, Glenn – Family 
   F F A Sweetheart 
   Fabo, Jeff – Cindy Vandal  
   Fauske, Brian – Family  
   Fennewald, Dave – Ryan – Football 
   Fettig, Ray – I. D. 
   Feugere, Duane – Family  
   Filteau, Father – Passport  
   Finn, Dennis – Boy, Kerry 
   Fossum, John – Family 
   Fossum, Lori – Maddock Senior 
   Fragodt, Jean – Miss Geo Center 
   Fragodt, Kevin 
   Frederick, Judge – On bench and in office 
   Frederick, Kurt – Ordination 
   Frederick, Ray – Family (Four packets) 
   Frederick, Mr. & Mrs. Ray  
   Freeh, Renae 
   Friederick, Irene & Kurt – Passports 
   Fylling, Noreen – Family  
   Galbreath – Aas 
   Gilge, Bob – Family 
   Grant, S. L. – Bell Telephone Employee  
   Groszbeaver, Mr. & Mrs. Ed 
   Hager, Lonnie – Corine Heintz  
   Halley Inc. Realtors - Softball 
   Halverson, Dave  
   Hanson, Butch – I. D. 
   Hartl Family 
   Hartl, Bob – Girl, young – bruised face 
   Harvig, Orville – Children 
   Hauser, Joleen 
   Heintz, Geo & Family – Golden Anniversary 
   Heisler, Ron – Theresa Schumacher 
   Hilzendager, Mr. & Mrs. Eddie & Family 
   Hoffart, Edwin – Girl 
   Hoffert, Mr. & Mrs. Ernie – Passports  
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   Hoffman, Dawn – Rolla Senior 
   Hoffman, Tim - Family 
   Hoium, Bill – Brenda Goetz 
   Homan, Clem – Family 
   Howard, Mr. & Mrs. Floyd 
   Huinden, Susan 
   Hutchinson, Kitty  
   Jacobson, Mr. & Mrs. Merle 
   Jaeger, Charlotte 
   Jaeger, Louis – Grandchild, Clara Jaeger 
   Jardon, Ron – Becky Duchscher  
   Jelleberg, Mr. & Mrs. Everett 
   Jensen, Don – Race Horse 
   Johanson, Wanda – Passports  
   Johnson, Bob – Family  
   Johnson, Dick – Family – Rolette, N. D.  
   Johnson, Scott 
   Jorgenson, Joan & Children 
   Kaseman, Julie – Mark Baumgartner – Engagement 
   Kayne, Mary (Cain) 
   Heller, Deb – Bruce Bentz 
   Keyes, Brad – Towner, N. D.  
   Kindergarten 
   Kirchofner, Mark 
   Kittelson, Gary – Family 
   Klink, Gladys Wilson 
   Knutson, Dave 
   Knutson, Dave – Children – Chris, alone 
   Knutson, Neil (Bucket truck) 
   Koble, Mr. & Mrs. Walter & Walter alone 
   Koening, Sue – Brian Blessum 
   Koppelman, Dean 
   Kouba, Terry – Julie Burkhardt 
   Kramer, Joe – Family – Ron’s parents, Parents of Ms. Roy Pfeifer, Parents of  
    Mrs. Nick Senger 
   Kraut, Richard – Julie Fossness  
   Krueger, Dwight – Passports 
   Kuhn, Mr. & Mrs. Adam – Passports 
   Larson, Herman  
   Law, Mrs. Ray – Rolette Pioneer Queen 
   Layton, Mr. & Mrs. Steve & Dogs 
   Lebenon Confirmants 
   Lee, Christy & Nancy 
   Lee, Mr. & Mrs. Ed & Family  
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   Lee, Gary – Girl 
   Legaase, Mr. & Mrs. Henry 
   Legion Baseball Team 
   Leintz, Steve – Donna Volk 
   Lentz, Mr. & Mrs. Otto – Rolla, N. D.  
   Lewis, Wellington Jr. – From family picture 
   Ley, Christ – Family 
   Liebelt, Herb 
   Lindseth, Archie & Marge & Grandchildren 
   Lindseth, Jan – Boy, Aaron 
   Lindseth, Jan – Children 
   Lindseth, Mrs. Jan – Copies 
   Little Flower – Sixth grade 
   Maddock Confirmants 
   Marcil, Dale – Heather Neumacher 
   Marshall, John – Girl 
   Martz, Clinton – Delene Reed 
   Mayer, Gary 
   McQuire, M. J. 
   McIntyre, Dr. – Family 
   McIntyre, Mike – Vicki Holmly 
   Methodist Confirmants 
   Moen, Mrs. Curtis  
   Moen, Dennis 
   Moline, Heather 
   Moline, Karl – Dianne Hill 
   Mongeon, Ron – Boy, Greg 
   Morgan, Mr. & Mrs. Rick 
   Mortenson, Dayton – Family  
   Neameyer, Joni (two packets) 
   Nelson, Mrs. J. Fred – Relatives (Gutromson) 
   Nelson, Rodney – Passports 
   Nybo, Mr. & Mrs. Roald – Golden Anniversary 
   Odden, Herman – Passports 
   Olaveson, Mr. & Mrs. Hjelmer 
   Olson, Mr. & Mrs. Art & Family 
   Orth, Larry – Baby 
   Orvich, Mr. & Mrs. Chuck – Passports  
   Owens, Mr. & Mrs. Gordon – Surrey – At Brager Wedding 
   Ox Creek - Wolford - Nylo Confirmants 
   Parisien, Ray – Family & Children 
   Park, Ken – Sarah Aas 
   Paul, Willie 
   Paulson, Ed – Family 
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   Pederson, Jody – Dawn Anderson 
   Perine, Kelly 
   Phillips, Carla – Randy Rost 
   Pierson, Orville 
   Price, Wayne 
   Reichert, Orville – Passports 
   Reiter, Carol 
   Richards, Floyd – Family 
   Rieger – Children – Brothers & Sisters – Passports 
   Ripplinger, Don – Children 
   Rochelieu, Rocky 
   Rorich, Mr. & Mrs. Ed – Passports 
   Rudd, Mary – Passports 
   Rush, Elmer – Family 
   Ryan Wrestlers  
   Sather, Elwood – Family 
   Saurbush, Ted – Statuette 
   Schell, Mr. & Mrs. Pete 
   Schielke, Wayne – Two packets 
   Schmaltz, Richard – Family 
   Schmaltz, Tom – Passports 
   Schmidt, Gene – Pam Fuegere 
   Schmidt, Rueben – Family 
   Schneible, Randy – Deb Burgard  
   Schoon, Mr. & Mrs. Frank with Son, Dean 
   Schoon, Mr. & Mrs. Frank & Dean – Passports 
   Schoon, Greg – Ellen Hartman 
   Schultze, Royce – Tuttle, N. D. 
   Schuster, Tom 
   Sebelius, David – Family  
   Selland, Mrs. Osmund 
   Setter, Vivian – Knox Postmaster 
   Sherve, Pam – Engagement 
   Sieber, Banks – Bottineau, N. D.  
   Skaar, Amy – Leeds B. B. 
   Skaar, Gordon – Silver Wedding 
   Sloughbough, Howard – Children – Naturalization 
   Soccer 
   Sogen 
   Solberg, Ken – Family 
   Sommer, Mark – Marcella Spenger 
   Spillman, Wes & Norma & Grandchildren 
   St. Paul Confirmants – W. City & Rugby 
   States Attorney – Steve Koble – Body (death scene) 
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   Stave, Luther 
   Stengel, Reverend & Family 
   Strand, Mr. & Mrs. Orville 
   Strode, Mike – Doreen Overvold – Engagement -  Rolla, N. D.  
   Tarang, Tom – Combines 
   Tengesdal – Passports 
   Thompson, Jim – Joan Larson 
   Thompson, Terry – Family 
   Thorsen, Bill – Engagement 
   Tjon, Gladys 
   Torgerson – Naturalization 
   Towner Confirmants 
   Traxel, Karlene 
   Tuff, Sandy 
   Tuozon, Dr. Jimmy 
   Valle Confirmants – Rolette, N. D. 
   Vanderwal, Jody – Cheryl Beaver 
   Vastag, Roger – Bernice Welk 
   Vedvick Dorothy – Baby 
   Vetter, Leo 
   Veibose, Kelepi  
   Vetsch, Clyde – Delila Volk  
   Volk, Joe – Family  
   Volk, Mr. & Mrs. John – Passports 
   Walters, Darrell – Barb Stenberg – 2 Packets 
   Whalen, Herb  
   Wiederoder, Mr. & Mrs. Reter – Girl, Elizabeth – Passports 
   Winer, Mr. & Mrs. Gary – St. Michaels at Brager Wedding   
   Wolf, Frank – Jeanne Marr 
   Wolf, Mr. & Mrs. Jim – Passports  
   Yoder, Mr. & Mrs. Dorian 
   Zackstow, Phil – Passports 
   Zimmerman, Shawna  
   Zueber, Claude & Marg  
  1980— 
   Albright, Gary – Family 
   Albright, Mr. & Mrs. Vernon – Family – In-laws 
   Anderson, Chuck and Mrs. & Mrs. 
   Anderson, Dan – Kim Hillman 
   Anderson, Dean – Leeds, N. D.  
   Armstrong, Steve – Rolla, N. D.  
   Arneson, Mike – Family 
   Arneson, Mrs. Mike and Baby 
   Arnold, Jacelyn – Dairy Princess 
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   Arstein, Mr. & Mrs. Alvin – Family  
   Austin, Mrs. Raleigh – Copy 
   Awalt, Dean – Rolla, N. D. 
   Axtman, Jerry 
   Axtman, Laura – Passport  
   Axtman, Rose – Family  
   Azure, Sandy 
   Bachmeier, Mr. & Mrs. Stonas – Family – In-laws & Grandchildren 
   Backer, Dave – Passports 
   Backer, James – Kids 
   Bakery – Cake 
   Balta Seniors 
   Barbot, Colleen 
   Barks, Becky 
   Barnes, Brent 
   Barnes, Lois – Copy 
   Bauer, Fred – Family and Alice & Fred 
   Beaver, Arne – Boy  
   Berg, Carol 
   Bethany Confirmants  
   Biberdrof, Mr. & Mrs. Reinhold 
   Bickler, Jane 
   Bisbee Confirmants  
   Blessum, Bob 
   Bliss, Glenn – Rhonda Herbel 
   Bonn, Mrs. Fred – Passports 
   Bosley, Bill - Engagement 
   Boustad, Lowell 
   Brossart, Frank – Family (Barton) 
   Brossart, John – Family 
   Brossart, Mr. & Mrs. Maues 
   Buchl, Sara 
   Bueller, Jackie 
   Bullock, Mr. & Mrs. Ralph 
   Burgard, Christy 
   Burgard, Doug – Susan Busch 
   Burgard, Teresa - Nurse 
   Burke, Mr. & Mrs. Henry – Copies of original wedding & golden wedding  
   Burkhard, Randy, Towner, N. D.  
   Burwell, Audrey & Son 
   Burwell, Bob – Sid Smith 
   Bush, Steve – Boy, Eric 
   Cando Lutheran Confirmation Class 
   Candy Stripers 
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   Cartwright, Pearlie – Family  
   Christianson, Quinton  
   Cobler, C. W. – Copy of Masonic Pic. – Rolette, N. D.  
   Cook, Florence – Passport – Towner, N. D.  
   Cooper – Family (at Dundai Wedding) 
   Cote, Mr. & Mrs. Joseph & Family 
   Dagner, Ron 
   Dakken, Darrl I.D. 
   Dakken, Paul – Family 
   Dakken, Trent – Family 
   Dalbeare, Craig 
   Dance Recital 
   Dease, Mr. & Mrs. Jim – Family – Jim & Whishers 
   Degenstein, Phil – Family  
   Denich, Dave – Tri-Mc – Phillips Sousa Award 
   Diplomas 
   Dissettes, LeRoy – Passports 
   Doehler, Tim – Perth, N. D.  
   Dubuque, Alfred – Family 
   Duchscher, Chuck – Girl 
   Dundai, Duane – Julie Alfstad  
   Dunham, Odeau  
   Ebeneezer Confirmation 
   Eckerdt, Bob – Children 
   Elingson, Mr. & Mrs. E. M. “Red” – Bisbee, N. D.  
   Ellis, Guy – Teri Atkinson 
   Elton, Roxy 
   Erdman, Walter 
   Erickson, Mr. & Mrs. Axel – Souris, N. D.  
   Erickson, Newton – Angie McCall – 2 packets  
   Estes, Tim 
   F. F. A. Sweetheart – Mary Paulson – Leeds, N. D.  
   Feekes, John – Family  
   Fennewald, Dave – Football Statuette 
   Finn, Dennis – Baby 
   Finneman, Raphael – Shelly Hockley 
   Fire Truck for Florian Weineman 
   Fireman & Fireman Convention – Rugby, N. D.  
   First Federal – Employees 
   Fritel, Catherine – Family & other Fritel families 
   Furaus, Mack 
   Fursather, Butch – Girl  
   Gilge, Norman – Naturalization 
   Glaser, Cheri – Harvey, N. D.  
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   Goll, Mr. – Wolford Superintendent  
   Graber, Mitch – Wedding 
   Graber, Roger 
   Graber, Tim – Boy 
   Green – Girls 
   Greenheck, Julie 
   Grenier, Mr. & Mrs. Theodore – Family & children’s families  
   Haakenson, Gene – Family  
   Hagen, Mr. & Mrs. Fred – Passports  
   Hager, Gary – Chris Odden 
   Halley – Girl Softball Team 
   Halverson, Gary – Esmond, N. D.  
   Hanson, Curtis – Debbie Arneson 
   Harper, Bud – Family 
   Hartl, Billy 
   Hartl, Mrs. Billy – Scars  
   Hartl, Billy – Go cart for parade  
   Haugen, Michele – Nurse 
   Healy, Gerald 
   Heisler, Jim – Egeland Senior 
   Heitsch, Shirley & daughter – Passports 
   Held, Daniel – Virginia Olson 
   Helmich, Lester – Wedding  
   Herslip, Larry 
   Hiatt, Rich – Susan Fairweather 
   Hill, Mr. & Mrs. Hans 
   Hillman, Kim 
   Hoffert, Renae 
   Hoffman, Bill – Family – Cando, N. D.  
   Hoffner, Buckshot 
   Homan, Becky 
   Homan, John – Alone & with sisters – Mrs. Vetsch & Mrs. Breach 
   Honsey, Dale – Jewel Kavalie 
   Hormel, Mr. & Mrs. Henry – Also their farm picture’s negatives in here. 
   Hormel, LaVern – Girl 
   Hubbard, Dave – Cindy Larson  
   Huvanien, Tami 
   Iverson, Lauri – Nurse 
   Jacobson, Mr. & Mrs. G. O. – Passports 
   Jacobson, Mrs. Ken – Passports 
   Jeager, Sherry 
   Jelsing, Dwight – Girl 
   Jentrud, Jeff – Bisbee, N. D.  
   Johannes, Doyle – Patsy Arstein 
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   Johnson, Clinic 
   Johnson, Ed – Towner, N. D.  
   Johnson, Jodi 
   Johnson, Lance – Family 
   Johnson, LeRoy – For P C A 
   Johnson, Rhonda – Senior – Leeds, N. D.  
   Johnson, Tim – Boy – Two packets 
   Johnson, Mr. & Mrs. Tim 
   Jorde, Henry – Passports 
   Jorgenson, Alice – Passports  
   Jorgenson, Lori 
   Junior High Band 
   Kanagy, Fred – Baby 
   Karnop, Terry – Irene Havig 
   Klein, Kelly 
   Knudson, Ken 
   Koble, Steve  
   Korfmacher, Karl 
   Korfmacher, Laurie – Family  
   Kraft, Larry 
   Kuntz, Mrs. Bruno 
   Kuntz, Ed – Family 
   Kuntz, Leonard – Passports  
   Larson, Mr. & Mrs. Helmer – Bisbee, N. D.  
   Larson, Herman 
   Larson, Mrs. Jack  
   Laughridge, Gary – Mrs. Gary’s family reunion  
   Laughridge, Gary – Children with Gary’s parents  
   Legion Baseball Team 
   Limerig, Chas Jr.  
   Lind, Jerry – I D 
   Little Flowers – Sixth grade  
   Loken, Lori – Rolla, N. D.  
   Lorshus, Leland – Susan Allard  
   Lunde, Lindy 
   Lynnes, Mr. & Mrs. Art 
   Maddock Confirmants  
   Maldenhauer, Mr. & Mrs. Dale – Passports  
   Malo, Paul – Family 
   Markwardt, Clara 
   Marquart, Gary – Wedding – Peggu Schiele 
   Martin, Milton – Girls – Rocklake, N. D.  
   McClintock, Jay Jr. – Passports  
   McIntee, Michael – Baby 
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   McIntyre, Dr.  
   Mears, Sandy 
   Mehrer, Ken – Roxanne Boucher 
   Miguel, Desi – Passports 
   Miller, Reverend Jerry & Family 
   Miller, Randy 
   Miltenberger, Mr. & Mrs. Walt 
   Moeller, Tom 
   Moeller, Tommy Jr. 
   Molesworth, Dr. – Family 
   Molesworth, Wayne – Leonita Brossart 
   Moline, Violet 
   Monson, Renae  
   Moskey, Bryan – Yearbook picture – taken 1978 
   Neimachrner, Dale 
   Nelson, Cindy Horstein – Baby Girl 
   Nelson, Randy – Melinda Ostrem 
   Nurse Class – Local girls – Checks received for:  Penny, Spah, Julie Lindseth,  
    Janet Klebe, Myrna Muffenbier, Myrtle Burton, Joyce Ellefson, Coral  
    Gigstad, Lois Wurgler, Lorraine Sjherve, Nancy Biewer, Mrs. Ted  
    Odden, Kathleen Bakken, Sylvia Bader Catherine Lee 
   O’Keefe, Mike 
   Oakland, Eldrid – Children 
   Odden, Leslie – Passports 
   Olson – Bishoff – B & G copy 
   Olson, Carol – Newburg 
   Olson, Cathy – Bishoff girl 
   Olson, Helen 
   Olson, Theodore – Passports 
   Ongstad, Jeff 
   Ostrem, Harold – Family 
   P. C. A. 
   Parker, Bill 
   Parker, Bill – Family 
   Peatz, Mr. & Mrs. John – Passports 
   Price, Vincent 
   Quinn, Robert – Leigh Hersey 
   Rasmussen, Loren 
   Rasmussen, Paul & Laura 
   Reiger, Tom 
   Richard, Curtis 
   Ripplinger, Ed – Family 
   Ritterman, Rod 
   Rochelien, Richard 
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   Rocknay, Don 
   Rohde, Reverend & Mrs. – Passports 
   Roles, Mrs. Passports – Towner, N. D.  
   Rolette Confirmants – Valle 
   Rose, Wes – Wanda Boucher 
   Rothchild, Darrel – Peggy 
   Rugby High School – Reunion Classes 
   Rugby – Kindergarten 
   St. Paul’s Confirmants – Rugby, N. D.  
   Salaguban, Brenda 
   Salvay, Sylvester – Family  
   Samsel, Lisa 
   Samuelson, Orion 
   Samuelson, Orion & F. F .A. Boys  
   Sannes, Lay 
   Sattler, Mary 
   Sauk, Ernst – Velva, N. D.  
   Sawchuck, Dr. & Mrs. John – Passports  
   Schep, Vern 
   Schindele, Mrs. Delbert – Rolette, N. D. (granddaughter Armstrong)  
   Schlieve, Andy 
   Schmaltz, Carol – Ted Shirley – Engagement 
   Schmaltz, Clem – Family 
   Schmaltz, Jim – Family  
   Schmaltz, Jim – Passports 
   Schmaltz, Joe – Family – Bottineau, N. D. 
   Schmaltz, Mr. & Mrs. Joe A. 
   Schmaltz, Marvin – Sandy Jundt  
   Schmidt, Al  
   Schoenbauer, Mr. & Mrs. Robert – Passports  
   Schoon, Dan – Family  
   Schoon, Sandy – Postmaster I. D.  
   Schuster, Jim 
   Science Fair 
   Scott, Darcy  
   Selland, Ole & Bennie 
   Selland, Ole & Mary Ann  
   Selland, Osmund 
   Simmering Kurt – Rolla, N. D.  
   Smette, Renae 
   Smith, Michael – Boy  
   Smith, Rverend Michael – Towner, N. D.  
   Sogge, Robyn – Leeds, N. D.  
   Solberg, Dave – Family  
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   Solbeerg, Ole – Family 
   Solem – Children – Passports  
   Spillman, Wes – 40th  
   Stan, Father – Passports  
   States Attorney – Zastow Shooting – Ben Gross far, 
   Stieg, Roger – Pat Hoffert Foster  
   Stish, Bob – Family  
   Stoll, Terry  
   Stone, Bob – Engagement  
   Stone, Dr. & Mrs. – Passports  
   Strand, Bruce – Baseball Statuette 
   Stromme, Mr. & Mrs. Clarence  
   Stryle, Keith – Leeds, N. D.  
   Super Valu Store  
   Swointeck, Steve – Susan Jelleberg 
   Syvertson, Don – Family  
   Tebow, Dave – Bonita Hagar 
   Ted’s Place 
   Teigen, Mr. & Mrs. Curt – Family  
   Teigen, Pearl 
   Thingwald, Alfred – 40th Anniversary – Mr. & Mrs. & with grandchildren  
   Torgerson, Ron 
   Towner Confirmants  
   Tribune Staff 
   Tuff, Sandra  
   Underdal – Copy of Home Place in Norway 
   Underdal, Beth & Horse 
   Underdal, Muriel 
   Vangsness, Mark – Family 
   Voeller, Margret – Passports 
   Voeller, Mrs. Rose – Family 
   Voeller, Mr. & Mrs. Roy & Family – Towner, N. D.  
   Volk, Dale – “Kid in the Park” 
   Volk, Edith 
   Volk, Jeff 
   Volk, Mr. & Mrs. Joe – Family – Silver Wedding Reunion  
   Volk, Todd 
   Weimer, Brian – Wedding  
   Weisinger, Robert – Bell Telephone 
   Well, Lind – Passports 
   Whelander, Richard – Sara Sperry  
   Willow City Confirmants – St. Paul’s  
   Wills, Doyle – Engagement 
   Wolf, Jim – Children 
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   Wolford Seniors 
   Woods, Mr. & Mrs. Jack – Family  
   Woods, Karen 
   Wurgler, Bob 
   Yoeder, Paula 
   Young, Allan – Family – Leeds, N. D.  
   Young, Brian – Linda Brager 
   Zacher, Pete – Family  
   Zavada, Larry – Debbie Graber 
   Ziegler, Karla 
  1981— 
   Albertson, Sheldon – Girl 
   Albright, Neil – Statuette 
   Albright, Mr. & Mrs. Vernon “Bud” 
   Allen, Floyd 
   Amodt – Ellen Hagel  
   Andal, Dennis 
   Anderson, Casper – Leeds, N. D.  
   Anderson, Keith – Cheryl Richards 
   Anderson, Richard & Second Family 
   Arlien, Karla 
   Arneson, Mike – Girl – In Norwegian outfit  
   Meuller, Ron – Gwen Axtman 
   Axtman, Mrs. Wendolyn – Passports 
   Axvig, Dave – Cathy Young 
   Babe Ruth Baseball 
   Bachmeier, Mrs. Joe – Family  
   Backer, Mr. & Mrs. Johnny – Passports 
   Balta Confirmants  
   Barnes, Mrs. Virgil – Passports  
   Beachy, Dwight – Family – Passports  
   Benson, Randy – Cathy Essen  
   Berg, Mrs. Rolf  
   Berger, Ed – Sherry Jaeger 
   Bergerson, Leaha 
   Bethany Confirmants  
   Biberdorf, Mr. & Mrs. Ernie 
   Bisbee Confirmants  
   Bishoff, Todd – Susan Larson 
   Bjorke, Bruce – Family 
   Bogeslowski, Kim  
   Borgen, Mr. & Mrs. Arlen 
   Boser, Todd 
   Bosley, Neil – Rachel Bundy 
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   Brandon, Mr. & Mrs. Robert 
   Brandvold, Ruth 
   Brossart, Brenda 
   Brossart, Chuck – Pam Wangler 
   Brossart, Mr. & Mrs. Joe & Family 
   Brossart, Tony – Family 
   Brown, Terry – Julie Beaver 
   Brynteson, Ray 
   Buchl Band 
   Buchl, Mark – Passports 
   Bundy – Children  
   Burgard, Clyde – Irene Jones 
   Burgard, Doug – Due Busch 
   Burgard, Pete 
   Busch, Steve – Baby, Jonathan  
   Bush, Walter – Family  
   Bye, David – Baby 
   Bye, Dave – Passports  
   Campbell, Carl – Carla Hoffman 
   Campbell, Gordon 
   Cando Confirmants  
   Christopherson, Steve – Leann Schall  
   Clauson, Mark – Anita Armstrong  
   Dagner, Betty & daughters  
   Dagner, Mr. & Mrs. Ron & Ron 
   Dakken, Kelly 
   Darling, Mr. & Mrs. Jim – Pioneer K & O 
   Davidson, Loralie – Engagement  
   Davis, Lisa – Nurse 
   Degenstein, Mr. & Mrs. Leo – Family & Gary  
   Dignon, Steve – Connie Fossum  
   Diplomas 
   Duchscher, Joe – Family 
   Duchscher, Keith 
   Duchscher, Roger – Family  
   Duff, Joe Jr. – Family 
   Duff, Joe. Sr. – Family  
   Dunlop, David – Children – Rolla, N. D.  
   Ebach, Matt – Passports 
   Ebenezer Confirmants  
   Ebeneezer Lutheran Confirmants  
   Ebertz, Mark – Med. Student  
   Eckerdt, Bob – Children  
   Eideman, Fred E. – Family & Carl  
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   Eisengimner, Mike – Family 
   Ellis, Brad 
   Engebrit, Mr. & Mrs. 
   England, Hjelmar – Passports 
   Erickson, Carol – Family 
   Fagerland, Mr. & Mrs. Ted  
   Feland, Scott – Karen Larson 
   Ferguson, Len – Children  
   First Lutheran Confirmants  
   First State Bank – Harvey, N. D.  
   Fish, Mr. & Mrs. John & Family 
   Fossum Gravel Pit 
   Fritel, Mr. & Mrs. Joe – Passports  
   Fritel, Mr. & Mrs. Steve & Family  
   Fritel, Mr. & Mrs. Steve – Passports  
   Fuchs, Robyn – Bottineau, N. D.  
   Fuller, Larry – Family – Passports  
   Fulsebakke, Bev  
   Fursather, Butch – Second Baby  
   Geizler, Megan (Arland’s youngest) 
   Gotbrecht, Teddy – Denise Kovali  
   Graber, Amos – Family  
   Graber, Diane & Duwayne  
   Graber, Mitch – Baby  
   Greenwood – Gessner 
   Hagel, Melissa 
   Hager, Edmund – Family  
   Haggar, Helen – Nurse  
   Halverson, Mr. & Mrs. Orris – Family  
   Hamnes, Donna 
   Hanes, Roger – Tammy Pascal  
   Hanson, Travis 
   Hapfinger, Eugene – Family  
   Hardy, Don – Passports  
   Harpel, Ed 
   Hartl – Children – Mary, John, & Ann 
   Hauck, Mr. & Mrs. Clem – Family 
   Havig, Andy – Tina Thompson – Wedding  
   Heilman, Mr. & Mrs. Joe 
   Heilman, Mike – Shelly Norsby  
   Hepper, Eugene – Baseball statuette  
   Hillman, Dr. – Family  
   Hillman, Mrs. & Girls – Passports  
   Hjelle, Siuert – Passports  
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   Hochstettler, Tim – Passports  
   Hoffert, Mr. & Mrs. Ludwig – Passports  
   Hoffman, Cheri – Senior – Rolla, N. D.  
   Holmes, Ronald – I.D. – Rolla, N. D.  
   Holmes, Mr. & Mrs. Wendel  
   Homan, Pam 
   Homan, Richard – Cheryl Johnson 
   Homan, Virgil – Family  
   Hornstein, Frank – Frank & Catherine  
   Ivey, Don – Girl  
   Jacobson, Mr. & Mrs. Don  
   Jacobson, Jerry – Terri Voeller 
   Jacobson, Mr. & Mrs. Leonard – Family  
   Jahner, Mildred – Family 
   Jameson – Passports  
   Jelsing, Marilyn – Passports  
   Jentrud, Tammy – Passports  
   Johnson, Albin – Sons & daughters & spouses  
   Johnson, Barry – Margret Bethke  
   Johnson, Mr. & Mrs. Lowell  
   Johnson, Tami  
   Jordon, Ron – Girl & baby  
   Kaufman, Becky – Passports  
   Kaul, Leonard – Deb Schoon  
   Kefting, Margret – Passports  
   Keller – Family (Mrs. Heintz people) 
   Keller, Carla – Nurse 
   Keller, Frank – Bisbee, N. D.  
   Keller, Mr. & Mrs. Frank – Family  
   Keller, Robert – Family – Bisbee, N. D.  
   Kester, Mr. & Mrs. Ormal “Red” 
   Kirchefner, Loretta 
   Klein, Daryl – Passports  
   Klein, Lawrence – Passports  
   Knutson, Neil & Trucks  
   Koble, Cathy 
   Koble, Virginia  
   Konig, Lisa – Princess pictures  
   Kraft, Mr. & Mrs. Carlan – Passports  
   Kruzwitz 
   Kruzwitz, Kim – Football statuette 
   Larson, Clayton 
   Larson, Herman – Family  
   Latvedt, Norel – Family  
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   Lavich, Howard – Car  
   Leer, Mr. & Mrs. N. C. – Passports 
   Leier, Mr. & Mrs. George 
   Legion Baseball 
   Lennon, Dale – Engagement   
   Leonard, Chuck & Boy – Family  
   Leonard, Jim – Family  
   Lewis, Wellington – Girls (twins)  
   Lien, Pearl – Passports  
   Lindberg, Mrs., Bisbee, N. D.  
   Lindseth, Marge – Her mother 
   Little Flower – Sixth grade  
   Lund – Ann Weimer  
   Maddock – Confirmants  
   Malo, Mr. & Mrs. Eugene – Family  
   Malo, Terry & Joyce (Nurse) 
   Martinson, Lorraine 
   McIntyre, Brian – Passports  
   McIntyre, Mr. & Mrs. Stanley 
   Mears, Michelle 
   Meduna, Randy – Debbie Duchscher 
   Migler, Marvin – Karen Held (Two packets) 
   Mikkelson, Kerry – Mavis Evanger  
   Miller, Warren – Family  
   Monger, Pat & Don 
   Morrison, Don – Jayne Keller – Bottineau, N. D.  
   Mueller, Ron – Gwen Axtman  
   Nelson, Dennis – Cindy Johnson (Two packets) 
   Neomeyer, Judy – Passports (Mrs. Donald)  
   Nielsen Award  
   Oakland, Kandy – Nurse 
   Odden, Merle – Passports  
   Ostriem, Cindy – Nurse – Children – Rolette, N. D.  
   Otterson, Bob – Family  
   Paulson, John 
   Pawnell, Mr. & Mrs. Clifford – Family  
   Pederson, Nonna 
   Peterson, Cynthia & Ryan (Margie Peterson’s) – Don Homan’s Grandchildren  
   Peterson, Inga – Passports  
   Peterson, Melvin S.  
   Pfeifer, Bev 
   Pierson, Shirley – Engagement  
   Pietrick, Brent – Three negatives and proofs  
   Pietrick, Richard – Denise Beck 
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   Pigeon, Marc – Sonya Vrem - Wedding 
   Plecity, Doyle  
   Plubell – Family  
   Priestly, Terry – Mary Kay Voeller  
   Production Credit Association – Staff  
   RHS Reunion – Classes 36, 37 & 81 
   Richter, John – Family  
   Robertson, Kim 
   Roherer, Mrs. Cecil – Family  
   Rolette Nurse Class 
   Roscup, Sandy – Nurse  
   Rose, Norma 
   Roseneau, Brenda & Mother  
   Roth, Pat – Family  
   Rubin, Mike – Cindy Schoon  
   Rugby Furniture 
   Rugby Kindergarten 
   Ryan Wrestlers 
   Sandean, Eunice  
   Satrong, Mr. & Mrs. Clarence Alfred – Passports  
   Sattler, Mr. & Mrs. Geo 
   Sawchuck, Dr. John  
   Sawchuck – Girls – Passports  
   Scheeb & Geisenger houses, July 1981 
   Schell, Cindy  
   Schell, Mr. & Mrs. – For Eileen Jaeger 
   Schieve, Ruth – I. D.  
   Schmaltz, Carla – Ron Eisergimmer  
   Schmidt, Mr. & Mrs. Henry – Family  
   Schmidt, Phillip  
   Schneider, Fr. Geo 
   Schoon, Deb – Engagement  
   Schoon, Mr. & Mrs. John  
   Schoonauer, Irwin – Wedding  
   Schuster, Ann 
   Schuster, Jane  
   Science Fair 
   Seiler, Dr. – Passports  
   Selensky, Marylin – Miss Geo Center  
   Selland, Mr. & Mrs. Orval – Passports  
   Skoals, Dr. Paul – Family  
   Sloughbough, Herb – Girl  
   Smith, Chris 
   Smith, Yvonne – Boy  
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   Soccer Teams  
   Solberg, Suzanne 
   St. Paul Confirmants – Rugby, N. D.  
   St. Paul Confirmants – W. City 
   States Attorney – Air plane crash – Grant Steven farm – June 1981 
   Steen accident for D. A.  
   Stenerson, Bob 
   Strand, Alice – Passports 
   Strand, Edmund – Dog 
   Suchar, Valentine 
   Syvertson, Tim – Family  
   Teigen, Chuck – Family  
   Teigen, Jim – Boy 
   Tennacoure, Penny  
   Tester, W. L. – Calendar picture – Leeds, N. D.  
   Thompson Family – At steak house  
   Thorson, Mike – Engagement  
   Tollefson, Bob – Children  
   Tollefson, Robert – Principal – Rollette, N. D.  
   Towner Confirmants  
   Troxel, Brian 
   Tuazon, Dr. Jaime – I. D. – Passport  
   Turner, Suzanne – Rolla, N. D.  
   Tweet, Mr. & Mrs. Anfin – Family  
   Underdal, Burt & Muriel – Family  
   Underdal, Steve 
   Valle Lutheran Confirmants – Rolette, N. D.  
   Vigeland, Jean – Passports  
   Village Arts – Sound of Music  
   Visness, Ron – Carol Witt 
   Volk, Byron  
   Volk, Edith  
   Volk, Mr. & Mrs. Frank – Family  
   Volk, Louie 
   Vrem, Verl – Family  
   Walls, Pam – Bottineau, N. D.  
   Wangler, Kevin  
   Weigel, Casper – Farm 
   Welander, Terri  
   Wentz, Angeline – Passports  
   Wentz, Wayne – Car  
   Wentz, Wayne – Lori Schmidt  
   Wheeler, Kevin – Marilyn Johnson  
   Wipperling, Dennis  
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   Withey, Mr. & Mrs. Robert  
   Wolfe, Joe 
   Wolford Ox Creek Mylo Confirmants  
   Yoder, Alvinia 
   Yoder, Don – Boy 
   Yoder, Edwin – Family  
   Yoder, Opal  
   Zavoda, Larry – Debbie Graber  
   Zimmer, Reverend Joe – Dunseith, N. D.  
  1982— 
   Albertson, Maria 
   Alfstad, Marylin – Passports  
   Allen, Bev – Passports  
   Allickson, Herman – Golden Wedding  
   Anderson, David  & Children – Family  
   Anderson, Dick – Susan Borstad 
   Anklam, Mr. & Mrs. Don – Family  
   Armstrong, Russell – Engagement  
   Armstrong, Mr. & Mrs. Woodrow 
   Awalt, Gary 
   Axtman, Mr. & Mrs. Ed – Family  
   Axtman, Nick 
   Axtman, Mr. & Mrs. Nick – Selz  
   Axtman, Peggy  
   Backer, David (Jan Boer) – Grandson – Nancy’s boy  
   Bailie, Roger 
   Balta Seniors  
   Beatie, Larry – Wedding  
   Benson, Mr. & Mrs. Carl  
   Benson, Mr. & Mrs. Edwin  
   Bethany Confirmants  
   Bhwany, Mrs. – I. D.  
   Bickler, Denise  
   Bjorke, Nita – Passports  
   Blake 
   Blessum, Kermit & Fern  
   Blomster, Dick – Children 
   Bonn, Lee 
   Bonn, Tim 
   Borstad, Bob 
   Borstad, Pete 
   Boucher, Romeo – Family & Lynda & Husband 
   Boucher, Mr. & Mrs. Tony – Family  
   Boucher, Vernon – Baby  
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   Brossart, Mrs. Chuck (Pam Wangler) 
   Brossart, Val – Children  
   Browning, Lauri – Passports  
   Burgard, Mr. & Mrs. Tommy – Family  
   Burton, Mr. & Mrs. Franklin – Passports  
   Bye, Pete – Family  
   Campbell, Bob – Bev Bierberdorf  (two packets) 
   Cando Confirmants  
   Candy Stripe Girls (two packets) 
   Carlson, Mark – Family  
   Carmen, Geo – Girls  
   Carnegie Class  
   Christianson, Mr. & Mrs. A. M.  
   Christopherson, Morris – Anniversary  
   Citizen Bank Employees  
   Cobbler, Mr. & Mrs. C. W. – Pioneer Days – King & Queen  
   Danielson, Dick – Linda Hoganson  
   Dauphine, Ed – Cheryl Selland  
   Davis, Allen – Belcourt Senior 
   DeMears, Anne – Baby, Joe 
   Diplomas  
   Doehler, Tim  
   Eagles Wrestling Clinic 
   Ebenezer Lutheran Confirmants 
   Enno, Bonita 
   Eriksmoen, Dean – Bonita Larson 
   Evans, Kay 
   Fairbrother, Bill  
   Fire Department – 17 inside, 8 outdoors by truck 
   First Bank – Building, employees, & Board – Rolla, N. D.  
   First Lutheran Confirmants – Rugby, N. D.  
   First Lutheran – New Members  
   First State Bank of Harvey, N. D.  
   Freuh, Jason 
   Fulweiler, Vere – Family  
   Furman, Wayne 
   Gefroh, Los – Father – Juntner  
   Geizler, Carol – Mom’s family 
   Gerald, Donald 
   Gingrich, Sheila  
   Girls Softball  
   Goehring, Jerry – Daughter  
   Graber, Deanna 
   Graber, Mitch – Family & Kinsey 
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   Graber, Ron – Wolford Senior  
   Gray, Richard – Dunseith, N. D.  
   Grieg, Gordon – Copy for  
   Grove, Mrs. Archie  
   Gullickson, Dawn 
   Gunter, Bruce 
   Gunter, Dwight – Joan Vollmer (two packets)  
   H. M. O.  
   Hagen, Reverend James & Family  
   Hagen, Mr. & Mrs. Richard – Passports  
   Hager, Don 
   Hager, Frank – Orrin K. C. – Harvey, N. D.  
   Hall, Stacy – Dog bite scars – for Bob Hartl 
   Halverson, Larry – Susan Axtman  
   Hamby, Al – For Soil Cons. Dist.  
   Hanson, Gene  
   Hartwickson, Scott – Family  
   Haugen, Kraig – Mary Tuchscherer 
   Heilman, Chuck – Lori Iverson 
   Heilman, Joe – Children  
   Heintz, Brenda 
   Heintz, Martin 
   Heinz, Jody  
   Heisler, Darin 
   Held, Julie 
   Hendrickson, Mrs. – Towner, N. D.  
   Herman, Essie – Towner, N. D. 
   Hersey, Roger – Family 
   Hiller, Mrs. 
   Hillman, Dr. Lyle 
   Hillman, Natalie  
   Hoenke, Richard – Family 
   Hoffart, Chantil – Facial scars 
   Hoffart, Rick – Dawn Anderson 
   Hoffman, John – Family 
   Hoffman, TIm 
   Holmes, Mr. & Mrs. R W – Rolla, N. D.  
   Horner, Dave – Poly Lagerquist  
   Hose, Mr. & Mrs. Neal 
   Hundle, Corey – Becky Homan  
   Jamestown Basketball – State Champs 
   Jelsing, Carmen – Passports  
   Jelsing, Mr. & Mrs. Selmer 
   Jelsing, Wayne – Family  
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   Johnson, Mrs. Bernie 
   Johnson, Mr. & Mrs. Gordon – Family  
   Johnson, Lori – Nurse 
   Jones, Corey 
   Joos, Landon 
   Jordon, Ron – Boy 
   Jorgenson, Alice 
   Jorgenson, M. T. – Towner, N. D.  
   Juntner, Wilfred – Family  
   Kavalie, Mr. & Mrs. Duane 
   Keyes, Eugene 
   Kindergarten 
   Kirchofner, Mr. & Mrs. John  
   Kittleson, Mina – Passports  
   Koble, Robert – Orrin K. C. 
   Korfmacher, Louise & Karl – Passports  
   Kohmstedt, Don – Passports  
   Krabbenhoft, Jeff – Jolette Heilman 
   Kraft, Mr. & Mrs. Frank – Family  
   Kraft, Joel – Bykonen 
   Krick, Tracy  
   LaBlanc, Michele 
   Lagerquist, Ralph – Family 
   Laotian Immigration pictures 
   Larson, Harold – Plaque  
   Larson, Mr. & Mrs. Harold 
   Larson, Harold – Family – 40th Anniversary 
   Lee, Gary – Girl 
   Lee, Vic – Family 
   Legasse, Henry – Family 
   Leier, Albert 
   Leier, Frank 
   Leier, Tom – Fran Hagel 
   Lemieux, Henry – Baby 
   Lentz, Kelly 
   Leonard, Mr. & Mrs. Jim 
   Levison, Mr. & Mrs. Bill 
   Levison, Mrs. – Passports 
   Lillegard Reunion – Bottineau 
   Lindseth, Archie – Family  
   Little Flower – Sixth Grade 
   Lokken, Earl – Rolla, N. D.  
   Lokken, Jody 
   Lorenzo – with drum – Music award  
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   Loug, Cynthia 
   Loughridge, Gary & Helen – Passports  
   Lunde, Terry – Lori Berule 
   Lynse, Ed – Harney 
   Mach, Mr. & Mrs. Tony 
   Macklem, Dr.  
   Maddock Confirmants  
   Maetzold, Tim – Mae McClintock  
   Maleaworth, John  
   Mantei, Renae 
   Mattern, Claytus 
   Mattson, Mike – Toni Beaver  
   Mayer, Donna 
   McClintock, John & Eileen – Passports  
   McIntyre, Dr. Don 
   McIntyre, Jim – I. D. 
   McKay, Mr. & Mrs. Clifford – Passports  
   McKecknie, Jackie 
   Menard, Mr. & Mrs. Bill 
   Metzger, Curt – Rosie Gronvold – Wedding 
   Miller, Mr. & Mrs. Bud – Family  
   Miller, Jerry – Susie Scholl 
   Miller, Kyle 
   Mitzel Cousins 
   Mongeon, Mr. & Mrs. Adrian – Family  
   Moose, Dwight 
   Mueller, Wayne & daughter  
   Myhre, Brenda  
   Neuwarhuer, Dale 
   Neameyer, Blair 
   Neameyer, Tom  
   Nurse Class – October – ‘82  
   Oakland, Gary – Baby 
   Olson, Cathy – Bottineau Senior 
   Olson, Pete – Family  
   Orth, Paul – Family 
   Parke, Ernie – Family  
   Parker, Bill 
   Patterson, Bill – Family  
   Pederson, Todd 
   Peltier, Mr. & Mrs. – Passports 
   Peterson, Bjorn 
   Peterson, Mr. & Mrs. Lyle 
   Pettys, Tamra 
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   Pierson, Ray – Family & Baby  
   Quick, Bill – Girl – Cando, N. D.  
   Rathacker, Mrs. – Passports 
   Rauk, Amund – Passports – Leeds, N. D.  
   Resler, Steve – Family  
   Retzer, Elmer – Mary Lou Nelson 
   Reunion – Class of ‘72 
   Ripplinger, Victor – Passports & Son, Scott 
   Rockway, Duane & Cheryl  
   Rolette Nurses 
   Roscup, Einnie – Passports – Perth, N. D.  
   Rosencrans, Dave – Carey Jelsing 
   Rothschiller, Dave – Jody Johnson – Engagement 
   Rothschiller, Dave – Jody Johnson 
   Rugby Bakery – Cake 
   St. Paul Confirmants – W. City & Rugby, N. D.  
   Salvay, Sylvester – Children 
   Sandven, Olger – Farm, Seed Plot & St. Petri 
   Scherer, Leo – Brenda Gefroh 
   Schmaltz, Duane – Son, August – Towner, N. D.  
   Schmaltz, Joe – Baby  
   Schmaltz, Joe – Family  
   Schmaltz, Larry – Egge  
   Schmaltz, Larry – Barb Egge  
   Schmaltz, Tom – Sheila Gordon  
   Schneible, Donovan – Nancy Schmidt  
   Schneible, Tony – Family  
   Schoenborn, Reinhold – Family  
   Scholl, Mr. & Mrs. Joe – Family  
   Schrock, Jr. – Family  
   Science Fair 
   Sedo, Dr. – Family  
   Selland, Orville – Grandchild 
   Shielke, Neil – Lori Thompson – Engagements, Wedding, Miscellaneous Family  
   Shirley, Thad – Satler 
   Shjerve, Mr. & Mrs. John – Family  
   Simnering, Kevin  
   Skaar, Amy 
   Sletto, Mr. & Mrs. Glenn 
   Sloughbough, Mr. & Mrs. Ernest – Passports  
   Soccer Teams 
   Soil Conservation Winners 
   Sorum, Ronald – Vicki Sebelius 
   Stadum, Mr. & Mrs. Art 
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   Stadum, Mr. & Mrs. Orville – Passports 
   Starr, Dee 
   Stoll, Terri – Nurse – Leeds, N. D. 
   Strand, Mr. & Mrs. Edmund  
   Stutrud, Todd – State FFA Officer 
   Stutrud, Yvonne 
   Teigen, Mr. & Mrs. Curt – Passports  
   Teigen, Jim – Children 
   Teroyan Family – IDs 
   Thies 
   Thompson, Arnold – Family  
   Thorson, Bill – Wife with casts for Bab Hartl 
   Tostad, Mr. & Mrs. Selmer 
   Towner Confirmants  
   Traynor, Henry – Family – Mrs. Sandous – Parents  
   Triplett, Betty 
   Tuchscherer, Frank W. – Drake 
   Underdal Family – Passports 
   Valle Lutheran Church – Rolette, N. D.  
   Vetsch, Duane – Passports  
   Vetsch, Larry Margret Brossart  
   Vig, James – Jennifer Schoon 
   Vigeland, Harold – Passports  
   Village Arts – “Brigadoon” 
   Voeller, Allen – Karleen Troxel 
   Voeller, Rose 
   Volk, Dale 
   Wolford Seniors 
  1983— 
   Albert, Alex – Family 
   Allen, Mr. & Mrs. Floyd 
   Allickson, Allan – Family  
   Anagnost, Don – Connie Stier 
   Armstrong, Brian  
   Armstrong, Jeff – W. City 
   Armstrong, Rodney – Wedding 
   Armstrong, Rosemarie – Family – W. City 
   Arnson, Kay 
   Axtman, Adam – Family  
   Axtman, Mrs. Betty 
   Axtman, Gary – Suzie Zacher 
   Axtman, John 
   Axtman, Ken – Football – Boy  
   Axtman, Ken & Steve 
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   Axtman, Maxine – Don LaFauboise  
   Axtman, Steve – Lucy Sonnes 
   Auka, Daniel  
   Bachmeier, Richard – Passports  
   Barks, Sara 
   Barnes, Wade 
   Bartsch, Tim 
   Bartsch, Mr. & Mrs. Tim – Family  
   Baule, John 
   Baustad, Mr. & Mrs. Roy 
   Beaver, Mr. & Mrs. Bill B. – Daughters – Mrs. Vernon Tostad, Mrs. Ken  
   Anderson 
   Berg, Bruce 
   Bethany Confirmants 
   Bird, Doug – Beth Underdal 
   Bjorke, Arne – Passports 
   Bjorke, Bruce – Family  
   Black, Bill 
   Black, Dean 
   Black, Perry – Rhonda Smith 
   Blake, Brenda 
   Blessum, Bob – Family  
   Blessum, Kermit – Passport 
   Blessum, Viola & Lloyd 
   Blevins, Alice 
   Boe, Beth – Senior, Bisbee, N. D.  
   Bohl, Mr. & Mrs. Andrew – Golden Wedding  
   Bosley, Rosemary – Nurse 
   Boucher, Jim – Family  
   Braaten, Gene – Family  
   Brossart, Don – Family  
   Brown, Jim 
   Brown, Shirley 
   Browning, Lori 
   Burns, Brenda 
   Bush, Carla  
   Cando Confirmants 
   Carlson, Gary – Son, Bryan 
   Carlson, Sara  
   Carman, Jolene 
   Chailebois, Michele 
   Chole, Barry – Susanne Arnold 
   Christianson, Chris 
   Clark, Joe – Lois Duchscher 
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   Crazier, Dr. David – Passports, 6 people  
   Dahlen, Natalie  
   Davis, Dorothy – Rolette, N. D.  
   Davis, Lynn – Belcourt, N. D.  
   Davis, Mrs. Wendel  
   Degenstien, Tim  
   Deipolder, Dara  
   Denich, Dave – Sue Salway  
   Denich, Dave – Family  
   Denny, Mr. & Mrs. Joe  
   Diplomas  
   Doehler, Don – Family (Mrs. Gene Haakenson’s folks) 
   Dokken, Mrs. Ernest – Family – Towner, N. D.  
   Dozorec, Leonard – Rhonda Johnson  
   Dunham, Mr. & Mrs. Orlando  
   Dunham, Orlean  
   Ebach, Regina  
   Ebenezer Lutheran Confirmants – Rolette, N.D.  
   Eisenzimmer, Larry  
   Ely Kindergarten (two packets) 
   Enga, Carter – Nurse  
   Engelhart, Father – Passports  
   Erdman, Eunice  
   Erdman, Mr. & Mrs. Paul – Family  
   Erickson, Mr. & Mrs. Leonard  
   Fedje, Dr.Steve  
   Fekes, Don – Family  
   Filler, Kathy Hoffart  
   Fosness, Rich – Senior – Towner, N. D.  
   Foss, Gary – Family  
   Foss, Mr. & Mrs. Grant – Family  
   Fox, Esther & Bill 
   Freund – Senior – Cando, N. D.  
   Gefroh, John & Family – Four generations 
   Graber, Amos – Golden Wedding  
   Graber, Frank – Family  
   Graber, Kinsey  
   Graber, Yvonne – Baby  
   Gram, Susan  
   Griesbrecht, Joan – Senior – Rolla, N. D.  
   Gronwald, Victor – Family  
   Gross, Lori 
   Gunderson, Brian – Karla Kraft wedding 
   Haakenson, Gene – Bruises – For Bob Hartl 
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   Haberstroh, Lori 
   Hagel, Lois & Husband – Dunseith, N. D.  
   Hager, Bernadette  
   Hager, Brenda  
   Halone, Greg – Wedding  
   Halverson, Albert – Family  
   Halverson, Curt – Family  
   Halverson, Mark 
   Halverson, Mayo – Miss Polled Herford  
   Hancock, Rose & daughter Lori 
   Hardmeyer, Eric – Laura Hewitt  
   Hartl children & pumpkins  
   Hase, Mrs. – Passports  
   Haugen, Mary 
   Healy, Dennis – Heidi Yaeder  
   Heilman, Ken  
   Heilman, Rod – Colette Duchscher  
   Heinz, Shelly – Senior – Rolla, N. D.  
   Heisler, Doug 
   Helmick, Mr. & Mrs. Clyde 
   Henrickson, Jamie  
   Hepper, Eugene – Family  
   Heron, Father – Knox, N. D.  
   Hersey, Alice, Chuck, & Roger – Passports  
   Hill, Leuella – Karen & Barb Johnson – Passports  
   Ho, Dr. & Mrs. – Passports  
   Hoffart, Ann Reimers & daughter  
   Hoffart, Mr. & Mrs. Harold  
   Hoffart, Tim – Hana Chapek  
   Hoffman, Tim - Baby 
   Homan, Brock 
   Homan, Glenn  
   Hornstein, Catherine – Passports  
   Hosel, Carla 
   Hosel – Passports  
   Howland, Rick – Jasyne Muboeh – Engagement  
   Jacobson, Edwin – Towner, N. D.  
   Jaeger, Doris – Passports 
   Jaeger, Roger 
   Jelsing, Marylin – Hardmeyer  
   Jentrud, John  
   Jentrud, Pam  
   Johnson, Cindy 
   Johnson Clinic Staff 
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   Johnson, Dick & Delores – Family  
   Johnson, Mr. & Mrs. Frank  
   Johnson, Kathy – Perth, N. D.  
   Johnson, LeRoy – Children  
   Johnson, Lynn – Joy Sloughbough  
   Johnson, Mrs. Ron (Charlene) – ID  
   Jones, James – Family  
   Julson, Dawn 
   Keller, Jack 
   Ketterling, Dr. – Passports  
   Keyes, Eugene  
   Kittelson, Gary in Fez 
   Klein, Darwin – Judy Calvert(Two packets) 
   Klempel, Brenda  
   Klengan, Jay – Delores Degenstien  
   Knoepfle, Beth  
   Koble, Casper  
   Korfmacher, John  
   Kourjan, Stuart – Larkie Neameyer  
   Kraft, Kylene – Senior – Towner, N. D.  
   Krich, Chris  
   Kuntz, Ray – Family  
   LeBlanc, Mike – Senior  
   LeBlanc, Paul – Family  
   Lake Region – Nurse – Rolla, N. D.  
   Lee, Mr. & Mrs. Gordon  
   Lehman, Carter – Trudy Shirley (Two packets)   
   Lindelin, Alice & sister – Passports  
   Little Flower Kindergarten 
   Little Flower – Msg. Cloos  
   Little Flower – Sixth grade  
   Loken, Earl – Family  
   Long, Lyle – Girl – Passports  
   Louches, Mr. & Mrs. Curtis  
   Leonard, Jan – Senior – Dunseith, N. D.  
   Lyngstad, Mona  
   Maddock Confirmants  
   Mahle, Carla – Passports  
   Mantei, Ross 
   McIntyre, Dr. & Mrs. Don  
   McIntyre, Joan  
   Mears, Dennis 
   Mears, Diane – Noel Oksendal 
   Medalen, David – Family  
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   Medalen, Keith  
   Mickelson, Dawn 
   Miller, Jana 
   Mosemann, Dave – Donna Hoffer 
   Muffenbier, Mr. & Mrs. Dennis 
   Myhres, Bob – Family 
   Neameyer, Joni 
   Nelson, Allen – Terry Thompson 
   Nelson, Arnell – Suzanne Pollman (Two packets) 
   Nelson, Mr. & Mrs. Oscar & Elaine – Passports  
   Neugebauer, Duane – Passports 
   Neugebauer, Mrs. Duane – Passports 
   Nurses  
   Odden, Phyllis & Irwin & Phyllis’s passports  
   Olson, Mr. & Mrs. Oscar 
   Orrin Knights of Columbus 
   Osowski Family & Karen 
   Overland, Will 
   PCA Staff 
   Parent, Tom – Passports  
   Paul, Duane  
   Peters, John – Perth, N. D.  
   Peters, Kermit – Baby 
   Peterson, Mr. & Mrs. John  
   Pierson, Mr. & Mrs. Dennis 
   Pietrick, Mr. & Mrs. Geo  
   Potratz, Mr. & Mrs. William  
   Quin – Children 
   Rader, Lisa – Cando, N. D.  
   Randle, Arlin – Family  
   Randle, Duane – Family  
   Randle, Mr. & Mrs. Walter  
   Randle, Walter – Reunion  
   Reiger, LeRoy – Passports  
   Reiger, Mr. & Mrs. Louie  
   Ripplinger, Robin  
   Rohr, Art 
   Romine, Perry 
   Rosencrans, Arnold  
   Rothchild, Dave – Wedding  
   Rothchild, Mr. & Mrs. Dave  
   Rothschiller, Jim – Family  
   Rugby High School Class Reunion 
   Ryan Wrestlers  
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   St. Pauls Confirmants – Rugby, N. D.  
   Salaguban, Brenda 
   Sanderson, LuAnn 
   Sanderson, Paul – Karen Swingen 
   Sattler, Ryan – Karla Atkinson  
   Saude, Susan 
   Sayers, Dale – Rolla, N. D.  
   Schell, Eddie – Family  
   Schmaltz, Pat – Veronica Kittelson – Engagement  
   Schmaltz, Pat – Veronica Kittelson 
   Schmidt, Joe – Children  
   Schneibel, Don – Children  
   Schneibel, Tony – Family  
   Schneider, Pete 
   Schrieber, Jonathan – Family  
   Schuster, Joan  
   Science Fair 
   Senn, Rod – Kathy Lier 
   Senger, Nick – Orrin K.C.  
   Severson, Dave – Renae Hjelmstad  
   Sherlock, Mr. & Mrs. Al  
   Sieber, Bands (sp.) & Evelyn – Passports 
   Sloughbough, Rick – Boy  
   Sochia, Tim – Immigration pictures 
   Soil Conservation Winners  
   Solberg, Roxanne  
   Solberg, Roxanne – Senior – Leeds, N. D.  
   Solie, Karl –Brenda Myhre  
   Stenson, Rhonda  
   Stock, Ken – Family  
   Strand, Byron – Laura Axtman  
   Studio Five Dance Recital  
   Thom, Christy  
   Thompson, Esther & Rachel  
   Thompson, Esther – Children  
   Tuoyon, Jimmy – Passports  
   Underdal, Beth, Steve & Muriel  
   Uram, Pam  
   Vetsch, Richard – Family  
   Voeller, Frank I. – Family  
   Voeller, John – Bonnie Gronwald (2 packets) 
   Voght, Steve – Carla Myhre  
   Volk, Ed – Children  
   Volk, Joe – Orrin K.C.  
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   Volk, Pete  
   Volk, Richard & Lois – Wedding  
   W. City Confirmants – St. Paul’s 
   Waltz, Ron  
   Waltz, Ron – Family  
   Weigel, Mr. & Mrs. Casper  
   Weigel, Edward – Orrin K.C.  
   Welander, Christy  
   Welke, Leslie 
   Wentz, Jerry – Stacy Lewis  
   Wentz, Pat – Mary Lou Dagner  
   Wentz, Wayne – Girl  
   Westgaard, Mr. & Mrs. Vic 
   Whipperling, Dennis 
   Wich, Bobby 
   Wilkie, Bryan 
   Willow City Seniors  
   Winston – Noble Adjuster Co. – Turtle Mountain accident  
   Wold, Christy  
   Wolf, Carla & Baby, Courtney 
   Wolf, Gerald – Orrin K.C. 
   Wolfe, Christy – Baby  
   Wolford Confirmants  
   Wolford Seniors  
   Woolcott, Donna 
   Wurgler, Mrs. Otto  
   Yoder, Mark – Marylin Volk 
   Yoeder, Randy 
   Zacher, Steve – Family 
   Ziegler P.C.A. 
   Zink, Mr. & Mrs. George 
   Zwingler, Duane  
  1984— 
   Adams, Francis – Nurse  
   Aichele, Tim – Carol Neeuoehner (Sp.)  
   Albright, Mike  
   Allard, Tim  
   Amspacher, Theresa  
   Armstrong, Tami 
   Awalt, Tammy 
   Axtman, Mr. Matt & Judy – Passports  
   Axtman, Wayne 
   Axwig, David – Boy  
   Bahwany, Mrs. – ID 
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   Baillie, Duane 
   Bakken, Gary – Family and in-laws  
   Barstad, Bob & Pete 
   Beattie, Larry – Family  
   Belgard, W. Larry – Family  
   Benson, Lori – Senior – Belcourt, N. D.  
   Berg, Marvin – Family – Ron & Bales family – Mrs. Berg at Junianta School  
   Bethan Confirmants  
   Beuwil, Adah – Passports  
   Bhalwany, Dr. & Mrs. – Citizenship  
   Biberdorf, Sharon (two packets) 
   Bischoff, Gertie 
   Bischoff, Melissa 
   Boer, Jon – Children 
   Bonn, Bernard 
   Bonn, Lisa 
   Bonn, Mike – Rolla, N. D.  
   Borstad, Mr. & Mrs. Bob 
   Boucher, Lori – Nurse 
   Boucher, Myles – Baby 
   Braaten, Brian – Julie Hoenke (Two packets) 
   Braaten, Carsten – Nancy Tostad  
   Brenneman, Calvin – Twilla Backer  
   Bright, Julie – Nurse  
   Brossart, Mr. & Mrs. Joe J. – Family  
   Brossart, Vernice – Passports  
   Brossart, Vernon – Family  
   Bruce, Ginger 
   Bucher, Jim 
   Bucholtz, Wayne 
   Burgard, Mr. & Mrs. Christ – Passports  
   Burkhartsmeier, Pete – Family  
   C & R Motel 
   Campbell, Tony 
   Cando Confirmants  
   Carlson, Mark – Family – Finalizing adoption of baby 
   Carlson, Mark – Boy, John 
   Christopherson, Dona Rae 
   Coit, Jeff- Lisa Knutson  
   Cote, Lana 
   Counts, Gerald  
   Crawford, Charlie – Rename the Rugby Airport  
   Dahlen, Gordon – Girl 
   Davis, Lynn – Belcourt Passports  
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   DeLeon Institute of Electrology  
   Dione, Damien – Kristi Hagganson 
   Diplomas  
   Dockter, Barry – Lori Boucher  
   Domres, Roger 
   Dulmage, Susan 
   Eidman, John  
   Elke, Curt – Cora Armstrong 
   Englehart, Father – Rolete, N. D.  
   Erickson, Duwayne – Family  
   Fairbrother, Mrs. Bill – Passports 
   Fedje, Andy – Deanna Schell (two packets) 
   Feugere, Mr. & Mrs. Joel 
   Feugere, Kevin – Arliss Nelson 
   Feugere Family (Kevin’s brother) 
   First American Bank 
   First Lutheran Confirmants 
   Fossum Building 
   Fossum, John – Family  
   Fragodt, Julie 
   Freeh, Marjorie  
   Fylling, Norvin – Grandson  
   Garcia – Passports 
   Geffrey, Tom – Margie Benson  
   Geizler, Carol & Orland – Passports  
   Graham, Clifford – Joslyn Patterson  
   Grant, Sylvester  
   Gronwold, Bruce – Wedding  
   Hagel, Larry – Girl 
   Hagen, Don – Father 
   Halone, Kevin 
   Halverson, Connie 
   Halverson, Debbie – Nurse  
   Halverson, Malcolm – Family  
   Hardy, Dan – Painting  
   Hardy, Mr. & Mrs. Lloyd – Passports  
   Hartl, Bob – Merble Accident  
   Hayes, Mr. & Mrs. Larry – Lynda Boucher  
   Heilman, Mr. & Mrs. Ed – Family  
   Heilman, Cindy – Nurse  
   Held, Mike – Orlayne Dunham  
   Heper, Gene – ID 
   Hillman, Dr.  
   Hockstetler, Mr. & Mrs. Melvin – Formal & Passports  
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   Hoffart, Allen – Deb Brossart  
   Hoffart, Ernie – Children  
   Hoffart, Ludwig – Family  
   Holte, Mr. & Mrs. Harold – Family  
   Homan, Mr. & Mrs. Arland  
   Homan, Joe – Senior – Towner, N. D.  
   Homan, Lori  
   Homan, Vern – Passports  
   Homan, Winona – Family  
   Hovland, Rich – Jane Merbach 
   Hovland, Tillman – Family  
   Hutchinson, Dennet – Family – Reprint  
   Ivy, Don – Girl  
   Jacobson, Ken & Sons – Passports  
   Jacobson, Mr. & Mrs. Reuben – Family  
   Jaeger, Duane  
   Jaeger, Larry – Family – 50th Wedding Anniversary  
   Jaeger, Richard – Family  
   Jaeger, Stan – Family  
   Johnson, Kip  
   Johnson, Paul – Bisbee, N. D.  
   Johnson, Superintendent – Wolford, N. D.  
   Joregenson, Lyle – Copy from their family picture – Towner, N. D.  
   Jorgenson, Steve  
   Juergens, Leo & Mary  
   Jungling, Lori  
   Keller, Mr. & Mrs. John – Family  
   Ketterling, Dr.  
   Kitzman, Mr. & Mrs. Martin – Family  
   Klempel, Dennis – Family  
   Klien, Ed  
   Koble, Walter  
   Kourajian, Philip – Joni Neameyer  
   Kovar, Royce – Family  
   Kraft, Dennis – Nurse  
   Kraft, Lyle – Rebecca Herman  
   Krick, Jill 
   Krogstad – Family  
   Kurtlie, Tom 
   Larsom, Reverend Gerald G. – Belcourt, N. D.  
   Larson, Jack – Wedding 
   Larson, Twilla Stevenson – Family & In-laws  
   Legasse, Mr. & Mrs. Henry – Family  
   Leonard, Mr. & Mrs. Jim – King & Queen – Rolette, N. D.  
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   Lien, Loren – Family  
   Linseth, Archie 
   Little Flower Kindergarten  
   Little Flower Sixth Grade 
   Lloyd, Debbie – Gary Lloyd 
   Lloyd, Gary  
   Long, Mrs. & Family  
   Long, Michele   
   Ludwig –  ID 
   Lunde, Alvin  
   Lurass, Randy – Heidi Volk 
   Lyngstad, Amy – Passports  
   Lyngstad, H. O. – Copy of Painting  
   Lynn, Barb – Passports  
   Lynse, Edith – Passports  
   Mack, Mr. & Mrs. Joe – Joe alone 
   Maddock Confirmants  
   Malo, Rod  
   Martel, Mr. & Mrs. Albert  
   McAtee, Steve – Family  
   McIntyre, Carrie 
   Mears, Carrie  
   Mears, Jenny – Family  
   Medd, Barry  
   Meeham Families at Ann Nielsen Wedding 
   Meeham, Jim – Ann Nielsen – Wedding  
   Merbach, Arden – Family  
   Merchants Bank – Employees & Children  
   Miltenberger Building  
   Moeller, Greg  
   Moeller, Tom  
   Moeller, Mrs. Tommy Jr. – Passports  
   Moose, Dwight  
   Mueller, Harold – Family  
   Mueller, Paul – Family  
   Myhre, Milt – Girl  
   Neiss, Brian – Senior – Rolla, N. D.  
   Nelson, Arnell – Family  
   Nelson, Mr. & Mrs. Leland – Passports  
   Neugebauer, Duane – Family  
   Nielsen, Vern – Senior – W. City  
   Nielsen, Wanda – Families  
   Oakland, Todd  
   Olson – Passports – Towner, N. D.  
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   Olson, Mr. & Mrs. Ed  
   Olson, Reverend & Mrs. Larry – Passports  
   Olson, Mr. & Mrs. Oscar  
   Orvik, Chuck & Bonnie – Passports  
   Osowski, Denise  
   Ostrem, Delmer  
   Ostrien, Ray – Family  
   Overly & Rolette (Valle) Confirmants  
   Parker, Bill 
   Parker, Bill – Family  
   Pederson, Jeff 
   Peterson, Tim – Tammi Fossum 
   Peterson, Opal & Chester  
   Pierce County Commissioners  
   Prouty, Gary – Family  
   Randolph, Scott – Family  
   Richard, Floyd – Farm 
   Riedesel, Jeff – Chris McAtee 
   Robertson, Joni – Bottineau, N. D.  
   Robinson, Stanley – Gwen Getzlaf 
   Rothgarn, Mildred – Lutheran (Uneadable) – Cambodians 
   Reunion – Class of ’34 – Rugby, N. D.  
   St. Paul’s Confirmants – Rugby, N.D.  
   Sanderson, Mitch  
   Sandulu, Olger & Norse – Relatives  
   Settler, George  
   Scheel, Sebastian – Family  
   Scheet, Gabe  
   Schmaltz, Joe – Boy  
   Schneibel, Dale – Debbie Halverson (Two packets) 
   Schoon, Mr. & Mrs. Carl  
   Schoon, Mr. & Mrs. Frank – Passports  
   Schuster, Conrad – Family & Lawyer Jane  
   Schuster, Paul  
   Science Fair (Two packets) 
   Sedo, Dr.  
   Seehafer, Henry & Reinhold  
   Selland, Bennie & Daughters  
   Selland, Jim 
   Senger, Nick – Family  
   Severtson, Kelly – Senior – W. City  
   Shelver, Dave  
   Siler, Dr.  
   Sletto, Terry – Family 
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   Slotto, Ernest  
   Smith, Reverend Kim  
   Soil Conservation Winners  
   Solberg, Brad  
   Solberg, John – Family – W. City  
   Steinhard, Mr. & Mrs. John – Passports  
   Strand, Byron – Laura Axtman  
   Strand, Elmer – Family & with all in-laws & grandchildren  
   Strand, Gerald – Family  
   Strand, Mike – Marilou Johnson  
   Straton, Keith – Dana Schmaltz  
   Stroh, F. – Banker  
   Stryle  
   Stuberg, Mr. & Mrs. Ken  
   Stutrud, Todd – FFA Statuette  
   Sveum, Doris  
   Sveum, Merlin  
   Teigen, Chuck – Family  
   Teigen, Ingvold – Family  
   Teigen, Jim – Baby  
   Thingwold, Dennis 
   Thorpe, Mr. & Mrs. Henry  
   Timmerman, Marvin – Lisa Hoffman  
   Towner Confirmants  
   Tuchscher, Mr. & Mrs. Joe – Family  
   Vangsness, Don – Marcia Krueger  
   Vangsness, Phyllis & Geo  
   Vetsch, Emil – Family  
   Vinge, Todd – Brenda Ahlberg  
   Voeller, Mr. & Mrs. Ned – Family 
   Volk, Dale – Family  
   Volk, Joe – Sue Albright (Two packets) 
   Volk, Joseph – Melody Bauer 
   Volk, Mr. & Mrs. Kashmir 
   Volk, Rob – for Myrtle Berg  
   Walker, Kim  
   Walter, Mr. & Mrs. Anton  
   Walter, Anton – Family  
   Wangler, John – Senior – Balta, N. D.  
   Wangler, Mr. & Mrs. Leonard – Family  
   Welk, Jay – Tracy Syvertson  
   Westrum, Mr. & Mrs. Odin  
   Weineman, Florian 
   Witmeier, Ron – Senior – W. City  
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   Wich, Don – Superintendent – Wolford, N. D.  
   Wich, Don – Children 
   Wolford, N.D. School – for Alfred Braaten  
   Wolford, N.D. Seniors  
   Yoder, Dewey – Family  
   Yoder, Mr. Lee – Five generations  
   Zurcher, Art 
  1985— 
   Aas, Mr. & Mrs. John – Passports  
   Agnes, Cathy – Passports  
   Allard, Roger – Peggy Henes 
   Allich, Luella 
   Anderson, Donald – Family at Dawn’s wedding  
   Anderson, Joanne – Mrs. Ralph 
   Anderson, Mavis 
   Azure, Velma  
   Backer, Joe – Passports  
   Bader, Dale  
   Baker Electric  
   Bakken, Mr. & Mrs. Gunnar – Family  
   Barton, Mr. – First Avenue Bank  
   Bartsch, Barb – Passports  
   Bartsch, Tim – Boys  
   Bercier – Highway Patrol Emblem  
   Bercier, Dick – Family  
   Berg, Curtis – Wrestle  
   Berg, Curtis – Wrestling Outfit 
   Berg, Lawrence – Family  
   Berg, Mr & Mrs. Ralph – Passports  
   Bethany Confirmants  
   Bhalwany, Dr. & Mrs. & Boy – Passports  
   Biberdorf, Amy & Bill – At Ernie and Sharon Biberdorf  Wedding  
   Biberdorf, Amy – Cousin Frietag 
   Bickler, David – Engagement  
   Blessum, Nancy – Nurse  
   Borgen, Mrs. Arland – Copy of Sam’s Wedding  
   Boucher, Jack – Joyce Porter 
   Boucher, Vernon – Family & Baby 
   Braaten, Mr. & Mrs. Elmer  
   Braaaten, Mr. & Mrs. John 
   Braaten, Randy  
   Cando Confirmants  
   Christman, Quint  
   Christopherson, Ray & Dana Rae – Family  
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   Cooper, Mr. & Mrs. Carl  
   Crosby, Bonnie  
   Dagner, Stacy  
   Dance Recital  
   Davis, Jackie – Belcourt, N. D.  
   Dedinger, Geo 
   Degenstein 
   Diebold, Wayde 
   Dockter, Mr. & Mrs. Steve – Passports  
   Doehler, Tim – Family  
   Domres, Mrs. Roger – Towner, N. D.  
   Eagles – Board group 
   Ebeneezer Confirmants  
   First American Bank Building  
   First Lutheran Confirmants – Rugby, N. D.  
   Fish, Mr. & Mrs. John – Rolette Pioneer Days King & Queen  
   Fjellinger – Passports  
   Fjelling, Thelma 
   Flinchmyer 
   Frydenland, Joy Furman, Wayne – Family  
   George, Father – Passports  
   Gingerich, Gail 
   Mrs. Frank – Passports  
   Gronds, Brenda  
   Gudeyahn, Mr. & Mrs. Clarence 
   Gudeyahn, Corey  
   Hagel, Larry  
   Hager, Ann 
   Halone, Steve  
   Halverson, Duane  
   Harold, Sharon Schmaltz  
   Harper, Bud – Family  
   Hartl Christmas Lights  
   Hartman, Tom – Family  
   Hawk Museum  
   Healey, Gerald – Family  
   Healy, Gerald – Girl 
   Heilman, John – Family  
   Heinrich, Gene – Tammy Johnson  
   Heiser, Bill – Tracy Brandt  
   Helmuth, Francis  
   Helsene, Mrs. Vernon – Passports  
   Henrickson, Bennett – Family  
   Hersey, Dory – Denise Blessum  
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   Hersey, Doug – Denise Blessum  
   Hillman, Dr.  
   Hockstetler, Durwien  
   Hoffart, Ernie – Girl  
   Hoium  
   Hoium, Sharon 
   Homan, Mr. & Mrs. Joe P. – Family  
   Homan, Ken 
   Hormel, Mr. & Mrs. Roland – Family – Karla & Son  
   Hospital Aerial 
   Hubbard, Dave & Cindy (Jack Larson’s daughter) 
   Jaeger, Audrey  
   Jaeger, Bob – Renae Anderson  
   Jaeger, Clara – Passports  
   Jardon, Ron – Family  
   Jensen, Bob  
   Job, Mitch – Tammy Heintz  
   John Deere Tractors – Casper Carlson Sale 
   Johnson Clinic – New doctors – Rolette, N. D.  
   Johnson, Mr. – Superintendent – Rolette, N. D.  
   Johnson, Allen – Family  
   Allen Johnson) – Rolette, N. D.  
   Johnson, Rod – Family  
   Johnson, Ron – Family & parents  
   Jones – Perth, N. D.  
   Jungling, Danielle  
   Kallenberg, Father John 
   Kats, Larry – Feekes (daughter) family  
   Kavalie – Grandchildren  
   King, Kelly – Berg, Penny  
   Klein, Mrs. Ed  
   Klemin, Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence  
   Koble, Alice  
   Korfmaker, Louise & Children & Carl  
   Krefting, Mr. & Mrs. Clarence  
   Kreuger, Mr. – Superintendent – Rolette, N. D.  
   Krick, Mark  
   Kruchautz, Mr. & Mrs. Lyle – Passports  
   Larson, Kevin – Family & Baby 
   Larson, Lois & Jack – Families 
   Larson, Paul  
   Lee, Gary – Boy  
   Lee, Vic – Family  
   Legasse, Rick  
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   Leier, Ray  
   Lemeiux, Pat – Rolla, N. D.  
   Lervick, Rich  
   Ley, Chris – Family  
   Lindseth, Chuck – Family  
   Little Flower – Sixth grade & Kindergarten  
   Ludwig – Cindy Jordon  
   Lunde, Mrs. Orville – Passports  
   Maddock Confirmants  
   Malesworth, Wayne – Baby  
   McCormack, Robert – Rolla, N. D. 
   McCumber – Feekes  
   McIntee, Mike – Girl in neck brace  
   McIntyre, Dr.  
   Mears, Cheryl  
   Mears, Mr. & Mrs. Don  
   Mears, Emory – Family  
   Medalen, Carter  
   Merchants Bank  
   Mettler, Harley  
   Meyer, Myrtle  
   Miller, Corrine – Statuette  
   Miltenberger, Ron – Family  
   Miltenberger, Walt – 50th Anniversary  
   Mitzel, Fred – Rita Schneider  
   Moeller, Mr. & Mrs. Tom – Passports  
   Monson, Mr. & Mrs. Ray & Mitch – Passports   
   Musolf, LeRoy – Family  
   Nelson – Passports  
   Nelson, Tim – Family  
   Neugebauer, Joe – Naturalization  
   Nieuoehner Funeral Home  
   Nieuoehner, Dale – Marylin Jelsing – Wedding  
   Norsby, Roy – Family  
   Olson, Helen  
   Olson, Theodore – Passports  
   Opstedahl, Daryl  
   Opstedahl, Dorein 
   Opstedahl, Mrs. Muriel – Passports 
   Opstedahl, Mr. & Mrs. Stanley – Passports  
   Ostrem, Mr. & Mrs. Alfred  
   Overly Conf. Class – Kelly Heirk  
   Parker – Shilousky  
   Parker, Mr. & Mrs. Bill  
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   Paul, Theresa  
   Paulson, Mr. & Mrs. Claire – Passports  
   Peters, James  
   Peterson, Dale – Family  
   Pierce County Employees – 1. Courthouse Staff  2. Road Staff  3. Welfare Staff 
   Pigeon, Dean – Family  
   Reichert, Orville & Gloria – Passports & Portraits  
   Reiter, Carol – Eagles  
   Renault, Terry  
   Richard, Curtis – Cindy Christianson  
   Rochelieu, Richard  
   Romig, Jim – Passports  
   Roreich, Curt – Nurse  
   Ross, John – Family  
   Roseland, Dr. Carol  
   Rugby City Council – Employees – Fire Department  
   Rugby Museum  
   St. Paul’s Confirmants – Rugby, N. D.  
   St. Paul’s Confirmants – W. City 
   Sandven, Olger 
   Sattler, Randy – Boy, Joshua  
   Saude, Mr. & Mrs. Jason 
   Sawchuck, Dr. John  
   Sarzynski, Marilyn (McClintock) – Passports  
   Schell, Barbara 
   Schmaltz, Joe – Boy  
   Schmaltz, Leonard – Wedding  
   Schmaltz, Mrs. Leonard  
   Schmaltz, Sheila  
   Schoenborn, Mr. & Mrs. Robert – Passports  
   Scholl, Nick  
   Science Fair 
   Sedo, Dr.  
   Seiler, Dr. – Tammy Horder  
   Shaw, Karen  
   Shilouski, Michele  
   Shirley, Jill  
   Skaar, Amy  
   Skaar, Amy – For Bob Hartl, face scars  
   Skaar, Reiley  
   Soil Conservation Winners  
   Solberg, Judy  
   Starr, Wade  
   Stephens, Mr. & Mrs. Sid  
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   Stewart, Mr. & Mrs. Harold & Son (Dr. J. H.) 
   Stewart, Dr. J. H.  
   Sullivan, Loraine  
   Thomas, Margret – Passports  
   Tokken, Marsha  
   Tonk, Linda 
   Towner Confirmants  
   Triplett, Betty  
   Tschepin, Kim 
   Tuschscher, Father Vincent (Copies of his parents in here) 
   Turner, Dr. Will  
   Turnquist, Mildred  
   Valle Confirmants – Rolette, N. D. 
   Vangsness, Don – Baby  
   Vetsch, Randy – Marlene Schmaltz 
   Vilandre, Don – Passports  
   Village Arts – “The King and I”  
   Volk, Rick – Shawn Biberdorf  
   Vollmer, John  
   Walsh, Pam – Passports  
   Walvatne, Doug – Valerie Johnson  
   Wangler, Pius – Family  
   Welsch, Jay – Rolla, N. D. 
   Wentz, Mr. & Mrs. Al & Marian alone 
   Wentz, Kelly – Frosh Wrestler 
   Wiederaders – Passports  
   Wolf, Alex – Family & 60th Wedding Anniversary 
   Wolfe, Ron – Family  
   Wolford Confirmants  
   Wurgler, Bob 
   Yoder, Don – Family & Don & baby 
   Youngham, Steve – Denise Bickler 
  1986— 
   Aas, Chris – Boy – Passports 
   Adam, Reverend & Mrs. Tom  
   Albright, Robert  
   Anderson Funeral Home – Float for Centennial Parade  
   Anderson, Pat – Passports – Towner, N. D. 
   Anderson, Richard – Centennial Pageant 
   Arlien, John – Kareen Robbins   
   Awalt, Bill – Family  
   Awalt, Scott  
   Awalt, Tammy – Cheerleader Statuette  
   Axness, Lawrence – Family  
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   Axtman, Ben 
   Axtman, Nick 
   Barton, Bob – Family 
   Bartsch, Barb – Family  
   Beaver, Mr. & Mrs. Melvin – Family  
   Beck, Dale  
   Bethany Confirmants  
   Bischoff, Barney – Family  
   Bischoff, Charlie  
   Bischoff, Jerome – Family  
   Bischoff, Wade  
   Black, Todd  
   Blessum, Bob – Family  
   Blessum, Scott – Hockey  
   Bohl, John – Family  
   Boser, Vern – Flower girl at Gebbart Wedding  
   Broe, Buhlah  
   Brossart, Bonnie  
   Brossart, Frank – Family at Sandy’s Wedding  
   Brossart, Rich 
   Brown, Doug – Boys – Larimore Boys Basketball statuette  
   Bye, David  
   Bush, Steven – Family  
   Carlson, Mark  
   Cassavant, Joe – Family  
   Cassavant, Ken – Family  
   Centennial Choir  
   Centennial Logo & Beet Buckel 
   Christmans  
   Christopherson, Chad – Passports  
   Christopherson , Donna Rae 
   Christopherson, Lee – Family  
   Corpus, Dr.  
   Dahl, Clara 
   Dalbeare, Scott  
   Davidson, Gayle  
   Dease, Mark – Rock Lake, N. D.  
   Dokkens present painting to Museum  
   Dokken, Paul & Sister – Give painting to Museum  
   Doman, Mr. & Mrs. Fred  
   Drewry, Tom – Anne Overland  
   Duchscherer, Mr. & Mrs. John – Centennial Clothes  
   Dunham, Bud – Family  
   Eagle Auxillary Officers – Group  
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   Eagle Officers  
   Ebach, Mary – Passports  
   Ebeneezer Confirmants  
   Egeland Confirmants  
   Eidman, Robert  
   England, Bjorne – Family  
   Erber, Curtis  
   Feebilkorn, Clarissa – Passports  
   First American Bank Employees  
   First American Bank – Employees in Centennial Dress  
   Fossum, Mr. & Mrs. Phil – Family  
   Freund, Gary  
   Fugelso, Dr.  
   Gange, John – Family  
   Gingerich, Robyn  
   Graber, Greg – Family 
   Graber, Kindra  
   Graber, Renae  
   Gronwald, Lynn  
   Gross, Joe  
   H. M. O. – Personnel 
   Haakenson, Gene – Wedding   
   Hagness, Harlow – Family  
   Hagness, Hatley 
   Hagness, Todd – Sandy Brossart  
   Halverson, Mr. & Mrs. Mel 
   Hamby, Mr. & Mrs. Al – Family  
   Hanson, Gene 
   Hanson, Jerry – State Champion Wrestler 
   Harper, Gil & Sheila  
   Hart, Dr.  
   Hartl, Bob  
   Hartman, Tom & Mary – Passports  
   Hauck, Mr. & Mrs. Clem  
   Haverstraw, Dion  
   Hegness, Todd – Sandy Brossart  
   Heintz, Brenda – Claude Mears  
   Heisler, Bill – Cando, N. D.  
   Heisler, Lisa  
   Hill, Marlo – Family 
   Hochstetler, Carl – Family  
   Hochstetler, Rhonda  
   Hoffart, Art – Family  
   Hoffner, Mike – Family (Mrs. was Karen Homan) 
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   Hoium – Boys  
   Holton, John – Family  
   Homan, Nick  
   Hormel, Kirby – Peggy Axtman (two packets) 
   Hosel, Linda  
   Hovden, Morris – W. City principal  
   Jacobson, Terri – Brothers & sisters & spouses  
   Johanson, Doug – Karla Halverson  
   Johnson, Bruce  
   Johnson, Dick  
   Johnson, Farris – Family 
   Johnson, Gary – Family – Debbie Skaar  
   Johnson, LeRoy – Family  
   Johnston, Duane – Family  
   Jundt, Dennis – Brenda Grove  
   Junior High Band  
   Keller, Tony – Golden Wedding  
   Klebe, Craig – Linda Thomas  
   Knutson, Dave – Family  
   Knutz, Ray  
   Kraft, Carlan – Family  
   Kraft, Don & Carol  
   Kraft, Mr. & Mrs. Larry – Family  
   Kraft, Tommy – Brossart  
   Kurtz, Matt  
   LaPale, Mr. & Mrs. Norman  
   Lagerquist, Lori 
   Lamb, Dr. – Girl – 14 year old – Rolette, N. D.  
   Latham, Andy – Town Crier  
   Lavick, Mrs. Erdle – Family  
   Legasse, Todd – Jodi Casavant  
   Lewis, Steve  
   Lima, Kara  
   Little Flower – Kindergarten & sixth grade  
   Lunde, Mr. & Mrs. Orville – Family  
   Lynse, Edith & Lloyd – Town Crier   
   Lynse, Magnus  
   Lyngstad, Mona – Five generations  
   Mack, Debbie  
   Mack, Mr. & Mrs. Geo.  
   Maddock Confirmants  
   Marckus, Jason  
   Marty, Frank – Family  
   Maskey, Marylin – Susa Avard  
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   Matter – Sisters & brothers  
   Mattern Reunion 
   Mattern, Cletus – Family  
   Mattern, Joe – Family 
   Mattern, Joyce – Family & Mr. & Mrs.  
   Mattern, Liz – Family  
   Mattern – Four generations  
   Mayer, Donna & Gary – Passports  
   McGee, Jerry  
   McQueen, James – W. City Superintendent  
   Mears, Claude – Brenda Heintz  
   Mears, Whitney  
   Merchants Bank – Group employees  
   Merchants Bank – Staff  
   Merchants Bank – Staff – Centennial dress  
   Minnewauken Campsite – Class of 1986 
   Mitzel, Corey 
   Morrow, Jeff  
   Mortenson, Gorlyn – Girl  
   Morton, Mr. & Mrs.  
   Moskey, Marylin – Susa Award  
   Munger, Sam  
   Niewoehner Funeral Home – organ – Rolla, N. D.  
   Niewoehner, Dale  
   O’Brien Family  
   Olson, Richard – Rolette, N. D.  
   Olson, Mr. & Mrs. Richard – Rolette, N. D.  
   Ongstad, Dr.  
   Orth, Paul – Family  
   Osterlie – First American Bank  
   Ostrem, Marlys & Mrs. K. Blessum – Passports  
   Pennington, Kim – Children  
   Peters, Mr. & Mrs. Wesley  
   Pitcher, Jerry – Dorothy Haverstraw  
   Rader, Jody 
   Railsback, Mr. & Mrs. George – Judy Halverson  
   Reunion – Class of ‘36 
   Rieder, Donovan  
   Rosencrans, Arne – Family  
   Rugby Motor – Cadillacs from Centennial Parade  
   Rugby Twisters  
   Rugby Twisters & Tumblers (Order slips with names and costs) 
   Rugby Village Band – Centennial Band  
   St. Paul’s Confirmants  
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   Sandler, Linda  
   Schell, Barbara  
   Schell, Joe – Family  
   Schleve, Hy – Welford Superintendent  
   Schmaltz, Monte  
   Schmaltz, Sheila  
   Schmidt, Dave – Family  
   Schmidt – Foreign Exchange Student – Towner, N. D.  
   Schmidt, Joe – Family – Becky Hardy 
   Schmidt, Perry – Renae Volk  
   Schneibel, Kevin – Sherri Gebhardt 
   Schneider, Steve – Lori Schmaltz  
   Schwanke  
   Schoon, Dean  
   Schoon, Frank – Family  
   Science Fair Winner  
   Sedo, Dr.  
   Senger, Nick – Boy  
   Shaffner, Jeff – Amy Skaar  
   Silliman, Tim  
   Skaar, Reiley  
   Sloughbough, Carlan – Rhonda Bachmeier  
   Sloughbough, Jeff  
   Sloughbough, Larry – Family  
   Smart, Jack – Mary Lou Homan 
   Soil Conservation Winners 
   Sons of Norway  
   Sperry, Jeff – Family  
   Sperry, Mark – Family  
   Sperry, Wade – Family  
   Stave, Mrs.  
   Stutrud, Melvin – Family  
   Stutrud, Todd  
   Stutrud, Yvonne  
   Teubner, Virgil 
   Thingvold, Dennis – Family  
   Thompson, Rita – Brinsmaide – Menievauken Senior  
   Thompson, Todd 
   Thompson, Wayne  
   Towner Confirmants  
   Treets, Trent – Joan Brossart  
   Tribune Staff 
   Tuchscher, Mr. & Mrs. Pete  
   Valle Confirmants  
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   Vickers  
   Vickers, Bob – Dog  
   Volk, Ed – Passports  
   Wagenman, Julie 
   Waite, Lawernce – Family & Mrs. Lena Waite  
   Waltz, Ron  
   Wang, Orville C. – Audrey Blada  
   Warner, Todd  
   Welk, August – Family  
   Whetter, Ron  
   Wilkil, Duane 
   Wolf, Ron – Family  
   Wurgler, Mr. & Mrs. Alfred Wolfe, Alex – Golden Wedding 
   Wurgler, Brad – Angie Hillman (two packets)  
   Yoder, Kay – Passports  
   Yoder, Mitch – Wedding  
 
  1987— 
   Adam, Reverend & Mrs. Tom  
   American Legion Baseball Team 
   Anderson, Elwin  
   Anderson, Marlene  
   Armstrong, Russell – Baby  
   Arthur, Kurt & Chris 
   Backer, Gary – Passports  
   Badke, Daryl – Edyee Hormel (two packets) 
   Bartsch, Tim  
   Bauman, Bruce – Family  
   Berg, Christy  
   Berg, Mark – Carla Mitzel  
   Berg, Steve  
   Bethany Confirmants  
   Biberdorf, Bill – Kim Boucher (two packets) 
   Bisbee Confirmants  
   Bischoff, Corey  
   Black, Mr. & Mrs. Joe – Family  
   Blessum, Lloyd – Golden Wedding  
   Bonn, Mr. & Mrs. Fred  
   Bonn, Fred – Golden Anniversary  
   Bosch, Fran – Marty Hormel  
   Boucher, Mr. & Mrs. Tony  
   Braaten, Alfred – 80th Birthday  
   Braaten, Betty Jane  
   Braaten, Gene – Family  
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   Braaten, Keith – Family  
   Brandvold, Jona – Statuette  
   Brenneman, Twila – Boy, Calvin  
   Britsch, Mr. & Mrs. Daniel  
   Bucholz, Todd  
   Burkhartsmeier, Jay – Children  
   Burkhartsmeier, Jay – Family  
   Burkhartsmeier, Mr. & Mrs. Pete  
   Carlson, Mark & Diane – Passports  
   Carlson, Scott – Tammy Awalt (Two packets) 
   Chalmers  
   Christianson, Wes – Family  
   Christopherson, Mr. & Mrs. Roy – Family – Children – Foreign students  
   Christopherson, Mrs. Roy – Mrs. North Dakota   
   Cornerstone Café  
   Cornerstone Café – copies  
   Corpus, Dr. Ed – Family  
   Corpus, Mrs. – Naturalization identification (Cousin) 
   Dance Recital  
   Duff, Clarence – Family  
   Duff, Joe – Families  
   Eagles Officers  
   Eidman, Mrs. Fred – Passports  
   Eisenzimmer, Larry – Passports  
   Ellingrud, Gene – 50th Anniversary  
   Erickson, Rick – Christy Brossart  
   Fallman, Mike  
   Ferguson, Lou – Children  
   First Lutheran Confirmants (two packets) 
   Frueh, Jim – Family  
   Geisen, Tim  
   Good, Tony – Cheryl Mears  
   Graber, Dwayne & Diane – their family  
   Graber, Mitch – Family  
   Grondahl, Mike – Family  
   Gross, Richard  
   Grossman, Daniel – ID for Post Office 
   Gunderson, Craig – Dana Arlien  
   Guss, Gerald – Lynette Cote  
   HMO – two girls – Mary Ann Kraft – Mary Schmaltz (Mrs. Joe)  
   Hagen, Marla – Passports  
   Hagen, Richard – Family  
   Harper, Darrin – Lisa Wurgler  
   Harvig, Emily  
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   Haverstrow, Roy  
   Helm, Heidi – unreadable 
   Hendrickson, Paul  
   Hendrickson, Mr. & Mrs. Richard  
   Hoffart, Mrs. Art – passports  
   Hoffart, Pete  
   Hoffart, Mr. & Mrs. Pete  
   Hornstein, Dan  
   Hornstein, Mr. & Mrs. Dan  
   Hornstein, Pete – Golden Wedding  
   Hosel, Don – Grandson  
   Humble, Audrey  
   Hutchinson, Carol  
   Hutchinson, Susan – Girl  
   Ingberg, Becky  
   Jaeger, Audrey 
   Jaeger, Mr. & Mrs. Bob & Dogs  
   Jaeger, Roger  
   Jensen, Clarence L.  
   Johnson, Glenn – Family – 40th Anniversary  
   Johnson, Gordon – Family  
   Johnson, Lyle – Family  
   Johnson, Roxanne  
   Jordon, Ron – Baby  
   Jorgenson, Laurie 
   Junior High Band  
   Kaufman, Arne 
   Kaufman, Bryce – Deanna Graber  
   Kaufman, Grace – Family  
   Kester, Mr. & Mrs. Orval 
   Kittelson, Gary – for Ken Temple  
   Kitzman, Pauline – Passports  
   Kjelstrom, Mr. & Mrs. Ted  
   Korfmacher, Christina  
   Kraft, Mrs. Geo. 
   Kraft, Patty – Engagement  
   Kramer, Jeff – Roberta Keller  
   Kuntz, Mike – Basketball  
   LaCroix, Leonard – Family  
   Larson, Clayton  
   Law, Mr. & Mrs. Ray – Passports  
   Lee, Reverend Jerry  
   Leining Family  
   Lemieux, Mr. & Mrs. Joe  
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   Lenon, Donna  
   Lensmeier, Brian  
   Lien, Fred  
   Little Flower – K & 6th grade  
   Long, Cherise  
   Loughbridge, Gary & Helen – Passports  
   Maddock Confirmants  
   Mann, Gerald – Lana Cote  
   Marchus, Kris  
   Mathews, Mr. & Mrs. Glenn  
   Mathews, Reverend Shelly  
   Meier, David  
   Merchants Bank – Christmas picture  
   Millong, Kip – Sue Miller  
   Neuman, Andrew (Judge’s son) 
   Offner, Mr. & Mrs. Dan  
   Olson, Reverend Olson  
   Parker, Mitch – I. D.  
   Phillipp, Mr. & Mrs. Geo  
   Pierson, Dennis – Family  
   Pieterick, Geo – Golden Wedding  
   Pieterick, Harry – Family  
   Pietrick, Larry  
   Pieterick, Richard – Family  
   Pigott, Steven – Julie Silhaug  
   Rand, Mr. & Mrs. Sid  
   Reiter, Allen – Family 
   Rime, Curtis  
   Rugby Gymnastics  
   Rugby Hockey – Statuettes  
   Rugby- Reunion – Class of 77  
   Ruppelius, Bill – Passports  
   St. Paul’s Confirmants  
   Saabe, Wayne  
   Scheet Sisters (Gabes sisters – nuns)  
   Schell, Pete – Family  
   Schmidt, Henry – Family  
   Schneider, Mary Ann – Engagement  
   Schoon, Mr. & Mrs. Leo  
   Schumacher, Gretchen  
   Schumacher, John  
   Science Fair  
   Sedo, Deb – Passports  
   Sedo children – Hockey suits  
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   Shaw, John Roxanne Lysne  
   Shelver, Dave  
   Simpson, Mrs. Richard –Passports  
   Sletto, Mr. & Mrs. Oscar  
   Sloughbough – Passports  
   Sloughbough, Theresa  
   Smith, Marie – Passports – Towner, N. D.  
   Soil Conservation Winner  
   Solberg, Ole – Girls – Suzann, Roxann, & Judy  
   Soria, Jerry – Passports  
   Spease, Mr & Mrs. – Passports 
   Storman, Howard  
   Strand, Mr.& Mrs. Elmer  
   Thompson, Norma & her grandchildren  
   Thorson, Nettie  
   Towner Confirmants  
   Tuchscherer, Fr. Vince  
   Van Severegen, David (Gary’s boy) 
   Vangness, Don – Boy  
   Volk, Ed – Family  
   Volk, Frank – Family  
   Volk, Mr. & Mrs. Joe – Drake, N. D.  
   Volk, LuVern – Mary Ann Schneider  
   Volk, Monica – Boy  
   Volk, Mr. & Mrs. Phillip  
   Volk, Phillip – Golden Wedding  
   Volk, Victor – Family  
   Wagar, Edith  
   Weiderader  
   Weimier, Ann – Statuette  
   Welder, Dana – Passports  
   Wolford Confirmants  
   Yoder, Karen  
   Yoeder, Darwin – Family  
   Yoeder, Marci  
   Zacher, Jim – I D – Balta, N. D.  
   Zavada, Larry – Family 
  1988— 
   Axwig, Ken – Passports  
   Bader, Mr. & Mrs. Dale – Family  
   Belgard – Family  
   Bennett, Mr. & Mrs. Gaylord – Passports – Belcourt, N. D.  
   Berg, Carol – Towner, N. D.  
   Berg, J. – Wrestling  
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   Brown, Corey  
   Carlson, Mark – Lion’s cabinet  
   Corpus, Dr. & Mrs. & Son, Ed – Passports  
   Duchscher, Mr. & Mrs. Keith – Passports  
   Fjellinger – Girl – Junior  
   Fox, Ken – Velva, N. D.  
   Fritel, Joe  
   Geisenger, John  
   Graber, Rachel  
   Green, Dave – Family  
   Grorud, Mrs.  
   Heitsch 
   Helmuth, Keith  
   Hepper, Shawn – Passports  
   Hersey, Roger – Family  
   Hersrud, Martin  
   Hillman, Craig – Engagement  
   Hockey Statuette  
   Hockstetler, Julie  
   Hoffman, Mrs. Judy (1990) 
   Humble, Marjoire – Passports  
   Jaeger, Doug  
   Jaycees – Awards Banquet  
   Johnson, Mr. & Mrs. Norris & son – Passports  
   Johnston, Mike – Engagement  
   Kaufman, Leon  
   Keplin, Deb – Indian family  
   Ketterling, Dr.  
   Krentz, Mike – Football & basketball statuettes  
   La Pole, Norman  
   Laframboise, Willie  
   Lindseth, Chuck & Dorry – Passports  
   Lion’s Club –Two faces  
   Maddock Confirmants  
   Malesworth, Dr. John  
   Mattern, Mr. & Mrs. Pete  
   McAtee, Cherry 
   McIntyre, Dr. – Family  
   McIntyre, Dr. – Passports  
   Mears, Todd  
   Mettler, Harley  
   Miltenberger, Walt 
   Moeller, Mrs. Tom – Junior – Passports  
   Neuman, Andrew 
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   Niewochner, Marilyn – two packets  
   Norheim, Adeline & sister – Passports  
   Nybo, David – Engagement  
   Olson, Helen 
   Orvick, Jannie Rae  – Engagement  
   Parker, Bill – Family  
   Peiler, Mrs. – Oxen  
   Pfeifer, Ray – Family  
   Rademaker – Cheerleader statuette  
   Raher, Rose – Family  
   Repnow, Chuck – Jan Thompson  
   Richter, Dan – Bay – Passports  
   Rothchild, Mr. & Mrs. Dwight  
   Rothchild, Dwight – 40th Anniversary  
   Sayler, Clarence – Audrey Wirtz  
   Scheel, Mr. & Mrs. Larry  
   Schneibel, Monte – Eagles  
   Science Fair  
   Sharp, Rebecca – Three packets  
   Sharp, Ken – Family  
   Smith, Barry 
   Smith, Scott 
   Smith, Tim – Passports  
   Suell, Lisa – Passports  
   Turner, Curt – Anita Harrison  
   Voeller, John – Family  
   Volk, Cheryl – Engagement  
   Volk, Mrs. Clem  
   Ziegler 
    
 
Rugby High School Activities Series 
 
R1  Rugby, N.D. high school king & queen 1949 (11) 
R2  Rugby, N.D. football team 1949 (21) 
R3  Rugby, N.D. activity pictures 1950 (56) 
R4  Rugby, N.D. prom 1950 (8) 
R5  Rugby, N.D. high school king & queen 1950 (12) 
R6  Rugby, N.D high school football team 1950 (26) 
R7  Rugby, N.D. activities pictures 1951-1952 (115) 
R8  Rugby, N.D. minstrel show 1951 (20) 
R9  Rugby, N.D. activities pictures 1952-1953 (72) 
R10  Rugby, N.D. football 1952 (25) 
R11  Rugby, N.D. activities 1953-1954 (107) 
R12  Rugby, N.D. football 1953 (27) 
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R13  Rugby, N.D. high school Christmas concert 1954 (1) 
R14  Rugby, N.D. basketball 1954 (17) 
R15  Rugby, N.D. activities 1954-1955 (108) 
R16  Rugby, N.D. minstrel show 1955 (1) 
R17  Rugby, N.D. activities 1956 (162) & packet of names  
R18  Rugby, N.D. upper grade school operetta 1956 (6) 
R19  Rugby, N.D. grade school Christmas program 1956? (12) & 1 letter 
R20   Rugby, N.D. Christmas Pageant 1956 (7) 
R21  Rugby, N.D. high school activities pictures 1956-1957 (205) 
R22  Rugby, N.D. grade operetta Spring 1957 (22) 
R23  Rugby, N.D. activities 1957-1958 (98) & 1 print 
R24  Rugby, N.D. activities 1957-1958 (127) 
R25  Rugby, N.D. Juniors 1957-1958 (78) 
R26  Rugby, N.D. grade school Christmas program 1957 (20) 
R27  Rugby, N.D. grade school operetta Jack and the Beanstock 1958 (14)  
R28  Rugby, N.D. yearbook 1958-1959 (212) & 2 prints & papers 
1-2 Music yearbooks 
3     Cheerleaders 
4-7 Athletics  
8     Graduation  
9-10 Arts/Music 
11    Miscellaneous 
12    Student Organizations  
13-17 Student Life 
18    prints & papers 
R29  Rugby, N.D. yearbook 1959-1960 (415) 
   1-5 1st Chair Musicians  
                      6     Papers/Dates 
   7     59’ Christmas program 
   8-16 Athletics 
   17-18 Band/Choir 
   19-21 Plays/Dances 
   22-25 Student Organizations  
   26-30 Miscellaneous  
    31-33 Student Life  
   34-35 Graduation 
   36   8mm 
R30  Rugby, N.D. composite 1960 (1)  
R31  Rugby, N.D. grade school Christmas program 1960 (7) 
R32  Rugby, N.D. Juniors 1961 (81) 
R33  Rugby, N.D. Senior class of 1972 (119) & 49 proofs 
R34  Rugby, N.D. Senior class of 1980-1981 (234) & 199 proofs 
1-2 Boys & Girls Track & field  
3   Wrestlers 





11-12 Homecoming  
13-14 pom-pom 
15  Athletics miscellaneous  
16  Miscellaneous 
 
R35   Rugby, N.D. Junior High band 1986 (6) & 6 prints 
R36  Rugby, N.D. school pictures for Fargo Forum (undated) (6) 
R37  Rugby, N.D. grade school Christmas program (undated) (19) 
R38  Rugby, N.D. Hansel & Gretel Operetta (undated) (9) & 3 prints 
R39  Rugby, N.D. Snow White Operetta (undated) (13) 
  Miscellaneous Events— 
   Torrison file 
R40-1    -1952 (13) 
R40-2    -1953 (9) 
R40-3    -1954 (3) 
R40-4    -1955 (2) 
R40-5    -1956 (7) 
R40-6    -1957 (7) 
R40-7    -1958 (13) 
R40-8    -1959 (6) 
R40-9    -1961 (7) 
R40-10    -1962 (8) 
R41    -Hans Allickson & Maren Torrison weeding (31) 
R42    - First Lutheran Choir (3) 
R43    - Ruth Torrison (7) 
R44    -Miscellaneous loose negatives (74) & 1 print 
   Removed due to deterioration 
    H. S. King and Queen 1948 
    Rugby Basketball 1953 & Football - 1954 
 
  High School (Non-Rugby) Activities Series, 1950s-1960s 
 
H1  Anamoose, N.D. basketball team 1952-1953 (21) 
H2  Anamoose, N.D. basketball team 1954 (4) 
H3  Arthur, N.D. basketball team 1953 (11) 
H4  Balta, N.D. pictures for yearbook (10) 
H5  Barton, N.D. basketball 1952 (9) 
H6  Barton, N.D. basketball, Kramer-Willow City – Antler (7) 
H7  Bottineau, N.D. activities pictures 1951 (15) 
H8  Bottineau, N.D. basketball 1951 (25) 
H9  Bottineau, N.D. polio victim in school 1951 (3) 
H10  Bottineau, N.D. composite and activities 1952 (16) 
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H11       Bottineau, N.D. composite and activities 1953 (29) 
H12  Bottineau, N.D. basketball 1953 (16) 
H13  Bottineau, N.D. composite and activities 1954 (53) 
H14  Bottineau, N.D. composite and activities 1955-1956 (48) 
H15  Bottineau, N.D. composite and activities 1956-1957 (83) 
H16  Bottineau, N.D. composite and activities 1957-1958 (121) 
H17  Bottineau, N.D. - North Dakota School of Forestry, activities & individuals 1957 (194) 
H18  Bottineau, N.D. - North Dakota School of Forestry, activities & individuals 1958 (199) 
H19  Bottineau, N.D. – 1956 (86) & 84 proofs 
H20  Bottineau, N.D. – Seniors 1957 (68) & 67 proofs 
H21  Bottineau, N.D. – Seniors 1957 -1958 & others (94) & 93 proofs 
H22  Bottineau, N.D. – 1958 (134) & 129 proofs 
H23  Fillmore, N.D. basketball (4) 
H24  Hatton, N.D. basketball 1953 (11) 
H25  Knox, N.D. basketball 1952 (6) 
H26  Knox, N.D. basketball (undated) (1) 
H27  Minnewaukan, N.D. composite and activities 1961 (17) 
H28  Minnewaukan, N.D. composite and activities 1962 (18) 
H29  Minot, N.D. high school basketball team 1953 (14) 
H30  Rolette, N.D. basketball – 1953 (1) 
H31  Rolette, N.D. – senior pictures 1976 (64) & 64 proofs & 35 prints 
H32  Rolette, N.D. – senior pictures 1977(44) & 48 proofs 
H33  St. Johns, N.D. activities and composite 1952 (19) 
H34  St. Johns, N.D. composite 1953 (2) 
H35  Towner, N.D. activities 1954 (50) 
H36  Upham, N.D. basketball 1953 (14) 
H37  Upham, N.D. basketball 1954 (2) 
H38  Upham, N.D. activities 1962 (17) 
H39  Willow City, N.D. basketball 1952 (11) 
H40  Willow City, N.D. – senior portraits, 1976, 1977, 1978 (98) & 95 proofs & 1 print 
H41  Willow City, N.D. – senior portraits 1980 (51) & 57 proofs & 2 prints 
H42  Wolford, N.D. activities 1951 (19) 
H43  Wolford, N.D. activities 1952 (30) 
H44  Wolford, N.D. activities & composite 1953 (49) 
H45  Wolford, N.D. activities 1954 (44) 
H46  Wolford, N.D. activities 1955 (21) 
H47  Wolford, N.D. activities 1956 (27) 
H48  Wolford, N.D. activities 1957 (27) 
H49  Wolford, N.D. activities 1958 (31) 
H50  Wolford, N.D. composite 1960 (1) 
H51  Wolford, N.D. activities 1962 (50) 
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  Removed due to deterioration 
   Bottineau Activities 1955 
   
 
    
   High School Seniors, 1950s Series 
 
S1   Aamoth, Verland (1952) (4) & 1 proof 
S2   Allickson, Bonnie (4) & 1 proof 
S3   Anderson, Felice (1953) (4) & 1 proof 
S4   Anderson, Nellie (1952) (4) 
S5   Anderson, Roger (1951) (4) 
S6   Arlien, Raymond (1952) (4)  
S7   Arneson, Dona? (1952) (4)  
S8   Arnold, Ruth (1951) (4) 
S9   Aubol, Barry (1952) (4) 
S10   Augustine, Don (1952) (5) 
S11   Aus, Melford (1952) (4) & 1 proof 
S12   Barthel?, Mr. (likely not high school graduate) (4) 
S13   Barthel, Mrs. (likely not high school graduate) (4) 
S14   Batema, Clara (4) & 1 proof 
S15   Beck, Barbara (4) 
S16   Bell, Donna (1952) (6) 
S17   Bennett, George (1951) (4) & 1 proof 
S18   Berdahl, Gilbert (1952) (4) 
S19   Berdahl, Wanda (1951) (6) 
S20   Bickler, Donna Lou (1952) (4) 
S21   Bickler, Delores (12) 
S22   Bickler, Leona (6) 
S23   Blekeberg, Lois (1953) (4) & 1 proof 
S24   Blessum, Arlen (1952) (4) 
S25   Bowersox, Gloria (1953) (4) 
S26   Bowersox, Joan (1952) (4) 
S27   Bowersox, Pat (1950) (8) 
S28   Braaten, Colleen (1951) (4) 
S29   Braaten, LeRoy (1951) (4) 
S30   Braaten, Lila (1951) (4) 
S31   Braaten, Lola and Lois (1951) (8) 
S32   Braaten, Marchetta (1952) (4) 
S33   Brandt, Beverly (1951) (6) 
S34   Buchl, Robert (4) 
S35   Buchl, Winiefred (1952) (8) 
S36   Buchl, Winnie (‘yr. book) (1952) (4) 
S37   Buck, Dorothy (4) 
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S38   Bucklin, Donna Lou (6) & 1 proof 
S39   Burgard, James (1951) (4) 
S40   Burrow, Floyd (1951) (4) 
S41   Buchl?, Margerite (1951) (6) & 1 proof 
S42   Bush, Betty (1952) (4) & 1 proof 
S43   Costello, Francis (1952) (4) 
S44   Crawford, Jeanne (1952) (4) & 1 proof 
S45    Dahl, Margret (1952) (4) & 1 proof 
S46   Detling, Kenneth (1953) (4) & 1 proof 
S47   Dokken, Gordon (1952) (4) & 1 proof 
S48   Dokken, Wayne (1954) (4) & 1 proof 
S49   Duchscher, Gus (1952) (10 & 1 proof 
S50   Ellingson, Evelyn (4) & 1 proof 
S51   Ellsworth, Loretta (1952) (4) & 1 proof 
S52   Ellsworth, Ruth (1952) (4) & 1 proof 
S53   Elverude, Marian (1951) (6) 
S54   Erickson, Duane (1951) (4) 
S55   Erickson, Gerald (1953) (5) & 1 proof 
S56   Evans, James (2) 
S57   Fay, Saddie (1951) (4) 
S58   Fay, Marjorie (1952) (4) & 1 proof 
S59   Fettig, James (4) & 1 proof 
S60   Fleck, Loraine (6) 
S61   Fedje, Mylan (1952) (4) 
S62   Gault, Lois (1951) (4) 
S63   Golvin, Roselle (4) & 1 proof 
S64   Grieg, Maureen (1951) (4) & 1 proof 
S65   Gross, Delores (1951) (4) 
S66   Gross, Mary Ann (1952) (4) & 1 proof 
S67   Gross, Rita (4) & 1 proof 
S68   Grove, Arche (1951) (4)  
S69   Grove, Arlan (4) 
S70   Grove, Delmer (1951) (4) 
S71   Gula?, Jeff (8) 
S72   Halverson, Mary Lou (2) 
S73   Hannis?, Blaine (4) & 1 proof 
S74   Hannis?, Dale (1951) (6) & 1 proof 
S75   Harmel, Helen (4) 
S76   Harmel, Julian (6) 
S77   Harmel, Marlys (8) 
S78   Harmel, Roland (4) & 1 proof 
S79   Haverstraw, Alice (1951) (5) 
S80   Haverstraw, Raymond (1952) (10) & 1 proof 
S81   Heidlebaugh, Duane (1951) (6) 
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S82   Heidlebaugh, Eldon (1951) (6) 
S83   Heidlebaugh, Gary (1952) (4) 
S84   Hersey, Roger (1951) (8) 
S85   Hiller, Norma (6) 
S86   Hilzendager, Beverly (1954) (4) & 1 proof 
S87   Hoffart, Jerome (6) & 1 proof 
S88   Hoffart, Roy (4) 
S89   Holm, Richard (1951) (4) 
S90   Homelter?, Shirley (8) & 1 proof 
S91   Hornstien, Barbara (1952) (10) & 2 proofs 
S92   Horswill, Joyce (4) 
S93   Hostad?, Mrs. (4) 
S94   Humble, Alice (4) 
S95   Jacobson, Ardis (4) 
S96   Jaeger, Arline (1953) (4) & 1 proof  
S97   Jaeger, Adeline (4) & 1 proof 
S98   Jemtrud, Arlene (1953) (4) & 1 proof 
S99   Jelsing, Arlen (4) 
S100   Jelsing, Javonne (1953) (4) & 1 proof 
S101   Jelsing, Joyce (1951) (6) & 1 proof 
S102   Johnson, Hazel (4) 
S103   Johnson, Warner (1952) (5) & 1 proof 
S104   Keppler, Don (1952) (4) 
S105   Kittleson, Clifford (1951) (4) 
S106   Kjelstrom, Adeline (1951) (6) 
S107   Kjelstrom, Vernon (4) & 1 proof 
S108   Kjetlien, Lyla (3) & 1 proof 
S109   Koble, Adam (4) & 1 proof 
S110   Koenig, George (1951) (4) 
S111   Kraft, Beatrice (4) 
S112   Kraft, Evonne (4) & 1 proof 
S113   Kraft, Genevieve (1950) (4) & 1 proof 
S114   Kuntz, Angela (4) & 1 proof 
S115   Kuntz, Larry (4) 
S116   Kuntz, Leanore (4) & 1 proof 
S117   Lee, Jayne (1951) (4) 
S118   Lindberg, Corine (1951) (16) 
S119   Lindelien, Lyman (1951) (6) 
S120   Lunde, Clo (1952) (4) 
S121   Lysne, Gerald (1951) (8)  
S122   Mattern, Joyce (4) 
S123   Meyer, Jerry (1951) (6) 
S124   Miller, Darlene (4) & 1 proof 
S125   Moffatt, Marjorie (1951) (6) 
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S126   Monson, Jack (1953) (4) 
S127   Morrow, Bonnie (4) 
S128   Morrow, Lyle (4) 
S129   Naumen, Dennis (1952) (4) 
S130   Naumen, Pat (8) 
S131   Naumen, Patricia (6) & 1 proof 
S132   Norby, Donna (1952) (4) & 1 proof 
S133   Offner, Marvin (1952) (4) & 1 proof 
S134   Olavason, Richard (1951) (4) & 1 proof 
S135   Olstad, Marvin (1952) (4) & 1 proof 
S136   Ostrem, Vivian (1951) (4) 
S137   Ostrem, Waldron (1951)(4) 
S138   Paul, Howard (1951) (6) 
S139   Paulson, Doreen (1950) (6) 
S140   Paulson, Eileen (1951) (4) 
S141   Peterson, Alvina (1953) (6) 
S142   Peterson, Beverly (4) &1 proof 
S143   Peterson, Fern (1953) (4) & 1 proof 
S144   Peterson, Mila (1951) (4) 
S145   Quinn, Phyllis (4) 
S146   Razook, Dick (1952) (5) 
S147   Razook, George (1951)(4) &1 proof 
S148   Romfro, Curtis (1953) (4) & 1 proof 
S149   Romine, Perry (1951) (4) 
S150   Romine, Rodney (1951) (6) 
S151   Romine, Shirley (1952) (6) 
S152   Rudolph, Walter (1952) (10) &1 proof 
S153   Sather, Opal (1951) (2) 
S154   Schmaltz, Joe (1951) (4) 
S155   Schmaltz, Philip (4) 
S156   Schmaltz, Richard (1952) (4) 
S157   Schmidt, Kenneth (4) 
S158   Schmidt, Roseana (6)  
S159   Seel, Geraldine (1951) (4) 
S160   Selenski, Ed (4) & 1 proof 
S161   Selland, Boyd (1950) (4) 
S162   Solem, Bernice (4) & 1proof 
S163   Spillum, Douglas (1951) (4) & 1 proof 
S164   Spillum, Galen (1951) (4) 
S165   Spillum, Ray (4) & 1 proof 
S166   Steward, Miss (4) 
S167   Stoll, Bill (2) 
S168   Stoll, Nettie (4) 
S169   Sveum, Lyle (1951) (4) & 1 proof 
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S170   Tarvestad, Arlvi (1953) (4) & 1 proof 
S171   Tarvestad, Jackie (1952) (4) & 1 proof 
S172   Teigen, Edna (4) & 1 proof 
S173   Teigen, John (4) 
S174   Thompson, Arden (1951) (4)  
S175   Thompson, Sylvia (1952) (10) & 1 proof 
S176   Thorsteinson, Mava (1953) (4) & 1 proof 
S177   Tofte, Joyce (1951) (6) 
S178   Torgerson, Gary (1952) (2) & 1 proof 
S179   Torgerson, James (4) & 1 proof 
S180   Tuff, Vivian (1951) (6) 
S181   Tyrone, Calmer (4) & 1 proof 
S182   Voeller, Leonard (1951) (4) 
S183   Volk, Delores (6) 
S184   Volk, Dorothy (4) & 1 proof 
S185   Volk, Julia (1951) (6) 
S186   Waite, Joyce (1951) (8) & 1 proof 
S187   Welch, Jeanne (4) 
S188   Wentz, Leonard (1951) (4) & 1 proof 
S189   Wentz, Phyllis (6) 
S190   Wentz, Rose (4) & 1 proof 
S191   Westgard, Janice (1953) (4) & 1 proof 
S192   Whilte, Elwin (4) 
S193   Williams, Gladys (1950) (6) 
S194   Yoder, Edwin (2) 
S195   Yoder, Shirley (4) 
 
   Copy Negatives Series 
 
C1   Ackerson, Marylin (4) & 4 prints 
C2   Aitkin, John, Mrs. (1) 
C3   Albright, Judie (1) 
C4   Albright, Mark (1) 
C5   Allickson (8) & 10 prints 
C6   Amon, Otto (3) 
C7   Amundson, Rolla, N.D. (1) 
C8   Anderson, Howard, Mrs. (1) 
C9   Anderson, James, Mrs. (3) 
C10   Anderson, John E. (1) 
C11   Anderson, Warren, Leeds, N.D. (1) 
C12   Anfinson, Sherman (4) & 1 print 
C13   Anklane (1) 
C14   Anklan, Don (1) 
C15   Argabright, Brian (2) & 1 print 
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C16   Armstrong, Dave (2) & 1 print 
C17   Armstrong, Eva (2)  
C18   Armstrong, Eva – Copy Mr. Armstrong (1) print 
C19   Armstrong, Glenn, Mrs. (6) & 14 prints 
C20   Armstrong, Rosemarie, Willow City, N.D. (1) & 2 prints 
C21   Arvidson, Mari (1) & 1 print 
C22   Atkinson, Willow City, N.D. (2) 
C23   Auka, Charles, Bisbee, N.D. (1) & 2 prints 
C24   Austin, Raleigh (1) 
C25   Axtman, Andy (1) 
C26   Axtman, Ed, Mrs. (8) & 1 print 
C475   Axtman, Fred (4) 
C27   Axtman, John S. (1) 
C28   Axtman, John S. – Wedding shots (color) (39) & 1 print 
C29   Axtman, Pius (2) 
C30   Axtman, Wayne (3) & 1 print 
C31   Bachmeier, Joe (1) & 2 prints 
C32   Bachmeier, Joe P. (3) 
C33   Badrau ?, Sophie (3)  
C34   Badrau ?, Sophie (3)  
C35   Bahl, Andrew (1) 
C36   Baillie, Dan (1) 
C37   Bal, Harold, Mrs. (1) 
C38   Bal, Sid (1) 
C39   Bantry, Hillman (1) 
C40   Barbat (3) 
C41   Barnes, Lois (9) & 3 prints 
C42   Barnes, Lois – Sand_en (1) & 1 print 
C43   Barstad, Jerry, 1968 (color) (1) 
C44   Barth, Mrs. (4) 
C45   Bartsch, Al, Mr. & Mrs. – Wedding picture (2) & 1 print 
C46   Batema (1) 
C47   Batema, Mr. – Farmstead (includes prints) (3) & 2 prints 
C48   Bauer, Fred, Mrs. (2) 
C49   Baustad, Roy (3) 
C50   Baustad, Roy – His parents family picture (1) & 2 prints 
C414   Beaver, Lorrain (2) 
C51   Benube ?, Lionel – Wedding picture (1) 
C52   Bercier, Rita (4) & 3 prints 
C53   Berg, Minnie (1) & 3 prints 
C415   Berg, Mrs. Ralph (2) 
C54   Berge, Floyd, Cando, N.D. (1) 
C55   Bergegaard, Kenneth, Maddock, N.D. (1) & 1 letter 
C56   Bertsch, Stanley, Towner, N.D. (1) & 1 print 
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C57   Best, Lloyd, Mrs., Wahpeton, n.D. – Maruchecks ? family (2) & 2 prints, 1 letter 
C58   Bethany Church – Copies of confirmation classes for their 100th anniv. (38) 
C59   Bethke (5) 
C60   Bickler, Helen (7) & 1 print  
C61   Bickler, Wendel, Mrs. (2) & 6 prints 
C62   Bieberdorf, Ernie (Mrs. Bill) (4) 
C63   Bieberdorf, Ernest (1) 
C64   Bisbee, N.D. Curling crew (1) 
C65   Bischoff, Don (3) & 3 prints 
C66   Bischoff, Don – Copy of wife (1) & 1 print 
C67   Bischoff, George (2) & 4 prints 
C68   Bischoff, Gertie (4) & 3 prints 
C69   Bischoff, Richard – Aerial of farmstead (1) & 1 print 
C70   Bjorke – Man in military uniform (1) 
C71   Black, Joe (1) 
C72   Black, Joe, Towner, N.D. (3) 
C73   Blegen, Palma (2) & 2 prints 
C74   Blessum (2) & 1 letter 
C75   Blessum, Richard, Mrs. (10) & 6 prints, 1 large print 
C416   Blessum, Viola (1) 
C76   Boardman, Harold (1) & 2 prints 
C77   Boardman, Harold (2) 
C417   Boe, Vanessa (1) 
C418   Bonn, Janice (1) 
C78   Bonn, Fred, Mrs. (2) 
C79   Booth, Ray, Perth, N.D. (1) & 1 print 
C80   Bosley, Fairy (2) 
C81   Bosley, Walt (1) 
C82   Bradley, Sam (1) & 2 prints 
C83   Braaten, Alfred (5) 
C84   Braaten, Elmer – Alfred Braaten’s parents (2) 
C85   Braaten, Luther (1) 
C86   Braaten, Luther – For Catherine (3) 
C87   Bratlee, Agnes, Leeds, N.D. – Minnie-H, buffalo bones, homestead (7) & 3 prints 
C88   Brehmer, Jack, Mrs. (1) 
C89   Britsch, Glenn (4) & 2 prints 
C90   Broderick, Mrs., Rock Lake, N.D. (12) & 12 prints, 1 letter 
C91   Broderick – D--- - Young couple by automobile (1) & 1 print 
C92   Broe, Gerald (1) 
C419   Broe, Vanessa (1) 
C93   Brossart, Frank (4) & 1 print 
C94   Brossart, Frank, Barton, N.D. – His parents (8) & 4 prints 
C95   Brossart, Jack (2) 
C96   Brossart, John, Mrs., Towner, N.D. (3) & 1 print 
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C97   Brossart, Mrs. – Boy killed in train accident (1) 
C98   Bryant, C. M. (3) 
C420   Bryn (1) 
C99   Bryn, Mrs. – Berwick confirmation (1) 
C100   Bryn, Milo – Also Ole Bryn (4) & 2 prints, 1 letter 
C101   Bucher, Jim (4) & 5 prints 
C102   Buck, Henry, 1976 (6) & 3 prints 
C421   Bugard, Tom (1) 
C103   Burgaard (1) & 3 prints 
C104   Burgard, Eusabius – Copy of wedding picture (1) & 1 print 
C105   Burke, Henry (3) 
C422   Burley, N.D. (2) 
C106   Burley, Bernard (5) 
C107   Burns, Howard (2) 
C108   Burr, Judge – copy for Ray Friedericks (1) 
C109   Burvill, Adah, Towner, N.D. (3) & 7 prints 
C110   Busch, Floyd (1) 
C111   Bush, Mr. & Mrs. (1) 
C112   Busch, Kathryn, Mrs. (2) & 1 print 
C113   Bye, Pete, Mrs. (7) & 1 print 
C114   Cando Lutheran – Confirmation classes (34) 
C423   Carlson (1) 
C115   Carlson, Art (4) & 4 prints 
C116   Carlson, Mark (3) 
C117   Carpenter, Mabel (3) 
C424   Cassavant (5) 
C118   Cassavant, Stan (1) 
C119   Chalmers, Bette (4) 
C120   Chicago Bears, 1930 (3) 
C121   Christianson, Wes (1) 
C122   Christopherson, Nettie (1) & 1 print 
C123   Christopherson, Violet & Morris (8) & 6 prints 
C124   Clark, Signe, Rolla, N.D. (1) 
C125   Cobler, Elizabeth, Rolette, N.D. (4) & 3 prints 
C126   Corpus, Dr. (4) 
C127   Cory, Gladys – Diane Hillman’s aunt (1) & 2 prints 
C128   Dahl, Clara (5) & 4 prints 
C129   Damden, Arne, Mrs. (4) & 5 prints 
C130   Deeter, Esther (3) 
C131   Degenstien, Leo (1) 
C132   Dewitz, Deb – Wedding portrait (1) & 1 print 
C133   Duchscher, Jim (8) & 6 prints 
C134   Duchscher, Jim (1) 
C135   Duchscher, John (2) & 4 prints 
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C136   Dunham, Orlando (4) 
C137   Dunderland, Dunseith, N.D. (1) 
C138   Ebach, Clara (9) & 8 prints 
C139   Ebach, Mary (6) & 3 prints 
C140   Eberle (1)  
C141   Eberle (1) 
C142   Edwards, Albert (1) 
C143   Eidman, Fred(4) & 6 prints 
C144   Ellingson, E. M. ‘Red’ – Bisbee, N.D. Basketball team (1) & 1 print 
C145   Ellingson, Inez (8) & 3 prints 
C146   Ellingson, Joyce (1) 
C147   Engler, Ottis (1) 
C148   Enger, L. A. – Church who they named Churchs Ferry after, 1967 (1) 
C149   Erickson, Bill (9) 
C150   Erickson, Duane, Mrs. Signe (3) 
C151   Erickson, Henry, Maddock, N.D. (1) & 2 prints 
C152   Espe (3) 
C153   Espeseth, Myron, Mrs. (17) 11 prints 
C154   Fagerlund, Ted, Mrs. (2)  
C155   Fay, Gunda (1) & 1 print 
C156   Fedje, Howard – Copy for Christmas card (1) & 1 print 
C157   Fichter, G., Rolette, N.D. – Threshing machine (1) 
C158   Fiekelborn, Clarissa (2) 
C159   Fjellinger, Ray, Mrs. (4) & 6 prints 
C160   Fjellinger, Thelma (21) & 15 prints 
C161   Fluvig, Henry, Mrs. (1) 
C162   Follman, Wanda (3) 7 3 prints 
C163   Fosness, Alida (3) & 5 prints 
C164   Fosness, Leonard, Mrs. (4) & 3 prints 
C165   Foss, Alfred (11) & 4 prints 
C166   Fox, Harvey – Man seated in buggy on farmstead (2) 
C167   Fylling, Norman, Mrs. (1) & 3 prints 
C435   Fragodt, Harold (2) 
C168   Gebur, Joe, Rock Lake, N.D. (4) & 1 print 
C169   Gebroh, Cindy (2) 
C170   Geizler, Arlon – Aerial of farm (1) 
C171   Giesinger, Nick (2) & 2 prints 
C172   Gilge, Ruda (1) 
C173   Gilge, Stanley (2) & 3 prints 
C174   Gilge, Stanley – Old log school, 1st school in Rolette dist. Vicinity (2) & 2 prints 
C175   Gorder, Mr. & Mrs. – Mrs. Underdal’s parents (2) 
C176   Granor ?, K., Mrs. (2) & 1 print 
C177   Green, Ross (3) 
C178   Green, Ross, Mrs. (5) & 2 prints 
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C179   Grider, Liston (2) 
C180   Grieg, Maurice (2) & 4 prints 
C181   Gronvald, Florence – copy of her mother (1) 
C182   Gronvald, Vic (2) & 7 prints, 1 letter 
C183   Gross, John (1) 
C184   Ground, Bredo, Mrs. (1) & 2 prints 
C185   Grove, Archie, Mrs. (1) & 1 print  
C186   Groved, Mrs., 1975 (1) & 2 prints 
C187   Gudeyahn (1) print 
C188   Gumlinger ? (6) 
C189   Gunderson, Cora (4) & 4 prints 
C190   Guss, Uriah - Family – Loren Halverson relatives (5) & 2 letters 
C191   Gustafson, Lloyd (8) 
C192   Gustafson, Ozzie (1) 
C193   Haakenson, Hazel, Bottineau, N.D. (10) & 5 prints 
C194   Hagel, Rose (3) & 2 prints 
C195   Hagen, Richard (3) 
C196   Hager, Grace (1) & 3 prints 
C197   Hager, Don (1) 
C198   Hager, Irene (2) 
C199   Hall, Alvina, 1968 (1) 
C200   Halling, Wayne (1) 
C426   Halverson (1) 
C201   Halverson, Filmore (1) 
C427   Halverson, Elizabeth Mears (1) 
C202   Halverson, Howard (1) 
C203   Halverson, Mark (1) 
C204   Haman, Clem (1) 
C205   Haman, Daffney (1) 
C206   Haman, Frank (1) 
C207   Haman, Pauline (3) 
C208   Haman, Rose (4) & 3 prints 
C209   Haman, Winona (3) 
C210   Hamby ?, Al (3) 
C211   Hanson, H. J. (1) 
C212   Harmel, Henry – Family (1) 
C213   Harper, Dallas (18) & 8 prints 
C214   Harper, Gil, Mrs. (1) 
C215   Hartzel, George – Cartoon copy (1) 
C216   Haugen, Towner, N.D., 1967 (1) 
C428   Haul, Joepee (1) 
C217   Havards, D., Mrs., Minnewaukan, N.D. (1) 
C218   Haverstraum, Walter (1) 
C219   Haverstraum, Walter (1) 
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C220   Haverstraw, Roy (65) & 31 prints 
C221   Havig, Orville (5) 
C222   Hawks, Boyd (2) 
C223   Hawks, Clem (8) & 1 print 
C224   Hawk, Dale (6) & 1 print 
C225   Hawks, Dean (5) & 3 prints 
C226   Hawks, Mrs. (1) 
C227   Hawks, Thor, 1972 (2) 
C228   Heidelbaugh, Bev (19) & 3 prints 
C229   Heidelbaugh, Duane, Mrs. (2)  
C429   Heidelbaugh, Gladys (2) 
C230   Heidelbaugh, Sylvia (1) 
C231   Heilman, Deb (4) & 4 prints 
C232   Heilman, Diane (5) & 3 prints 
C233   Heilman, Dr. (1) 
C234   Heilman, Joe (1) 
C235   Heilman, Ken (18) & 4 prints 
C236   Heintz, Christ (1) 
C430   Heitsch (1) 
C237   Held, Bart, Mrs. (10) 
C238   Held, Bart, Mrs. (1) 
C239   Held, Harvey (3) & 4 prints 
C240   Helper (1) 
C241   Hendrickson, Sharon, Rock Lake, N.D. (4) & 4 prints 
C242   Hendrickson, Terry (2) 
C243   Hill, Gabriel, Willow City, N.D. (2) 
C244   Hill, Hans, Overly, N.D. (1) & 6 prints 
C431   Hillum, Dr. (2) 
C245   Hiller (1) 
C246   Hind, Kelly (2) & 1 print 
C247   Hoffart, Martin (Copies for Mrs. Leo Hoffart) (7) & 2 prints 
C432   Hoffart, Pete (1) 
C248   Hoffner, Buckshot, Mrs. (7) & 2 prints 
C249   Hofstrand, Haron, Mrs. (2)  
C250   Holge, Rev., Harvey, N.D. (2) 
C251   Holmes, Wendell (5) & 3 prints 
C252   Holt, Allen, Hatton, N.D. (1) 
C253   Homan, Mrs. (3)  
C254   Hormel, Roland, Mrs. (1) & 2 prints 
C255   Horner (7) & 6 prints 
C256   Hornstien, Agatha (15) & 9 prints 
C257   Hornstien, Catherine (8) & 1 print 
C258   Hornstien, Florence (1) 
C259   Hornstien, Florence – copy of Pete (2) & 3 prints 
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C260   Horse show, 1974 (1)  
C261   Hosel, Anne – Mrs. Dr. Hosel, Rolla, N.D. (4) 
C262   Hovland, Tilman (25) & 20 prints 
C263   Hovland, Tilman (1) 
C433   Hovlind (4) 
C264   Howard (2) 
C265   Howard, Minnewaukan, N.D. (5) 
C266   Hubbard, Cindy (2) & 2 prints 
C267   Hutchinson, Kitty (Mrs. Dennit) (6) & 3 prints 
C268   Jacobson, Ardis – In-laws (2) 
C269   Jacobson, Ruth (3) 
C270   Jacobson, Ruth (4) & 2 prints 
C271   Johnson, Alice, Rolette, N.D. (2) & 2 prints 
C272   Johnson, Garfield (2) & 3 prints 
C273   Johnson, James, Rolette, N.D. (9) & 1print 
C434   Johnson, Lowell (2) 
C274   Johnson, O. W., Dr. (1) 
C275   Jordan, Hank (1) & 2 prints 
C276   Jurgenson, Curtis, Mrs., Leeds, N.D. (2) & 3 prints 
C277   Jurgenson, Curtis – Copy of old family (1) 
C278   Kable, Adam, Mrs. (1) & 3 prints 
C279   Keyes, Ed, 1968 (2) 
C280   Keyes, Towner, N.D., 1968 (1) 
C281   Kjelstrom – Family portrait (1) & 1 print 
C282   Kjelstrom, Adolph (2) 
C283   Klien, Jim (1) 
C284   Knox, N.D. baseball team, 1931 (1) 
C285   Knudson, Kathy (1) 
C286   Knudson, Ray, Rolette, N.D. (2) 
C287   Knudson, Ray, Rolette, N.D. (2) 
C288   Krushnietz, Lyle (2) 
C289   Kuntz, Bruno – Russian Army group and Russian discharge papers (2) & 3 prints 
C436   Kuntz, Vonda (1) 
C290   Larson, Bill, Mrs. (1) 
C291   Leas, Harold (2) 
C437   Lehman, Mrs. Jim (1) 
C292   Leining, - Barbershop interior (1) 
C293   Leining, Alice (4) & 7 prints 
C438   Lemieux (2) 
C439   Lentz, Arte (1) 
C294   Liebelt, Lauverne, Mrs. (1) & 2 prints 
C295   Lienhof ? – Minneapolis – Boy in baseball uniform and holding bat (2) 
C296   Lindberg, Mrs., Perth, N.D. – Composite (1) 
C297   Lindberg, Perth, N.D. (9) & 2 prints 
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C298   Lindberg, Elmer, Mrs., Dunseith, N.D. (2) & 2 prints 
C299   Lindseth, Archie (2) 
C300   Lunde, Lynn – For Charles Lunde in front of airplane & Ove Lunde family (2) 
C301   Lunde, Ove (2) 
C302   Lunde, Ove (2) 
C303   Lunde, Orville – Mother (1) 
C304   Lysne, Edith – Crawford family (1) 
C305   Lysne, Jim (4) & 4 prints 
C440   M., Blyhene (1) 
C306   Maddock man 
C307   Maloney, Leo 
C308   Ma_lauic ?, Selma 
C309   Manger, Don 
C310   Manger, Mrs. – Don’s mother 
C311   Mayville, N.D. Elevator (Gene Ellingsrud) 
C312   McGuire, Mike (2) 
C313   McLean, Melvin – Mrs. Lyle Hilman’s father (1) & 1 print 
C441   Mears, Don (2) 
C314   Mettler, Al, Mrs. – Don Sobey in hospital, Vietnam (1) 
C315   Miller, B. (1) 
C316   Mitzel, Christ – Family, 1968 (1) 
C317   Mitzel, Ned – Diploma copy (1) 
C318   Moe, Lula (1) 
C442   Moen, Mrs. Curt (2) 
C443   Munger, Ted (2) 
C319   Munyer family (4) 
C444   Muynger, (2) 
C320   Myhre, Oscar, Rolette, N.D. (1) 
C321   Neiwhouer ?, Dale (4) & 4 prints 
C322   Nelson, Dave, Leeds, N.D. (1) & 1 print 
C323   Nelson, Grant, 1968 (1) 
C324   Nelson, H. B. – copy for Claire Ferguson (1) 
C445   Nelson, Rolette, N.D. (1) 
C325   Nielsen, A. M., Mrs., 1968 (1) 
C326   Nielsen, Laura, 1968 (1) 
C327   Nielsen, Milt – Home place in Denmark (2) 
C328   Nielsen, Wanda (2) 
C329   Nielsen, Wanda (2) 
C330   Norsby(1) 
C331   Norsby, Ray (2) 
C446   Nybo (2) 
C332   Oksendahl, Art – His family (1) & 1 print 
C333   Olson, Adolph (2) 
C334   Omdahl, Cliff – Threshing (2) 
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C335   Parker, Bill (1) 
C336   Paulson, N---, Mrs. (1) 
C337   Paulson, Otto (2) 
C453   Pearson, Orvil (1) 
C338   Perth, N.D. composite – Bertha Henrikson (3) 
C339   Peterson, Raymond – Oscar’s family (1) & 1 print 
C454   Peterson, Easter – Towner, N.D.(1) 
C340   Pfeifer (1)  
C341   Phillipp, George – Bisbee, N.D. composite, 1934 (1) 
C342   Picler, Robert, Mrs., Leeds, N.D. (2) 
C455   Poregna of Towner (1) 
C343   Pownell, Cliff (1) 
C344   Pownell, Howard(1) 
C345   Randle, Walter (2) & 2 prints 
C346   Rassmusen, Elmer – Home guard (1) 
C347   Ritterbach, Rick, Mrs. (1) 
C447   Roher (1) 
C448   Rohrer, Cecil (1) 
C449   Rosenbou (2) 
C477   Rosenbou (2) 
C348   Rosencans (20) 
C349   Rowan, Ora (2) 
C350   Sand, Lyla – Farm aerial (2) 
C351   Sanders, Gordon (4) & 6 prints  
C474   Sattler (2) 
C352   Sattler, Mrs. (1) 
C353   Schaan, Don (1) 
C354   Schaan, Vince (1) 
C355   Schall, Joe (1) 
C356   Scheer, Wendelin (2) & 3 prints 
C450   Scheivel (1) 
C357   Schell, Larry (5) & 3 prints 
C358   Schmaltz, Tony (3) & 3 prints 
C359   Schmaltz, Tony (4) & 7 prints 
C360   Schmaltz, Pete (6) & 1 print  
C361   Schmaltz, Pete (4) 
C362   Schmidt, Orville (Argabright) (2) 
C451   School, Nick (1) 
C363   Schneider, Willie (1) & 1 print 
C364  Schuchard, Willow City, N.D. – For Judy & her sister, 
Mrs. Don Prellewitz (1) & 3 prints 
C365   Sebelius, Allan 
C366   Selland, Norman, Mrs. 
C367   Senger, Edward, Mrs. 
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C368   Shaffer, Mrs., Upham, N.D. 
C369   Shocker, Harry – Wedding group (Orthodox?) & hunting group (2) 
C370   Skaar, Edna 
C371   Skaar, Gordon – Norway picture 
C456   Solberg (2) 
C372   Spencer, Mrs. 
C457   Spillum (1) 
C373   Staubaugh, Don ? 
C374   Steen, Oscar, Mrs. 
C375   Streifel, Joe 
C376   Strong, Al – Parents 
C458   Strand, Mrs. Ed Cando, N.D. with the Speare’s (1) 
C459   Strand, Olive (1) 
C425   Stutrude, Earl (1) 
C377   Sveen ?, Archie 
C460   Syvertson, Don (1) 
C378   Syvertson, Selmer 
C379   Tank 
C380   Tank, William, Mrs. 
C461   Teigen, Mrs. Chester “Pearl” (1) 
C381   Thayer, Guy, Mrs. 
C382   Thingvold, Diane 
C383   Thompson, Alvin, Mrs. 
C462   Thompson, Lila (1) 
C384   Togstad, Reuben, Maddock, N.D. 
C385   Torgerson, Ted (3) 
C386   Troyer, Guy (1) 
C387   Tschepin, Eddie (2) & 4 prints  
C388   Tuchscherer, Gert (4) & 8 prints 
C389   Tuchscherer, Steve, 1969 (3)  
C390   Tuff, Bud (1) & 1 print 
C391   Tuff, Dennis – Mother-in-law (1) 
C392   Tufte, Elmer, Mrs. (1) & 1 print 
C393   Tukkonen (2) & 1 print 
C463   Tweet, Amfeir (10) 
C464   Underdal (2) 
C394   Vangsness, George, Mrs. (2) & 2 prints 
C395   Van Sulingen ?, Gary, Mrs. (2) & 2 prints 
C396   Vernedal, Minnie, Towner, N.D. (2) & 2 prints, 1 letter  
C397   Voeller, Bennie – Girl (1) 
C465   Voeller, Roy (2) 
C398   Voeller, Pete, Mrs. (1) 
C399   Volk, Phillip (1) 
C400   Vrem, Shan, Mrs. (1) 
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C401   Wagar – At Old folks home (1) 
C402   Walsh, Howard, Mylo, N.D. (1) & 4 prints 
C403   Wangler, Pius, Mrs. (1) & 2 prints 
C404   Washburn, Mrs. (1) & 2 prints 
C405   Westemeier, Virginia, Bisbee, N.D. (1) 
C406   Willy, Ed, Esmond, N.D. (6) & 3 prints 
C407   Winters, Dave – Farm aerial (1) 
C452   Wenze, Pat (2) 
C408   Wolf, Alex, Mr. & Mrs. (3) & 2 prints 
C409   Wurgler, Al, Mrs. (2) & 3 prints 
C410   Yoeler, Mose – Farm aerial (1) 
C411   Unidentified (5) & 2 prints 
C478   Unidentified old woman (1) & 1 proof 
C412   Unidentified prints (10) & 2 prints 
C413   Unidentified babies (1) 
C479   Unidentified falmiy pohots (4) 
C480   Unidentified old man (1) 
C481   Three little girls all in same dress (1) 
C482   Old Woman (2) 
C483   Middle age woman (2) 
C484   Man & woman (1) 
C485   Woman and two boys posed (2) 
C486   Family portrait Mother, daughter, and two boys (2) 
C487   Young Lady (1) 
C488   Farm equipment (2) 
C489   Young girl (1) 
C490   Woman (1) 
C491   Young girl (1) 
C492   Boy & Girl portrait (2) 
C493   Church group (1) 
C494   Farm stead (1) 
C495   Three brothers and one sister under Christmas tree in matching pajamas (1) & 1 
proof 
C496   Weeding Portrait (2) 
C497   Family Photo at Weeding? (1) 
C498   Church Relif (1) 
C499   Baby Girl (5) 




  Topical Series 
 
  Accidents— 
T1   1966, Aug (Scenes of Highway 2 & 3 for Wesley Nyholm, Minneapolis) (4) 
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T2   1967, Nov. 19 (Lashkowitz & Gackle – Mars-Sand accident (10) 
T3   Law 1972 (B. Bossart boy on bicycle near Knox, N.D.; Hauk truck near Knox;  
    fire truck at John Deere, Jan. 14, 1972; Tuchscher accident on north side) 
    (34) 
T4   1973 accidents (Streifel accident, Buffalo Lake, May 10, 1973; Streifel M____  
    accident, Balta dam, July 4, 1973; Austin accident, July 1973) (18) 
T5   Electrical accident scene on Highway 3, 12 miles so., Ruby, May 2, 1958 (4) 
T6   Harmel – Axtman accident (gould) for Glenn Fleck 
T221   Highway 2 and 3 accident, for K.S. Peterson, 1960 
 Miscellaneous scenes— 
T225   Aircraft Vapor trails (1) & 1 print 
T7   Bjorke car for Hartl 
T8   Burchill-Heath Accident, Highway 3, north of Rugby 
T9   Creamery truck accident west of Rugby, Oct. 14, 1968 
T10   Patterson Texaco Service Station (accident related?) (1) 
T221   Palda, Palda, Peterson & Anderson (Minot, N.D.), 1960 – ‘U.S. Highway 2 & 3  
    for K.S. Peterson, 1960’ 
T11   Smith Accident, 1960 (Pictures of tracks open, wrecked cars for Farmers Union  
    Ins.) (1) 
T222   Traynor & Traynor (Devils Lake, N.D.), 1971 – ‘Intersection north of Lloyd  
   Blessum farm’ 
  Animals— 
T12   John Axtman & Glenn Matthews cattle (20) 
T13   Daniel Schaan turkeys, 1961 (4) 
  A.S.C. 
T14   1958 (4) 
T15   1959 award (4) 
T16  Austin, G. U. – Parade floats (4) 
T17  Barton, N.D. - Great Northern railroad crossing, Feb. 19, 1962 (9) 
T18  Bell Telephone Building, 1959 (4) 
  Bethany Lutheran Church, Rugby, N.D. 
T19   Congregation seated in sanctuary, 1963 (3) 
T20   Sunday School (7) 
  Bottineau, N.D.— 
T21   Basketball players & cheerleaders, 1959 (16) 
T21a   Dairy Queen – Paul Fedje (2) 
  Boy Scouts— 
T22   Boy Scout week, 1960 (pro deo to Bruce Anderson, court of honor) (11) 
T23   Eagle Court of Honor, 1959 (2) 
  Cadet Band (Rugby, N.D.) — 
T24   1960 (1) 
T25   1961 (1) 
T26   1963 (1) 
  Churches— 
   Balta, N.D.— Our Lady of Mt. Carmel Catholic Church 
T27    Interior (14, color) 
T28    Shrines, outside and Christmas crib (7, color) 
T29   Bethany Lutheran Church, Rugby (20 color negs., 23 prints) 
T30   Bethany Lutheran Church Windows (2) 
T31   Bethany Lutheran Church – Exterior (1) 
T32   Bisbee Lutheran Church, 1977 exterior, interior, altar (4, color) 
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T33   Brethren Church - Group for Walter Randle (10 negs., 3 prints) 
T34   Brethren Church and horse & buggies (copy of old image) (1) 
   Church and pastoral scene, July 1977 (2 color negs. & prints) 
T36   Crossroads range (7 color negs. & 15 prints) 
T37   Dunseith, N.D. – Indian Church on Aug. 5, east of Dunseith (1) 
T38   Dunseith Lutheran – Exterior (1) 
   First Lutheran Church – 
T39    Easter cross, 1978 (8 color negs. & 3 prints) 
T39a    Kindergarten (4) 
T39b    Kindergarten graduates (2) 
T39c    Confirmands (20 color & prints) 
T40   Fulda Church (Janet Mugler wedding, 1978) (1 color) 
T41   Grace Lutheran Church, Bottineau, N.D. (3 color neg. & 3 prints) 
T42   Harlow Church (3 color negs. & 3 prints) 
T43   Knox Church (3 color negs. & prints) 
T44   Little Flower Catholic Church, Rugby (Easter 1976, Christmas 1976,  
    Exterior 1977) (64 color negs. & prints) 
T45   Lutheran Church exterior, Wolford, N.D. (print) 
T46   Methodist Church, Rugby – Exterior (2) 
T47   North Prairie Lutheran Church, Leeds, N.D. (1) 
T48   Norway Church (2) 
T49   Old church, unidentified, perhaps Catholic, with stone wall in front (3 color) 
T50   Orrin – Church steeple (1) 
T51   Ox Creek Church (8 color negs. & 10 prints) 
T52   Presbyterian church – Copy of old church exterior (1) 
T53   First Presbyterian Church, Rugby (5) 
T54   Rolette Church – Stained glass window (1 color) 
T55   St. Paul’s Lutheran Church, Rugby (old building, 1974; exterior 1961)  
    (10 b&w and color, & prints) 
T56   St. Paul Lutheran, Rugby, N.D. – Confirmation, 1951 (2) and undated (4) 
T57   St. Paul, Willow City, N.D. (2) 
T58   St. Petri Church, York, N.D., 1973 (21 color & b&w negs. and prints) 
T59   St. Petri Lutheran Church, York, N.D. (3 color negs. and prints) 
T60   Valle Lutheran Church (5 color and prints) 
T61   Viking Lutheran Church, Maddock , N.D. (14 color and b&w negs. and prints) 
T62   Cassy Stangland, 1962 (interior & exterior of unidentified church) (20) 
T227  Crop Irrigation system (1)  
T63  EDC Contest (business interiors and exteriors) (10) 
T64  Firemen’s Convention (North Dakota Firemen’s Association?) (4) 
T65  Friederich aerials for W. Haman (John Lavik) (Lavik’s land printed) (24) 
T66  Great Northern Railroad — Freight cars (4) 
T67  Gronvold Chevrolet dealership, sign and sales staff (2) 
T68  Hobby Show, 1962 (6) 
T219  Home Talent play (26 and prints) 
T69  International Peace Garden — Youth Groups (for Dwight Palmer, N.D.S.U.) (11) 
T70  Jacobson Store (Rugby, N.D.?) (10) 
T71  John Deere & Co. (road construction pictures) (9) 
T72  Klebe Museum (8) 
T73  Knights of Columbus Clergy Night, 1964 (3) 
T74  Knox, N.D. — Activities, 1964 [school] (9) 
T75  Lavick Land aerials, 1960 (Heringer & McClintock) 
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T76  Lavick Land aerials, Julu, Aug., Sept. 1960 (24) 
  Leeds, N.D. — 
T77   Accident scene in Leeds for John McClintock, taken Sept. 21, 1962 
T78   St Vincent DePaul Catholic Church, 1961 (9) 
T220  Lions Club – Member portraits (24) 
  Little Flower Catholic Church — 
T79   Basketball, 1962 (1) 
T80   CDA Kids (7) 
T81   Grade school basketball (3) 
T82  Livestock sales ring (and aerials of business) (11) 
T83  Massey Ferguson Circus tent (with tractors) (4) 
T84  Minnewaukan, N.D. — Activities [School] (31) 
T230  Minnewaukan, N.D windmill, sunset (15) &15 proofs 
T85  North Dakota Education Association (30) 
T86  North Dakota State Capitol (old) – Copy negative of old print (5) 
  North Dakota State Championship Horse Show— 
T87   1949 (93) 
T88   1950 (98) 
T89   1951 (78) 
T90   1952 (45) 
T91   1953 (11) 
T92   1954 (23) 
T93   1955 (29) 
T94   1956 (37) 
T95   1957 (47) 
T96   1958 (32) 
T97   1959 (1) 
T98   1960 (31) 
T99   1961 (22) 
T100   Judy Heidelbaugh & Horse (10) 
T101   Unidentified horse (1) 
T102  Overly, N.D. — John Aitken gun display (1) 
T231  Painted Canyon (3) 
T103  Parade float, July 4, 1950 (4) 
  Pierce County Courthouse – 
T104   Courthouse, 1986 (3 color negs. & prints) 
T105   For Tribune (9) 
T105a   Courthouse (b&w negatives and 1 print) (15) 
  Pierce County Tribune newspaper work— 
T106-108  1952 (119) 
T109   1953 (96) 
T110   1954 (46 & 9 in deterioration series) 
T111   1956 (33) 
T112   1957 (34) 
T113-114  1958 (35) 
T115   1959 (85) 
T116   1960 (47) 
T117   1961 (25) 
T118   1962 (82) 
T119   1963 (31) 
T120   1964 (64) 
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T121   1965 (41) 
T122   1966 (80) 
T123   1967 (126) 
T124   1968 (196) (Individual packets labeled: “Polled Hereford sale; Donovan Miller  
    Pro Deo Award; 4-H Livestock sale; Rugby business Bldgs.; Miss Geo  
    Center; Rec Board baseball pictures; Race track for Hartl) 
T125   1969 (159) 
T126   1970 (273) 
T127   1971 (337) 
T128   1972 (111) 
T129   1973 (107 & 3 prints) 
T130   1974-1975-1976 (156) 
T131   1977 – 1978 – 1979 – 1980 (237) 
T132  Pioneer Village Museum, Rugby, N.D. (25 – color & b&w negs., transparencies, prints) 
T133  Pioneer Village Museum, Rugby (86 – color & b&w negs, prints) 
T134  Rainbow Pow Wow, 1959 (groups of women) 93) 
  Rugby, N.D.— 
T135   Anderson Funeral Home exterior 
T136   Cities Service Station (‘Johnies Service Station for Andy Schreiber’) (1) 
T137   Citizens Bank – Exterior, color, 1969 (13) 
T138   City Council (1) 
T232   Center of North America monument (1) & 5 prints 
T139   Everson Co., 1951 & 1963 (14) 
T140   Farmers Union Co-op Elevator, showing steel grain bins (2) 
T240   Good Samaratian Hospital (20) 
T239   Haaland Home (40) 
     Hospital— 
T141    Original Hospital Building (2) 
T142    Chapel (4) 
T143    Nurse graduation, 1949 (24) 
T144    Nurses diplomas (11) 
T145    Publicity shots for Hospital drive (6) 
T146    Printed for nurse booklet, 1951 (8) 
T147    Nurses Home (20) 
T148    Interiors (14) 
T149    Ladies Aid (3) 
T150    50th Anniversary (6) 
T151    Hospital grounds & aerial (7) 
T152    New addition (1 print) 
T153    Drawing new hospital (15) 
T154    Dedication, 1965 (68) 
T155    Hospital views (20) 
T156    Misc. views (12) 
T157   Lee Fay Shop, Dec. 9 (children in toy shop) (2) 
T158   Lee Store remodeling, 1962 (4) 
T159   McGuire’s – Exterior of garage & all the men (5) 
T160   McGuire’s Ford – Mustang in show room; also truck (color and b&w) (5) 
T161   McGuire’s banquet and sale of automobile to Biebendorf (11) 
T162   McGuire’s night shots of garage and signs (5) 
T163   Merchants Bank – Copy neg. of original building (1) 
T164   Peace Officers involved in Frank Peterson case (14) 
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T165   Rugby Creamery Cheese Plant (5) 
   Rugby Manufacturing— 
T166    Truck box and hoist (47) 
T167    Swather transport, 1971, gas tank on truck, June 1971, truck box hoist,  
     Nov. 1971 (13) 
T168    Telescopic hoist (9) 
T169    Packer and swather htransport (40 color & b&w) 
T170    Grand opening (18) 
T171    Tractor and gas tanks, 1970 (9) 
T172    Truck hoist, Dec. 1975 (10) 
T173   Rugby Motor Co. (Hornstien’s Buicks for Gronvolds) (3) 
T224   Rugby Sheet Metal Plumbing, Inc. (2) 
T223   Rugby – Old schools (2) 
T174   Texaco Station, Downtown (Rugby, N.D.?) (1) 
T175  Rugby, N.D. School – 8th Grade graduation, 1959 (3) 
  Rugby, N.D. School Music & Events— 
T176   Christmas Operetta, 1961 (9) 
T177   Grade School Spring Operetta, 1962 (19) 
T178   Grade School Christmas Concert, 1962 (8) 
T179   Junior High Band, 1964 (1) 
T180   Junior High Chorus, 1961 (1) 
T181   High School Christmas Concert, 1958 (16) 
T182   High School Christmas Program, 1960 (9) 
  Rugby, N.D. School Sports— 
T183   Grade basketball, 1964 (1) 
T184   Junior High basketball team, 1961 (2) 
T185   Junior High basketball & cheerleaders, 1966 (2) 
T186   Junior High basketball, 1967 (3) 
T187  Senger Variety – Store and parade float (3) 
T188  Smoker pictures (large crowd in auditorium and presenting awards, also include Soil  
   Conservation Serivce event, 1959?) (19) 
  Sports— 
T189   Basketball party, Mercury Merchants & Piddling Pedagogs (2) 
T190   Gronvold’s Little League champs, 1962 (1) 
T191   Johnson Little League team, 1959 (1) 
T233   Sunflowers (12) & 12 proofs 
T234   Sunsets (8) & 8 prints 
  Towner, N.D.— 
T192   Anderson Funeral Chapel (3) 
T193   Publicity pictures, 1961 (32) 
  Towns, North Dakota— 
T194   Antler – Tornado, 1911 (1) 
T195   Balfour – Copy of 1904 image (1) 
T196   Barton – Copy of panoramic view (1) 
T197   Dunseith – Blacksmith shop forge & man working there, 1953 (1) 
T228   Grassy Butte – (23) & 26 prints  
T198   Leeds – Copy of panoramic view (1) 
T229   Leeds – Old barn, windmills sunsets (7) & 10 proofs 
T199   Omemee – Copy of panoramic view (3) 
T200   Perth – Copy of old photograph (6) 
T201   Petersburg – Copy of old street scene (1) 
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T202   Pleasant Lake – Neg. and print of old postcard (2) 
T203   Rolette – Copy negs. of old photographs (22) 
   Rugby— 
T204    Copy of old photographs (13) 
T205    Main Street scenes (4) 
T206    Prints of old photographs (5) 
T226   St. John, Rollette county Coughlan Castle in 1978 (6) & letter  
T207   Willow City – Copy of old photographs (19) 
T208   Willow City – Prints of old photographs (15) 
T236   Willow City- Duffy stone house (10) 
T209   Wolford – Copy of old photographs and prints (11 and 9 prints) 
T241   York – Public School (2) 
T210   York – Copy of old photographs (6) 
T211   Rugby – Aerial of town and 2 copies of old photos (3) 
T235   Turtle Lake, 1975 old farm buildings and irrigation equipment (4) & 4 prints 
T212  Unidentified scenes – Fall color leaves, abandoned buildings, and windmill (6 & 3 prints) 
T238  Unidentified scenes – Abandon farm house (3) 7 2 prints 
T213  Upham, N.D. — School building (5) 
T214  Village Arts, 1983 – Oliver play (85 and numerous prints) 
T215  Voeller Furniture, 1961 (8) 
  Willow City, N.D.— 
T216   Grain elevator and grain bins, for Davidson Co., Williston (1) 
T217   High School Activities, 1964 (34) 
  Wolford, N.D.— 
T218   School, 1958-1959 (6) 
T237  Windmills (7) & 3 prints 
 
  Topical From Binders Series 
 
E1  Aafadt Funeral, at 1st Lutheran Church  Rugby, N.D. (2) 
E2  Aandahl, Fred Governor in Rugby, N.D. (2) 
E3  Aandahl, Fred Governor at Lion’s Club and the Lutheran Brotherhood (4) 
E4  Aerial- Rugby, N.D.(3) 
E5  Aathen, Earling Copy of negative (1) 
E6  Aircraft Identification (32) 
E7  Albright, LeRoy – Willow City, N.D. (2) & 2 proofs 
E8  Al’s Electric – Rugby N.D. (3) 
E9  American Legion Citizenship (3) 
E10  American Legion – Rugby (8) 
E11  Anderson, A.E. – Towner N.D. (1) 
E12  Anderson Emil Battery Booster (4) 
E13  Anderson Evelyn’s Horses (6) 
E14  Anderson Funeral Home – Towner, N.D. (7) 
E15  Army Day – Rugby , N.D. – New Armory Miss N.D. Helen Jane Winje, Al Gronvold  
   Center Top Row in 1957 (13) 
E16  Assembly of God Church (4) 
E17  Anamoose High School Basketball – 1955 (5) 
E18  “Overturned Cattle Truck” 1949 (2) 
E19  Auto Accident on Hwy 3 Doris Moner Killed 1949 (17) 
E20  Auto Accident – April, 26 1951 (5) 
E21  Auto Accident Wrecked Auto Transport – 1952 (8) 
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E22  Auto Accident for Herringen – “Canadian cars, ford at Gronvold Lot, Ouit Deth Accident 
   1952 (15) 
E23  Auto Accident Scene “Truck Accident for Herringen & McClintok 1954 (4) 
E24  Backman, H.N.  – Bottineau, N.D. Passport (1) 
E25  Balta, N.D. High School Board (2) 
E26  Baillie, Duane & Irene Weeding 1950 (42) 
E27  Baillie, Fred – Baillie Drug store (3) 
E28  Barstad – Filmore N.D. copy of negative (1) 
E29  Basketball District 4 Tournament 1950– Rugby N.D. (10) 
E30  Baseball Team – Rugby 1948 “Ed Crook” possibly Vs. Lawton, N.D. team (2) 
E31  Baseball Team – Rugby N.D. possibly little league Baseball (3) 
E32  Barton Free Church – Barton N.D. “Sewing Gowns” (1) 
E33  Bell Telephone Wires (2)  
E34  Beaver Dam (4) 
E35  Bell Telephone Fire & Recovery March 1954 (72) 
E36  Berwick High School 1956 Activities photos for yearbook (4) 
E37  Berwick High School 1956 (13) 
E38  Berwick High School Activities 1958 (11) 
E39  Bethany Lutheran Jr. League – Rugby (1) 
E40  Bethany EMV 1957 (7) 
E41  Bethany Lutheran –Publicity – (7) 
E42  Binder, Father – Passport (2) 
E43  Bickler Super Market Door (1) 
E44  Bickler, Wendell Schrine, Orrin, N.D. (1) 
E45  Bisbee High School For: Ursa – Loors – Freed Architects Aberdeen, S.D. (2) 
E46  Blake, Norma Government Identification Belcort, N.D. (1) 
E47   Blessum, Lloyd Farm – Rugby N.D. for roofing Co. (7) 
E48  Borrows, Bill Evangelist (6)  
E49  Bosah, Helen Towner, N.D. Passport photo (1) 
E50  Bottineau Ice Follies 1958 (25) 
E51  Boy Scout’s Court of Honor – Rugby December 1957 (4) 
E52  Boy Scout’s Week Court of Honor 1950 (1) 
E53  Boys State CA 1950 (2) 
E54  Brilmer, Jack Copies for (2)  
E55  Brossart, Nick Passport copies (3) 
E56  Burke, Hennery Farm (3) 
E57  Burkhertsmeier, Mrs. 311 5th Ave. W. in Rugby 1949 (3) 
E58  Bunton, Frank Citizenship photos (2) 
E59  Cadet Band – Jr. High Rugby, N.D. 1956 (1) 
E60  Cadet Band – Jr. High Rugby, N.D. 1957 (1) 
E61  Carlson’s Herbert Discharge papers (2) 
E62  Carlson John, Barton, N.D. passport photo (3) 
E63  Carnival Queen & King – Rugby Memorial Hall 1948 (2)  
E64  Center Motel – Rugby, N.D. (2) 
E65  Church, Catholic & restoration – Rugby, N.D. 1954 (6) 
E66  C&G Appliance, Hardware, & Farm 1950 (8) 
E67  C&G Warehouse – 4 Boxcars (2) 
E68  C&G Warehouse – Rugby (10) 
E69  Church Being Moved (2) 
E70  Citizens State Bank – Employees Rugby, N.D. (12) 
E71  Clouds (4) 
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E72  Coast to Coast “New front” (4) 
E73  County Commission 1948 – Rugby Court House (1) 
E74  County Superintendent at School – 1st Aid Demonstration (4) 2 taken out due to   
   Deterioration 
E75  Cub Scout Window 1950 (2) 
E76  C.Y.O Spring Dance at Rugby High School (6) 
E77  Dahl, Howard Discharge papers (1) 
E78  Dakota Bottle Gas Rugby, N.D. (3) 
E79  Dairy Cream – Rugby, N.D. 1954 (3) 
E80  Dakota Bottle Gas Rugby, N.D. (7) 1 taken out due to Deterioration  
E81  Dakota Farmers Salesmen (1) 
E82  Daley, Mrs. Passport (1) 
E83  Degenstein Funeral (2) 
E84  Dokken, Sig Funeral 1958 (2) 
E85  Dokken, Mrs. of Towner, N.D. Funeral (2) 
E86  Dollar Days for Tribune Bailey Drug store, Rugby Insurance (4) 
E87  Dollar Days for Tribune Rugby Sheet Metal & Plumbing (3) 
E88  Dollar Days for Tribune Rugby Good Samaritan Hospital (3) 
E89  Dollar Days for Tribune Parsilla Watts Cemetery – Rugby (4) 
E90  Dollar Days for Tribune (23) 
E91  D.P. Girls at Hospital (Displaced Persons) (2) 
E92  Duchscher, Carl – Rugby Funeral Home (2) 
E93  Earl and Son (Copy) (2) 
E94  Eastern Star, Order Of (4) 
E95  Edmore Lutheran Church 50th Anniversary (31) 
E96  Eighth Grade Country Graduation 1950 (2) 
E97  Eighth Grade Country Graduation 1951 (2) 
E98  Eighth Grade Graduation 1952 Pierce County (2) 
E99  Eighth Grade Country Graduation 1953 (2) 
E100  Eighth Grade Country Graduation 1954 (2)  
E101  Eighth Grade Graduation 1955 Pierce County (1)  
E102  Eighth Grade Graduation 1956 Pierce County (4) 
E103  Eighth Grade Graduation 1957 Pierce County (4) 
E104  Eighth Grade Graduation 1958 Pierce County (4) 
E105  Electric Co-Op rate charts – Bottineau (6) 
E106  Emma’s Café (2) 
E107  Erickson’s, Don Evening School (10) 
E108  Esmond Confirmation 1950 – Rev. Alexander Thompson (13) 
E109  Farmer’s Elevator for Additon Lewis of Minneapolis (3) 
E110  Farmer’s Elevator 1948 (3) 
E111   Farmers Insurance Group Towner, N.D. Accident Ed J. Bosh adjustor 1954 (8) 
E112  Farmers Mutual Directors Insurance Co. (5) 
E113  Farmers Union Elevator 1949 – Rugby, N.D. (2) 
E114  Farmers Union “Big Grain Checks” (1) 
E115  Farmers Union Float – 1956 (2) 
E116  Farmers Union – Pride of Corn 4th of July Float (3) 
E116a  Farmers Union Elevator – Big Divided Men (1)\ 
E117  Farmers Union Elevator “New” (2) 
E118  Farmers Union Elevator Grand Opening (5) 
E119  Fera School – Circa  1948 (3) 
E120  Fettig, Mrs. (2) 
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E121  F.F.A. Plowing Bee (4) 
E122  F.F.A. 1950 (4) 
E123  F.F.A. Banquet at High School (1) 
E124  F.F.A. Boy & Governor Aandahl ca:1950 (3) 
E125  F.F.A. 1950 (8) 
E126  Four H Achievement Day 1949 (8) 
E127  Fillmore Lutheran Church EMV 1957 (4) 
E128  First Lutheran Church – Bottineau, N.D. 1955- 1956 (26) 4 taken out due to deterioration 
E129  First Lutheran Church Kindergarten – Rugby, N.D. (4) 
E130  First Lutheran Church Kindergarten Graduation – Rugby, N.D. (2) 
E131  First Lutheran Church Kindergarten Graduation - Rugby, N.D. 1951 (3) 
E132  First Lutheran Church Kindergarten Bible School – Rugby, N.D. 1952 (4) 
E133  First Lutheran Church Kindergarten Graduation – Rugby, N.D. 1952 (2) 
E134  First Lutheran Church Kindergarten Graduation – Rugby, N.D. 1953 (2) 
E135  First Lutheran Church Kindergarten Graduation – Rugby, N.D. 1954 (2) 
E136  First Lutheran Church Kindergarten Graduation – Rugby, N.D. 1955 (2) 
E137  First Lutheran Church Kindergarten Christmas Program – Rugby, N.D. 1956 (11) 
E138  First Lutheran Church Kindergarten Graduation – Rugby, N.D. 1957 (4) 
E139  First Lutheran Church Kindergarten Graduation – Rugby, N.D. 1958 (1) 
E140  Fred Fleck – “Document” (2) 
E141  Fred Fleck – “Documents” (4) 
E142  Ford, Alvina Mrs. Kuennes & Baby (1) 
E143  Friederich, Ray & Conrad J. Ziegler Law Firm 1950’s (1) 
E144  Friederich – Heringar Law Firms – “Documents” (17) 
E145  Friederich & Ziegler Law Firm – “Documents” (4) 
E146  Friederich & Heringar Law Firms – “Documents” (8) 
E147  Friederich Law Firm Documents (4) 
E148  Friederich & Ziegler Law Firm – Aerials (2) 
E149  Fulde Church Celebrations CA: 1949 (8) 
E150  Funeral Home – “Catholic Priest” (2) 
E151  Funeral Home – “Infant” (2) 
E152  Funeral Home – Rugby “Barton Man” (2) 
E153  Gaetz, Jerry 1950’s (1) 
E154  Unidentified (1) 
E155  Gaetz, Jerry S. – Rugby, N.D. (2) 
E156  Gamble Store Trucks (8) 
E157  Gamble Store Sale Presented to Chubby Severson – Rugby, N.D. (3) 
E158  Geographical Center Of North America Monument Ca:1950 (2) 
E159  Getzlaff, Walter Mrs. & Baby – Willow City, N.D. (2) 
E160  Golf Trophies 1949 Tournament (1) 
E161  Good Samaritan Hospital – Rugby, N.D. “Ford Foundation Money” (3) 
E162  Grimson, Judge Gundmar, Wife & Son at Gingham Café – Rugby, N.D. (2) 
E163  Groengle, Perry – Musical Women (2) 
E164   Gross Boy - Funeral Home (2) 
E165  Gronvold Motor Co. – Rugby, N.D. Wrecked Car 1951 (3) 
E166  Gronvold Motor Co. Wrecked for Smith Inc. Fargo 1951 (7) 
E167  Gronvold Motor Co. Wrecker (4) 
E168  Gronvold Motor Co. Tire Garage for Goodyear (2) 
E169  Gronvold Motor Co. – Rugby, N.D. Al Gronvold giving Joey Mattern – E Band (2) 
E170  Gronvold Motor Co. Meeting of Mechanics (2) 
E171  Gronvold Motor Co. presentation to Nyhus’s 1956 (3) 
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E172  Gronvold Motor Co. (2) 
E173  Gronvold Motor Co. Cadillac drawing at Rugby Memorial Hall (3) 
E174  Gronvold Motor Co. Little league baseball team 1957 (4) 
E175  Mel Presthus – Little League Team 1958 (1) 
E176  Mel Presthus – Little League Team Rugby CA: 1956 (1) 
E177  Gronvold Motor Co. Little League Baseball Team 1957 (13)  
E178  Hagel, Ferdinand Discharge Papers (1) 
E179  Hagal, Joe Citizenship (1) 
E180  Mr. Hall – Clock & Davenport (2) 
E181  Halverson, Hans Funeral at 1st Lutheran Church (1) 
E182  Haman, Laurence – Towner, N.D. citizenship Photo (1) 
E183  Harritons Cows (3) 
E184  Harvest Festival – Rugby Memorial Hall 1955 (8) 4 removed due to deterioration  
E185  Haugen, Elmer – Adopted Boys 1949 Wolford, N.D. (2) 
E186  Haugen, Helmer – Copies (2) 
E187  Haverstraw, Roy (1) 
E188  Haverstraw, Walter Copy 1953 (1) 
E189  Helmstedt, Lloyd Copy (1) 
E190  Highway Patrol – Application Photos (6) 2 removed due to deterioration  
E191  Hilzendager, Johny 203 East 4th Street in Rugby, N.D. CA:1949 (1) 
E192  Hochstetelen, El Passport photo 1951 (1) 
E193  Hoffart, Johny  wreck at Gronvold Motor Co. 1954 (4) 
E194  Homemakers U.N. Flag 1951 (2) 
E195  Homemakers Club – Rugby Memorial Hall (7) 
E196  Homemaker Woman (15) 
E197  Hornstine, Roy Copy (2) 
E198  I.H. Implement – Rugby CA:1949 (2) 
E199  Jacobson, Mel Mrs. (1) 
E200  Jacobson, Mel Mrs. Passport photo (1) 
E201  Jacobson & J.C. Penny Stores – Rugby (for Pete) (2) 
E202  Jacobson Store Fire – Rugby (18) 
E203  Jasper, Mike Passport photo (2) 
E204  Jayce’s “Lite Contest Christmas 1956” (4) 
E205  Jayce’s – Elevator Fund Raffle 1953 (4) 
E206  Jayce’s – Elevator at Good Samaritan Hospital 1953 (4) 
E207  Jayce’s – Elevator Fund Car 1953 (13) 
E208  Jelsing, Quentin Copy (6) 
E209  Johnnies Pontiac – Rugby (4) 
E210  Johnson, Christ – deeds by Fred Fleck (3) 
E211  Johnson, of Knox, N.D. Anderson Funeral Home (4) 
E212  Johnson’s O.W CA: 1950 (18)  
E213  July, 4th Parade 1958 (10) 
E214  Junior Legion Baseball & Midgets 1951 (9) 
E215  Kangaroo Court – Possible Lions Club Event (3) 
E216  Kintzman Baby Upham, N.D. Webbed Hands and Feet (4) 
E217  Knights of Columbus – Rugby Memorial Hall Banquet 1956 (4) 
E218  Knights of Columbus Clergy Night (3) 
E219  Knox, N.D. High School Senior Class 1955 (4) 
E220  Koehmstedt, Donald 1957 Passport photo (1) 
E221  Knutson Charlote Costello 1957 Passport photo (1) 
E222  Koland Construction – Bottineau, N.D. (4) 
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E223  Lawton, N.D. Baseball team E.A. Wencil 1945 (2) 
E224  Lavik Passport photo ca: (1) 
E225  Lavik Mr. (1) 
E226  Lavik Cleaners – Truck & Bicycle Winner (2) 
E227  League of Municipalities ca:1949 (3) 
E228  Liberty Ball ca:1950 exhibit Main street – Rugby (3) 
E229  Lincoln School 1957 – for Nattie Thomson (3) 
E230  Little, George Mrs. Copy (1) 
E231  Little Flower Alter at Christmas Catholic Church – Rugby (1)\ 
E232  Liming Barbershop 4 generations ca:1950 (1) 
E233  Liming Neal – Barber I.D. Photo (1) 
E234  Lions Club – Hospital Dinner Charter Members (7) 
E235  Little League Football – Rugby 1957 (8) 
E236  Lund, Odell Mrs. – Copies for (1) 
E237  Lyric Theater 1956 “Kid Rush” Rugby (2) 
E238  McCarthy, Thos. D. Box 485 Bismarck, N.D. Possible insurance claim car accident? (9) 
E239  Mike Gladys McGuire with baby Candy Good Samaritan Hospital Rugby (4)  
E240  McGuire Inc. 1951 Ford Award (2) 
E241  McGuire Inc. “Employees” (25) 
E242  McGuire Inc. Aurin Pete Service Manager (1) 
E243  McGuire Inc. Tu Drawing 1954 (4) 
E244  McGuire Inc. “for cut out” Mike McGuire ca: 1954  
E245  McGuire Inc. 1954 (2) 
E246  McGuire Inc. New City Police Car 1954 (2) 
E247  McGuire Inc. Activities in New Garage (12) 
E248  McGuire Inc. (3) 
E249  McGuire Inc. Christmas Banquet 1956 (6) 
E250  McGuire Inc. 4 Letter Award 1957 (1) 
E251  McGuire Inc. Suoer Fair Grocery Drawing 1958 (7) 
E252  McGuire Inc. Salesmen 1959 (2) 
E253  McLean, Vic & Little League Team 1957 (1) 
E254  Melivs, Mrs. & Girl Passport photo (2)  
E255  Merchants Bank Possibly – Rugby L-R Jay McClintok, Dan Baillie,?, Fred Baillie,? (3) 
E256  Methodist Church – Rugby, N.D.1949 (2) 
E257  Methodist Choir – 1951 – Rugby (2) 
E258  Methodist Harvest Festival – Rugby mid 1950’s (2) 
E259  Moe, Ole Copy made 1949 (1) 
E260  Mobil Gas Station 1950’s – Rugby (1) 
E261  Morrow, Jim – Copy (1) 
E262  Mowbrary Roofing & Sheet Metal – Minot, N.D. 1956 Rugby High School (14) 
E263  Mylo Lutheran Church – Mylo, N.D. Mid 1950’s (11) 
E264  National Guard 1951 (2) & 2 prints  
E265  National Guard 1955 (2) & 2 prints 
E266  National Guard Inspection 1955 (6) & 6 prints 
E267  National Guard Inspection & Shots 1958 (7) & 7 prints  
E268  Nelson, Mrs. Copy Silva, N.D. (1) 
E269  Nordlie, Mrs. - At Funeral Home 1952 (1) 
E270  Norse Man for – Pierce Co. Tribune 1950 (1) 
E271  Nurse Boards 1952 (23) 
E272  Nurse Diploma & Composite 1952 (9) 
E273  Nurse Graduation 1950 (10) 
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E274  Nurse Graduation (2) 
E275  Nurse’s Practical Training 1954 (5) 
E276  Odden, Mrs. John Citizenship (1) 
E277  Odd Fellows Lodge – Dedication 1952 Rugby, N.D. (3) 
E278  Oil Well 1951 (9) 
E279  Olsen, Mrs. Donald Passport photo (1) 
E280  Olsen, Elsie Residence – Tree removal (13) 
E281  Olsen, Mrs. H.C. Rugby Funeral Home (4) 
E282  Ostrem, Howard 1st Lutheran Church Funeral Rugby (2) 
E283  Ostrem Shoe Store – Parade Float (2) 
E284  Ostrem Shoe Store 1951 – Rugby, N.D. (3) 
E285  Ostrem Shoe Store 1957 – Rugby, N.D. (4) 
E286  Ostrem Shoe Store 1957 “Ball Brand” – Grand Opening (1) 
E287  Otter Tail Power Co. Meter Man 1949 (2) 
E288  Otter Tail Power Co. Rugby – Christmas 1954 (1) 
E289  Otter Tail Power Co. Employees & Scoreboard (1) 
E290  Lutheran Church – Ox Creek, N.D. 1954 (5) 
E291  Pantry Café – Employees 1952 (4) 
E292  Parkman, Lois “Scar Photo” 1956 (2) 
E293  Paulson’s, John – Birthday Party 1949 (4) 
E294  “Peace Officers Map” (1) 
E295  Penny Store Windows – Rugby 1952 (3) 
E296   Pennington, Bruce “Good Samaritan Hospital Bismarck, N.D. 1949 (1) 
E297  Percilla Watts Cemetery – Rugby (2) 
E298  Peterson’s, Ernie House with Christmas Lights 1954 – Rugby (4) 
E299  Petit, Joyce – Towner, N.D. 1952 (1) 
E300  Phelphs, Mrs. – Barton, N.D. (2) 
E301  Pheasant Lake, N.D. (2) 
E302  Pheasant Lake Grain Co. 1956 (3) 
E303  Pierce County Crop Gift 1949 (2) 
E304  Pierce County Court House – Rugby (1) 
E305  Pierce County Fair Parade July, 4th 1949 (45) 
E306  Pierce County Fair – “Amateur Night” 1951 (5) 
E307  Playday 1949 (4) 
E308  Post Office Christmas Rush – Rugby, N.D. 1949 (2) 
E310  Potato (2) 
E311  P.T.A. Meeting 1950 (1) 
E312  Rainbow Girls 1952 (4) 
E313  Rainbow Girls 1953 (3) 
E314  Rainbow Girls 1956 (8) 
E315  Rainbow Girls 1957-1958 (14) 
E316  “Ranch” (5) 
E317  Razook, Mrs. Copies for (2) 
E318  Red Owl “Penny Pics” (1) 
E319  Red Owl “Ham Display” (1) 
E320  Red Owl “extension” (3) 
E321  Richter, Dan Discharge Papers (4) 
E322  ROC Rally Rugby, N.D. 1950 (4) 
E323  ROC Rally Rugby, N.D. Governer Fred Aandahl & Milton Young Holding Blanket 1950 
(1) 
E324  Rolla Musical for Minot paper 1949 (1) 
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E325  Rolette Women’s Club copies (3) 
E326  Rugby, N.D. “Aerials” (2) 
E327  Rugby Creamery Hatcheny (1) 
E328  Rugby Creamery – Wogo (2) 
E329  Rugby Creamery Milk Man (3) 
E330  Rugby Furniture 1949 (4) 
E331  Rugby Green House Float (2) 
E332  Rugby High School 1949 Junior Senior Prom (8) 
E333  Rugby High School Senior Class 1949 (3) 
E334  Rugby High School Senior Class Play 1949 (3) 
E335  Rugby High School – Crowning King & Queen 1949 (4) 
E336  Rugby High School Basketball Team 1951 (18) 
E337  Rugby High School B-Squad Basketball Team 1951 (5) 
E338  Rugby High School Basketball Teams A&B 1948 – 1949 (7) 
E339  Rugby High School Football Team 1948 (2) 
E340  Rugby High School Home Economics Class 1948 (14) 
E341  Rugby Lumber Co. Yard Addition 1948 (3) 
E342  Rugby Motor Sales Shipmen 1950’s (1) 
E343  Rugby Motor Sales “English Ford” (4) 
E344  Rugby Motor Sales – Change of Ownership (3) 
E345  Rugby Motor Sales 1948 (4) 
E346  Rugby Police Department – Rugby Cops 1949 (1) 
E347  Rugby Sheet Metal & Plumbing 1954 (5) 
E348  Rugby Sheet Metal & Plumbing 1955 “Austin Digger” (3) 
E349  Rugby Sheet Metal & Plumbing (2) 
E350  Rugby Sheet Metal & Plumbing December 1957 (5) 
E351  Saint Cecelia’s Catholic Church – Towner, N.D. 1950 (8) 
E352  Salvation Army – Mid 1950’s (2) 
E353  Saude, Mrs. At Funeral Home (2) 
E354  Schaan Funeral – From Balta, N.D. (2) 
E355  Schloos at Funeral Home (2) 
E356  Schmaltz, Joe B. Family (6) all had to be removed due to deteriorated  
E357  School Patrol – Captain Jacobson & Rugby Fellows for Tribune (4) 
E358  Schultz Construction Co. (32)  
 
 
Film Rolls Series 
 
G1  Balta School (229) 
   G1.1 Pre School (26) 
   G1.2 Grade 1&2 (31) 
   G1.3 Grade 3&4 (27) 
   G1.4 Grade 5&6 (39) 
   G1.5 Grade 7&8 (28) 
   G1.6 Grade 9 (20) 
   G1.7 Grade 10 (26) 
   G1.8 Grade 11 (32) 
G2  Citizens Bank N.D. (20) Bank photos  
G3  John Deer 1976 (66) Men in office, trucks and garage 
G4  Little Flower Catholic School (296) 
   G4.1 Pre School (56) 
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   G4.2 Grade 1 (31) 
   G4.3 Grade 2 (48) 
   G4.4 Grade 3 (36) 
    G4.5 Grade 4 (36) 
   G4.6 Grade 5 (42) 
   G4.7 Grade 6 (47) 
G5   Rolette Shopping Center Special with Santa in Sleigh (132) 
G6  Rugby Ely Elementary Kindergarten (120) 
   Group 1 (44) 
   Group 2 (28) 
   Group 3 (48)  
G7  Rugby Ely Elementary N.D.  
   G7.1 Grade 1 (38) 
   G7.2 Grade 1 (42) 
   G7.3 Grade 1 (37) 
   G7.4 Special ED. (13) 
   G7.5 Grade 2R (50) 
   G7.6 Grade 4A (39) 
   G7.7 Grade 2H (47) 
   G7.8 Grade 3O (45) 
   G7.9 Grade 3L (29) 
   G7.10 Grade 5BB (45) 
   G7.11 Grade 5M (168) 
   G7.12 Special Education (8) 
   G7.13 Grade G5 (49) 
   G7.14 Grade 6BC (46) 
   G7.15 Grade 5BEN (43) 
   G7.16 Junior High (94)    
G8  Rugby Ely Elementary (95) 
   G8.1 Junior High (25) 
   G8.2 Junior High (25) 
   G8.3 Junior High (25) 
   G8.4 Junior High (20) 
G9  Rugby High School (16) 
   Glossy only (4) 
   Package (12) 
G10  Rugby High School Make up Photos (6) 
G11  Willow City, N.D. School Photos (319) 
   G11.1 Pre School (34) 
   G11.2 Grade 1 (26) 
   G11.3 Grade 2 (40) 
   G11.3 Grade 3 (22) 
   G11.4 Grade 4 (17) 
   G11.5 Grade 5 (19) 
    G11.6 Grade 6 (12) 
   G11.7 Grade 7 (21) 
   G11.8 Grade 8 (16) 
   G11.9 Grade 9 (11) 
   G11.10 Grade 10 (41) 
   G11.11 Grade 11 (21) 
   G11.12 Staff (39) 
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G12  Wolford Elementary School N.D. (228) 
   G12.1 Pre School (42) 
   G12.2 Grade 1&2 (31) 
   G12.3 Grade 3&4 (36) 
   G12.4 Grade 5&6 (39) 
   G12.5 Grade 7&8 (37) 
   G12.6 Grade 9 (16) 
   G12.7 Grade 10 (18) 
   G12.8 Grade 11 (41)  
   G 12.9 Staff (22) 
 
  Aerials Series 
 
A3  Bachmeier (18) & 10 prints 
A4  Behme’s Propane Larry Brandt Oil (4) & 4 prints 
A5  Biberdorf, Erni (8) 
A6  Balta (1) & 1 proof 
A7  Brossart, Val (10) & 3 prints 
A8  Faul (1) & 1 print 
A1  Faul, Albert, Jr. (2) & 3 prints 
A9  Fedje (2) & 1 print 
A10  Fedje, Howard (11) & 16 prints 
A11  Fossum (6) & 3 prints 
A13  Gerald (1) 
A14  Graber (1) & 1 proof 
A15  Hagel, Frank (9) & 1 print 
A16  Hilzendager, Eddie (7) & 7 proofs 
A17  Johnne’s (2) & 2 prints 
A18  Johnson, Leroy (2) 
A19  Kittelsons (1) & 1 print  
A20  Kittelsons, Gary (8) & 8 prints 
A21  Lehman, Norman (12)  
A22  Odden (1) 
A23  Oil rig (3) & 3 prints 
A24  Opstedahl, Lloyd (3) & 13 prints 
A25  Pietz outdoor (3) prints 
A26  Ritchards, Floyd (1) & 1 proof  
A27  Rolette, N.D. (14) & 14 prints  
A28  Rugby Equipment (3) & 6 prints 
A29  Rugby Scenes (8) 
A30  Sandeens (1) & 1 print 
A31  Schaan, D. (5) & 5 prints 
A32  Schaffer (1) & 9 prints 
A33  Skaar (1) & 1 proof 
A34  Skaar, Gordan (15) 
A35  Slaubaugh, Herb (3) & 3 prints 
A36  Strand, Elmer (11) & 1 proof 
A37  Strand, Gerald (10) & 10 prints 
A38  Strip farm (3) & 9 prints 
A39  Swoth (6) & 5 prints 
A40  Trebo (1) & 1 print 
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A41  Trebo, Judith (1) 
A42  Willow City (29) & 1 print 
A12  Willow City (9) & 2 prints 
A2   Zucher, Art farm aerial (17) & 5 prints 
A43  Unidentified     
   43-1 Farmstead (1) & 1 print 
   43-2 Farmstead (1) & 1 print 
   43-3 Farmstead (1) & 1 print 
   43-4 Farms (2) & 19 prints 
 
  Bicentennial Series 
 
  Bicentennial Celebration  
B1  Axtman, John house (13) & 7 prints 
B2  Axtman, John with the Governor (12) 
B3  Bachman (1) & 1 print 
B4  Berdahl (1) 
B5  Bicentennial Scenes (1)  
B6  Bjorke (1) 
B7  Brandt (1) 
B8  Brandvold (1) 
B9  Friley (1) Lady Liberty 
B10  German Russians (1) 
B11  Gerztler (1) 
B12  Hankstrom (5) & 5 prints 
B13  Hovland (1) 
B14  Jacobson (1) 
B15  Knights of Columbus (1) 
B16  Hospital (1) 
B17  Miller (1) 
B18  Monson (2) 
B19  Myher (1) 
B20  Norsby (1) 
B21  Olson, Adolph (1)  
B22  Parker (1)  
B23  Reedson (1) 
B24  Roen, Betsy (1) & 1 print 
B25  Rothshiller (1) 
B26  Stenson (2) & 1 print 
B27  Tribune (1)  
B28  Uncle Sam (2) 
B29  Vangness (4) 
 
  Unidentified People 
B30  (15) 
B31  (15) 
B32  (15) 
B33  (15) 
B34  (15) 
B35  (12) prints 
B36  (15) prints 




  Parade 
B37  (15) 
B38  (15) 
B39  (25) 
B40  (9) prints 
 
  Covered Wagons 
B41   (14) 
B42  (10) prints 
 
  International Peace Garden Series 
 
  Park Scenes  
P1  Aerials (16) & 17 prints 
P2  Aerials (8) 
 
  Buildings 
P3  Bell tower (2) & 1 print 
P4  Buildings (10) & 9 prints 
P5  Log cabin (8) 
P6  Out house (4) & 4 prints 
P7  Pavilion (1) 
P8  Peace Chapel (1) 
P9   Clock (4) & 1 print 
 
  Gardens 
P10  Flowers (4) 
P11  Fountains (4) & 2 prints 
P12  Trees (22) & 2 prints 
P13  Entrance (4) 
P14  Flower beds trees (11) & 13 prints 
 
  Lake 
P15  Lake scenes (12) 
 
  Towers 
P16  Peace towers (3) & 6 prints 
 
  Wild life 
P17  Deer in trees (5) 
 
  Winter 
P18  Snow scenes (4)  
 
  Dated images 
P19  1966 (9) & 18 prints 
P20  1973 (6) 
P21  1976 (11) 
P22  1977 July (29) & 22 prints 
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P23  1979 (5) & 5 prints 
P24  1984 (27) & 6 prints 
P25  1988 (6) & 2 prints 
 
  Names 
P26  Grach (1) 
P27  Grofetter (1) 
P28  Milson Al, (44) & 7 prints 
P29  Nelson (1) & 1 letter 
 
  Unidentified 
P30  no names no dates (5) & 3 prints 
 
  Nilles, Hansen, Selbo, Magill & Davies Ltd Series 
 
N1  Feichert, Rudolph Atty Dan Hanson, taken on location southwest of Martin, N.D (52) 
N2  Kraft, Peter October 2, 1969 Attorney Bruce Bohlman (34) 
N3  Toake, Jean Marie February 11, 1974 Attorney Dan Hanson (16) & 8 prints, papers 
N4  April, 1965-1969 Female victim car accident (103) 
N5  August, 28 1983 Attorney Dan Hanson (55) & 31 prints, papers 
N6  1987 Attorney Dan Hanson “Be careful sign” (10) 
N7  Super Value Parking lot Attorney Dan Hanson (33) 
N8  Tractor at Rolla for Winston Noble (20) & 9 prints, papers 
 
  Undated and Unidentified Series 
 
  Portraiture— 
U1   Aman, Otto (1) 
U2   Anderson, Mrs. (12) 
U3   Armstrong, Dave (6)  
U4   Arstien, Mrs. (8) & 1 proof  
U5   Arthur, Milton (1)  
U6   Axtman, Rose (8) 
U7   Axtman, Roy (1) 
U8   Axtmann, Roy Rochus – Family (8) & 9 prints   
U9   Babb, Mike – (2) & proofs  
U10   Baerwald, Vanessa (1) & 1 proof  
U11   Beibert, Mr. & Mrs. (2) & 2 proofs   
U12   Berg, Lois (2) & 2 proofs    
U13   Berube (1) 
U14   Bewakany, Dr. (6)  
U15   Binderdorf – Children (1) & 1 proof  
U16   Bishop, Connie (2) & 2 proofs  
U17   Blessum, Gloria (1)  
U18   Blessum, Laura (4) & 3 proofs  
U19   Boe, Lowell (2) & proofs  
U20   Boe, Sidney – Family & Mrs. Boe’s family (6)  
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U21   Bosley, Bill – Young Boy (1) & 1 proof  
U22   Bosley, Bill – Boy, a little older (1) & 1 proof 
U23   Bosley, Bill – Teenage boy (1) & 1 proof  
U24   Bosley ( 1) & 1 proof 
U25   Brossart – Ripplinger (1)  
U26   Brynsten, Mr. & Mrs. (1) & 1 proof 
U27   Bucklin, Nan (8) 
U28   Burkhard – Jeanne Schmaltz (8)  
U29   Busch, Kimberly (11) 
U30   Bye, Dave (1)  
U31   Christopherson, Mr. & Mrs. Allan (7)  
U32   Clark (1)  
U33   Crawford, Polly (4) & 1 proof 
U34   Danielson, Bob (2)  
U35   Dauer, Jerry – Sherry Hill(1) & 2 proofs   
U36   Deibert – Baby (1) & 1 proof  
U37   Diebert, Martin – Baby (4) 
U38   Dieterick, Mr. & Mrs. Geo & their boys at Wolford celebrates of Basketball State  
    Tourney – Wolford coach & team captains & trophies. (2)  
U39   Drege, Jim (14) 
U40   Dusch (1)  
U41   Duscherer, Walter (12)  
U42   Easltern, Joyce Richter (5)  
U43   Eastburn, Joyce (1) & 1 proof   
U44   Ekren, Mr. & Mrs. Roland – Family (15)   
U45   Evans, Todd (1) & 1 proof  
U46   Fedje (1) & 1 proof   
U47   Ferbi, Edwin – Family (1) proof   
U48   Finley (1) 
U49   Fossen, John – Baby (1) & 3 proofs  
U50   Fox, Harvey (21) & 1 print  
U51   Fox, Susan – two packets (52)  
U52   Fritel, Joe – family (10) 
U53   Fritel, K. (1) & 1 proof  
U54   Galow, Tony (1) & (1) proof 
U55   Galow, Wanda – 74’ (2) & @ proofs   
U56   Goetz (1) 
U57   Goetz, John (Mrs.) (3) 
U58   Graham, Mr. & Mrs. H. C. (4)  
U59   Gullickson, Manfred (Mrs.) (20) 
U60   Haakenson, Gene (1)  
U61   Hackman, (1)  
U62   Hagel, Doug (5)  
U63   Halow, Linda – 74’ (3) & 3 proofs  
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U64   Hanson, Denise –  (2) & 2 proofs  
U65   Hanson, Wayne – family (8)  
U66   Heilman (1)  
U67   Heilman, Bernadette (1) & 1 proof  
U68   Heilman, Jim – Police Officer (3)  
U69   Heilman, Terry –73’ (1) & 1 proof   
U70   Heintz, Kay – Baby – One packet, one photo & negative (7)   
U71   Hewitt (1) 
U72   Hewitt, Mr. & Mrs. (1) & 1 proof  
U73   Hewitt, Stan (4)  
U74   Hill, Sherry – Jerry Dauer – Engagement (9)  
U75   Hilzendager, Ed (7) 
U76   Hilzendager, Linda (8) 
U77   Ho, Dr. (10) & 2 prints  
U78   Hoffart, Joe (1)   
U79   Hoffman, Virginia – One packet, (8) & 1 proof   
U80   Hoium, Bob (8)   
U81   Hovland, Ann (10) & 2 prints  
U82   Hovland, Rick (36) & 1 proof 
U83   Hovlind, Ann (45) & 1 proof 
U84   Hunt, Francis (1)  
U85   Hutchinson, Dennett – children – Two packets (29)  
U86   Isaacson, Carl (2)  
U87   Jaeger, Laurie (C & G Store) (17)  
U88   Jaeger, Stanley – girl (8) 
U89   Jaeger, Wayne (10)  
U90   Johnson (1) proof  
U91   Johnson, Bob (1) & 1 proof   
U92   Johnson – Clinic (7) & 11 prints   
U93   Johnson, Mel – Watch presentation (5)  
U94   Johnson, Ron – Boy – Rolette, N. D. (10)  
U95   Jordan, Hank – Family (6)  
U96   Jorgenson (8) & 1 proof   
U97   Jorgenson, Karen – (9) & 1 proof  
U98   Jundt, Chris (Mr. and Mrs.) (6) 
U99   Jundt, Mr. & Mrs. Mike (1) & 1 proof     
U100   Kallach, Mrs. Parker C.-6/16/78 (9) & 1 letter 
U101   Kaufman (1)  
U102   Keller, Roger (9)  
U103   Kirchoffner, Jacob – girl (8) 
U104   Kitelson, Arnold – girl (8) 
U105   Kitman, Carlysis – Miss Rugby Geo. Center (1964)- (10) & 5 proofs  
U106   Kittelson, Gary (9) 
U107   Kittelson, Gary – Girl (4)   
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U108   Kjelstrom, Kerwin – daughter Kimberly (4) 
U109   Klein – (2) 
U110   Klingbeil, Howard – family (6)  
U111   Knock, Reverend Dan – Belcourt, N. D. (12)  
U112   Knox – Wedding ? (6) 
U113   Knutson, Doreen – (2) & 2 proofs  
U114   Knutson, Kathy – (2) & 2 proofs   
U115   Koble, Conrad (1) 
U116   Koenic (1) 
U117   Kovar, Royce – Children (24)  
U118   Larson – Church – altar scene (2) & 2 proofs   
U119   Laucker, Wendy (8) 
U120   Layton, Steve – Dianne Christopherson (62)   
U121   Leier, Frank (2) 
U122   Lester, Renae Sherwood (16)  
U123   Liebelt, Carol (8)                                                                                               
U124   Lien, Lyle – Girl (10)  
U125   Lien, Paula (13) 
U126   Lindberg, Sandra – (2) & proofs  
U127   Lion’s Club – Charter Members (2)  
U128   Louches, Curt (6) & 2 proofs 
U129   Love, Mr. & Mrs. Bill – Bill for K. C. (10) & 1 proof  
U130   Lynnes (5) 
U131   Lynse (1) & 1 proof  
U132   Macklem, Dr. (10)  
U133   Malke, Mr. & Mrs. John (1) & 1 proof 
U134   Malo, Randy – Mary Tenacoure (21) & 7 prints  
U135   Marthe (1)  
U136   McGuire’s – Glen Pfau Girls, Keys to Merc. To Upham, Geo Bishoff – Little  
    League  Children’s Baseball teams (12) & 4 prints 
U137   McIntyre, Larry – girl (1) 
U138   McKay, Clifford – Family (9)  
U139   Mears, Walt (Mr. and Mrs.) (6) 
U140   Meisner, David – baby (12) & 1 proof 
U141   Miller (1)  
U142   Miller, Bud with team (2) & 3 prints  
U143   Miller – Children (1) & 1 proof 
U144   Miller, Wilbur (1) & 1 proof   
U145   Monson, Bill – family (12 & 4 prints 
U146   Moutage (Mrs. Siels’ granddaughter) (7)  
U147   Munger, Geo & Alex (7) 
U148   Munger, Ted – family (5) 
U149   Music Awards – Sousa & Tri M, Hoffart, Lokken, Mosley, Selland, Smith (Leo),  
    and Weimer (6) & 5 proofs  
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U150   Nelson, Barry – Boy and dog (1) & 1 proof  
U151   Neworkner, Dale (8) & 2 prints  
U152   Nielsen – Baby – (2) & 2 proofs  
U153   Nielsen, Milt (2)  
U154   Oen, Gil – Girl, Linda (10) 
U155   Oen, Linda – (2) & 2 proofs   
U156   Olson, Clarence – Color snap shot – Noted on back of photo – Just Mr. & Mrs. (1  
U157   Olson, Orvin – family (1) & 1 proof  
U158   Orth – Baby (4) & 4 proofs  
U159   Oslien (1) & 1 proof  
U160   Ostrem, Duane & girl friend (8)  
U161   Otterson, Bob – boy (6) 
U162   Owen, Terry (1) & 1 proof  
U163   Owens, Dianne (80) 
U164   Parisien, Alice (1) 
U165   Parkman, Bud – family (8) 
U166   Patterson, Jan – Leeds, N.D. (10) 
U167   Paulson, Ed – Family (6) 
U168   Paulson, Ray – Family (9) & 2 proofs 
U169   Peiler, Mrs. Robert (1) proof 
U170   Phillipp, Carla – (3) & 3 proofs  
U171   Potter, Dr. (9) & 6 proofs  
U172   Preuss, Herman (Mr., Mrs. and daughters) (9) & 1 print 
U173   Rasmussen, Ann (8)   
U174   Redinger, Arlen – (1) & 1 proof   
U175   Roberts (6)  
U176   Rose, Ray – Rolette, N. D. (4)  
U177   Rose, Wendel (6) 
U178   Rothchild (42) proofs  
U179   Rugby Creamery (3)  
U180   Satter, George (3) & 3 proofs  
U181   Sattler, Cynthia – nurse (11) & 2 proofs, baby girl (23), man in tweed jacket (13),  
  older man (8), lady in fur (9), baby boy (14)  
U182   Schepp (1)  
U183   Schindler, Mr. Fred – Rolla, N. D. (12)  
U184   Schmidt, Pius – twins graduation (10) 
U185   Schaan – Three different negatives 
U186   Schaan, Bernard – Boy, Mike – First Communion (12)  
U187   Schaan, Jeanne (29)  
U188   Scyzs, Dr. (10) & 2 prints  
U189   Sedo, Dr. – Two packets (19) & 2 proofs 
U190   Seiler, Dr. (10)  
U191   Seiler, Dr. – Passports (9)  
U192   Selland, Bennie (Mrs.) - Tunbridge, N.D. (taken Nov. 15, 1937) (1)  
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U193   Selland, Ole – Family (1964) (1)  
U194       Seymoure (1) & 1 proof  
U195   Siel, John – Family (1)  
U196   Simpson, Doreen – (3) & 3 proofs  
U197                              Slaubaugh (2)                                                                                                                 
U198   Smedsrud, Arnold (Mrs.) (3) 
U199   Starr, Randy – (2) & 2 proofs  
U200   Stromme – old snowmobile (1)  
U201   Strong, Al (17) & 1 proof & 1 print  
U202   Stutrud, Otto – Family (1) 
U203   Theel, Bruce – children (11) 
U204   Thingvold (1) & 1 print  
U205   Thomasson, Fred – boy, Leeds, N.D. (11) & 1 proof 
U206   Tostad, Harold – family (12) & 1 print 
U207   Tostad, Vernon (1) & 1proof 
U208   Tostad, Wanda (15) 
U109   Traeger (1)  
U210   Treager, LeRoy – girl (8) 
U211   Tschepin, Ron – girl (6) 
U212   Tuchscherer, Tony – baby (12) 
U213   Tuff, L. (4) 
U214   Underdahl, Olav (Mr. and Mrs.) (17) 
U215   Van Swingen (1)  
U216   Vetsch, Fred – girl (12) 
U217   Vetsch, Leo (Mr. and Mrs.) (3) 
U218   Voeller, Mrs. John (1) & 1 proof 
U219   Voeller, Pete (Mrs.) (4) prints 
U220   Volk, Red – Dog (17)  
U221   Volk, Tom – children (16) 
U222   Vrem, Verl (Mrs.) (4) 
U223   Wageman, Jeanne (1) & 1 proof 
U224   Walker, Verna – nurse (12) 
U225   Washburn, Dale – family (10) 
U226   Weimer, Ann (1) & 1 proof  
U227    Wibe, Linda (1) & 1 proof  
U228   Willein- Nov. 10, 1981 (5)  
U229   Within, Lyle – Children – Two packets (51) & 12 prints, 1 letter   
U230   Wolfe, Victoria (1) & 1 letter 
U231   Wood, John (1) 
U232   Wurgler – (2) – 40 & 41  
U233   Zurcher – (1) & 1 proof  
U234   Zurcher, Art – Family (12)  
  Weddings— 
U235   Axtman, Ned – Golden Wedding (6)  
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U236   Bachmeir, Geo (2) 
U237   Bergeron, Ken – wedding (7) 
U238   Black, Joe (1)  
U239   Boucher, Gordon – Wedding (8)  
U240   Braaten, Elman – wedding (12) 
U241   Buchholz, Dan (Christopherson girl) (15)  
U242   Buchholz, Dan – Linda Christopherson (19) 
U243   Burgard, Eusabires – Wedding (5)  
U244   Richard, Curtis & Cindy Christiansen – wedding (66) & 124 proofs 
U245   Christopherson, Roy & Mary Dawn Martz  Feb, 1969- (32)  
U246   Ebank (1)  
U247   Ebole (1) 
U248   Ebals (1) 
U249   Gottbrecht, Gene – Wedding (9)  
U250   Hackman, Anton – Wedding (20) & 3 proofs  
U251   Hoffart, Balzer – Wedding (8)  
U252   Jaeger, D. (1)  
U253   Larson, Larry – Patsy Johnson – February 1970 (29)   
U254   Odegard, LeRoy – Janice Simon – Wedding – Upham, N. D. (34)  
U255   Pierson, Arnold – Wedding (20) 
U256   Rud, Rue (1)  
U257   Schumacher, Melvin – Wedding (10)  
U258   Senger, Peter – Orrin – Wedding (10) 
U259   Simonson, Jerry (4) & 1 print  
U260   Tarestad, Bob – wedding (8) 
U261   Tschepen (1) 
U262   Tschepen, Ron-Sept. 29, 1967 (40)  
U263   Van Sweigen (1)  
U264   Vetter, Dale – wedding (9) 
U265   Voeller, Dennis – engagement and wedding (10) 
U266   Volk, Bryon & Happert girl wedding (12) 
U267   Volk, Larry (8)  
U268   Weigel, Ed F. – wedding (11) 
U269   Wolfe, Shirley – engagement (6) 
   
  Unidentified and undated— 
U270   Baby girl – Three proofs – On back – two look like they say Sherman, one looks  
    like Schaman 
U271   Boy- (12) 
U272   Boy- (16) 
U273   Boy – basketball player (1)  
U274   Bride & groom (1)  
U275   Elderly couple (1)  
U276   Girl – about the time of Siegler boy (written on envelope) (19) 
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U277   Girl – Lisa on back (1) Proof  
U278   Wedding reception outdoor barbeque (2)   
U279   Young couple – the name Fred is on the negative paper panel (1) & 1 proof  
U280   Young woman – two negatives  
U281   Little packet of customer’s information. 
U282                              Unordered & unidentified negatives- Children  ranging in age (50)             
U283                Yellow sports car (3) & 3 prints 
U284                      Baby boy (Lillian? on back) (3) & 3 proofs         
U285    Portraits men, women (21) & 7 proofs 
U286   Mr. & Mrs. Jim Schmaltz (4) 
U287   Allice Koffe (10) 
U288   Wayne Jelsing baby girl (9) 
U289   Delma Hall (1)  
U290   Allan Beaver Linda Dressettg (38) & 1 print &1 letter 
U291   Jen Tuere (7)  
U292   Misc. (9) & 1 proof 
U293   Misc. (12) 
U294   Misc. (4) 
U295   Misc. (5) 
 
  Deteriorated Negatives Series 
 
  1948-1949 – 
D1   Axtman, Leonard - & Sylvia Hager, Nov. 4, 1948 
   Barton confirmands (Rev.Storesland) 
   Blessum, Beverly 
   Bickler, Dona Lou 
   Bjorke, Lydia 
   Bowersox, Beverly 
   Conover, George, Mr. & Mrs. 
   Dahl, Thor – Family 
   Esmond, N.D. – Confirmation class 
   Evans, Maria 
   Ebach, Mary 
   Ellingson, Bud 
   Erickson, Irene 
   Fahn, John, Drake, N.D. – Wedding 
   Fritel, Nick & Bride [Theresa Brossart, 8 Nov 1948) 
   Gault, J. G. 
   Gilleshammer, Allan, Mr. & Mrs., Grafton, N.D. 
   Guess, Dwight, Mr. & Mrs. 
   Hicks, Leslie, Mrs. – Children – Passports 
   Hoffert, Pete – Bride, 1949 
   Hubert, Al, Mr. & Mrs. 
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   Humble, Ronald, Mr. & Mrs. 
   Judd, Susan 
   Klein, Leo – Wedding 
   Lane, Lee, Mr. & Mrs. (include print and a neg. not too deteriorated) 
  1950s –  
   Ostrem, Delmar 
   Vaughn - Nanson 
   Violette, Hank – Borgne Tigen - Wedding 
 
  Strand Studio Records Series 
 
R1  Calendars, 1952-1988 
R2  Desk Diaries, 1977-1982 
R3  Invoices and recipts 
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